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FC)REWORD

Today, few tourists sign up for trips to Douai, an industrial city in north
ern France. Hlstorians know better. For Douai was once a powerhouse,
a producer of textiles and a pioneering commercial center. It also created
and then preserved an extraordinary municipal archive. Martha Howell,
the distinguished historian, has explored this rich deposit of parchment
and paper. The result is The Marriage Exchange, an important account of
the evolution of the modern society and capitalism.

In 1300, Douai was one of the largest cities in the southern Low Coun
tries, with a population of between 15,000 and 20,000. Then, between
1300 and 1550, it went through profound changes. To be sure, it never
ceased to live by and for the market. If the assets of traditional Europe
were in land, those of Douai were in urban real estate, inventories, tools,
equipment, clothing, and cash. Nevertheless, the Douai of 1300 was not
the Douai of 1550. Economically, prefiguring the American Rust Belt, it
lost its dominant manufacturing position. If the city was to survive, it had
to develop ne,v industries, among them the grain trade. Politically, wars
and other upheavals constricted its autonomy. Demographically, diseases
such as the plague of the fourteenth century decimated its population.
The survivors tnarried, remarried, and remarried again.

Howell's first great achievement JS to place changes in Douai's legal
system in this historical context. She focuses on marital property law as
the crucial nexus of law, economic goods, family, and gender. Howell
argues that the law is not simply a way in which a powerful class enforces
its interests. Nor is it a neat mirror image of a society that tells us what
life actually meant to its people. Rather, the law embodies a "social logic"
or "a social im2ginary" to which people aspire and which they eventually
establish, often after a struggle, through private acts and social practices.
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Once people construct the law, the law in turn constructs their sense of
social possibility.

Because wealth shifted constantly in form and value for the market
driven Douaisiens, they had to think more carefully than most Europeans
about its control during their lives and its dispensation after their death.
Marital and inheritance laws were their instruments. Slowly, unsystemati
cally, often living with contradictions and hybridity, Douaisiens moved
from a system of unwritten customs to one of written contracts. This
meant much more than a shift from one technology of literacy to another.
The former system worked for a household economy that needed the pro
ductive capacities of both husband and wife. Property, Douaisiens
thought, properly went to a surviving spouse. The latter system worked
for an economy more concerned with preserving than acquiring wealth,
with stabilizing what people owned in unstable times. Property, the
Douaisiens now thought, properly went to children, the surviving descen
dants of a male-identified line.

Howell's next great achievement is to unravel the connections among
gender and these two legal systems. The systems overlapped in their as
sumptions that the household ought to be a nuclear unit consisting of
husband, wife, children, and servants; that ties between parents and chil
dren ought to be strong; and that distinctions ought to exist between men
and women, among them the distinction that men dominated women.
However, the legal systems differed in their constructions of femininity.
If customs projected women as creators of wealth, written contracts pro
jected them as carriers ofwealth. Marriage was seen no longer as a produc
tive economic unit but as an affectionate, passionate union. Women were
less actors in the market than creatures of the heart.

To her notable scholarship, Howell adds a strong and attractive
faith in individual human beings as willful persons. I mean this in a double
sense. First, both women and men wrote wills, and about half of Howell's
sample of testators were women. Although a will is a formal docu
ment that must follow certain generic requirements, it is also a quasi
autobiographical act. In dictating what should happen to one's property
after death, a will implicitly reveals one's values in life. Second, human
beings exercise will. As much as her evidence permits, Howell shows peo
ple making choices within their circumstances, leaving, for example,
featherbeds to two nephews but a "best bed" to a godson. In doing so,
people break loose from the constrictions of both gender roles and law.
These escapes can alarm others and disrupt social order. Indeed, Howell
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suggests that some Douaisien laws of marital property were meant to curb
women's potential willfulness. Nevertheless, disruptions happen, and soci
eties must respond to them, no matter how begrudgingly.

In 1986, Howell's Women, Production, and Patriarchy in Late Medieval
Cities was published. Together, her two books illuminate the origins of
modern societies and economies. Howell consciously and conscientiously
limits their scope to Western Europe. However, as capitalism goes global
so riotously and exuberantly, its Western European history has interna
tional significance. The archive of Douai echoes more widely than the
Douaisiens m:lght ever have imagined as they figured out their marriage
contracts and last wills and testaments.

Catharine R. Stimpson
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N10TE ON MO~~EY, DATES,

A'\1D NAMES

Money

The value of the many coins that circulated in the Low Countries in this
period was highly unstable. Simple vvear was enough to force mild devalu
ations at regular intervals. Hence, the mint price for bullion (the number
of coins a customer would receive for a mark of bullion) had to be raised
periodically just to keep the intrinsic value ofold and new coins commen
surate. A more important cause of devaluation was political: this was the
easiest way for a prince to raise revenue. When the currency was devalued,
subjects brought their currency in to be reminted into the new, less valu
able coins, and the prince took a mint fee. Essentially a tax on those who
had money, debasement (unlike direct taxation) did not require the ap
proval of any parliamentary bodies, as the right of coinage belonged un
equivocally to the prince. In the rnrelfth and thirteenth centuries, rulers
had made bargains to keep the currency strong in exchange for tax conces
sions. During the Hundred Years \1Var, however, the Burgundian, En
glish, and French kings in France all took advantage of the revenue poten
tial of debasernents. The French gros tournois was minted at 60 gros per
mark of silver in 1336, but at 240 gros per mark in 1342 and at 480 gros
per mark in 1355. The Burgundian and English kings also used de
basement in this age, but less radically. From 1360 to 1417, currencies
remained strong, but the final phase of the war was marked by rampant
debasement. IJecause of debasement, and fear of debasement, exchange
rates in Europe could be extremely volatile, changing radically from week
to week or even day to day.

Not only was money minted in both gold and silver, which as commod
ities had a changing relationship to each other, but in a given area multiple

XlU
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coinages circulated. Hence, notional standards of value were developed
the moneys of account. In general, the moneys of account were originally
based on actual coins, but as the bullion content of various coins was
altered and the exchange values of gold and silver fluctuated, the market
relationships diverged from the now fixed notional standards of the money
of account. When payment was made, it was done according to current
market relationships, but not necessarily with the coin of account. Indeed,
moneys of account could persist even after the coin upon which they were
based no longer circulated. From 1433 to 1444 the Burgundian receiver
general had to use eleven different moneys of account, some of which
were based on coins that no longer circulated.

The money ofaccount in Douai was the livre parisis monnaie de flandre
(m.d.f.), which until at least 1259 mimicked the French livre parisis, after
which it had been copied; afterward, the value of the Flemish livre parisis
diverged. (In this book, the term livre parisis-or just livre-always means
livre parisis monnaie de flandre unless otherwise noted.) By the latter half
of the fourteenth century, the livre parisis m.d.f. was no longer minted,
but it remained a money of account based on a fixed relationship to the
Flemish gros. That coin began life as a derivative of the French gros tour
nois but gained a distinctive form under Louis de Nevers (1322-46).
When the livre parisis m.d.f. became simply a money of account, the rela
tionship was fixed at 1 gros == 1 sous parisis m.d.f. or 1 livre gros == 12
livres parisis m.d.f. The franc was originally a French gold coin, worth
one livre tournois of silver, which continued to be known as the franc
after the coin had ceased circulation. The franc was fixed in 1390 at 33
sous parisis m.d.f. or 33 gros. In 1433, the gros was fixed with relationship
to all the other currencies of the Burgundian Netherlands.

As a result of trade links and military payments, many foreign curren
cies (and local copies) circulated in the Low Countries. The textile trade
with England brought quite a few sterlings, or English pennies. In addi
tion, there was native minting of the esterlin, which had the same silver
content as the British penny. The gold noble was an English coin worth
one-third of a pound sterling. The gold ecu, which Philip VI of France
began minting in 1337, flowed into the Low Countries as Philip paid his
military allies. (In later incarnations, it existed as the courrone or ecu a
la courrone.) Florentine florins and Venetian ducats circulated as well and
served as the principal standard ofvalue for international trade. From 1370
on, the number of Flemish gros (and thus livre parisis m.d.f.) to the stable
Venetian ducat increased steadily. In 1370 the ducat was worth about 32
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gros, but in 1485 it was worth 74 gros. As late as 1354, the florin had
been worth only 20 gros. This inflation should be taken into account when
evaluating the values of various goods cited in this book.1

Dates

All dates have been changed to accord with the Gregorian calendar.

Names

All parts ofproper names have been rendered with initial caps (thus, Marie
Du Bosquiel and Jacques D'Auby).

Spelling follows the document itself, and names have not been stan
dardized to accord with modern spellings. Variant spellings have been
retained when quoting directly from a document (thus, "Marie Le Grand"
and "Maroie ]~e Grande"), but the version appearing first or most com
monly in the documents has been consistently used when referring to the
individual in question.

1. For more detaIled discussIon, see Peter Spufford, Handbook ofMedteval Exchange (London:
Royal Histoncal Society, 1986); A. van Nieuweflhuysen, Lesjinances du duc de Bourgogne, Phtltppe
Le Hardt (1384-1'404) Economte et polttzque (Brussels: Editions de l'Universlte de Bruxelles,
1984).





IT~TRODUCTIC)N

fJ} £.jbert v. ~hard

In July 1434, Franchoise Rohard, the prosperous widow of a Douaisien
butcher, was sued by three of her stepchildren for property left by her late
husband, Jehan Le Libert. 1 Both R.ohard and the plaintiffs, three of the
five children born of Le Libert's first wife, were residents of Douai, one
of the great commercial and industrial centers of medieval Flanders. The
city had long been a major European producer of luxury woolens and was
well established as a grain staple, a hub through which wheat, oats, rye,
and barley from Picardy and Artois flowed northeast, to Ghent, Bruges,
and Antwerp. In the mid-fifteenth century, when this case occurred, the
city's economy was no longer as ebullient as it had once been, but it was
still the home of a prosperous citizenry, a jewel in the crown of its present
sovereign, the Duke of Burgundy.

Franchoise Rohard had married Le Libert more than thirty-two years
earlier, when he was a newly widovved father of five. When the suit was
brought, she vvas probably in her mid-fifties, the husband she had outlived
had been perhaps twenty years her senior, and the eldest of her step
children was probably less than a decade younger than she. Rohard had
reared her stepchildren, the youngest of whom was surely only a baby
when Rohard first took responsibility for them, and she had borne at least
two children of her own during her marriage to Le Libert. Rohard, like
Le Libert, was from a family of butchers, and the two families had close
ties to one another; two of her sisters had married Le Libert men, and
both of them ·were also butchers, as were at least two of Le Libert's three
sons.

1. AMD, FF 289, fo1s. 19-19v, 31v, and 134-37 (July 1434-February 1435).

1



2 INTRODUCTION

This was, then, a suit between intimates, people closely bound to one
another by shared experiences, shared property, shared affections. The
three stepchildren were suing Rohard for property they may also have long
shared with her, but the children clearly considered the property theirs
alone, assets due them by virtue of lineal kinship. At issue were a one
fifth share in two houses and 100 francs (enough to buy another good
sized residence), which Le Libert had pledged to his five children in a
document written thirty-two years earlier, in May 1402, just before his
marriage to Rohard.2 The three stepchildren thought the gift had been
made to them absolutely, that it was to be divided among them, as theirs
forever. One stepchild, Marie Le Libert, did not join the suit, for she had
given up her one-fifth share of the real estate and the 100 francs at her
own marriage eighteen years earlier, in 1416, in exchange for other prop
erty.3 The fifth child, Wattelet, had died shortly before his father, and it
was his share that was at issue in the suit. Wattelet's father had claimed
it as his own when his son had died, and his father's widow, Franchoise
Rohard, had in turn claimed it as hers.

In response to her stepchildren's deposition, Franchoise Rohard con
ceded that her late husband had made the gift to the children, but she
argued that when Wattelet died "by the use and custom of the city and
echevinage of Douai the part and portion in the two houses and the cash
that was Wattelet's returned to his father" and that "all the goods, mov
ables, chattels, and real property that was his [Le Libert's] belongs to me
as his heir."4 Douai's aldermen, or echevins as they were called, who judged
all such matters in the city, found for the widow. They thus upheld the
custom to which Franchoise Rohard had made her appeal: "It is our judg
ment that the defendant, as heir and representative of her deceased hus
band, owns the fifth part of the two houses with land and the aforesaid
100 francs as her own property."5

Le Libert v. Rohard is just one of thousands of disputes about marital
property left by late medieval Douaisiens, a time when the city had per-

2. The document recordIng the gIft has been lost; the marnage contract IS catalogued as AMD,
FF 600/1258 (29 May 1402).

3. AMD, FF 606/1628 (20 January 1416): marnage contract between Mane Le LIbert and
Jehan A Laude1uye

4 AMD, FF 289, fols 136 and 136v
5 "Nous dlsson par jugement et .. dltes .. Ie dite defenderesse come heritier et ayans

cause de son dlt feu mary a et dOlt avoir a son dite Ie qUlnte partIe ces 11 malsons et hentages et
ces cent frans devans dIS a jOlr come de se propre cose" (AMD, FF 289, fol 137)
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haps fifteen to twenty thousand residents, making it one of the largest in
the southern Low Countries, then Europe's most densely urbanized re
gion. The case turns on a technical question concerning succession that,
as we shall see, had its specific origin in an unresolved tension between
traditional customary law and new legal convention in Douai. By the end
of the Middle Ages, the tension had been largely resolved, for by then
old custom-the custom to which Rohard had made her successful ap
peal-had been all but overthrown. The dispute marks more, however,
than just a moment in legal history. It marks a more profound shift as
well, for this vvas a time when Douaisiens were reformulating the gender
and social relations imbedded in marriage, and this legal dispute, like oth
ers in the Douaisien archive, were episodes in their struggle.

The archive Douaisiens created in their transition from one marital
property and inheritance regime to another exposes what such legal texts
so often conceal-the social and gender history that lies at the heart of
the legal change. The legal reformation in Douai, in fact the very impulse
to intervene in established custom, 'N"as born in and fueled by instabilities
in the socioeconomic system of the period. This was the age of Europe's
great commercial revolution, an age when new kinds ofwealth were being
created and when a new class of people, whose sociopolitical status was
tied to this new wealth, were claiming space in the European landscape.
The two and one-half centuries on which this book focuses were also a
time of uncertainty, a time of occasional crisis brought on by disease, war
fare, and economic downturns and of almost unrelenting pressure on the
city's central industry, the drapery.

These uncertainties set the context for Douai's legal reform, but the
argument of this book is that the reform was not a direct response to any
single event in this local history, or even to a particular set of events.
Instead, I have sought to place the Douaisien legal history in a larger
history, one shared by many urban people throughout Europe in this age.
For them, as for Douaisiens, marriage was the principal vehicle for the
transfer of property between generations and the chief nexus for the for
mation of enduring social bonds. Marital property law was also for them
the main site for the institutionalization of relations between women and
men, a powerful legislator of gender norms. They too were struggling to
manage wealth and social order in the face of unsettling socioeconomic
conditions, brought on by commerce and the instabilities that in those
days attended a life spent in trade.

Thus, the rich sources Douaisien left in their long legal reformation
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provide rare, even unparalleled, access to how marital property relations
constructed and reconstructed the social and gender order in such com
mercial centers. They reveal how law sought to link people to property,
and to each other through property, and they reveal as well how tortured
those links could become when property had so many meanings and such
uncertain value. They powerfully expose the way that gender itself-the
roles and identities embedded in the terms wife, widow, and mother (or
husband, widower, and father)-was constructed by property and laws of
property. And they reveal how unstable those constructions were. Finally,
they allow us to glimpse the ways that the cultural meanings attached to
property and gender in this age were-and were not-representations of
a social world where wealth changed form and value with such speed and
where women such as Franchoise Rohard took active part in these trans
formations.

The Sources and the Legal Problem

To enter this social world through the records left in Douai, we must
begin with the legal and institutional system that produced the records.
The documents surrounding this case-the judicial hearing itself, the
marriage contract between Le Libert and Rohard as well as those of their
children and other kin, the wills they wrote, and the agreements they left
that record piecemeal transfers of property inter vivos-are part of a huge
archive in Douai similarly recording the personal financial affairs of prop
ertied Douaisiens. From the period before 1500 alone, it contains more
than five thousand marriage contracts and mutual donations, almost an
equal number of wills, more than thirty thousand contrats divers (princi
pally, records of sales and quitclaims), and thousands of court cases that
record disputes about inheritance, succession, and marital property rights.6

Although these are surely only a fraction of such documents that were
actually written in late medieval Douai, they constitute an extraordinary
collection, one probably unmatched anywhere else in the late medieval
urban North.

Historians have known of these treasures since at least 1913, when
Georges Espinas published his La vie urbaine de Douai au moyen age, the

6 All but a small number of these documents are held in the Doualslen muniCIpal archive,
AMD, senes FF, see the bIblIography for detaIls.
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classic account of politics, economy, and social life in this period. The
study is illustrated by two volumes of documents drawn from this collec
tion, along with selected records frorn the administrative archive, and Es
pinas's many other publications about medieval Douai and the region de
pend on these and similar sources.7 Since Espinas's day, however, social
and cultural historians have rarely returned to the documents recording
private financial affairs in Douai, principally because they are very difficult
to use in any but the anecdotal way I~spinas employed them.8 The records
exist as chirographes (separate parchments recording individual acts), as
entries in registers, or as folio sheets in bound volumes. Until very recently,
none of the document series was indexed and no volumes had any but
the most rudirnentary section headings, which were usually organized by
the dates when the aldermen sat, seldom by subject or name. Over a de
cade ago, however, the city's archivist completed a comprehensive index
and register of the marriage documents in chirographe in this collection
some five thousand contracts and mutual donations-finally making pos
sible systematic study of this small but important portion of the archive.

Legal historians have made the best use of the marriage records, for
these documents provide rare insight into the city's marital property law,
an unusual ver~,ionofa regional legal system that itselfdiverged in interest
ing ways from the norms elsewhere in northern Europe.9 As we shall see,
these scholars have provided the essential frame for interpreting the mar
riage documents in Douai, and they can also help us make sense of the
voluminous coUections of contrats djvers, wills, and court cases regarding

7 George Espinas, La vte urbatne de Doua' au moyen-age, 4 vols. (Paris: A. PICard et fils,
1913). EspInas's major works on Douai also include Lesfinances de la commune de Doual des ongtnes

au XVe Steele, 2 vols. (Paris: A. Picard et fils, 19(2), and Les ongtnes du capttaltsme, 4 vols. (Lllle:
E. Raoust, 1933-49), as well as numerous articles and edited source collectIons.

8. In recent years, scholars have begun, however, to mine these records more systematIcally.
Jean Charles Desquiens has recently defended a doctoral thesis analyzing a long run of these
documents for certain factual Information contaIned in them: "Doual, topographle et SOCl(~te de
1224 a1374, d'apres un fonds d'archives particulier ou 'Du parchemln al'ordinateur.' " 4 vols.
(Ph.D dlss., Universlte de Paris, 1994). Jean-Pierre Deregnaucourt has focused on wills In a
senes of studIes CU11TIInating in his recent doctoral thesis: "Autour de la mort aDouai: Attitudes,
pratiques et croyances, 1250-1500" (Ph.D. diss., Universlte Catholique de Lille, 1993). Cathenne
Dherent has completed two theses USIng, pnnclpally, marriage contracts: "Histoire sOClale de la
bourgeoisie de Doual de 1280 a1350" (Ph.D. diss., Ecole des Chartes, 1981) and "Abondance
et cnses: Doual, ville frontiere 1250-1375," 3 vols. (Ph.D. diss., Universite de Paris, 1993).

9. In particular, RobertJacob, Les epoux, Ie setgneur et fa ate. Coutume etprattques matrzmontafes

des bourgeozs et paysans de France du Nord au Moyen Age (Brussels: Publications des Facultes Unl
versitalres Saint-Louis, 1990).
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family finances. All of these, we shall also see, were as central in the Dou
aisien drama of marriage and property as were the marriage agreements
themselves.

The technical question underlying the Le Libert v. Rohard case involved
the relation between written documents such as the marriage contracts
and wills issued by the Le Libert family and the customary law of inheri
tance and succession, the unwritten law ofDouai. According to Douaisien
customary law, marriage created a unitary conjugal fund that was, in its
commitment to the marital pair, radical. It gave the head of the conjugal
household absolute ownership and managerial rights over all property in
the fund. During his life, the husband held these rights alone, but if the
marriage had been fertile, the widow assumed these powers, as heir of her
husband. She could manage, alienate, and even destroy all conjugal prop
erty as she saw fit, just as the husband could have done during his life.
According to this custom, all children ofeither surviving spouse, no matter
of what marriage they had been born, were the equal heirs if the parent
died intestate (without a will), but the children had no control over either
spouse's disposition or use of the property while he or she lived and no
automatic right to interfere in any testamentary bequests the parent made
before death. lO If a property owner died without living heirs-either a
spouse or children (or their spouses)-the assets reverted first to the ascen
dant kin (the parents) and only thereafter to siblings.

These were in many ways extraordinary provisions, and we will return
to their history and their complexities in the chapters to follow, especially
in chapter 1, which focuses on the legal reformation itself. For all its idio
syncrasies, however, this custom was loyally upheld in Douai, byechevin
and ordinary citizen alike, until the very end of the Middle Ages, and it
was to these norms that Franchoise Rohard made her successful appeal
against her three stepchildren. Under custom, Wattelet's property had as
cended to his father, since Wattelet had died without having married or
having produced legitimate offspring. Jehan Le Libert's property, in turn,
had passed to Rohard when he died, for as his widow she was treated as his
customary heir. By the custom ofDouai alone, then, Rohard was perfectly
within her rights to claim the property, and the echevins were perfectly
correct to grant her the property.

But custom did not rule alone in this case, for in the years preceding

10. If a marnage had not been fertile (If no lIve bIrth had occurred), the survIvIng spouse was
heIr to only half the estate, and the other half passed to the natal famIly of the deceased spouse
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the suit the Le Libert family had issued many written documents explicitly
intended to overrule custom. Jehan Le Libert's 1402 gift of the houses
and cash, which had been recorded in the same month as the marriage
contract he made with Rohard, seelns to have been written precisely to
assure that the property would pass to the children at his death, that it
would be excluded from the conjugal fund being established by his new
marriage. ll The marriage contract between Rohard and Le Libert had
implicitly endorsed the transfer of the goods out of the new conjugal fund,
for it had not mentioned the properties, either as part of the goods Le
Libert would contribute to the marriage or as a reserved portion of the
estate. The 1416 marriage contract of Marie Le Libert, Jehan Le Libert's
daughter from his first marriage, had also implicitly acknowledged her
ownership of these properties, by recognizing her rights to trade her share
in them for a lnarriage portion.12

To judge from these documents alone, all of the parties to this case
thought that L,e Libert had intended the children of his first marriage to
have these properties, and none of them disputed the justice of this gift.
Even in the court case of 1434-35, I~ohard did not claim otherwise. Her
assertion was simply that the properties had reverted to Le Libert after
his son's death and then to her. In her interpretation, Le Libert's inten
tions had been fulfilled when Wattelet was given his share of the property;
what happened to the assets after W"attelet's death was a matter for cus
tom, not a matter for the document, since it had said nothing about the
properties' disposition at Wattelet's death.

Although we, along with Douai's (~chevins, might concede that Rohard
had the law on her side in claiming that Wattelet's estate had rightfully
passed to Le Libert, we might pause longer before granting Rohard's claim
that she was, as custom decreed, Le Libert's heir. She had, after all, written
a marriage contract when she wed Le Libert, and that document granted
her no such status. It provided her only return of the property she had

11. The document has not survived. The date of the transfer-dunng the same month as
the marnage of Le LIbert and Rohard (presumably before the May 29 date of the marriage con
tract)-seems to support the children's interpreration. The chIldren also argued that Jehan Le
LIbert dId not have the nght to the share he had given Wattelet, for the father should have had
only lifetIme use, not ownershIp, of his deceased son's property, and the property of Wattelet
should have come to them when Jehan Le LIbert died: "Et non est Ie dlt Jehan Le Libert que
vIagier seulement Et a cest cause et par ce qui! avolt joy desdls heritage sen vie durant il estoit
tenu de paler et rendu retournes viagerment les dIS maison en fin de son vie": AMD, FF 289,
fol. 134v.

12. AMD, FF 606/1628 (20 January 1416)
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brought to the marriage, along with an increase on it, in this case another
200 francs.

Yet Rohard seems to have been right on this point as well. It had long
been and would long remain the practice in Douai that widows married
under contract were not obligated to accept as their widow's portion the
distributions promised in their marriage contracts. Instead, they could
elect to "stay" ("demeurer" or "rester" in the French texts) in their hus
bands' estates. Just what it meant to "stay" was, however, never made clear
in the records Douaisiens have left. In some cases the term appears to
have implied only use (usufruct) of the property, not ownership of it. In
other cases, however, it was interpreted to mean ownership, exactly the
rights custom allowed widows. This was Rohard's claim-that in choos
ing to stay in the estate, she had the same rights as a woman married
under custom, that she was her husband's heir. 13 The echevins upheld
her.

We do not know exactly what Rohard did with the property she inher
ited. We do know, however, that soon after the settlement, she made a
generous marriage gift to Marguerite, a daughter of her marriage to Jehan
Le Libert, and we might assume that Marguerite was thus, indirectly, the
deceased Wattelet's beneficiary.14 We might also suppose that some of it
also went to a son, Alixandre, who married just three years later and went
on to found a prosperous dynasty of artisan-entrepreneurs and to serve
the city as echevin. 15 We might, of course, speculate that had Jehan Le
Libert lived to see his estate used in this way, he would not have objected.
Both Marguerite and Alixandre were his children, after all, and he may
have thought them worthier than the four children of his first marriage
who had already received their original shares. But the three children who
sued to reclaim their brother's property would certainly not have agreed.
The property had explicitly been given to them, clear evidence, they
charged, that Rohard and her children had no rights to their brother's
money. Unsaid, but surely understood by everyone in the case, was a fur-

13. Thus, to judge from the outcome of Le Ltbert v Rohani, wIdows marned under contract
In Doual had the best of both worlds. They could choose to eXIt the estate, talang their own
property plus the contracted Increase-before any credItors claImed their shares-if that optIon
was preferable Or they could renounce their claIms to the payments and stay In their husbands'
estates, with full oblIgatIons for the debts of the estate. For a discussIon of the implIcations of
thIs choIce, see Jacob, Les epoux, 165-66 and 181-89, chapter 1 below, and AppendIX A

14. AMD, FF 613/2059 (22 September 1435).
15. AMD, FF 614/2159 (10 November 1438)
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ther argument. The property Le Libert had left for the children of his
first marriage could be considered the portion of the conjugal fund attrib
utable to Le L,ibert's deceased wife, roughly her "share" in their conjugal
goods. By sequestering the houses and cash as he had and marking it for
his first wife's children, Le Libert had, in effect, recognized that their
mother had rights in the fund and that her children inherited her rights.
By claiming those properties as her own, Rohard was thus trespassing on
the rights of Lie Libert's first wife.

The case of Le Libert v. Rohard is an illuminating episode in Douai's
transition frolTl one form of marital property law to another, from what
legal historians have characterized as an aggressively "conjugal" system to
one more "lineal," even "patrilineal," in emphasis. When the reformation
had been more fully accomplished, at least a century after Le Libert v.
Rohard, Douaisiens had in effect abandoned the old notions that allowed
Franchoise Rohard the privileges she won in court. Under the law Douai
siens eventually fashioned, the property originally left to Wattelet would
have been divided among the surviving children when Wattelet died, thus
not even ascending to his father and certainly never passing to Rohard,
the woman he lnarried after Wattelet's mother had died. Thus, under the
law Douaisiens would adopt, the conjugal pair would be displaced, and
lineal kin, represented by children and parents, would take firmer control
of marital property. Simultaneously, vridows would lose full authority over
their husband's estate, for it would come to pass that widows who chose
to "stay" in their husbands' estates would do so not as their full heirs but
only as dowagers (i.e., as holders of rights to the income from the property
rather than the property itself; at the dowager's death, the property passed
to predetermined heirs). Women would not be the only losers, however.
Husbands would give up some of the autonomy they had enjoyed as heads
of household, fc)r they would not be allowed to do as they wished with
the property their wives had brought to the marriage; they would be obli
gated to hold it or its equivalent aside, along with the promised increase
on it, for the widow's portion.

The legal transition was not an easy one. The reform took about three
hundred years, beginning some time during the thirteenth century and
not ending until1ate in the sixteenth, even into the seventeenth, century.
The reform was not the work ofhigher courts, learned lawyers, or superior
political authori ties. It was accomplished by Douaisiens themselves over
long years of experimentation, by means of documents precisely like those
that make up Le Libert v. Rohard, and the history progressed unevenly
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and by unexpected routes. The peculiarities of this legal history are neces
sarily part of the story I will tell in the chapters to follow, but my interest
is in the social and gender history the legal history can reveal, not in law
itself. Thus, while beginning with the technicalities of law in Douai, this
book concentrates on the world in which Douai's custom and the legal
norms that eventually replaced it both acquired and gave meaning, the
world in which people combined assets at marriage, shared them during
wedlock, parceled them out at birth and death, and then recombined them
into new households.

Methodologies

This book is an effort to tease social and gender meaning out of the legal
sources left in the wake of this reformation: to reveal what it meant in
Douaisien social life and to the relations among Douaisien men and
women that people once married and passed property according to a con
jugally inflected marital property regime and then later followed a more
separatist regime. As historians very well know, however, it is no easy
task to derive social meaning from law. By their nature, legal sources are
formulaic, normative, sometimes very distant from the social world they
purport to regulate, and always hostile to inquiries about social meaning.
They are often imported from other cultures and are little understood (or
little observed) in their new homes. Even when homegrown, as I will
argue the Douaisien laws were, they reveal almost nothing directly about
intentionality, interest, or effect, almost nothing, that is, about the very
issues on which statements about social meaning turn. They tell us, for
example, that inheriting widows such as Franchoise Rohard could exist
in Douai, but they leave us utterly ignorant about how the figure of the
inheriting widow bespoke a certain conception of gender, about how this
inheritance system sustained or disrupted a particular social order, or about
how it benefitted particular individuals.

Despite these difficulties, some legal historians have nonetheless argued
as though the property relations inscribed in marital property law mirrored
social and gender relations. In such an interpretation, the custom with
which Douaisiens began the late Middle Ages was "egalitarian" because
it made widows the equal ofwidowers and made daughters and sons equal
heirs in intestate successions. By extension, women were more "equal" in
such a society than in one where they did not inherit or succeed as men
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did. In contrast, more "lineal" regirnes were "hierarchical" because they
gave men-especially men in the father's line-more property rights. 16

The chapters that follow implicitly pursue this issue, and in chapter 8,
where I place the Douaisien regimes in a larger historical context, I explic
itly return to this argument. Here let me simply point out that "egalitarian"
does not correctly characterize the radical equivalence between husband
and wife imposed by Douaisien custom or the relative position of children
in inheritance; nor is the term "hierarchical" sufficiently precise to describe
the particular kind of inequalities structured by the new legal regime prop
ertied Douaisiens adopted in these centuries.

Legal historians are not alone, however, in venturing to link law with
social structure. Social historians of the family have also frequently posited
connections between the two, although they tend to describe different
kinds of connections and to make their arguments more implicitly than
explicitly. In these kinds of arguments, marital property relations are
treated as one of the many components that make up family "structure,"
and "structure," in turn, is bound up \vith the quality of personal relations
among family lnembers. In general, historians working in this way begin
by pointing out that structural shifts of momentous importance occurred
in the late medieval and early modern centuries, for this was the age that
gave birth to what has come to be called the "European nuclear family."
Usually, this fatnily unit is defined delrrlographically, as a family composed
of a conjugal pair who lived with their minor children and, at most, a

16. Legal hIstorians regularly charactenze community property regImes, for example, as "egalI
tarian" See, for exanlple, Paul Ourliac and Jehan de Malafosse, Le droltJamilzal, vol. 3 of Hzstolre

du drolt pnve (Paris: Presses universitaires de Fl ance, 1968-1971), and PhilIppe GoddIng, Le

drolt pnve dans les Pays-Bas mendzonaux du 12e au 18e Steele, in Memoxres de la Classe des Lettres,

Collectzon xn 4°, 2d ser., pt. 1 (Brussels: Acadenue royale de BelgIque, 1987), especially pt. 3,
chap 3 Also see Jean Gilissen, "Le statut de la femme dans l'ancien droit belge," In La Femme,

Recuezls de la Soclete de Jean Bodxn pour l'hxstOlre comparatxve des lnstltutzons, vol. 12 (Brussels:
EdItions de la librarie encyc1opedIque, 1962). As several scholars have pOInted out, however, such
terms have meaning only from the fixed perspectives of certain categones of individuals and thus
do not accurately descnbe the tendencies of any system with respect to all actors-sons, daughters,
husbands and WIves, widows and widowers. See, for example, DaVId Sabean's warning In "Aspects
ofK1nship Behavior and Property in Rural Western European before 1800," in Faml/y and Inhen
tance Rural Soczety m Western Europe, 1200-1800, ed. Jack Goody, Joan Thirsk, and E. P
Thompson (Cambndge: Cambridge UniversIty Press, 1976), 96-112. In his "Family Structure
and Inheritance Cus toms in SIXteenth Century France," In Faml/y and Inhentance, to mentIon
one example that illustrates the imprecIsion ofany such terms, Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie, follow
Ing Jean Yver, labels the Norman customs "egalitarian" and "lineal"-"egalitarian" In that all sons
inhent equally and "lineal" in that the male lineage is preferred over the father himself and over
the mother's lineage
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dependent relative or two, along with servants. I
? But the term is generally

understood in an economic and legal sense as well-nuclear families are
not just self-contained residential units but are, in addition, independent
property-holding units headed by the conjugal pair, which founds and
governs the nuclear household. It is no accident, these scholars have gone
on to argue, that the epoch in which this family structure took shape was
also the age that gave birth to the "companionate" or "affectionate" mar
riage that so typifies the West, the marriage based on mutual consent, on
partnership, even on love. 18 The two developments are, moreover, often
thought to be related: household "nuclearity," in most narratives, is closely
associated with conjugal "affection."19

The Douaisien evidence, however, makes explicit a problem that is of
ten obscured in this discussion: nuclearity in the demographic sense does
not presuppose a specific legal or economic nuclearity, and it has even
less direct implications for the emotional content of married life. All the
Douaisiens households we will encounter in this book, whether rich or
not-so-rich, were nuclear in demographic structure in its most literal
sense, in that they were headed by a single conjugal pair and contained
only the couple, their offspring, and servants. But Douaisien families be
came less, not more, nuclear in both the legal and the economic sense as
the fourteenth century slid into the fifteenth and then the sixteenth. The
legal reformation that occurred in these centuries separated property be-

17. ThIS system was first Identified by J. Hajnalin "European Marriage Patterns In Perspec
tive," in PopulatIOn zn Hzstory Essays zn Hzstoncal Demography, ed. D. V. Glass and D. E. C.
Eversley (London. E. Arnold, 1965), and has been most thoroughly investigated by the so-called
Cambndge school of SOCIal histonans. See, In partIcular, Peter Laslett and Richard Wall, eds,
Household and Famzly zn Past Tzme Comparatzve Studtes zn the Szze and Structure of the Domestzc
Group over the Last Three Centunes tn England, France, Serbta, Japan and Colontal North Amenca,
wzth Further Matenals from Western Europe (Cambridge' Cambndge UniverSIty Press, 1972).

18 The notion of "affectIve individualIsm" was introduced by Lawrence Stone, The Famzly,
Sex, and Marrzage 1500-1800 (abndged ed., Harmondsworth, England' PenguIn Books, 1985).

19. The argument has been most forcefully made for late medieval and early modern England.
See, In partICular, Alan MacFarlane, Marrzage and Love tn England Modes ofReproductIOn, 1380
1840 (Oxford. Blackwell, 1986). Also see Barbara Hanawalt, The Tzes That Bound' Peasant Famz
Ius zn Medzeval England (Oxford: Oxford UniverSIty Press, 1986), and Richard Houlbrooke, The
Engltsh Famzly 1450-1700 (London: Longman, 1984); for addItional references, see note 21,
below. For a contrasting VIew, one that emphasizes the tenSIons that developed in marnage In
late medieval urban cultures of Flanders, see Myriam Greilsammer, L'envers du tableau Manage
et materntte en Flandre medtevale (Pans: Armand Colin, 1990). For a critique of the notIon of
"nuclearity" itself and the Idea that an ostenSIbly "nuclear" domestic structure is aSSOCIated with
affectionate conjugal relations, see MIranda Chaytor, "Household and KInship: Ryton In the Late
SIXteenth and Seventeenth Centunes," Hzstory Workshop 10 (1980): 25-60
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tween husband and wife, tended to exclude women from certain manage
rial tasks they had once shared with Jmen, and gave men greater responsi
bilities for the 1inancial well-being ofchildren.20 Yet, only the legal records
produced by the new marital property law provide any evidence that Dou
aisiens considered conjugal bonds "companionate" or "affectionate." To
judge from this evidence alone, then, we would have to argue that demo
graphic nuclearity in itself has no particular implications for personal rela
tions of the affectionate kind and that it is only in situations where marital
property arrangements are less nuclear that we encounter a rhetoric about
marital love.21

20. However perplexIng It may be to find Doualsiens shiftIng from a more conjugally Inflected,
a more "nuclear," form of marital property law to one less so just when the nuclear family is
thought to have taken firm demographic shape In Europe, they were not the only people to
undertake such an odyssey in this period. As part of a SOCIal process that some hlstonans have
called "lineal regrouping," many Europeans of the day made simIlar changes in the way property
was managed in marnage and passed at death.

For thIs argument, see Henri Bresc, "Europe: Town and Country (Thirteenth-Fifteenth Cen-
tury)," InA Htstory ~rthe Famtly, vol. 1,430-66 (Cambndge: PolIty and Blackwell, 1996), p. 432:

Students of the later medIeval centunes long ago gave the he to the general impressIOn that
the famIly progressed steadIly from the extended model of the early Middle Ages to the nuclear
famIly of modern Europe. On the contrary, famIly relatIOnshIps were consolIdated among the
lower orders of SOCIety, as legal texts show; histonans call the process 'lInear regrouping' and
connect it WIth the demographIc cnSIS in partICular the VOId follOWIng on the Black Death and
the recurrences of plague In both town and country. We are thus faced WIth two competing
explanatIOns: a gradual junstic liberatIOn of the IndIVIdual as he became progressIvely more
aware of his nghts and master of hIS fate, or a malleable set of relatIOnshIps manIpulated by
an extended famIly whICh used them to occupy new terntory, gather capItal and useful connec
tIOns, and buIld up a power base

Also see, for a close study of this process In practIce, Anthony Molho, Marrtage Alltance tn
Late Medzeval Florerice (Cambridge: Harvard Umverslty Press, 1994).

21. Stone's own argument IS consistent here. He argued that marnages of an "affectionate"
kind developed in the late seventeenth and eightt'enth centunes and that the nuclear household
of earlier decades wa~, sternly "patnarchal," both in structure and emotional content. In this VIew,
It was not until the Father's domestIC authority had been eroded as the state assumed many of
the functions once performed by the household, as the market became more clearly dIfferentIated
from the household, and as a more sentimental notIon of marnage took hold, that marnages of
the kind hlstonans have labeled affectIonate or cOInpanionate were common Such marnages dId
not onglnate, however, In the nuclear households of ordinary people-people lIke the Le LIbert
family-but first took root among Europe's gentry and haute bourgeozste, only later becoming the
norm for Europeans of lower social rank.

WhIle aclmowiedging the patnarchal character of the late medIeval and early modern famIly,
both elite and ordinary, some scholars have also thought these familIes not incompatible with
"affectionate" interpersonal relatIons. See, for exam DIe, Steven Ozment, When Fathers Ruled Fam
t/y Life tn ReformatlOn Europe (Cambndge: Harvard UnIversity Press, 1983), and idem, Magdalena
and Balthasar An Intt~atePortratt ofLife tn 16th Century Europe (New York: SImon and Schuster,
1986). Also see Michael Mitterauer and Reinhard Sieder, The European Famt/y. Patrtarchy to
Partnershtp from the 1I1tddle Ages to the Present, tra n.s Karla Oosterveen and Manfred Horzlnger
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In this study I have not presumed a direct relationship between marital
property or inheritance rules and social or gender meaning. Rather, I have
sought to uncover such meanings, treating the legal sources from Douai
as records of a struggle both to capture a vision of social and gender order
and to impose it, rather than as direct representations of social experience.
To do so, I have taken several routes. Let me briefly review the various
ways I have approached these sources and the principal methodological
. ...
Issues my InquIry raIses.

I began as historians usually begin, asking questions about the genesis
of the legal norm and the fit between the legal norm and social practice,
questions that essentially concern enforcement, intentionality, interest,
and benefit. In doing so, I assumed that legal norms to some extent reflect
the interests and the intentions of those who write the law. I also assumed
that the effects of law must be measured partly in terms of enforcement.
We must know who wrote the law, how it was written, and why they
wrote it. We must know whether legal norms were generally followed, by
whom, and when.

To ask questions in this way, however, is risky. The approach too easily
leads us to assume that interest, benefit, and intention can be collapsed
that those who write law do so in their own interests (directly or indirectly)
and that the actual beneficiaries of a particular legal norm are the intended
beneficiaries of it. In fact, most historians readily acknowledge, this is
rarely if ever so. As we shall see, there is little evidence from Douai that
a single set of "interests" was at stake in this city's marital regime or in
its transformation. No single social group "authored" the legal norms and
it is not clear that the reform "benefitted" or advantaged a single group
ofpeople. There is no evidence, for example, that custom's "intention" was
to benefit widows such as Franchoise Rohard. There is ample evidence,
however, that many widows in Rohard's position did not in truth benefit
from the rule that made them heirs of their husbands' estates, for with

(ChlCago' UnIversity of ChlCago Press, 1983); David Herhhy, Medteval Households (Cambndge:
Harvard UnIversIty Press, 1985); Idem, "Family," Amencan Htstoncal Revuw 96, no. 1 (1991),
1-16; Barbara B DIefendorf, "GIve Us Back Our ChIldren: Patnarchal Authonty and Parental
Consent to RelIgIOUS VocatIon In Early Counter-ReformatIon France," The Journal ofModern
Htstory 68, no 2 Gune 1996): 265-308, and Jean Delumeau and Daniel Roche, eds, Htstoires
des peres et de la paterntte (Paris: Larousse, 1990).

Jeffrey R Watt, The Maktng ofModern Marnage Matnmontal Control and the Rzse ofSenttment
tn Neuchatel, 1550-1800 (Ithaca, N.Y: Cornell UnIversity Press, 1992) summarizes the debate
about the emotional content of famIly hfe In the early modern penod For addItIonal references,
see chapters 6, 8, and the conclusion of thIs book.
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the assets came liabilities. Many widows in Rohard's position found them
selves with businesses they could not manage, shops they could not oper
ate, debts they could not pay, and children they could not support. Wid
ows so burdened, it is fair to say, would have been delighted to have
escaped the privileges for which Franchoise Rohard fought.

This approach suffers from another, related weakness as well. It as
sumes that questions about social meaning can be answered from the top
down-that law is the inscription of the powerful, that deviation from
the legislated norm is "resistance" to the powerful, that adherence to the
law is "compliance," that is, an effect of enforcement. Such an approach
can thus obscure the complex relations between legal norms and culture
and can reduce law to coercion and its legislators to forces outside the
culture.

There is still another related reason, one more specific to this time and
place, for caution in reading Douai's legal history as a story of interests
being imposed. Law in this culture, family law above all, was not yet insti
tutionalized as it would gradually be from about 1500 on. As a result, it
was extraordinarily malleable, not just in Douai but throughout Europe.
As a result we cannot usefully pose questions of authorship in this time
and place as we might in another. This does not mean, however, that we
must thereby abandon quests for historical significance. In fact, I would
argue that thanks to the malleability of law in this age, a malleability that
derived from law's susceptibility to social pressures, the records of family
law we have from this era acquire a historical importance that such texts
could not have had in many others. Because the "logic" ofmarital property
law was in this age more social than juridical, more time-bound and con
crete than atemporal and abstract, the legal texts that survive register social
and cultural struggles with a directness they could elsewhere seldom have
had. The late rnedieval period itself thus emerges less as the transitional
moment in the history of marital property law it is often imagined to be,
a confusing tinGe when incoherent practice was gradually codified into
learned principle, and more as an epoch with special importance in the
social history 0 flaw.

Hence, while I have not jettisoned the usual tools of the historian in
this inquiry, I have not treated Douai's marital property law simply as a
set of rules handed down from on high. I have also thought about the
legal records as a kind of social discourse. I have attempted to read the
rules about marriage, property, and inheritance operative in Douai as ex
pressions of cultural norms themselves, thus often leaving aside questions
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of origin, agency, and power and focusing instead on culture itself, culture
as a system of social practices that produce meanings. Here my emphasis
was not on who did what and why, but on how the system "worked."

This approach reveals the old Douaisien custom to have been an ex
pression of a social logic based on a nuclear household that organized
economic, social, and biological reproduction. The widow's right in Dou
aisien custom, which treated women as the equivalents of men (at least
at the moment of succession), thus functioned to serve the larger needs
of the social whole.22 Conversely, the new marital property regime that
eliminated this widow's right imagined a slightly different kind of house
hold, with a different role in creating social order. Its treatment ofwidows
reflected this new logic; in this social imaginary, widows had different
needs than widowers and were thus granted distinctive kinds of support.

This approach has several advantages. It makes it possible to appreciate
why the course of legal reform in Douai was so long and tortured, and
even more usefully, it exposes issues of social and gender order that are
fundamentally at stake in marital property law but are invisible ifone looks
only for authors, interests, beneficiaries, and intentions. The approach also
has risks of its own, however, for it is inherently both functionalist and
circular. In searching for the logic of a marital property system, we are
assuming that a coherent society with unitary needs inscribes itself in its
rules about marriage and, at the same time, that the rules themselves give
coherence to the society, in fact that they constitute it as a society.23

One effect of this approach is to obscure the contradictions and incon
sistencies that inhere in legal codes and the potentially multiple, always
incommensurate, social imaginaries they seek to inscribe. Let us look, by
way of example, at the widow's rights that Franchoise Rohard claimed.
Reading this provision for its logic, we might say-as I will in fact say
that the provision assured the continuation of the household enterprise

22. For the anthropologIcal reasonIng that Informs my own here, see the semInal text by Claude
LevI-Strauss, The Elementary Structures of Ktnshtp, trans J H. Bell and J. R. von Sturmer and
ed R. Needham (Boston: Beacon Press, 1969) Also see Jack Goody, Productton and Reproductton
A Comparatzve Study ofthe Domestzc Domatn (Cambndge Cambridge UnIversIty Press, 1976)

23 In practICe, let me ImmedIately acknowledge, anthropologIsts, to whom we owe thIS notIon
of law as sOClallogIC, have been conSIderably more sophIstIcated. They have frequently exposed
the ways that socIeties contaIn competing, sometimes totally contradICtory "logics," that the rules
that are Inscnbed are In some sense Impositions-eIther of domInant classes or, even, of the
anthropologIsts themselves. StIll, the basIc InsIght prevaIls' normative "rules," say, about marnage
payments, encode an operatIve SOCIal logIc. See John Comaroff, Introduction to The Meantng of
Marrzage Payments (London. AcademIc Press, 1980).
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beyond the life of the husband. Correct as this reading may be, it ignores
the fact that ';'inheriting" widows ~Tere empowered to sell, give away, or
otherwise disassemble the workshop, that they might be incompetent to
manage it even if they chose to do so, and that they might remarry and
merge the property into other men's households. Any reading of marital
property and inheritance law that assumes that the law expresses a coher
ent and widely shared social logic thus masks both the tensions that law
itself seeks to suppress and those to which it inadvertently gives life.

Such an approach also threatens to reduce gender to a set of roles, as
though Douaisien women (or men) were able simply to enact any roles
assigned by tb e logic of the system, without regard to the way a particular
role assumed a specific gender identity. In such a logic, women-to pursue
the Rohard example-are either inheriting or non-inheriting widows, de
pending on whether the imagined social system was centered on a particu
lar kind of nuclear household econorny or not. That an "inheriting" widow
does not occupy the same gender position as a "non-inheriting" widow
that the former is powerful, charged with responsibilities, encumbered, as
the latter is powerless, denied responsibilities, unencumbered-does not
emerge from this kind of analysis.

In short, such an approach ignores the fact that social logics create
social actors. 1""'0 be sure, these actors do not have the full agency imagined
when historians think of "authors" and their "intentions," but they never
theless have the capacity to enact, to enrich, and even to disrupt the system
as they perforrn their assigned roles in it. Social logics are in practice there
fore inevitably rife with tension.24 1~0 get at these tensions, I have thus
subjected these legal documents to yet a third kind of study. I have read
them, not just as inscriptions of roles, but as vehicles for establishing gen
der norms that, paradoxically, both constituted identity and failed to con
tain it. The texts in which Douaisiens recorded their legal principles, I
hope to show, also scripted gender codes that sought to reduce gender to
the roles assigned. Necessarily, the effort failed. Gender is not solely the
product of a particular legal discourse but of multiple and competing dis
courses, and it thus cannot be reduced to the personal attributes necessary
to a single role defined by law. Thus, we shall see, the people actually
assigned these roles in late medieval ])ouai did not fully inhabit the gender

24. For a useful analysis of the process I have in mind, see the introduction to Nicholas
B. Dirks, Geoff Eley, and Sherry B. Ortner, eds., Culture/Power/History (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1993), and the essay by Sherry Ortner in the same volume.
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identities scripted for them. Still worse, the law empowered these badly
cast characters to perform roles other than those assigned. Thus, rather
than representing or producing gender order, these legal documents cap
tured-and intensified-the tensions attending to gender in a society that
so closely linked gender meanings to property and to marriage.25

We see this dynamic at work when we observe, for example, how
Franchoise Rohard used the authority granted by law not just to step into
her husband's shoes, to use his authority to fulfill his responsibilities and
address his interests, to act as "deputy husband," to use Laural Ulrich's
term.26 Women such as Rohard also performed other roles as well; Rohard
was, we shall see, not just Le Libert's widow, not just the "deputy" that
the ravestissement (the legal conditions under which property rights in the
conjugal fund were transferred to the surviving spouse) seemed to assume.
She was also a mother, businesswoman, stepmother, and citizen, and in
each of these roles she necessarily pursued ends often quite different from
those of her late husband. Yet she did so with the benefit of the powers
ascribed to her as deputy husband, thus potentially threatening the very
gender system that could position her as her husband's deputy. Her case
illustrates as well another way that the law subverted the gender order,
for it exposes the inadequacy of the gender identities created by law. No
woman-not even one more eager to perform as the perfect deputy hus
band than Rohard might have been-could have possessed the combina
tion of personal characteristics required of the oxymoronic "deputy hus
band." It is, after all, hard to imagine a woman who could totally submerge
her interests in her late husband's and, simultaneously, exercise sufficient
judgment and skill to manage his financial and business affairs. Inevitably,
therefore, any woman in Rohard's position was inadequate-if not as dep
uty husband, then as woman.

Social Logics/Social Processes

This book thus moves rather eclectically from one mode of analysis to
another in search of understanding about what was at stake in marital

25. On the dIfficult relationshIp between cultural texts (includIng legal texts) and social expen
ence and for a balanced summary of hIstorians' efforts in thIS arena, see Sarah Maza, "Stones In
HIstory Cultural NarratIves in Recent Works In European HIstory," Amencan Hzstoncal Revzew
101, no 5 (December 1996) 1493-1515

26 See Laural Thatcher Ulrich, Goodwzves Image and Realzty zn the Lzves ofWomen zn North
ern New England, 1650-1750 (New York: Oxford UniversIty Press, 1982)
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property law in Douai in this age and, by extension, elsewhere in late
medieval cities. Although borrowing from other disciplines, it is essen
tially a social history, a study of the social and gender order inscribed by
marital property law in a time of profound change both in law and in
society. It thus focuses on two questions: first, what were the social and
gender implications of the various n1arital property regimes in Douai and,
second, what motivated Douaisiens to change the law as they did.

To address the first question, I have distilled what seem to me the basic
assumptions about property, social place, and gender that informed both
the old and the new marital property regimes in Douai. Although I will
argue that these assumptions were distinct in each regime, neither of these
social imaginaries, or social logics as I have called them (discussed in chap
ters 4-6), is n1eant to represent Douaisiens' own descriptions of their ac
tions. They serve simply as heuristic devices in my study, tools for analyz
ing what was at stake in each marital property regime. In fact, it is obvious
that Douaisiens did not see these as two distinct logics, for they made no
clear choice between them for long centuries. Rather, they combined and
recombined elements ofeach, fashioning ad hoc, necessarily contradictory,
and sometimes absurdly baroque IIlixtures of the two. As we shall also
see, the logics of these systems were flawed; not only was each always
infected by the norms and practices of the other regime, each was always
internally inconsistent and always unable to reduce social complexity to
legal simplicity.

In the end, however, propertied Douaisiens did move more decisively
from one regime to the other, finally all but jettisoning custom and ac
cepting a ne,,, marital property regime, albeit one that was little more
consistent than the old. The second question on which this book focuses
is why they did so. This inquiry, the specific focus of chapters 2, 3, and
7, turns on how the conditions of daily life in the late medieval urban
North made one version of marital property law preferable to another.
Cities in this age of European history were, after all, extraordinary places,
and there is every reason to believe, as many observers have suggested,
that marital property law in cities reflected the peculiarities of the urban
condition in this age.

To begin \vith perhaps the most striking of these peculiarities, cities
were unhealthy places, especially so in the post-1300 period, for they were
fecund breeding grounds for the Plague and other diseases that then rav
aged Europe. JPeople in the cities thus died as adults, but before old age,
at rates considerably above "normal," even by preindustrial standards.
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Most of these adults were heads of active households-mothers and fa
thers ofyoung children, artisans with busy shops, merchants with stacks of
inventories and unfulfilled contracts. When they died, their most intimate
survivors did not look back. Those left behind, in Douai at least, remarried
quickly, they set up new households on the ruins of the former, and they
brought new children into the world.

Jehan Le Libert's family is typical. He himself married twice; to judge
from surviving marriage contracts alone, so did his brother's widow, two
of his four known daughters, and two of his three known sons. Some of
these people probably married even more often, but like many Douaisiens
they may have done so without a contract, so that we have no record of
the event; or they may have written a contract that has been lost. We can,
therefore, be sure that what we know about the Le Libert marriages is
only part of the story, that in all likelihood there were more deaths and
remarriages, more children and stepchildren, more combinations and re
combinations of households, property, and persons than we can know.
There is no doubt at all that the average Douaisien who married was
reasonably likely to begin a family with one spouse but combine it into
another household five, ten, or fifteen years later, and to add another set
of offspring along the way. It was almost as likely that the second spouse
would survive the second marriage and then take all the children into yet
a third household.27

It was not demography alone, and certainly not principally demogra
phy, however, that made life-and marriage-in cities different. It was,
above all, commerce. A society built on trade, on the constant circulation
ofgoods, put unusual pressure on marital property relations because com
mercial property's location, form, and value changed so rapidly. Men and
women who married could not count on ending marriage with the assets
they had had when they began; they could not even count on being able
to give their children marriage gifts like those they had been given. The
Le Libert family is a case in point-albeit a case that better reveals the
possibilities of the system than its dangers. Jehan Le Libert was a butcher,
a member of a well-established trade whose members were among the
city's most prosperous citizens. Le Libert himself did not begin married

27. Some histonans have argued that this den10graphlc cnSIS was responSible for the shIft
toward more hneal mantal property relations: see Bresc, "Town and Country." Also see, however,
chapter 3, below, for eVIdence that the Douaisien shift did not tIdIly accord with specIfic demo
graphIC upheavals
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life, however, as an especially prosperous man. When he first married
Ellisent Broussart in 1389, Le Libert had just a group of "biens" and
"meubles" worth only 80 livres parisis, enough to buy a very small house,
plus forty "biestes a laine" (sheep in fleece) to contribute to the marriage.
His bride had little more: only some cloth, clothing, and some "biens" all
valued at 160 livres, the price of a dwelling only a bit grander than that
her husband's cash contribution to the marriage could have bought.28

In 1402, Le Libert remarried. His contribution to this marriage is not
listed in the surviving marriage contract, but we know that at this time
he had at leas t two houses and 100 francs (165 livres) to give to the five
children Broussart had borne him, and we know that his second wife,
Franchoise Rohard, was considerably better endowed at her marriage than
Broussart had been at hers. Rohard brought 200 francs royaulx (330 livres)
in coin, furnishings, cloth, and jewels, plus 5 rasieres of land to her mar
riage-the francs alone were worth twice Broussart's entire contribution
to her marriage. Rohard was also much better provided for in her widow
hood, another measure of her relatively higher economic status: the value
of the proper~y promised her as widow, should she survive Le Libert, was
about 650 livres, almost triple the 240 livres that Broussart would have
received as Le Libert's widow.29

The marriage contracts of Le Libert's children from his first marriage
confirm that the Le Libert star rose steadily for years. His daughter Marie,
who married in 1416, took 70 couronnes d'or (about 140 livres) as her
marriage gift instead of the one-fifth share in the two houses and the cash
that would come to her when her father died.30 The settlement, delivered
in coin but claimed in terms of real estate and moneys of account to be
left by her father, implies that the properties Jehan Le Libert had be
queathed his children in 1402 were worth about 700 livres, much more
than the 240 livres Le Libert had been able to promise their mother for
her widowhood just thirteen years J~arlier.

In the same year as the suit was settled (1435), another son, Nicaise
Le Libert, married, both he and his bride for the second time (we do not
have records of either previous marriage).31 The contract for this marriage

28. AMD, FF 594/780 (11 October 1389) AccordIng to the document, the marnage had
actually occurred during the preVIOUS August.

29. AMD, FF 600/1258 (29 May 1402).
30. AMD, FF 606/1628 (20 January 1416).
31. AMD, FF 613/2058 (15 September 1435).
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does not list the assets Nicaise would bring to the marriage but it does list
his bride's: 70 couronnes d'or (130 livres), a house, a stable, and extensive
household goods. This was clearly a good marriage for Nicaise, and by
the time he wrote his will eight years later, in 1443, things looked better
still.32 Nicaise was still the butcher he had said he was in his marriage
contract-or at least he provided that a butcher accompany his bier at his
funeral-but he was considerably richer not only than his father had been,
but richer than most butchers. He left his widow the property he had
promised to her in the marriage contract written in 1435, eight years previ
ously, and he stipulated that his heritages (the immovable assets of his
family) be divided between his two children (apparently of his first mar
riage) but went on to make elaborate individual bequests to the church,
to his eldest son (who was, it seems, his business partner), and to various
kin and friends. In addition, selected members of his parish received 57
sous; candles, votives, and lamps went to his church; 4 sous were offered
for each of an unlimited number of masses; 12 rasieres of grain were set
aside for bread for the poor on each day his "obseques" (funeral services)
were said; money was designated for the poor who attended his funeral;
and 48 sous were left for the members of his craft who accompanied his
bier. Hanotin, the son, also received two new houses plus his father's chief
residence, another building lot in Douai, a half interest in another house,
30 sous due on an outstanding bill; numerous rents in kind and money
owed Nicaise Le Libert and Hanotin jointly; several small land holdings;
some luxury cloaks and outerwear; household furnishings; arms; and jew
elry. A few others got special legacies as well: his wife was given all her
"habis, cousus, tailles, and joiaulx" (clothing and jewels), plus a lifetime
income of 12 livres parisis so long as she did not remarry; a brother re
ceived some fine clothing; his half-sister Marguerite (Rohard's daughter)
was forgiven an outstanding debt.

The Le Libert story of social mobility is a happy one, surely happier
than many others that occurred in fifteenth-century Douai. There is, how
ever, something typical about their tale. The Le Libert family, like all
propertied Douaisiens of the day, were traders: they exchanged houses for
cash, cash for clothing, clothing for arms, arms for land. And they did so
regularly. The marriage contracts and wills that we have to trace these
exchanges tell only a small part of the story, but they are eloquent wit-

32 AMD, FF 875 (28 Apnl 1443).
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nesses to the ease with which property and people changed place in Douai.
Le Libert him self rose several notches in economic status during his life,
and his son l'~icaise died a truly rich man. Jehan Le Libert's daughters
were as aggressive in transforming the assets they had been given. One
daughter, Marie, converted into coin the share in the houses that her
father had pledged to her; another daughter, Pierronne, turned her share
into a promise to pay, negotiable as nuptial vows were being exchanged but
payable at an uncertain date in the future. 33 Le Libert's widow indirectly
converted the share she took from \\Tattelet's inheritance into the gifts of
"a well furnished bedstead and many other goods, movables, decorations,
and furnishings for the bed chamber, along with draperies, clothing, jew
els, and adornments for her body," 'which she gave to her daughter Mar
guerite at her marriage in 1435.34 I-low Le Libert's son Nicaise had par
layed his part in his father's gift into the fortune he bequeathed in his
will of 1443 we do not know. We do know, however, that at some point in
the course of assembling these lands, rents, houses, arms, clothing, jewels,
furnishings, and coin, he had traded away his share in the two houses and
100 francs that had been disputed less than a decade earlier. For their
part, the sheep with which his father and mother had begun married life
just fifty-three years earlier were long gone. And probably even longer
forgotten.

Socioeconomic conditions particular to the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries added to the pressures inherent in economic structure. Like all
the great cloth towns of the Low C:ountries, Douai endured a particular
version of the so-called late medieval depression, for its "grande draperie,"
the very life blood of the city, was decimated in these years, as raw materi
als became harder to obtain and more dear, as demand patterns shifted,
as transportation costs rose, and as new competitors emerged. Douai
slipped from first, to second, still later to third rank among northern cities.
Its merchant elite lost relative position to capitalists in other, more pros
perous and larger cities; its artisans lost renown as makers of luxury cloths.
The Douaisien social order was thus sorely tested, as social place became
more difficult to obtain and still more difficult to preserve.

Douaisien customary law obviously intensified the mobility bred by de
mography, by commerce itself, and by the economic difficulties of the
age. By making the survivor of marriage the absolute owner of marital

33. AMD, FF 607/1689 (17 December 1417).
34. AMD, FF 613/2059 (22 September 1435).
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property, custom allowed the survivor to take all conjugal property when
remarrying, thus moving property from household to household, from one
set of natal kin (what French historians call1ignage [lineage]) to another,
along with the children of that lineage, just as Jehan Le Libert had done.
The assets of one marriage, the property one man or one woman had
contributed to a marriage, would thus travel with the survivor of the mar
riage into another household, possibly into the hands of another surviving
spouse-someone like Franchoise Rohard-and then, even, into the
hands of children born of the final marriage-someone like Marguerite
Rohard. Most northern European laws of marital property relations and
inheritance of the age permitted certain asset transfers of this kind, but
none more so than the Douaisien. Douaisiens' energetic, almost nervous,
attention to matters of marital property relations and inheritance, was to
some extent, surely, a response to the uncertainties created by this custom
and intensified by economic conditions of the age.

Still, the history of marital property law in Douai cannot be told as a
simple story of cause and effect, of how social crises forced alteration of
a legal regime that no longer worked. It did not happen that way. Douai
siens did not change law in response to a single economic, social, or politi
cal upset or even to a catalogue of such events; rather, they changed their
law only in the most indirect, the slowest, way possible. They took so
long, I will argue, precisely because they were for centuries by and large
content with custom, precisely because they were reluctant to abandon a
system that accorded so well with many notions of how property ought
to be managed and social relations maintained and precisely because the
law that replaced custom could not construct the tension-free social order
they presumably desired.

Similarly, I will not claim that gender tensions alone drove the Douai
sien legal reform, that Douaisiens rewrote their marital property law be
cause, for example, custom gave widows too much authority. To be sure,
custom did grant widows extraordinary powers and, as we shall explore
at many points in this book, was replete with contradictions about gender
relations. The Le Libert v. Rohard case, once again, exemplifies some of
these tensions. As Le Libert's heir, Franchoise Rohard was permitted to
overturn the principles of inheritance that Le Libert had himself decreed.
In effect, she was able to break the bonds of kinship-to disinherit Le
Libert's own children, to put hers before them, and thus to deny her step
children the social place Le Libert apparently had sought to guarantee
them. Rohard did more, however, than weaken bonds of kinship. As Le
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Libert's heir, she also assumed his role as manager of the patrimony. It
was now she, not Le Libert or his direct descendants, who chose how
money was spent, to whom it was given, when it was invested. Rohard
herself seems to have had a real taste for this power. In the contract she
issued for her daughter's marriage right after she had won the suit brought
by her stepchildren, she promised to her daughter gifts of beds, linens,
cloths, clothing, and jewelry but "of such a kind and of such a value as
pleased her, not pricing them or giving an estimate of their value."35 Even
filtered through the obfuscating formulas of legal texts, Rohard's voice
can be clearly heard: she will not be bound by the usual rules of marriage
negotiations tnat allowed in-laws to judge the worth ofproffered marriage
gifts and to declare themselves, if satisfied, "pleased" ("contents," as the
French texts usually expressed it). She will give what and how much she
will; her prospective in-laws can take it or leave it.

Nevertheless, I will not argue that Douaisiens changed custom in order
to rid themselves of too powerful widows or "wicked" stepmothers, for it
is not at all clear that Douaisiens automatically understood gender in this
way. Franchoise Rohard can perhaps make the case for me. She had, let
us remember, been married to Jehan Le Libert for as many as thirty-two
years before he died; she had reared his children; she had born him at
least two more; she had linked his trade with those of her father and
brothers. If anyone had rights to Le Libert's estate, we might argue, she
did. The Le ]Libert children themselves might even have agreed, for to
judge from the records we have, the suit brought by Rohard's stepchildren
did not inaugurate a bitter family feud. We know from Nicaise Le Libert's
will that he had loaned money to his half sister, the very same Marguerite
whose marriage portion had earlier been enriched by the money Wattelet
had left; we also know that Nicaise felt generous enough toward her to
forgive the debt when he wrote his will eight years after her marriage.
Nicaise also, it seems, quickly restored good relations with his stepmother,
for in 1436, about two years after the suit had begun, the two appeared
together as joint plaintiffs in a civil suit against another Douaisien.36

Rather than the cruel stepmother, the usurper and interloper, the maratre

of the French fairy tale, Franchoise Rohard might better be thought of
and have been thought of by her contemporaries-as belle-mere, the term

35 AMD, FF 613/2059 (22 September 1435).
36. AMD, FF 291, fo1s. 77, 119, 122v, 123v, 126v, 130, and 130v (1436).
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they normally used in referring to women who, like her, had assumed the
duties of biological parenthood and were honored for their labors.

Thus, I will insist that Douaisiens were not fashioning new marital
property law because the old was inherently unsuitable, because it sud
denly seemed so in moments of economic crisis, because it threatened to
destabilize the gender order, or because it could not be adapted to meet
individual needs. Instead, I will argue that Douaisiens reformulated their
law as they developed, in a complex socioeconomic matrix that made
change both possible and desirable, a matrix of different social practices
that subtly changed the meanings of property, social place, and gender
and changed the links among them as well. Their legal reformation is,
thus, the record of their efforts to recast these links, not a direct response
to inadequacies in the custom they had been bequeathed.

Although closely focused on Douaisiens and their history, this book is
also an attempt to place the Douaisien story in a larger history of late
medieval marital property law and its relation to social and gender rela
tions in this age. I will argue that although Douai's custom and the process
of its revision were unusual and although elements of the city's economic
and sociopolitical history were unique, the social and gender history re
trievable from this legal archive was not unique to Douai. Throughout
western Europe, certainly in the French- and Flemish-speaking part on
which this study concentrates, the same issues were at stake-the nature
ofproperty, the definition of social place and the mechanisms for securing
it, the terms of gender hierarchy. In many places, as we will see in chapter
8, similar choices were made. What is unique about Douai is that peculiar
ities of its legal history allow us to examine these stakes more closely,
more carefully, than we have been able to do elsewhere. This is not to
argue that Douai can stand for any other city of the day, not even a city
in the southern Low Countries. But it is to insist that what we learn from
the history of marital property law in this city can help us understand not
just the law, but marriage, gender, and social order themselves, far beyond
the walls of late medieval Douai.
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:fJ~om Custom to Contract

In late medieval Douai, as throughout much of northern Europe in this
age, "family la1w," as it has often COllle to be called, was regulated by cus
tom. Hence norms were usually unwritten and, for the most part, are
known to us only through the descriptions in court cases in which the
tenets of custom were disputed or in other, occasional texts of this kind,
not by means ofwritten summaries.1 Principally because it was unwritten,
customary law was unstable, constantly subject to emendation as people
used it in daily practice, constantly subject to reinterpretation as judges
considered it in court, and constantly subject to transformation as it was
carried from one place to another.

Douaisien custom surely had this malleable quality as well, but by the
fourteenth century when this study begins, custom in Douai-at least the
customary rules regarding marital property relations and inheritance
had become rather more fixed than we might expect. This stability had
been achieved largely through adjudication as hundreds, even thousands,
of cases regarding marital property relations and inheritance had come
before Douai's court of echevins and been decided according to increas
ingly well articulated and fixed principles. So fixed had these tenets be
come, in fact, that Douaisien sources of the day regularly used the oxymo
ronic "Ie loi et coutume de Douai" to refer to custom.

By the late Middle Ages, then, '·:custom" in Douai had lost much of
the flexibility 'we normally associate with the term. This did not mean,
however, that :Douaisiens were obliged to adhere to rigid rules about how

1. Of course, a great many custumals were written in this age, but they were seldom definitive
descriptions of any particular set of practices. See chapter 8 for a fuller discussion of the history
of customary law in this region.
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property was shared in marriage and passed at death. On the contrary.
By this period, Douaisiens had learned to use individual legal instruments
such as contracts and wills to intervene in custom, to supersede custom's
rules in the particular case covered by the legal document. In effect, we
might say, they were restoring to custom the flexibility that had been lost,
but they were doing so by extracustomary means. In principle, custom
easily accommodated such interventions, but in practice, as we shall see,
it is far from easy for us to reconstruct Douai's legal history through the
records left in the course of these confrontations between unwritten cus
tom and written legal instruments.

For the historian, the situation is made even more difficult because the
individual legal instruments Douaisiens issued were themselves complex
constructions, replete with obsolete terminology and apparently contra
dictory clauses. Because the meaning ofany of these documents is compre
hensible only in terms of the custom against which they were issued and
because custom was originally unwritten (and in Douai, first fully de
scribed only in the mid-sixteenth century, when it was no longer exactly
what it had been in the fourteenth), the difficulties of the task are com
pounded. Moreover, we can seldom know the status ofan individual docu
ment-whether a marriage contract stood alone as a modifier of custom,
for example, or whether, as in the Le Libert v. Rohard case, other legal
instruments controlled some of the property at issue.

Legal historians have for years struggled with these records and their
histories, trying to locate Douai's apparently strange custom among others
in late medieval Europe and to grasp the relationship between contracts
and wills on the one hand and custom on the other. It is only in the last
few years, however, that certain puzzles have been solved, only recently
that we have been able to be reasonably certain about custom's rules regu
lating marital property relations and inheritance and about the ways they
changed between 1300 and 1550.

The latest, and most thorough, study of Douai's customary marital
property system is Robert Jacob's Les epoux, Ie seigneur et la cite, published
in 1990.2 In it, Jacob traces the long and complex history of the marriage

2 Robert Jacob, Les epoux, Ie sezgneur et la ate Coutume et pratzques matrtmonzales des bourgeozs

et paysans de France du Nord au Moyen Age (Brussels: PublicatIons des Facultes UnIversitaIres
SaInt-LouIS, 1990) Also see Jean Yver, Ega/zte entre herttzers et excluszon des enfants dotes. Essaz

de geographze coutumzere (Pans: EdItions Sirey, 1966), idem, "Les deux groupes de coutumes,"
Revue du Nord 35 (1953): 197-220; Idem, "Les deux groupes de coutumes," Revue du Nord 36

(1954) 5-36, and PhilIppe GoddIng, Le drozt prtVe dans les Pays-Bas mertdznzonaux du 12e au
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contract in Douai, which was, in his view, the primary means for interven
tion in customary rules of marital property relations and succession in
Douai during the Middle Ages. Jacob shows how the contract evolved
during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, how it came to be widely
used at the end of this period, how it emerged as the preferred regulator
of property rehltions in families-at least in those with any significant
property holdings-and how its principles came eventually to replace cus
tom. All the technicalities of the legal history he recounts need not con
cern us here, but there are several elements of his analysis that we must
consider in order to understand the social and gender history that marital
property law helped construct.

Douai and th~~ Picard-Walloon C1Jstom

Let us begin by locating Douai's custom in relation to others of the day.
Douai's traditional custom belonged to what legal historians have labeled
the "Picard-Walloon" system, a region that now includes part of the Nord
of France, the Pas-de-Calais, and the Somme, along with a section of
southwestern Belgium that was then part of the greater Low Countries.
Everywhere in this region, customs vvere marked by the preference they
showed the conjugal unit over both the lineage of either spouse or the
larger family.3

The central feature of this law, as we have seen in the Le Libert v.

Rohard case, was its grant of absolute property rights to the survivor of a
marriage. In the eastern part of the region (roughly, Wallonia), marriage
alone conferred these succession rights. In the Picard region, which in
cluded Douai, a ravestissement was needed-either a ravestissement par

sang, created by the live birth of a child, or a ravestissement par lettre, a

18e szeele, In Memozres de fa Cfasse des Lettres, Colfeetton zn ~, 2d ser., pt. 1 (Brussels: Academle
royale de BelgIque, 1987).

3 Although scholars are agreed that custom~ In this area were unIted in theIr tendency to
pnvilege husband and wife over co-lateral kin, and even over the children born of their marnage,
all have nonetheless emphaSIzed the variabihty of law In this regIon. See In particular Yver, "Les
deux groupes de coutumes"(1953), and IbId. (1954); also, idem, Egalzte entre herttzers. Emmanuel
Le Roy Ladune sumrnarizes Yver's descnption of the PIcard-Walloon custom in "FamIly Structure
and Inhentance Cus1-oms In Sixteenth Century France," in Famz/y and Inherttanee. Rural Soczety

zn Western Europe 1200-1800, ed. Jack Goody, Joan Thirsk, and E. P Thompson (Cambridge:
Cambridge UnIversIty Press, 1976). For more recent analyses and guides to the hterature, also
see GoddIng, Le droit prtve, and Jacob, Les epoux.
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written document. If no ravestissement-either par sang or par lettre
existed, the conjugal fund was divided equally between the surviving
spouse and the kin of the deceased. The ravestissement par lettre was
issued by couples who sought to assure the survivor of their union the
property rights due the survivor of a fertile marriage; thus, even if their
marriage turned out not to provide a live birth, couples in Douai could
assure that the entire conjugal fund would be reserved for the widow or
widower.

The ravestissement par lettre was thus a written statement of "custom
ary" ideas about marital property, an explicit articulation ofwhat was nor
mally unwritten. The typical ravestissement par lettre followed a simple
and rigorously standard form:

Let it be known to all that Jacquemart De Lommel, who resides in Douai,
has made and makes a ravestissement to Jehanne De Sanchy, his wife and
spouse of all he has, will have, and might acquire, whether or not there is
an heir, according to the law and custom of Douai. And likewise, the said
Jeanne De Sanchi makes and has made a ravestissement to Jacquemart, her
husband, of all she has and will have or might acquire, whether or not there
is an heir [of the marriage], according to the law and custom of the city
of Douai.4

The Douaisien ravestissement par lettre thus expressed an extraordinarily
powerful conception of conjugal property rights. Both spouses, as survi
vors of the marriage, were to have precisely the same rights. Further, all
property of any kind, no matter when or how acquired, was to be included
in this conjugal fund.

The Douaisien custom was certainly not the only one in the late medi
eval North to recognize a conjugal fund that was the absolute property
of the married couple and its survivor, but there were few other customs
in the North, as we shall see, that were so generous to the conjugal pair.
It is, however, when compared with the "dotal" systems that Douai's pref
erence for the conjugal pair seems perhaps most striking. In strictly dotal
regimes, like those described in many custumals of the South or preferred
by much of Europe's aristocracy in this age, no "conjugal" rights as such
were recognized; the property of the bride and groom was kept separate
throughout the marriage and, unless there were children born of it, there
after. The property given a bride by her parents (the dot) was contributed

4. AMD, FF 616/2374 (27 December 1442).
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to the marriage only temporarily and, at least during the later Middle
Ages, she custornarily reclaimed it at vvidowhood.5 If the wife predeceased
the husband, her properties usually passed to their children or were re
turned to her natal family, although the widower was often provided usu
fruct on her do t. In effect, dotal systems made a clear division between
the property of each spouse, a division maintained throughout the mar
riage until the properties passed to the couple's offspring; they were, as
legal historians have characterized them, "separatist."

In form and spirit very different from the dotal regimes of the South,
Douai's custom, like those of its neighbors in Picardy-Wallonia, was much
closer to those used elsewhere in the l'Jorth. Still, even in the North, there
were stunning differences between the Picard-Walloon custom and oth
ers. For example, in Flemish-speaking Flanders and much of the rest of
the Low Countries-Picardy-Wallon:la's closest neighbor-children were
guaranteed an equal share in their parents' estates, which they received in
Douai only if the parents left no will or other legal instrument distributing
the property difIerently. In addition, immovable goods were not usually
considered part of the "community of goods" in most of Flanders, but
reverted to the natal kin of the deceased; even conjugal property was nor
mally split between the surviving spouse and lineal heirs of the deceased,
whether or not there were children born of the marriage.6

5 In addItIon, WLdows In this penod often received an Increase on theIr dot or a lIfe Income
for use dunng WIdowhood The increase on the dot awarded in most southern customary regImes
could vary enormously but seems to have ranged between 30 and 50 percent. For a general over
view of these systems, see Paul OurlIac and Jehan de Malafosse, Le droztJamzlzal, vol. 3 of Hzstozre

du drozt pnve (Pans: Presses universItaires de France, 1968-71). Jacob, Les epoux, bnefly reVIews
the literature on the French medIeval "dotal" systems of the South and compares them WIth the
DouaIsIen system of the contract (whIch replaced the ravestIssement): see pp. 207-15.

Marital property regimes that were formally "dotal" could be much less so In practIce. On
dotal systems as actually practiced In the late medieval South of Europe, see In particular Jean
HIlaIre, Le regzme des bzens entre epoux dans la regzon de Montpellzer du debut du XIIIe szeele it la

fin du XVIe szeele. Contnbutzon aux etudes d'hzstOlre du drOlt ecnt (MontpellIer. Causse, GraIlle and
Castelnau, 1957); Jacques Lafon, Les epoux bordelazs 1450-1550 Regzmes matnmonzaux et muta

tzons soczales (Pans: S.E V.P.E.N., 1972); DominIque Favarger, Le regzme matnmonzal dans Ie comte

de Neuchatel du XVe au XIXe szeele (Neuchatel: EdIl-Ions Ides et Calendes, 1970); and J F. Poudret,
"La SItuatIon du conjoint survivant en pays de Vaud XIIIe-XVIe sIec1e," In Memozres de la Soczete

pour l'hzstozre du drolt des znstztutzons des anczens pays bourguzgnons, comtozs et romands, vol. 27
(DIjon Faculte de drOIt des sciences economiques de DIjon, 1966).

6 E. M. MeIjers, "Le drOIt hgunen de success on," T1Jdschrift voor Rechtsgeschzedenzs 5 (1924):
16-32, the first Important study of this system, traced the affinIties between the FlemIsh custom
and those of the Basque, certain Swiss cantons, and other areas, and he grouped them together
as prehIstoric SUrvIVaJS of both Germanic and Rornan influences. See his Le drOlt lzgunen de succes

szon, 4 vols. (Haarleln: H. D Tjeenk WillInk & Zoon, 1928-36). HIS histoncal narratIve has
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In their definition of the conjugal fund and their privileging of the
survivor of the marriage, the Picard-Walloon customs were, then, distinc
tive. Not everyone in the region followed these customs, however. Most
significantly, the nobility preferred rules that gave considerably less weight
to conjugal interests and much more protection to lineal claims.7 Even
among commoners in Picardy-Wallonia, there was no uniformity. In Ar
tois, Liege, and part of southern Flanders, for example, at least in the later
Middle Ages, the ravestissement applied only to the movables in the es
tate, and the surviving spouse held the immovables only in usufruct. In
the region of Cambrai (the Cambresis), to mention another variation, the
surviving spouse of a fertile marriage had only usufruct on half of the
property the deceased spouse had brought to the marriage.

Douai's custom thus stands out, even in Picardy-Wallonia, for its radi
cal attachment to conjugality; it was in Douai almost alone that the raves
tissement applied to all property-all, as the ravestissement par lettre typi
cally put it, that the husband or wife "has, will have, or might acquire"
and one of the very few that granted full ownership rights, not simply
usufruct, to heads of the conjugal fund. In addition-and this may have
been the most radical feature of Douaisien marital property law-the
Douaisien custom refused what the French call devolution, the right of
children to claim their parents' chief properties. Indeed, as Douai's first
printed custom of 1627 so decisively put it:

When two spouses have made a ravestissement or a ravestissement par let
tre, to the survivor ofthe two belongs each and every good, movable, chattel,
and heritage that belonged to them and each to which the deceased spouse
was heir at the date of his or her death; the survivor has the right to enjoy,
use, and possess as heritable property, as his or her own [all these proper
ties], and the children of the marriage or, in their absence, the kin of the
deceased will have no rights whatever in these properties.

been dIscarded, but hIS categones and his scholarshIp on the customs themselves remaIn generally
Intact. Yver's "Les deux groupes de coutumes" (1953); IbId. (1954), and idem, Egalzte entre herz
tlers, supersede MeIjers, but also see GoddIng, Le drozl przve For a close look at how mantal
property and Inheritance law functIoned in one city of late medIeval Flanders, see Mananne Dan
neel's study of Ghent: Weduwen en wezen zn het laat-mzddeleeuwse Gent (Leuven and Apeldoorn:
Garant, 1995).

7. For theIr part, ordinary people were generally as immune to the customs of the nobilIty
as the nobilIty seems to have been to theIr customs. It was only In the early modern penod that
the norms established by the nobIlIty had any appreciable effects on the customs of theIr SOCIal
Inferiors: see Jacob, Les epoux, 13-21, and idem, "Les structures patnmoniales de la conjugalite
au moyen-age dans la France du Nord: Essal d'histoire comparee des epoux nobles et routiers
dans les pays du groupe de coutumes 'picard-wallon' " (Ph.D. diss , Universite de Pans 2, 1984)
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By making the surviving spouse the full and absolute heir ofall property
in the estate, Douaisien custom allowed marital property to move in po
tentially unsettling ways. It permitted Franchoise Rohard, as we have seen,
to take property that her deceased husband had inherited from his child
and use it as she saw best, even over the objections of her remaining step
children to whon1 it had been pledged and to whom it would have be
longed in most other legal systems of the day. The Douaisien archive
abounds with documents that similarly gave absolute property rights to
the head of household or its survivor. For example, among the testators
whose wills survive in Douai's municipal archive, we find many men like
Phelippes Les Lices, who wrote a will that denied his widow the custom
ary ravestissement. Instead, he left her only the linens, clothes, and house
hold furnishings, and he divided their house between her and the children
(and reduced her rights in her part of the real estate to usufruct-which
she would lose if she remarried).8 In the same archive we find Marie Le
Grand, a woman who had survived three husbands and probably one son
and who left all the property she had accumulated in three marriages to
twenty different legatees, none of them clearly related to any of her three
deceased spouses.9

More surprising still, custom permi tted men, as heads of household,
to take a stepchild's property as his ovrn, even when the child's mother
still lived. In a case that recalls the Le Libert v. Rohard dispute, for exam
ple, Gallois De Noesmielle, the third husband ofJehenne Hordain (twice
a widow) was sued by the trustees of the estate that Hordain's second
husband had left to be divided between his two children. One of the chil
dren had died, but since the man's will had not specifically made the sur
viving child heir of the deceased, De N oesmielle had claimed the property
as his own, as husband and thus "maitre" of the child's mother (who was
the property's true heir). Invoking custom's rules of succession and con
firming the absolute supremacy of the raale head of household, the eche
vins granted De l~oesmielle his claim.D

8. AMD, FF 861 (August 1307).
9. AMD, FF 869 (13 Apnl 1402)
10. As the echevins put it In their rulIng "If a deceased chIld owns any money that is being

held for him or her by 1he MinIstry of Orphans or elsewhere, when that child (or chIldren) dIes,
the money passes to the father or mother of the chIld (or children)" ("se aucuns enfffans meurdans
ont aucun some de denlers mIse aleur proffit a loffice des orphenes ou ailIeurs Et [item] enffans
ou enffant vont de VIe a trespas eulx pere ou mere de telz enffans ou enffant remporte et apporte
telIe some de deniers"), AMD, FF 293, fo1. 194v (T\Jovember 1442).
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Douaisiens were surely not ignorant of how these customary rules of
succession could disrupt certain social relations, but they nonetheless pre
served this law from at least 1200, approximately when our records begin,
until well after 1500. As we have seen, however, Douaisiens simulta
neously took full advantage of custom's logic, which permitted heads of
household to manage property as they saw fit. In practice, therefore, Dou
aisiens regularly issued documents that modified custom's rules. Some
times they did so in order to intensify custom's inclinations, as when they
issued ravestissements par lettre. More often, however-especially in the
late fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth centuries-they did so in order
to reverse custom's tendencies, to restrict property's movement as custom
would not have. Thus, just as Jehan Le Libert had intended to do with
his prenuptial gift to the children ofhis first marriage, Douaisiens removed
houses, building lots, gardens, land rents, annuities, and cash from the
conjugal fund, protecting them from the radical dispersals to which they
would have been subject under custom alone.

The Douaisien Marriage Contract

The most important of these documents, at least as they affected the
norms of marital property law itself, was the marriage contract. Although
in use as early as the thirteenth century, it was not until late in the four
teenth century that the document was regularly employed in Douai and
not until about 1430 or 1440 that the text acquired a stable form. By then
it had become the principal mechanism for intervention in custom, even
the principal regulator of marital property relations among propertied
Douaisiens. In each of the years between 1435 and 1460 (a period when
the archival record appears especially complete), about thirty-five to forty
marriage contracts in chirographe (a parchment recording individual acts)
have survived, treating probably about 20 to 30 percent of the marriages
that took place in the city and as many as 40 to 60 percent of the marriages
among propertied Douaisiens. ll Although we shall see that the marriage
contract did not reign alone in Douai as a means ofintervening in custom
ary marital property law, it is this document on which legal historians

11 These statIstIcs do not reflect a probably substantIal number of lost contracts or the rela
tIVely small number of contracts that were entered In foho volumes (Actes et Contrats, FF 393
413, for the medIeval penod) rather than wntten as chlfographes.
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have concentrated because it was here that Douaisiens worked out the
new principles of marital property relations that would later become hege
monIC.

The earliest of these contracts, ho\vever, bore few of the features that
would come to characterize the later marriage contract. Indeed, many ap
pear to be only IYLodified ravestissements par lettre, rather like that written
by Jehans Davennes, "tisserand de draps" (drapery weaver), and Maroie
Loberielle in 1356. This document began exactly as most ravestissements
began, by announcing "that Jehans Davennes ... has made and makes a
ravestissement to Maroie Loberielle his wife of all he has, will have, or
might acquire, \\'hether or not there is an heir."12 Only in a later passage
did the text devi.ate from customary norms, by adding a provision that if
Jehans were to die before Maroie, with or without heirs, Maroie would
take 50 florins d'or, along with their best bed ("leur milleur lit estofee")
in addition to all her linens, draperies, and jewelry, which she could "give
and distribute" as she wished. In this section, the document thus explicitly
separated marital goods into "theirs" and "hers," as the marriage contract
would later do (although, by the technical terms of custom, Maroie
Loberielle needed none of the permissions it granted, for the document's
opening clause had already granted her these rights).13

Even those documents from this period that more closely resembled
what would become the marriage contract proper also preserved many
traces of custom. The couvenenche de mariage (as these early contracts were
often called) written between Maroie Le Mounarde and Jehan Hamelle,
a boatman, in 1374, for example, listed the property each would bring to
the marriage (he brought his boat and two houses; she, cash and personal
property) and the goods she would take as widow (her personal property
or 80 francs), in the usual form of the marriage contract. The text went
on, however, to layout terms of the estate division that exactly repeated
the rules of old custom: if the marriage was fertile, each was the full heir
of the other; if not, each split the estate with the "closest relatives by blood
and lineage" of the deceased. 14

12. AMD, FF 585/148 (28 ApnI1356).
13. The Intent of the document IS not entIrely clear. It may have been wntten to assure the

WIdow testamentary nghts that customary heIrs n1ight have, In practice, challenged (although
according to a stnct InterpretatIon of custom-the interpretatIon Douai's echevins seem always
to have upheld-Loberielle needed no such guara 1.tees)

14 AMD, FF 585/194 (28 July 1374) Presumably, the WIdow could choose between the 80
francs and the share of the estate.
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Odd in form and confused by formulas borrowed from custom, the
earliest contracts were strange in other ways as well. Most were structured
as agreements between the groom and the avoues of the bride, men ap
pointed by the bride's father, to whom the groom pledged special proper
ties that would secure the bride's widowhood, rather than as agreements
between the bride (or her father) and the groom (or his father).15 This
was a cumbersome system, for it required that property be frozen in place,
and it necessitated baroque mechanisms for assuring that the property was
recovered when the husband died. Hence, Douaisiens later changed tac
tics, moving toward what would become the typical form of agreement.
This contract was made between the groom and the bride, or, more pre
cisely, between the groom and the bride's legal agent (usually her father or,
in his absence, uncles, brothers, and grandfathers, along with her mother).
Typically, it did not pledge special properties as guarantees for the bride,
but pledged all the groom's property in a general hypothecation. 16 Avoues
were thus not eliminated from these documents, but they played much
reduced roles, now serving simply as overseers of the financial affairs of
the bride, not as parties to the contract.

15 The contract for the marnage ofWatler BOiseau and Marie De Marellon, wntten In 1258,
IS typICal. It oblIgated Boiseau to assIgn 120 lIvres pansis to Jakemon De Lens, Pieron De Hasnon,
and Jehan De Mareloon, avow~s of De Marellon. Of that amount, 24 lIvres would be delIvered
In the form of a one-thIrd Interest In a house, the rest wIthIn three years In the form of hentages,
all to the satisfactIon of the avoues. Should BOiseau default, the avoues had the nght to seize any

of hIS property If BOiseau and De Marellon dIed without heIrs, the property would pass to the
avoues and then to the next heIrs If De Marellon dIed first, wIthout heIrs, the debt would lapse

AMD, FF 659/5731, In Jacob, Les epoux, AppendIX 2.3
16. The contract wntten In 1441 for the marriage of GIlle Muret L'AIsne and Ghille De Le

Rue was typICal: AMD, FF 616/2329 (21 May 1441).

All theIr conveyances and each and every one of the thIngs descnbed above the saId Cile Muret
has promIsed, and [he has], by hIS faIth and oath, openly and completely held, provIded, and
fulfilled In each and every respect [these terms] before Andneu TerlIn, Jehan De Servins DIt
LoucepOlx, and CIle De Le Motte, avouez of the saId Chille De Le Rue And all hIS goods
wIth the goods ofhIs heIrS, movables, chattels, and hentages, present or future, everywhere they
are or mIght be found In country or CIty, to be executed before [any and] a1llords and all
junsdIctlOns at the request of the saId ChIlle De Le Rue and the saId avouez or the bearer of
these letters, untIl the Intent of thIS Instrument has been fully accomplIshed

Once vIrtually oblIgatory In the contract-according to Jacob, 90 percent of contracts wntten
In the first quarter of the fifteenth century Included avoues-these men appear less frequently
thereafter and had all but disappeared by about 1470. By then, the general hypothecatIon de
scnbed-"tous ses biens avoeuc les bIens de ses hors, meubles, cauteulx et heritages"-elther to
the bnde and/or to the "porteur(s) de ces lettres" sufficed to guarantee the WIdow the propertIes
due her
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Widows, Children, and Kin

By about 1430 or 1440, contracts had achieved stable form and clear func
tion. In effect, this "mature" marriage contract pursued three objectives:
to secure the widowhoods of women, to assure children an inheritance,
and to protect the marital estate from erratic dispersal away from lineal
kin should the spouses die without living offspring.

The centerpiece of the new marriage contract and the principal mecha
nism for achieving these goals was the portement, the term Douaisiens
used for the properties each spouse brought to the marriage. All but a
few marriage contracts specifically acknowledged the bride's portement,
and most contracts also listed its contents, at least in a summary fashion.
Typically, the contract distinguished personal property in the portement
from cash and from household goods, and it listed immovables and rents
individually. ]ehanne Caterent, who married Lyon Regnart, a cloth fin
isher, in 1441, for example, brought "in goods, movables, and tools ...
the sum and value of 150 livres parisis monnaie de flandre" along with
"approximately 3 rasieres and 1 couppre of tillable land."17 Catherine Lap
pense brought 28 livres parisis in cash, her "clothing, jewels, and adorn
ments for her person," and "a house and holding in the city of Douai."18
Jehenne Herbert, who married Collard Le Grant, a "laboreur" (worker),
in 1441, had considerably fewer worldly goods, but she nonetheless speci
fied a portement consisting of "many goods and movables such as cloth
ing, jewels, and adornments."19

Richer wornen also grouped their assets according to kind, and some
times according to origin as well. rrhe portement of Ghille De La Rue
included, as a gift from her granduncle and uncle and from the inheritance
ofher maternal grandparents' estate, a one-third share in 4 mencaudees of
land, held in pieces that were scattered throughout the region (excluding 5
rasieres of land that her brother William held in fief); 8 rasieres of wheat
in a heritable rent; a heritable rent of three capons annually.20 The bride
also contributed her portion of some property she held with others-two

17 AMD, FF 616/2326 (15 May 1441).
18. AMD, FF 616/2327 (17 May 1441).
19 AMD, FF 616/2324 (11 May 1441).
20. All these propertIes were currently held by her mother and would pass to the bnde and

her siblIngs only at the mother's death.
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houses, one in the Rue du Rivage and another in the Rue de Barlet, which
she owned with her brothers; and her share of three houses she held jointly
with all her mother's offspring and her stepfather. In addition, she brought
one pre (a field) consisting of 10 couppres of land; 2 mins of tillable land;
120 to 140 livres parisis monnaie de flandre (m.d.f.), at present invested
in the city's trust for orphans; and she contributed 40 gold crowns (valued
at 100 livres parisis). At her mother's death, she would also have an equal
share in 55 rasieres of land. Finally, along with her siblings, she would
inherit all the houses and heritages owned by her mother that lay just
outside of the Porte Aucherf.21

Some brides, like most grooms, did not specify the contents of their
portements, although the groom usually acknowledged the portement's
existence by pronouncing himself "content" with it, just as a bride nor
mally declared herself "contente" with the portement her groom promised
but did not list.22 Most contracts did, however, list the contents of the
bride's portement, and it became increasingly rare to omit these details
from the contract, either for brides or grooms, as the fifteenth century
gave way to the sixteenth. Until about 1500, between 50 and 75 percent
of brides listed their portements while only 10 to 20 percent of grooms
did so. The percentages rose dramatically in the first half of the sixteenth
century, to 83 percent for brides and 48 percent for grooms, and had risen
once again by midcentury, to 85 percent and 51 percent, respectively.

The principal reason for listing the bride's portement was to guarantee
her rights as widow, for the portement was the basis of the reprise, the
property a woman took back from the estate when widowed. Often, the
reprise was expressed simply as return of the portement, as in the marriage
contract written in 1441 for Jehanne Henemere, whose 110 livres parisis
would be returned to her at her husband's death "freely and entirely, with
out difficulty and without liabilities," whether or not children had been
born of the marriage.23 In other cases, the reprise was expressed in some
what different goods: Jehenne Dymont's portement consisted of two
(attached) houses in Douai plus one garden lot and "many shares in goods,
movables and in jewels, clothing, and adornments, and a furnished bed
set."24 If her husband died first, she was to take, as her reprise, "all the

21 AMD, FF 616/2329 (21 May 1441)
22. Or the bnde and her father (or other representative of her famIly) together declared them

selves "contents"
23 AMD, FF 616/2331 (9 June 1441)
24 AMD, FF 616/2347 (25 November 1441)
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heritages that she had brought to the marriage" plus 3 francs of rent viagere

(life rent), along with her "furnished bed set, all her clothing, jewels, and
adornments that she might have on that day, no matter their value."

In addition to their reprise (or return of their portement), women were
almost always granted an "increase," called in Douai the douaire or, more
often and more precisely, the douaire, assene, et amendement. Most douaires
were expressed in cash, although some included real estate, sometimes
real estate that could be held only in usufruct, making this property claim
more like the dower (also-and more correctly-called douaire coutumier)

traditional in other marital property systems than the simple increase typi
cal of the Douaisien.

There appears to have been no fixed ratio between the douaire and the
portement in I)ouaisien marriage contracts. Jacke De Bimy, who married
a carpenter in 1362, was promised a douaire exactly equal to her portement
of 40 florins d'0r.25 Marie D'Estree" a widow with two daughters, who
married a "goudalier" (a kind ofbrewer) in the same year, would, however,
receive only 30 florins d'or as her douaire, although her portement was
120 florins d'or plus seven houses in Douai.26 Marguerite Joie, also a
widow, married just a few years laler with an enormous portement of
rents, houses, land, cash, silver, along with personal property that was
alone worth 180 florins d'or, but she, like D'Estree, received a relatively
small douaire--two houses in usufruct and 300 florins d'or in cash.27

Jehanne Maubuee, a widow who married in 1375, appears to have negoti
ated a much better deal. She got 30 florins d'or, usufruct on a house, and
her "best cloth'" [i.e., bolt of drapery] as douaire, while her portement had
been only a house and 20 florins d'or.28

As late as the 1520s, no clearer standards had emerged. Jehenne De
Denaing brought 120 livres, along wjth personal property, to her marriage
and was promised a total reprise and douaire consisting of her personal
effects plus 150 livres.29 Colle Brouche Dit Caillet brought personal prop
erty along with 690 livres parisis and would receive, as combined reprise
and douarie, 900 livres parisis.30 Anthoine Du Four, a widow with one
child, brought 300 livres parisis, the tools for making light woolen cloths

25 AMD, FF 585/153 (25 July 1362).
26. AMD, FF 585/154 (12 August 1362).
27 AMD, FF 585/157 (10 February 1367)
28 AMD, FF 585/159 (25 October 1375).
29. AMD, FF 649/5126 (5 Apnl1521)
30. AMD, FF 649/5127 (12 April 1521).
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called sayes (which had belonged to her late husband; her new husband
was also a saye maker), personal property, 5 couppres ofland, and 50 livres
that she held for her son; as douaire she was promised 450 livres.31 Ma
riette De Villers brought 117 livres, along with one-quarter of a house in
the Rue de Foullons, and she was promised in return a reprise of those
properties plus her personal effects and all heritages she might inherit
from her fez et coste ("side," i.e., natal kin) during the marriage plus a
douaire of 60 livres.32 Katherine De Vermeilles brought 1,400 livres pa
risis, personal effects, two houses, and a life rent of 26 livres parisis; her
douaire was 700 livres parisis.33

Despite all the care they lavished on defining the reprise and douaire,
marriage contracts also assumed that a widow had an alternative to the
reprise and douaire: she could refuse these payments and "stay" in the
estate. It is not entirely clear, however, just what it meant for women who
chose to stay. Franchoise Rohard, as we have seen, claimed the customary
rights of ravestissement when she stayed, although her contract had said
nothing about such rights, and the court upheld her claim. Contracts writ
ten later than Rohard's usually specifically granted the right to stay, as
Rohard's did not, but they too were silent about just what the right im
plied. The contract for Colle Brouche Dit Caillet, written in 1521, for
example, provided that she could take 900 livres parisis out of the marriage
as her reprise and douaire, assene, et amendement, plus her clothing, her
"chambre," and her jewels. Alternatively, she could "hold to the goods
and liabilities that the said Jacques [her husband] had left."34

Beginning around 1500, Douaisiens introduced the term douaire coutu

mier to refer to widow's right to stay in the estate. The contract written
for Marguerite De Farbus in 1548, for example, provided that, as widow,
De Farbus could take "all her clothing, knitwear, and all jewels and adorn
ments for her body and person, her furnished bed set ... all the heritages
and goods left for her at the death of her father" (plus those that she
might inherit during the marriage), along with 900 florins carolus as dou
aire, assene, et amendement. Or she could choose the douaire coutumier:
"Or she can hold to her right to the douaire coutumier, of which she has
the choice and option."35 Still relatively rare at the end of the fifteenth

31 AMD, FF 649/5130 (6 May 1521).
32. AMD, FF 649/5132 (4 June 1521)
33 AMD, FF 649/5134 (10 August 1521)
34 AMD, FF 649/5127 (12 April 1521).
35. AMD, FF 654/5541 (5 July 1548)
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century-only one contract in four n1entioned the douaire coutumier
the clause regularly appeared in contracts written fifty years later; 80 per
cent of the contracts in one sample from the 1550s included the clause.36

Although it is not certain just when the right to stay in an estate was first
interpreted to rnean only usufruct on the estate, it seems likely that the
term douaire coutumier always had this meaning in Douai, just as it did
in the Parisian region and everywhere else in France that the phrase was
used. In fact, the clause was probably adopted precisely to clarify the con
fusion caused by the ambiguous tern1inology of the past, the confusion
that had produced the case against l~ranchoise Rohard with which this
book opened.

As it evolved, the marriage contract thus served both to protect widows
and to limit their property rights. By guaranteeing widows return of their
portement (or its rough equivalent) and an increase, it shielded them from
the risks of losses their husbands may have incurred during the marriage
and from debts he might have left when he died. Simultaneously, however,
particularly by the time the right to stay in the estate had been clearly
defined as usufnlct alone, it eliminated widows' claims to succession rights.
No longer could they share in the gains of the marriage; no longer could
they assume fun managerial control over the conjugal fund when their
husband died, for the property was now explicitly marked for heirs and
thus unavailable for sale or mortgage 'without the approval of those heirs.

In addition to protecting widows (and simultaneously limiting their
rights), the contract also served as an explicit guarantor ofchildren's inher
itance rights. C:ontracts written by ,vidows or widowers with children
commonly included clauses setting aside monies from the new conjugal
fund for these children when they reached majority or married, or they
simply labeled certain immovables as the children's after the death of their
natural parent. rrhus, when Anthoine Du Four, widow of Henry Simon,
remarried in 1521, she specified that she and her new husband were obli
gated to "govern and feed and to teach a trade to" her son Silvans until
he had reached an "estate honnorable," when he would be given 50 livres.37

When Jehan Carlier, a fuller and a widower with children, remarried in

36. For the figure of one In four, see Jacob, Les epoux, 187-88; the figure of 80 percent is
based on contracts sampled in AMD, FF 914 (contrats en papter); fifteen of nIneteen contracts
contained a clause explICItly grantIng the douaIre coutumIer See Appendix A for a fuller diSCUSSIon
of the property nghts of widows who refused theLr reprise and douaire.

37. AMD, FF 649/5130 (6 May 1521).
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the same year, he brought one-half a house and tenement as his portement
and passed the other half to the children of his first marriage, apparently
as the contract of the previous marriage had required.38 Marie Hanouse
reserved 12 livres parisis from the estate she would leave her new husband,
stipulating that the money go, at her death, to the son of her first mar
riage.39 Thus, the marriage contract came to put children of prior mar
riages before spouses of the present marriage.

More common still in the mature marriage contract were clauses pro
tecting the inheritance rights of children to be born of the present mar
riage. Gillette Cardron's marriage contract of 1549, for example, provided
that the house, garden, and tenement with 12 couppres of land she would
bring to the marriage, as well as an orchard of 3 couppres 4 quarraux,
would go to her husband at her death (as custom would have dictated),
but only for his life (a limitation foreign to custom); thereafter it would
pass to their children, or to her "nearest kin."40 Other clauses required that
widows pass both their own assets and their late husbands' properties on to
their children.41 Still others distinguished among children from different
marriages in dividing the conjugal estate, as custom did not. Noel Martin
guaranteed support to the four children of his bride's first marriage and
promised them as well some land the woman had brought to the marriage
along with 100 livres parisis each at maturity; in addition, if there were
no children of the new marriage, the children "of the first bed," as Douai
siens usually put it, were promised all the heritages that the woman
owned.42

If a specific clause of douaire coutumier had not been included in
the contract, other clauses were sometimes inserted to similarly limit
the widow's control over the estate. In 1553, Jehan Henne, a maker of
sayes, stipulated that his share in his father's estate would pass to the

38. AMD, FF 649/5136 (25 November 1521), records his remarnage; there IS no survIvIng
record for hIS first marnage.

39. AMD, FF 639/4323 (1496).
40. AMD, FF 654/5542 (2 May 1549).
41. See, for example, AMD, FF 655/5556 (30 January 1555), which reqUIred Franchoise

Gaudin, bnde of Robert Le Roy, to pass all her heritages on to her chIldren and, in theIr abseace,
to her plus prochains and specifically made any chIldren born of the marriage the dIrect heIrS of
movables that had been left to the bnde by her mother Another stIpulated that a specIfied sum
in the woman's estate go to plus prochains and that, if wIdowed, she was obligated to pass the
surplus of her husband's estate on to the husband's children: AMD, FF 655/5562 (17 November
1556)

42. AMD, FF 655/5549 (16 December 1553).
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children of his rnarriage, not to his widow.43 In 1558, Jehan Vallin L'Aisne
wrote a modified ravestissement par lettre that granted his estate to his
widow, Marie I)e Paradis, but only in usufruct, stipulating that the prop
erties would then be split between their "nearest kin."44 Many contracts
were like the Vallin-De Paradis docuJment in that they did not specifically
label property for children but seemed to regard children as the "nearest
kin" for whom the property was nominally reserved. For example, Jehenne
Bauduin's marriage to Vaast Hennicque in 1559 carved 50 livres parisis
out of the estate her widower would inherit and labeled this money directly
for her plus prochains (closest kin), never specifically mentioning any chil
dren, but surely including them by implication.45 Franchoise Fourbert's
marriage contract granted her a reprise and douaire of 450 carolus d'or
and her personal goods but established that if she died first, 150 carolus
d'or would go to her plus prochains and that all property she inherited
from her lez et coste during the marriage would go to them as well. 46

It was typically widows, not widovvers, however, who were specifically
obligated in such contracts to provide for children; the documents rarely
charged fathers with the task of holding property for their offspring, ap
parently assuming that the men, unlike the women, would do so automati
cally. The contract between Jehenne Bauduin and Vaast Hennicque, a
draper and "pannentier" (maker ofspecialty trimmings), for example, pro
vided that he would inherit all his wife's estate, less a small cash payment
to plus prochains (in this case, obviously not the children, for they would
not have been limited to a token payment of this kind).47 Clearly, the
children would become his responsibility, but-like the father of cus
tom-he was not bound by any rules about what property should be held
for them. Unlike his wife, he was treated as capable of making that deci
sion by himself.

Although the security ofwives and widows and the protection of chil
dren, whether of this or a previous marriage, were important concerns of
the marriage contract, the claims of lineage itself loomed behind both.
Almost invariably, clauses that passed a wife's heritages on to her widower
in usufruct and then reserved them for their children went on to provide

43. AMD, FF 61,515544 (17 January 1553).
44. AMD, FF 61,515564 (8 November 1558).
45. AMD, FF 65515570 (10 June 1559).
46. AMD, FF 655/5577 (23 May 1562).
47 AMD, FF 655/5570 (10 June 1559).
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that in the absence of children, the closest of her kin should take them
(her plus prochains or her lez et coste). Similarly, contracts that gave wid
0ws usufruct on their husbands' properties also reserved the assets for the
man's plus prochains at the woman's death. Pollet Du Pentich's contract
of 1555, for example, provided that if there were no children born of the
marriage, all his immovables would be held by his wife for life and would
then pass to his plus prochains; the movables, in contrast, would be en
tirely hers. If there were children, the entire estate of Du Pentich's own
father (whose heir Du Pentich was) would pass directly to the children
born of his marriage.48 The douaire coutumier automatically accomplished
this task of preventing widows from transferring their husbands' property
outside his "line," for the clause assured that once the woman had died,
property would pass first to children or, in their absence, to the hus
band's kin.

The marriage contract thus imposed a marital property regime quite
different from old custom's. Under it, husband and wife were not treated
as common owners of all conjugal property and the equal survivors of one
another, as they had been under custom. Now, widows had ownership
only of specified assets-those they had brought to the marriage (or their
equivalent) and those pledged as an increase. Alternatively, they could
claim life use, but not ownership, of all marital property. Under this new
regime, men did not suffer so costly a decrease in their survivors' rights
as did women, but as husband, a man was constrained by special clauses
that labeled specific items as the property of his bride, forbade their sale
without her consent or that of her avoues, and required their return to
her lez et coste at her death. In effect, the new marital property regime
in Douai was "separatist" in spirit, rather more like those of the South of
Europe, which the Douaisien had once so little resembled.49

Children were net winners under the new regime. Those born of previ
0us marriages as well as those not yet born won secure claims to their
mother's heritages (should she predecease her husband) and, indirectly,
also obtained rights to their father's property as well (should he die first),
usually by means of the douaire coutumier. In combination, these clauses
added up to a set of powerful protections for the lineage. Brides and
grooms were now tied to their natal kin during their lives-and beyond.
The children they bore were similarly bound to them, and the conjugal

48. AMD, FF 655/5557 (7 March 1555).
49. Jacob develops this comparison more systematically in Les epoux, 207-15.
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unit, with its sInall household, was n1ade directly responsible to a larger
community of ascendant, co-lateral, and descendant kin.

Writing Custc.m/Rewriting Maribll Property Law

By the mid-sixteenth century, marr~lages among propertied Douaisiens
were more often made by contract than by old custom; so common had
it, in fact, become to replace custon} with written contracts that when
Douaisiens first wrote their custom down around 1550, they included the
rules associated with the marriage contract alongside those of custom.
Hence, the first written form of cUStOlTI provides us the first clear evidence
that custom no longer ruled alone. l3y then, this document shows, the
marital property' regime inscribed in contract was not only serving as an
alternative to unwritten custom, as it long had, but was beginning to re
place custom.

The written custom of the mid-sixteenth century did not, however,
do much more than begin the process of replacement. The text opened
with a recitation ofthe old rules, and not until much later in the document,
in Section V, did the new conceptions of marital property relations make
an appearance. Even then, they were expressed so clumsily, so vaguely,
that historians have only recently deciphered the meaning of the clause
at issue. The first known printed custumal, which followed in 1627, was
somewhat clearer in this regard, but it too published both the old rules
alongside some of the new, making no obvious distinction between them.
Although historians seem agreed that by this time it was extremely rare
for propertied [)ouaisiens to marry without a contract and thus under the
old legal regime, it is nonetheless clear that even at this late date, old
custom survived, ifonly as the norm preserved by those with little property
to call their own.50

Thus, Douaisiens made their way from old custom to the new laws of
marital property relations and succession slowly, hesitantly, haltingly. The
journey's languid and uneven pace appears to have been deliberate. It is
certain in any case that the reformation's pace was not the result ofDouai
siens' ineptitude with law, their inability to devise sophisticated legal in
struments. Douaisiens seem to have been willing and canny manipulators

50 For a fuller dIScussIon of these editions, see AppendiX B.
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of their law; they were authors of more wills, marriage agreements, and
business contracts than survive from any other comparable city of the late
medieval North. It is hard to believe that they could not have devised
clear formulas for overturning old custom on their own, but even if they
had needed help in constructing tidy legal agreements, they had models
ready at hand-from Paris, for example; or, should they still have been
without solutions to the technical problems of rewriting law, they could
have sought legal counselor gone to higher courts for advice. They took
none of these routes. Instead, they simply fiddled with old custom, trying
various forms of marriage contracts, and only very late in the Middle Ages
settled on formulas that produced a marital property law that was "separat
ist" as custom was not. It was still much later that they allowed these
notions of marital property law to be generalized as "custom," in effect as
an alternative to and then replacement of the old, once unwritten custom.

Still, if the tortured path of legal reform in late medieval Douai cannot
be told as a story of confusion about law, there is no doubt that this is a
confused story. It is, in fact, only with the help of legal historians and the
benefit of hindsight that the long and labored legal process can be ren
dered as a purposeful narrative, a story of how Douaisiens moved from
archaic custom toward a more lineal regime. Hence, while we must surely
acknowledge that law changed as legal scholars have described it as
changing, we might be pardoned for wondering whether fourteenth
and fifteenth-century Douaisiens knew they were embarking on anything
so radical as overturning custom when they began to modify their ravestis
sements. We might even be permitted to doubt that they ever fully in
tended what they wrought. Rather than setting out to replace old custom,
we might suspect Douaisiens simply gradually found themselves preferring
their emendations to it. Over time, as one generation gave way to the
next and as the fifteenth century slid into the sixteenth, Douaisiens came
to consider the new rules of marital property relations they had devised
more natural, more logical, and more fitting than the old.
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'Tbe Jocial Context ofCustom

The social history of Douaisiens' move from old custom to new marital
property law is fully as complex as the legal history. It is even less easily
told as a purposeful narrative, for, as we shall see, the empirical record
that Douaisiens left yields little evidence that a single set of social actors
or a single socioeconomic event caused Douaisiens to move away from
old custom. Rather, propertied Douaisiens of all ranks not only long toler
ated but actively sought to combine old norms with new, never clearly
preferring one system over another until well into the sixteenth century.
Even the most energetic modifiers of custom seldom fully abandoned it.
A merchant, for example, may have rnarried once under custom, another
time under contract; an artisan may have married under custom but later
written a will that modified the succession rules implied by custom; an
echevin may have married by contract but afterward written one of the
strange, hybrid documents that were devised in the course of this transi
tional period to preserve some of the old ways of doing things. A woman
may have been married by custom but later, as widow, written a will that
subverted custom.

If Douaisiens were not engaged in an effort-albeit a clumsy one
to rid themselves of custom, what then were they doing? The simplest
answer is that they were making use of the legal resources available
them-old custom, of course, but new legal instruments as well, along
with various principles of marital property law drawn from other re
gimes-to fashion ad hoc arrangements that seemed to fit the particular
circumstances of their lives. To understand this legal reform as social his
tory, we must, then, look more closely at what these circumstances were.
We must examine the social world in which the documents were writ
ten-the world where men and wornen married, produced, and repro-
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duced; the world where property was acquired, used, shared, and ex
changed. This world, we shall see, was a profoundly commercialized one,
and it was this quality, above all, that established the conditions in which
Douaisiens acquired and managed wealth.

The Vie"r from Outside: Cloth and Trade, Boom and Bust

At the center of Douai's economy stood the drapery. Medieval Douai
was one of the great cloth towns of the original county of Flanders, a
manufacturer of northern Europe's most luxurious woolens and the home
of some of the region's best known merchants of wool and cloth. Located
on the Scarpe River, which flows from Artois into southern Flanders be
fore joining the ScheIdt just south ofTournai, Douai was linked by water
both to the great grain-producing region of Artois and Picardy and to the
mercantile centers of Ghent, Bruges, and Antwerp, which lay to the north
and east.

The area of the Low Countries in which Douai was located was the
earliest to develop economically, the most densely populated, and the
best served by ecclesiastical and political institutions. Hence, although
Douai was not the largest of the Low Countries' cities-at some 15,000
20,000 residents, the city was only about one-third the size of Ghent and
half the size of Bruges-it was one of the wealthiest cloth towns, and
it had a cultural and political importance that its size alone did not por
tend.

Douai has been well known to historians at least since the early part
of this century, when Georges Espinas published his authoritative studies
of the medieval city.1 Espinas concentrated on the period from about 1150
to 1300, when the city had emerged as a leading industrial center and,
along with neighbors such as Arras, St. Omer, Ypres, Bruges, and Ghent,
dominated the European market for luxury woolens known as drapery.
The best of these textiles were made exclusively of fine shorthair English
wool, which was imported directly by Flemish merchants who traveled
to England to buy it from monasteries and other large producers. These

1 Georges Espinas, La vze urbazne de Douaz au moyen-age, 4 vols. (Pans. A. PICard et fils,
1913) Also see Idem, Lesfinances de fa commune de Douaz des orzgznes au Xve szeele, 2 vols. (Paris
A PICard et fils, 1902), and Les orzgznes du capztafzsme, 4 vols (Lllle: E Raoust, 1933-49).
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merchants then arranged for the manufacture of the cloths and, finally,
sold them, principally through the Champagne fairs. 2

Douai was especially well known for its "scarlets," the finest and most
precious of all luxury woolens in the period.3 The cheapest such scarlet
contained in a shipment to the English royal wardrobe in 1438-39 cost
more than fourteen pounds sterling-the equivalent of two years nine
months wages of a master mason; the most expensive was about double
that.4 Lesser broadcloths, even those called "luxury," sold at much lower
prices, usually at about half that of a scarlet. Even in this exalted company,
Douai's drapery stood out. At Provins (in Champagne), for example, one
el (about 0.7 meters) of Douaisien dyed "drap" sold in 1294 at between
9 sous 9 deniers tournois and 13 sous 3 deniers tournois, while cloths
from Ypres, Chilons, Lilies, Orchie, Paris, Ghent, Poperinghe, and Arras
were priced as low as 2 sous 9 deniers tournois and no higher than 10 sous
tournois per e1.5 Twenty-four yards of Douaisien drapery sold in Spain in
1394-1410, on average, at more than 6 English pounds, a price matched
by few and exceeded only by some Italian cloths.6

2. ThIs history has been well studied. See, in particular, Georges Espinas, La drapene dans

la Flandre franrazse au moyen-age, 2 vo1s. (Paris: A. PIcard et fils, 1923); G. de Poerck, La drapene

medzevale en Flandre et en Artois, 3 vo1s., nos. 110-12 of Werken uztgegeven door de facultezt van

de wysbegeerte en letteren, Ryksunzversztezt te Gent (Bruges: De Tempel, 1951); Georges Espinas
and Henn Pirenne, eds., Recuezl de documents relatifs al'hzstozre de l'zndustne drapzere en Flandre

des ongznes al'epoque Bourguzgnonne, 4 vo1s. (Brussels: P. Imbreghts, 1906); H. E. de Sagher, ed.,
Recuezl de documents relatifs a l'hzstozre de l'zndustrze draptere en Flandre. Deuxzeme partze, Ie sud

ouest de la Flandre depuzs l'epoque Bourgutgnonne, 2 vo1s. (Brussels: KiesslIng, P. Imbreghts, 1951
56 ). For more recent commentanes, see John Munro, "MedIeval Woollens: Textiles, TextIle
Technology, and Industnal OrganIZation, c 800-1500," and "MedIeval Woollens: The West
European Woollen Industries and Their Struggles for International Markets, c. 1000-1500," both
In The Cambndge Hzstory ofWestern Textzles (Cambndge University Press, In press); Patrick Chor
ley, "The Cloth Exports of Flanders and Northern France dunng the ThIrteenth Century A
Luxury Trade;''' Economtc Htstory Revtew 40 (1987): 347-79; Marc Boone and Walter PrevenIer,
eds , La drapene anczenne des Pays-BaS" Debouches et strategtes de survze (14e-16e steele) (Leuven
and Apeldoorn. Garant, 1993); and Negley Harte, ed., The New Drapenes (Oxford: Oxford Uni
versIty Press, 1997)

3. For a descnption of thIS process and the term scarlet as used In contemporary sources, see
John Munro, "The MedIeval Scarlet and the EconomIcs of Sartonal Splendor," In Cloth and

Clothtng zn Medzeval Europe Essays zn Memory ofProfessor E M Carus- Wzlson, ed. N B Harte
and K. G PontIng, no. 2 of Passold StudIes In Textile HIstory (London: HeInemann Education
Books, 1983), 13-70.

4 Munro, "Medieval Scarlet," 66-67.
5 Chorley, "Cloth Exports of Flanders," 355.
6 John Munro, "Industrial ProtectionIsm In MedIeval Flanders. Urban or NatIonaP" In The

Medteval Czty, ed. H. A. MisklmIn, D. Herlihy, and A. L. Udovitch (New Haven: Yale UnIversIty
Press, 1977), 143
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As Espinas told the story of Douai during these glory years, the luxury
drapery totally dominated the city's economy, and the drapery itself was
totally dominated by rich merchants who brought wool to the city and
then exported the cloths made fronl it. They controlled production as
well, for it was they who hired weavers, fullers, and dyers, sometimes even
they who directly arranged for the spinning, sorting, and carding of the
wool. In Espinas's interpretation, these men were northern Europe's first
true capitalists, for by combining trade and production, they concentrated
capital in their own hands, utterly monopolizing the entrepreneurial role.7

While Espinas emphasized that this story of protoproletarianization and
early capitalisIIl was repeated throughout the textile towns of Europe, it
was, in his opinion, nowhere more perfectly enacted than in Douai. From
this city, almost alone in the medieval Low Countries, we have very little
evidence of worker resistance: few records of serious uprisings and only
scattered indications that artisans tried to form guilds or other corporate
bodies to protect their social and economic interests. As Espinas pointed
out, the few documents of this nature that we have are pathetic in their
timidity, their hesitancy, their scarcity.

There are, to be sure, a few isolated records ofartisanal resistance dating
from the late thirteenth century, a tiIIle when similar revolts were breaking
out elsewhere in the urbanized Low Countries.8 In Douai, however, the
revolt seems to have had only limited success, and by the early fourteenth
century, Doua'L's artisans had been firmly put back in place.9 The only
recorded popular uprising of importance during the rest of the Middle

7. See his Les origtnes and idem, "Jehan BOlne Broke: Bourgeois et drapier Doualsien," Vtertel

Jahrschrift ftr Sozial- und Wirtschaftsgeschichte 2 (1904): 382-412.
8. The earliest ,veil-documented moment of artisan resistance in Doual came in 1275, a few

months after new drapery ordinances were issued, the first since the middle of the century. By
1280, the situation had apparently further detenorated, for a document of that year records the
condemnatIon of nventy-three artisans, five of them identified as weavers, the rest unnamed by
trade, who had organIzed a work stoppage. Two of the weavers were permanently banished from
Douai, on threat of death if they returned, along ''lith eighteen others; the remaining three weavers
were decapItated: For Espinas's arguments, see Espinas, La vte urbatne, 2:1109ff. Also see Esplnas
and Pirenne, Recuetl des documents, doc. 289, 2:141-43. For a discussion of thIs eVIdence, see
Martha Howell, "}lchieVIng the GUIld Effect 'Nithout Guilds. Crafts and Craftsmen in Late
Medieval Douai," In Les metiers au moyen age. Aspects econOmtques et sociaux, ed. J.-P. Sosson
(Louvaln-la-Neuve: Publications de l'Institute d'Etudes Medievales, 1994): 109-28.

9. Monlque Mestayer, "La VIile, entre Ie rOl at Ie comte," in Histotre de Douai, ed. M. Rouche
and Pierre Demolon, vol. 9 of Collectzon histotre des vtlles du NordIPas-de-Calats, ed. Y M. HIlaIre
(Dunkirk: Westhoek-Editions, 1985), 48, 53-55; Franz Funck-Bretano, ed., Annales Gandenses
(Pans: A. Picard, 1896), 37.
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Ages occurred in a different context, when, in 1322, eighteen individuals
(sixteen men and two women) were charged with inciting a riot against
rich grain merchants. All were banished, some with the threat of death
should they return; in addition, the women's tongues were cut off (their
crime had been incendiary speech), and they were threatened with live
burial should they return. 10

The men who governed Douai so despotically formed, before 1300,
what historians have traditionally called a "patriciate," a term coined to
describe urban elites who ruled by right of birth. Douai's patriciate was,
like the governing bodies in other northern cities of the days, almost en
tirely in the hands of a few rich families, almost all merchants or "rentiers,"
the latter of whom had left trade and put their money in real estate or
finance. They monopolized power as families: sons often followed their
fathers on the bench; nephews ruled concomitantly with uncles; young
men were selected as sons-in-law precisely because they were from echevi
nal families and would later join their in-laws in rule. l1

This was the world in which the Douaisien custom first took root. The
society was rigidly stratified and dominated by a single industry, but it
was, nonetheless, a world of easy and rapid social mobility within social
rank. Work was easy to get, workers always needed; the precious English
wool was plentiful, its monopoly securely in the hands of Flemish mer
chants; the demand for luxury woolens was strong; and distribution was
conveniently arranged through the booming Champagne fairs. After
1300, as we shall later see, much would change. Douai would be taken
by the French for a good part of the fourteenth century and even after
the city was restored to the Low Countries' sovereigns in 1369, Douai
would never again enjoy the autonomy it had once had. Its economy would
also suffer in these years, as the so-called depression of the late Middle
Ages took its toll in Douai and as dramatic shifts in the luxury cloth
industry forced a reorganization of Douai's system of production. The
difficulties in these years would obviously alter the context in which Dou
aisiens made decisions about marriage, remarriage, and inheritance.

10 Esplnas, La VIe urbatne, 2:633-34' doc. 1006.
lIOn the late medIeval patnclate, see in partIcular Max Weber, The Czty, trans. and ed.

Don Martinale and Gertrud NeuwIrth (New York: Free Press, 1958); also see Hellmuth Rossler,
ed., Deutsches Patrzzzat 1430-1740. Schriften zur Problematzk der deutschen Fuhrungsschzchten zn
der Neuzezt, vol. 3 (Llmburg/Lahn: C A. Starke, 1968), and for the fullest study of an urban
patnCIate in Flanders, see Fr. Blockmans, Het Gentsche Stadspatrzcaat tot omstreeks 1302 (Antwerp'
de SIkke1, 1938)
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Yet, these nlde changes would not come so suddenly-or be received
by a populace so certain about their implications for social order-that
they would elicit an immediate or a single response. In fact, they would
have their effects in quite subtle and multiple ways. For long, very long
years, Douaisiens would go on as they had-marrying, setting up house
holds, running businesses, endowing their children-in the ways they had
learned when the city was flourishing, when elites seemed secure, when
artisanallabor was easily sold and profitably bought. More fundamental
things remained the same as well, for Douai never lost its identity as an
industrial and commercial center. V\lhatever changes the last centuries of
the Middle Ages brought to Douai, they did not alter its citizens' corpo
rate investment in production and trade. These activities remained the
basis of their social existence and their political identity. To understand
why Douaisiens arranged marital property relations and inheritance as
they did, we rnust thus understand the nature of this economy and the
sociopolitical order built on it; we Inust understand something of what it
meant to live in a commercial society such as Douai's.

The View frc.m Inside: Circulating Goods

Douaisiens' commitment to trade meant not only that the city's economy
was built on commerce itself and trade of the products made in Douai
and not just that the city's social and political elite was dominated by
merchants and financiers or that its ordinary citizenry was made up of
artisans and shopkeepers. It also meant that Douaisien society was funda
mentally different from the social ~'orld that surrounded it and from the
worlds that had come before.

Unlike most of their contemporaries and all but a few of their predeces
sors in medieval Europe, Douaisiens were producers for the market, not
for subsistence. They did not grow grain or raise many animals for food.
They bought grain that had been distributed to retailers through the city's
staple, and they usually purchased meat from the city's butchers. They
built houses rnade of brick constructed by local artisans, and when they
replaced their straw roofs with tiles, as they did during the last centuries
of the Middle Ages, they hired tilers to do the work. Most Douaisiens
probably made their own clothing, and some probably spun the wool and
wove the fabrics they needed to make clothing, but many other Douaisiens
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bought even their simplest fabrics from local artisans, and the richest Dou
aisiens hired dressmakers and tailors to fashion clothes, slipcovers, draper
ies, and bedlinens for them. Douaisiens purchased-they did not make
the buckets, shovels, knives, and other implements for their shops and
kitchens; they commissioned their shoes, saddles, harnesses, purses, and
belts.

Although it is the general standard today-and was commonplace even
by the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries in northern Europe-Douai
siens' commercialized way of life was not a commonplace in medieval
Europe, not even as late as the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Douai
siens' dependence on commercial exchange, whether of goods purchased
for trade or of goods produced for trade, made Douai-and all similar
cities-different from the world that surrounded it, different from much
of the past. For centuries, all Europeans had imagined that wealth derived
from rights to use the land and from control over the labor necessary to
work it, not from trade. Even in the last centuries of the Middle Ages,
when cities such as Douai had emerged to challenge traditional practices,
all but a few Europeans still worked to feed, clothe, and house themselves,
not to trade. And all still equated political power with land rights, social
status with control of agricultural labor, wealth with leisure.12

Of course, by the late Middle Ages, the rural economy was no longer
entirely a subsistence economy. Both peasants and their lords sold surplus
produce, especially in the Low Countries, where urban demand for these
commodities was consistently high. By then there were even some fully
commercialized agricultural exploitations in the region. Industry was itself
also widely dispersed through the countryside; as early as the fourteenth
century, for example, urban merchants and drapers in the Low Countries
employed peasants to help make cloth for export. Nevertheless, the vast
majority of rural residents, even in the Low Countries, did not produce

12. The "commerClahzation of Europe" is, of course, one of the central themes of late
medieval-early modern histonography. Harry MiskImin's The Economy ofEarly Renazssance Eu
rope, 1300-1460 (Cambndge Cambndge University Press, 1975) and The Economy ofLater Re
nazssance Europe, 1460-1600 (Cambndge Cambridge University Press, 1977) provide overviews;
the introductory chapters of Lester Little's Rehgzous Poverty and the Profit Economy zn Medzeval
Europe (Ithaca, N Y Cornell University Press, 1978) effiCiently summanze the story, R H. Bnt
nell's The Commerczalzzatzon of Englzsh Soczety, 1000-1500 (Cambridge: Cambndge University
Press, 1993) offers a schematIC analysIs of the process In England and a reliable guide to the
hterature. Also see Richard A Goldthwaite, Wealth and the Demandfor Art zn Italy, 1300-1600
(Baltimore Johns HopkIns UniverSity Press, 1993)
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chiefly for the market. 13 As peasants or sharecroppers, they grew food
mostly for subsistence, whether their own or their lords'; as landlords they
may well have sold much of the produce they received as rents or they
may have taken their rents in cash (realized by their peasants' sales of
surplus production), but they did not directly organize production for
trade. Even those rural people who did piece work in textiles lived princi
pally from their holdings; work for the market was marginal to their mate
rial existence, not the core of it.

The relative underdevelopment of commerce in the countryside is not,
however, the principal distinction of importance here. The crucial divide
between country and city in this age turned on the nature of their respec
tive productive assets and on the way the character of productive capital
in each econon1Y shaped social relations. In the countryside, the asset that
mattered was land. No matter how land was used-whether to grow crops
for the market or for consumption; to graze sheep and cattle; or to exploit
for game, wood, peat, or other raw rnaterials-Iand had permanence and
substance, extension in space and tirrle, which urban capital did not. Land
might be bought and sold, it might be divided and redivided, it might be
put to multiple and various uses, even misused; it might be mortgaged,
and the rents from it might be bought and sold like the herrings, wool,
cloth, and spices that urban people traded. It would certainly pass from
hand to hand, but it did not disappear. It as always there, to be viewed,
worked, walked upon. If sold, perhaps eventually repossessed. While its
products might circulate and disappear, while its earnings might be traded
away like herrings, land itself remained in place.

Urban assets were very different. A huge portion of urban wealth was
invested in tools, equipment, jewels, furnishings, clothing, and cash,
which Douaisiens usually described simply as biens. The rest-all but a
small portion--was made up of a category of goods neither quite biens
(although Douaisiens often called them such) nor quite heritages (al
though Douaisiens called them that too): urban dwellings such as houses,
warehouses, and sheds. Whatever their precise physical or legal character,
however, these goods were in economic fact "movable," some more than
others, but all more than land. Tools, materials, and inventories did not
have permanent values; they were not fixed but working capital, and they

13. See Adriaan Verhulst, Histozre du paysage rural en Flandre (Brussels: La Renaissance du
lIvre, 1966). Also see Alain DefV111e, "Le grenler des Pays-Bas medievaux," Revue du Nord 69,
no. 273 (1987). 267-80.
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had to be in some sense consumed-used up-in order to realize value.
Warehouses, shops, even residences (which were the usual sites ofproduc
tion and trade) did not of course turn over in the same way as did these
goods, but they also depreciated as land did not, and in the mind of con
temporaries they were more closely allied with the market and the market
able goods they housed than they were with land, which was in this age
still thought of by most people as being outside the market. Thus, a ware
house full of cloth or wool; a shop bursting with spices, pots, clothing,
and fabrics; a workshop equipped with looms, stretching frames, and rare
dyes; or a residence filled with beds, chests, linens, plate, clothing, and
jewelry-all had measurable and realizable worth principally in terms of
what they could produce for exchange or could themselves be exchanged
for. Douaisiens were fully conscious of their wealth's movability, and they
worked assiduously to keep their goods circulating-or at least able to be
circulated.

Because it had to circulate to acquire value, and had to be imagined
to circulate to be imagined valuable, such property was infinitely fungible.
Potentially, it was one day a warehouse full of inventories; another day a
chest of precious coins; a third day a dress, a silver goblet, a house, or a
bushel ofgrain; and a sixth a portfolio of rents payable in perhaps a dozen
different currencies. Unlike land, which was itself a lasting source of sub
sistence-a :fixed and unchanging asset extensive in space and time-the
movable wealth at the heart of the urban economy had no immutable
form, no secure location, and no permanent existence.

As fungible property, movable goods were inescapably ephemeral.
Something could be sold for too little, bought at too high a price, entrusted
to someone who did not know its value, lost. The inefficiency of markets
in late medieval Europe heightened the insecurities inherent in such an
economic system. One day, food might cost a day's wage, another day
two days' wages. Douaisien grain prices, for example, rose by more than
500 percent in the fifteenth century, a record no worse than any other

city's and probably better than most. 14 A Douaisien scarlet-the cloth
that had made the city's reputation as a premier manufacturer of luxury
woolens-was in one century the cloth of kings and in the next only the

14. See Monique Mestayer, "Le pnx du ble et de l'avoine de 1329 a 1793," Revue du Nord
45 (1963)· 157-76, and Martha Howell and Marc Boone, "Becoming Early Modern in the Late
Medieval Low Countries: Ghent, Doual, and the Late Medieval Cnsis," Urban HlStory 23, pt.
3 (December 1996) 300-24, for a discussion ofgraIn prices in thIS age and relevant bibliography
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poor cousin to Lucca's silks. Douaisiens who lived through parts of the
late medieval centuries could see the worth of their gold plate change so
much that what once bought a house later bought only a few years' rents
on it, for gold prices, as expressed in the Douaisien money of account,
rose almost steadily-in total, by 500 percent-in the century and a half
between 1317 and 1477. The gold-silver ratio rose 100 percent between
about 1320 and 1350.15

Because urban assets were movable, fungible, and ephemeral, as land
never was, the social order built on this asset base was fundamentally dif
ferent from the social order built on land rights. It was, necessarily, more
mobile, for in cities such as Douai social place could shift as rapidly as
assets could change location, form, and value. Douaisiens, like urbanites
everywhere in this period, did not ofcourse regard the social mobility that
resulted as an unalloyed good. They, like all their neighbors, sought to
secure social place in a way that mere money emphatically could not. For
example, they restricted the market so that assets changed hands less

15. Although these are hypothetical examples, they do not mIsrepresent probable realitIes
Wheat prices in Doual, for example, rose from 0.387 livre parisls In 1336 to 1.625 bYres in 1343,
fell from 1.25 livres in 1409 to 0.9 livres In 1410 and 0.582 hvres In 1411, and rose from 0.782
hvres in 1436 to 1 90 hvres In 1437 and 3.05 Lvres in 1438, only to fall to 1.44 hvres in 1439:
Mestayer, "Le prix du ble."

Money and buJlion values in Doual were as volatile. The hvre parisis, Doual's money of ac
count, was equal to one-twelfth of the livre gros of Flanders throughout thIS penod. The Floren
tIne flonn, with an almost constant bullion conlext (of 3.46 grams in 1317) bought only 13 gros
3 mItes In 1317 but 27 gros In 1365 and 40 in 1409. By the 1430s-50s, it was tradIng In the
hIgh 40s to hIgh 50s and reached 60 gros in 1477 (with a stIll VIrtually constant bullion content).
The gold-silver ratLo in the first half of the fourteenth century vaned between about 1: 9 (around
1350) and about 1:18 (around 1320). In Venice, the rate fluctuated between 1:9.4 and 1:14.2
between 1305 and 1509. For all these monetary converSIons, see Peter Spufford, Handbook of
Medteval Exchange (London: Royal Histoncal Society, 1986), lxt, lxtl, 36, 12,215,217.

J. H. Munro has most thoroughly documented the wIde variatIons In the pnces and quahtles
of Flemish woolens during thIS penod: see in ?arttcular Munro, "Medieval Scarlet," and idem,
"Wool-Pnce Schedules and the Q1talities of English Wools in the Later MIddle Ages, c. 1270
1499," Texttle Htstory 9 (1978): 118-69. Exact comparisons between the market values of FlemIsh
woolens and ItalIan SIlk in the fifteenth centuly are not avaIlable, but see Idem, "The FlemIsh
'New Draperies': l~he Death and ResurrectIon of an Old Industry, 14th to 17th Centuries," In
The New Drapenes, ed. N. B Harte (Oxford: Oxford UnIversIty Press, 1997). Munro's data indi
cate that the best SIlks sold for 20 percent more than the best scarlets af citIes such as Daual,
and at more than ten times the pnce of the average short, dyed broadcloth. For a general account
of luxury demand for sIlks In the late Middle Ages, see Jane Schneider, "Peacocks and Penguins:
The PolitIcal Economy of European Cloth and Colors," Amencan Ethnologtst 5 (1978)' 413-48.
For illustrative prices, see A. van Nieuwenhuysen, Les finances du due de Bourgogne, Phtltppe Le
Hardt (1384-1404)- Economie et politique (Brussels: EdItIons de l'UnlVerSlte de Bruxelles, 1984),
392-95.
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quickly and prices held steadier; they allowed birth, education, residence,
and dress to mark and preserve social status; they created craft associations,
drinking clubs, and shooting fraternities to nurture and guarantee privi
lege; they bought noble titles, copied the lifestyles of landed gentry, and
arranged aristocratic marriages for their children. And, as we shall see,
they adjusted marital property law. Still they did not abandon commerce.
Whatever they might have done to lessen the instabilities inherent in com
mercial society, they did not cease to trade.

Let us look more closely at Douaisien commerce. This city, like most of
its contemporaries, has left us few sources that allow a statistical analysis
of the economy-none of the tax records, property surveys, toll receipts,
or the like with which historians of other times and places have been
blessed. For Douai almost alone of late medieval cities, however, we are
not entirely bereft. Instead of the fiscal records available from other pe
riods and places, we have from Douai the astonishing collection of private
agreements concerning debts and property transfers, the documents gen
erally catalogued in the archive as contrats divers. From them, along with
the marriage contracts and wills that Douaisiens wrote in such abundance,
we can obtain a very good, if general, idea about how Douaisiens handled
their property, one much more complete than we can get from most other
contemporary cities. These records leave little doubt about the extent of
Douaisiens' devotion to commerce.

Douaisiens' commitment to commerce can be most easily examined by
looking at their capital, beginning with land, medieval Europe's principal
form of capital, which in law and common speech alike was referred to
as an "immovable." Douaisiens, even the relatively prosperous Douaisiens
who wrote marriage contracts, owned surprisingly little such property out
side of Douai. One collection of seventy-five marriage contracts from the
mid-fifteenth century, for example, contained only seventeen (23 percent)
that mentioned rural properties as part of portements, reprises, or dou
aires. Among the nine richest people in the sample, people I have labeled
"rentier" precisely because they lived from rents and capital, eight owned
land or real estate outside Douai-no surprise, since ownership of such
properties helps define the category "rentier." But only eight of twenty
three principal actors who were labeled "prosperous" (people who had
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more than the usual cash, furnishings, and tools that defined the least
wealthy category of"propertied" Douaisiens) and only one offorty labeled
"householder" owned any rural property.16

Even for the wealthiest Douaisiens, properties of this kind made up
only a part of portements and douaires. In one of the most splendid
matches of the 1440s, for example, Ghille De La Rue brought as her
portement a one-third share in 4 mencaudees of land, 8 rasieres ofwheat
in a rental paytnent, and another rent in kind of three chickens annually;
10 couppres of land; 2 mins of land; and, at her mother's death, an equal
share in 55 rasieres of land. In addition to these lands and land rents,
however, she brought a share in two houses in Douai; a share of another
group of houses held with her siblings and stepsiblings, 120 to 140 livres
parisis and 40 couronnes d'or. Finally, along with her siblings, she would
inherit all the houses and heritages owned by her mother that lay in Dou
ai's immediate suburbs, just outside one of the city's medieval gates. I? Her
husband, Gille Muret, brought cash only, valued at 1200 livres parisis.18

De La Rue's brother married soon after she did, and his portement was
made up of his share in many of the same properties his sister had named:
5 rasieres of tiUable land held in fief: a third share in 3 muids, 7 rasieres
of land; a third share in 8 rasieres ofgrain per year; a third of three capons
per year; and a manor just outside the city walls. Like his sister, however,
he also brought nonlanded wealth, chiefly a collection of rental properties
in Douai, and his bride brought no rural holdings at all-just two houses
in Douai, 500 livres parisis, and personal properties such as clothing, fur
nishings, and jewels.19

Less wealthy Douaisiens obviously owned smaller amounts of land.
Admittedly, a few of them had a surprisingly large portion of their wealth
in land holdings. For example, when Peronne D'Aubricourt married Jac
quemart De E~ourlon, a draper, in 1441, she brought a half share in 19
rasieres, 3 couppres of land with a house, a half share in 3 rasieres 2 coup
pres of a field in Auby, along with personal property.20 Jehanne Caterent
Dite Lalloe, VlTho married Lyon Regnart, a "rapeillions de draps" (cloth

16. See chapter 3 for a fuller explanatIon of these categones and a tabular presentatIon of the
material

17. Al\1D, FF 616/2329 (21 May 1441).
18. IbId.
19. Al\1D, FF 616/2366 (21 September 1442).
20. Al\1D, FF 616/2337 (6 September 1441); her husband contributed, however, only two

houses In Douai plus "meubles" and his "utensllles d'oste1" (tools of the trade).
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finisher), brought 150 livres parisis plus 5 couppres of land in one place
and 31J4 rasieres in another; her groom brought some land in Flines, which
he held of the Duke of Burgundy, plus another holding of 3 couppres
elsewhere, along with 20 francs and the equipment for his trade.21 But
such people were not the rule in Douai, certainly not among the artisans
and merchants who wrote all but a few of the marriage contracts we have.

Even those for whom such holdings were the norm do not seem to
have used them as Europe's landed aristocracy used their lands. Rural
properties owned by Douaisiens were in this age seldom primary or even
secondary residences; land was not a direct source of subsistence; land
rights did not imply control of labor. For most of these people, as for most
of their fellow bourgeois of this age, land rights were simply investments,
property acquired for its economic value. In contrast, then, to medieval
Europe's traditional landholding class, urbanites such as Douaisiens regu
larly bought and sold land and land rights. The collection of contrats di
vers provides some hint ofjust how active Douaisiens were in the nascent
land markets of the day. From one sample of contrats divers from the
mid-fifteenth century, for example, we have a sale of 34 rasieres 2 coup
pres of land, plus 2 rasieres of meadow, in exchange for a life rent of 14112
couronnes, payable to a third party, the wife of Jehan De Brebie. The
sellers were Jacquemart De La Pappoire and Marye Alandeluyne, who,
presumably being obligated to pay the annuity to the woman, chose to
raise the money by liquidating some of their land.22 In a more complicated
transaction from the same sample, Eurade Piquette and her husband
ceded their half share in a manor to the widow of Piquette's brother,
Agnus Artus, now the wife of Hermin De La Pappoire, for the course of
her life. Artus had acquired the half share in the manor as her douaire
coutumier. As holder of the douaire coutumier, Artus had only life use
of the property, but it is clear that her former sister-in-law did not want
to share it with her. In exchange for taking the other half share, De La
Pappoire agreed to pay Piquette and her husband a rent of 4 livres parisis
per year; each of the parties also agreed to pay half the 4 livres parisis of
perpetual rents due on the manor, but Artus and De La Pappoire would
collect all revenues from the property while they held it. The deal was
made, as the document explained, "to assure good relations among the
parties and avoid questions" (that is, to disentangle the financial affairs

21 AMD, FF 616/2326 (15 May 1441).
22 AMD, FF 740 (20 Apri11441).
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of the separate families) and had the ultimate effect of returning the prop
erty to the male line, which had acquired it in the previous generation.
To achieve these results, however, all parties agreed to treat the property
simply as an income-producing asset that could be divided up and rented
out at will.23

A last example underlines my point. The manor held in fief that Col
lart, bastard son ofD'Antoing of Bonbecht, brought to his marriage with
Jacque D'Auby, daughter of Thomas, in 1441 was pledged for return to
his father's line when he and his wife died. It would then be exchanged
for 400 francs, 'vVhich would be given to any children born of the marriage.
Although this 'was, surely, hardly a voluntary exchange of land rights for
cash (Collart would probably have been delighted to have kept the manor
for his descendants rather than return it to his father's legitimate heirs),
the agreement illustrates how easily I)ouaisiens transferred land rights into
cash.24

Most transfi~rs of real property recorded in Douai's archive were much
simpler than these maneuveurs, but all equally reveal Douaisiens' willing
ness to treat rural properties as mere assets, not as markers of social role
or emblems of status. The widow of a "mercier" (grocer), for example,
sold a rental payment on a house in Douai, which earned 2 couppres of
oats and 6 sols of perpetual rent, for a cash rent of 6 livres parisis, which
would be paid to her annually for life.25 Another widow, Mahieu Laun
rignart sold 8 rasieres of land to a group of buyers.26 The variations are
endless, the theme constant: land in this urban culture bore little of the
social meaning it is often thought to have had in traditional Europe.27 It

23. AMD, FF 740 (21 June 1441).
24. AMD, FF 616/2323 (8 May 1441).
25 AMD, FF 740 (30 December 1441).
26. AMD, FF 740 (19 December 1441).
27 In medIeval Europe, land-the nghts tc hold it, the nghts to work It-was the basIs of

the socIal order. The nobIlity held land; peasants worked the land. Land was, thus, not merely
an asset, not simply economic capItal as we mig ht understand it today, but the principal form of
cultural, socIal, and politIcal capital as well. By the early modern period, to be sure, this was
changIng Land wa~, comIng to be thought of and managed as an economic asset with marketable
value (and people such as the DouaisIens featured in this book were Important agents of that
transformatIon). But the transition was very sloV\' in coming. UntIl at least the French Revolution,
hIstonans have long pOInted out, land not only retaIned much of ItS tradItIonal meaning but
acquired new importance as a social and cultural marker ofclass. To own land was, presumptively,
to JOIn the anstocracy-to adopt a partIcular lifestyle, to abandon certaIn kinds of productive
labor, to take up d lstlnctIve leisure actiVIties.

What IS InterestIng about DouaIIs that ItS late medieval bourgeoIs seem to have treated land
much as any kind of economIC asset, not the vehicle for social mobilIty it was for so many other
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was a store of wealth, a medium of exchange, a standard of value. Like
plate, jewels, clothing, and furnishings, which, we shall see, Douaisiens
collected with considerably greater energy, land was principally a form of
money.28

These transactions reveal more, however, than Douaisiens' willingness
to buy and sell their immovables: they also suggest that trades were made,
in part, to settle inheritance claims. Douaisien customary law, and Douai
sien practice as well, made inheritances partible-that is, custom provided
that all heirs of the same rank divide property equally; even the wills or
other legal instruments written to modify customary inheritance rules did
not dispense with them. Thus, like the house and land that came to the
Piquettes, inherited assets in Douai had regularly to be divided, and in
order to be easily divided, they often had to be turned into divisible prop
erties-into cash or financial instruments that could be expressed in
money. Douaisiens' willingness to buy and sell real property was then a
product of both their legal and economic institutions: law made it neces
sary to sell land; the market made it easy to do so.

Land was not the only form ofreal property in Douai, however. Along
side their rural property holdings, many Douaisiens also owned urban real
estate, and some of them had the bulk of their wealth in this form. This

urbanites. ThIs IS not to deny that some Douaisiens of the late medIeval penod used the money
won In commerce to buy their way Into the regIonal nobIlity or that the CIty'S early modern elIte
did, In fact, acquire land nghts as part of an effort to establish anstocratIc status. (See chapter 7
for a fuller discussion of this process.) But It is to point out that the DouaIsIens who bought and
sold land rights In the late medIeval centunes more often acted as though land had lIttle of thIs
social or cultural meanIng.

The lIterature on the SOCIal meaning of land In medIeval Europe IS vast. Important general
statements Include such semInal works as Marc Bloch's Feudal SOClety, trans. L A. Manyon (ChI
cago: UnIversIty of Chicago Press, 1961) and Otto Brunner's Land and Lordshzp Structures of
Governance zn Medzeval Austrza, translated from the 4th rev. ed. by Howard Kaminsky and James
van Horn Melton (PhIladelphIa: UniversIty of Pennsylvania Press, 1992) On the transItIon to
early modern SOCiety and the meaning of land In the transition, readers mIght usefully consult
Karl PolanYI, The Great TransformatlOn (Boston: Beacon Press, 1957) or Perry Anderson, Lzneages

ofthe Absolutzst State (London: Verso, 1979); or for an Introduction to the histonographIcal con
troverSIes about the nature of the transition, The Brenner Debate' Agrartan Class Structure and
Economzc Development zn Pre-zndustrzal Europe, ed. T. H. Aston and C. H. E PhI1pIn (Cambndge
and New York: Cambndge UnIversity Press, 1985). On the dIstInctIve meaning of land In medi
eval Europe, also see hIstories of property law such as SIr Fredenck Pollock and Fredenc WIllIam
MaItland, The Hzstory ofEnglzsh Law before the Tzme ofEdward L 2d ed (London Cambndge
UnIversity Press, 1968).

28. See Hugo Soly, "The 'Betrayal' of the 16th-Century BourgeoIsIe: A Myth?" Acta hzstortae
Neerlandzcae 8 (1979)' 262-80.
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property was not, however, treated as fixed patrimony. Like land, it could
change hands quickly, especially those houses and lots owned by Douai's
substantial landlord class. The bride in a marriage contracted in February
1496 for example, brought shares in seven houses as part of her extensive
portement, all of them surely let to renters. 29 Caterine Meurisse, who mar
ried just a few months later, brought two half shares in rented houses to
her marriage.30 Like the real estate magnates of later centuries, Douaisiens
often treated their houses, warehouses, and shops as fungible wealth.
There were, of course, plenty of Douaisiens who held on to their city
houses and lots throughout their lives and passed them, intact, to the next
generation.31 But they did so, typically, only if the house was their resi
dence and a rather grand one at that. The rest of the houses in Douai
changed hands often and easily, and Douaisiens stood ready to let them,
sell them, or otherwise exchange them at almost a moment's notice.

Even the Douaisiens who acquired urban real estate for their own use
and a surprisingly high percentage of Douaisiens seem to have owned the
houses in which they lived-did not display the attachment to their homes
we might expect; they sometimes also bought and sold their domiciles as
though they were commercial assets, not homes. Forty-four of the fifty
seven contracts taken in one sample of contrats divers from 1497 to 1498,
for example, treated sales or mortgages of houses by ordinary Douaisiens,
people who were for the most part not members of a true landlord class.32

Many of them were like Jehan De I-[em Dit Petit, a butcher, who sold a
quarter share in a house and adjoining residence, which he had presumably
inherited but could not use in this form. Bartien Tanerurer, also a butcher,
and his wife were probably also heirs of the quarter share in a house they
sold to another butcher, for one-fourth of84livres parisis plus unspecified
"rentes foncieres" (ground rents).

But many of the Douaisiens who appear in these documents were not
simply converting their shares of inherited property into cash. Many
like the "tisserand de draps" (drape ry weaver) who sold a house for 24
livres plus assumption of life rents of 12 livres parisis per year (its total

29. AMD, FF 639/4312 (February 1496).
30. AMD, FF 639/4298 (2 August 1495).
31 See, for eXClmple, Oeude Pieffors, daughter of one of Doual's echevlns, whose claim to

her parents' home, called the "Vleux Grenlers" on the River Scarpe, constItuted a pnncipal part
of her portement, both In her first marriage, of 1381, and in her second, of 1390 AMD, FF
588/408 (26 Augu:;t 1381); FF 594/808 (2 September 1390).

32 AMD, FF 796, 26166-234, excludIng 26223-32.
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present value was thus about 132livres parisis)-were selling the domicile
to buy another in Douai, to move to another city, or to invest in a busi
ness.33 Others seem to have been trading in real estate markets simply to
produce cash incomes, with no intention of reinvestment. Jehan Du Gar
din, for example, a "tainturier" (dyer), and his wife sold their house and
holding for 30 livres in life rents (payable during the lives of their three
children) plus the assumption of outstanding perpetual rents (of four ca
pons, 2 deniers douaisiens, 3 sols parisis, and 3 couppres d'avoine per
year). The buyer was Collart Le Phillipe, a "fruitier" (fruit retailer), who
took possession of the house in exchange.34 In total, six of the forty-four
contracts for house sales in this sample were explicitly written as such
annuity agreements, but many others that were more conventionally ex
pressed as sales may also have disguised such mortgage-like deals. Such
transactions directly expressed Douaisiens' commitment to commerce, for
in these deals, a "house" was perfectly abstracted as a commodity: the
physical residence remained in place, whole, but its market value was di
vided and traded.

The forty-four real estate transactions described in this particular sam
pIe of contrats divers included twenty-eight conventional house sales be
tween Douaisiens; another eight were between a Douaisien and a for
eigner-someone from Arras, Lille, or Ghent perhaps, or even from a
nearby village such as Ostricourt, who was moving to Douai or who was
simply buying property for investment.35 Most of these people were arti
sans or small merchants, just ordinary citizens like those we have already
met in the archive of marriage contracts. In total, 68 percent of the fifty
seven contracts in this sample named an artisan as one of the two princi
pals to the transaction; only four (7 percent) named a member of the elite
(fourteen [25 percent] provided no indication of the social position of the
principal actor on either side of the transaction, and most of these people
must have belonged to the elite).

Although hardly representative of all Douaisiens, the people who ap
pear in these contracts-the artisans who sold houses, the widows of

33. Other house sales In the sample were pnced between 24 byres pansIs and 750 livres pansIs;
the average for the year was about 125 livres parisIs.

34 AlVlD, FF 796/26222 (10 January 1498).
35. The rest (eIght In number) were eIther sales and leasebacks or transactIons of IndetermInate

character.
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" ." ( )" h d" ( h ) d " ." (dmerclers grocers, marc an s merc ants ,an mannouvrlers ay
workers) who bought life rents by selljng their homes, the out-of-towners
who bought building lots from residents of the city-were not anomalies.
Douai's archive has preserved about eighty to one hundred contrats divers
for each of the years between about 1350 and 1550 (and beyond), the
overwhelming rnajority of them treating real estate transactions of this
kind. A few people appear in the archive more than once in a given year;
still more reappear three, four, or even five and six times over a longer
period, and these were the true landlords and real estate tycoons of the
day. But it is nonetheless safe to assume that most of the people named
in these contracts were ordinary citizens. On average, about 150 different
Douaisien men were named as principal actors in such contracts each year
(assuming at least two men per transaction-one buyer, one seller). In a
total population of, let us say, 17,500, this represents almost 3 percent of
the adult men, possibly 6 to 10 percent of the male citizenry.36

Thus, although a huge proportion of Douaisien wealth was invested
in urban real estate, what was technically immovable property, much of
this wealth was treated as movable property, at least in an economic sense.
In some nearby cities such as Lille, Ghent, or Antwerp, it is worth noting,
urban properties of this kind were not even classed as "immovables" in
law; instead, houses in the city, in sonle places along with their lots, were
treated as movables. As such, they were subject to different, more liberal
rules about hovv, when, and how often they could be transferred.37 In
Douai, no such legal accommodations had been made-in Douai, houses
and urban real estate were always called "heritages" or "immeubles"-but
the practice was no different. Douaisiens, like Ghentenars and Antwerp
ers, were free to buy and sell urban real estate as though these assets were
"meubles."

36. Only citizens could own real property In :Douai, and the male cItlZenry was always only
a portion of the populatIon of male residents.

AssumIng that 150 men appeared annually in these records so that over a ten-year penod
1,500 separate men VI/ould be named In these records, we can reckon that almost a quarter of the
adult men who had lwed in the CIty dunng that decade would have been named In such transac
tions. ThIS calculation assumes a population of about 17,500 (about 3,500 of them adult men)
and that 2,000 new adult male names (200 per year) joined the ranks, eIther by ImmIgratIon or
by haVIng come of age. (replacing 2,000 who died).

37. See PhilIppe l:;oddIng, Le drott pnve dans fes Pays-Bas mendtntonaux du 12e au 18e siecle,
In Memotres de fa Cfasse des Lettres, Coffeetton tn 4°, 2d ser., pt. 1 (Brussels: Academie royale de
Belgique, 1987).
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Movables as Wealth

A possibly even larger portion of Douaisien wealth was stored in goods
that were truly movable, not just in economic terms, but in physical and
legal terms as well. The typical portement in a Douaisien marriage con
tract was, let us remember, not made up of land, land rents, or even urban
real estate. It consisted of movable goods. Sometimes the lists of such
goods were long and explicit; Jehenne Noiret, for example, specified that
her portement contained "50 livres monnaie de flandre in gold or silver
and . . . a bed, two pairs of bedlinens . . . two pillows . . . a screen, a box
... a slipcover, four cushions, an outer cloak, a dressing gown, a cross,
and a fur worthy of [her] social position."38 About 75 percent ofthe eighty
five marriage contracts in the collection from which this came, all from
the 1440s, read similarly, if more simply: "24 livres monnaie de flandre
with her personal furnishings. garments, and tailored clothing"39; "the sum
of 100 livres parisis monnaie de flandre, composed both of goods, mov
ables, and household furnishings"40; "draperies, clothing, decorations, and
jewels; a furnished bed set, the best that they have."41 The better-off
among them added a house to the listing, but they too counted movables
as principal components of the portement. The widow of a fuller, for
example, brought personal property and the tools of her late husband's
trade along with "a house and holding used as a fullery" to her marriage
with a "manouvrier" (day worker).42 Others added a rental income, a gar
den plot, a share in a building lot. Few, very few, however, had much
more to offer.

Matters were little different at death. When Marie Le Grand, a mem
ber of Douai's substantial "householder" class, wrote her will in 1402,43
for example, she had just sold a house worth 40 florins d'or, which she
had inherited from her last husband. From him, she also had an income
of 3 rasieres of wheat and the furnishings of his house. In addition, she
had all the property she had brought to her last marriage: another house,
a life income of 6 rasieres of wheat, and all her "draps, cousus, tailliez et

38. AMD, FF 616/2405 (25 January 1444).
39. AMD, FF 616/2386 (11 May 1443).
40. AMD, FF 616/2381 (8 February 1443).
41. AMD, FF 616/2404 (24 January 1444).
42. AMD, FF 616/2359 (26 June 1442)
43. AMD, FF 869 (13 ApnI1402). In her case the testament was employed to distribute her

entire estate.
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joyaux." These clothes and jewels added up, however, to a huge portion
ofher estate. I enumerate below, as Le Grand's will enumerated, the assets
in her estate (including the cash realized by sale of her late husband's
house). I have assigned approximate market values to each item to help
assess the economic importance of the movables she owned.

6 livres parisis in cash

1 good outer cloak ("houplande")

1 richly decorated bed ("sen bon lit estofe de
2 paire de ]inchoelx, 2 oreiliers et Ie
couverture de sarge de 2 estains")

1 cloak ("cotte hardie")

1 dressing gown ("cotte a chambre")

1 rabbit-fur cloak ("plinchon de connins")

1 slip-cover ("banquier") and 6 cus hions, her
best

1 bed

1 pair of linens ("linceulx") and 1 stitched
coverlet ("keutepointe"), her best

1 flat basin ("plat bachin") and 1 cauldron,
her biggest

1 fur cloak ("cotte hardie fouree"), of average
quality ("que on peut dire Ie moylenne cotte
dicelle")

1 cap

1 average quality flat basin

1 ivory pot

1 pewter pot, her best

1 copper pot

1 frying pan ("payelle")

1 cauldron

1 pair of linens

1 white stitched coverlet

1 pair of linens

1 frying pan

1 frying pan, the biggest she owns ("Ie plus
grande de son maisnage")

6.0 livres parisis

8.0

30.0

9.0

6.0

5.0

3.0

10.0

12.0

1.5

8.0

2.0

0.5

1.0

1.0

0.5

0.2

1.0

2.0

5.0

2.0

0.2

0.4
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1 belt decorated in silver

1 stitched coverlet

1 ivory (writing?) table and silver writing
instrument ("taule d'ivoire et Ie graffe
dargent a ce servans")

1 silk purse ("bourse de camecalz")

1 purse trimmed in silk

1 coin ("courrone de Roy") worth 40 gros

1 amber rosary

1 head scarf ("couvrechief")

1 (linen?) garment ("quenuse")

1 cauldron without handles

1 pair of pillows

1 head scarf

1 cap

1 head scarf, her best

1 basin

1 frying pan

1 coin ("courrone de Roy") worth 40 gros

1 coin ("courrone de Roy") worth 40 gros

her house in the Rue des Cappelles ("se
maison seans en Ie rue des cappelles")

Total

3.0

4.0

6.0

2.0

1.0

2.0

4.0

0.5

1.0

1.0

0.5

0.5

1.0

0.5

0.5

0.2

2.0

2.0

80.0

226.0 livres parisis

With an estate valued at more than 200 livres parisis, Le Grand was
not a rich woman, but she counted as one of Douai's sturdy householders,
and, as this analysis makes clear, she owed her financial standing princi
pally to the movables she owned. Dresses, cups, and coats made up over
half of her estate's value; real estate-even generously taking the net value
of her house (after discounting any rents due on it) to be 80 livres
counted for surprisingly little. And Le Grand, like most Douaisiens of
the day, owned no land, no land rents, and only a small cash hoard. Her
estate, like that of most of her contemporary testators, was overwhelm
ingly in objects.

Even the richest Douaisiens had an extraordinary amount of wealth in
objects like Le Grand's. Ysabel Malet, a member of one of Douai's most
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prominent families, who died a half-century before Le Grand (in 1359),
left a huge estate, which had more than 1,300 ecus (then worth about
1,300-2,000 livres parisis) in coin, plate, jewels, clothing, linens, and
kitchen equipment-an amount equal to between thirteen and twenty
years' work by a master mason at 8 SOUlS per day. Just one of the fur cloaks
listed in the inventory was worth 6 ecus, at a time when a single ecu could
buy up to four days' work by a highly skilled artisan and sixteen days work
by an unskilled laborer. An azure blue cap trimmed in squirrel was priced
at 3.5 ecus, a coverlet and bolster at 5 t~cus, a pair of bed linens was valued
at 2.75 ecus; her largest copper pot was valued at 3.5 ecus, a washbasin,
pot, and stand, at 2.25 eCUS. 44

Douaisiens thus collected movables-tools, furnishings, clothing, jew
els, and cash-~rithat least the energy they devoted to assembling houses
and tracts of land. To a certain extent, they were hoarding wealth by stor
ing it in such objects-an argument to which I will return-but they were
not necessarily thereby giving up potential liquidity. These assets were
more like cash than such luxuries are considered today, principally because
there was, in reality, no such thing as "cash"-perfectly liquid fiat
money-in this or any other conternporary society. There were only
goods. Douaisiens, of course, expressed exchange values in money terms,
and they often actually exchanged coin when they traded, but they did
not do so quite as we might imagine. J)rices in Douai were set in the livre
parisis monnaie de flandre (here the Ilvre parisis or simply the livre), the
local money of account, or in the franc (equal for most of the period to
33 sous in the livre).45 Payment of small amounts of livres or francs was
normally rendered in "black" money, coins made of copper and other base
metals of insecure values that were recognized only locally. Large transac
tions, particularly between Douaisiens and non-Douaisiens, were settled
in gold or silver coins. Prices were also commonly expressed in kind as
well-in Douai most often in chickens (capons), sometimes in units of
wheat or other grain. But Douaisiens did not, of course, actually buy their
dresses or wine \vith chickens. Instead., they paid in coin, and the amount
of coin they paid was determined by the conventional exchange rate be-

44. Douaisiens were not, of course, unIque In this regard The personal effects of Jan Van
Melle, chIef tax collector of Ghent, whIch were sold in 1477, brought 37,033 groten (1,852 hvres
pansIs): see Walter Prevenier and Wim Blockmans, The Burgundzan Netherlands (Cambndge
Cambridge University Presss, 1986), 177

45. The livre parisis m.d.f. was made up of 20 ,ous or 240 deniers. See the "Note on Money,
Dates, and Names" for additional InformatIon about the Doualsien monetary system.
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tween the produce and the money of account; payment was rendered in
COIns.

The rates at which these coins were exchanged-the prices they
fetched-was not fixed, however. They varied as the gold-silver price ratio
varied, as the bullion content of coins was altered by issuing authorities,
and as the "real" or market value of the commodity, bullion itself, varied.
Hence, although coins of the realm were the only legal tender in this age,
they were an imperfect money. All of them were one small step removed
from goods-bullion, foodstuffs, products made of bullion-like plate and
jewelry, and even products such as silks and furs easily exchangeable for
bullion, plate, or jewelry.

Money in Douai was, thus, just another movable-it was a good whose
value could be expressed only in terms of another good, a good whose
economic value was unstable because it was actuated only in exchange
exchange for other goods of equally hypothetical value. In this regard,
Douaisien money was not unique, for by definition money's value is its
exchange value. But the instability that was the consequence ofthis market
dependence was more pronounced in late medieval Douai than in different
times and places because the markets that gave money value were so unsta
ble. Still worse for the security of money prices, trade in Douai was not
normally conducted on a cash basis, but on credit. Houses, for example,
were not paid for at purchase, but over time, as buyers assumed outstand
ing "rental" payments and pledged new ones to past owners. Thus, the
typical buyer simply consented to take on outstanding "rents" (in effect,
outstanding mortgage payments) and, usually, to pay an additional semi
annual rent to the seller, who was, in effect, providing a new purchase
money mortgage.46 Wool, horses, cloth, dyes, and wine were normally also
bought on credit; service people such as carpenters, seamstresses, tailors,
masons, and tile-layers were paid on time; wages and salaries were nor
mally paid in arrears. The thousands and thousands of contrats divers that
fill Douai's archive are witnesses to these arrangements; most of these
documents are, in fact, nothing but records of such credit. Just how these
credit instruments would ultimately be honored, whether in gold or silver
coin, whether in wheat or chickens, whether even in jewels, wine, or cloth,

46. For an explanatIon of the hOUSIng market in Douai, see Martha Howell, 'Weathenng
Crisis, ManagIng Change: The Emergence of a New SocioeconomIc Order In Doual at the End
of the MIddle Ages," In La drapene anczenne des Pays-Bas. Debouches et strategteS de survte (14e
16e Steeles), ed. Marc Boone and Walter Prevenier (Leuven and Ape1doorn: Garant, 1993).
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was never fully predictable. Still less certain was what the gold or silver,
wine or cloth, would bring in its next trade.

Douaisiens' commitment to commerce thus produced a heady mixture of
possibility and risk. Fortunes could be made, incomes acquired, house
holds and trades established with an ease unusual even for the age. But
disaster could strike just as easily. Douaisiens had to worry about more
than the wars, pestilence, and famine that justifiably terrified all medieval
people. For then1, other dangers lurked as well: money values could col
lapse, trade routes could close, raw material supplies could be cut off, mar
kets could suddenly shift.

Let me not overstate the case. Douaisiens were not alone in their devo
tion to commerce, their dependence on trade. Nor were they alone in
facing risks of rnarket collapse, monetary failure, or industrial demise.
Their condition was, surely, typical of urbanites in all commercial centers
at that time. My point is simply that people like them were the distinct
minority in Europe of the day-that even with the commercialization of
agriculture and the spread of cottage industry, the countryside was still
fundamentally a subsistence economy in which land was the principal
form of capital and that the institutions of trade and finance that would
to some extent protect markets in later centuries were, as yet, fragile and
small.

What I want to emphasize, then, is not that Douai was unique. Instead
I wish to point out that when Douaisiens married, when they gave birth
or saw their kin give birth, or when they contemplated death, they had
to think more carefully than Europeans had traditionally thought about
the ways property would flow as a result of these events. To understand
the social meaning of the Douaisien legal reform, we must, therefore, not
only understand the legal system in v"hich they operated. We must also
understand what property meant in I>ouai: how wealth was created and
managed, how it secured social place, and how its value was protected.
We must keep in mind that the wealth on which the Douaisien sociopolit
ical order was built was movable, fungible, and ephemeral in a way that
was new to most other Europeans.



THREE

~gal~rmas

Jocial Engineering

Given the inherent fragility of a social order so tied to commerce, it is
no wonder that Douaisiens worked so energetically to manage the prop
erty flows that resulted from marriage, birth, and death. And no wonder,
we might conclude, that they chose more conservatively during the centu
ries that closed the Middle Ages. After all, these were hard times in city
and countryside alike, times when it might well have seemed prudent to
tie property more closely to male lines of descent. In his authoritative legal
history of the Douaisien reformation, Robert Jacob has made a suggestion
along these lines, although his interpretation also depends upon a compli
cated sociology and a specific institutional history.1 In some important
ways my own interpretation will parallel his, but the close links he would
make between social position and legal preference, between institutional
change and legal choice, and between socioeconomic conditions and legal
reform do not withstand sustained scrutiny. Nevertheless, his argument
merits such scrutiny precisely because the process of investigating his hy
pothesis leads us to other, even more productive questions.

The Late Medieval Crisis

Let us turn, first, to the chronology of legal change and its relationship
to socioeconomic developments in Douai. Douai's medieval history has
traditionally been divided into two periods, one of expansion dating from

1. Robert Jacob, Les epoux, Ie seigneur et la cite: Coutume et pratiques matrimoniales des bourgeois

et paysans de France du Nord au Moyen Age (Brussels: Publications des Facultes Universitaires
Saint-Louis 1, 1990).
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about 1150 to 1300, and another of crisis and contraction, from about
1300 to 1550. In the first, we have seen, Douai emerged as one of the
powerful, semiautonomous urban centers of industry and trade in the Low
Countries, a source of the region's farne and prosperity-and a principal
source of its sovereigns' wealth. During the second, Douai would slip to
second rank in the Low Countries, even to third rank on the European
scene.

The decline of the luxury drapery was both the most visible and the
most devastating aspect of the crisis jn Douai. In the words of Georges
Espinas, "The drapery [of Douai] lost its distinctive mark as a major pro
ducer for export markets [in these years]; it fell to the rank of simple
producer for local markets, the same role that most cities had always
played, and even then that role gradually diminished in importance."2 Ac
companying these crises in the economic base, as Espinas characterized
them, were a series of political upheavals with far-reaching consequences.
The late thirteenth-century wars betvreen the Count of Flanders and his
titular overlord, the French king, began the troubles. The rich Flemish
cities were immediately drawn into the conflicts, for they were prizes and
combatants in the battles, and their citizens had direct interests in the
conflicts. Urban citizenries were not, however, united in their interests.
The urban patriciates generally supported the French king, while lesser
men-smaller nnerchants and artisans-preferred the Flemish count, who
promised lower taxes and continued access to the English wool on which
the cloth industry depended. The result was a series of revolts within the
cities themselves, and almost everywhere the internal uprisings led, as they
did in Douai, to a reform of the echevinage. Patricians were banished,
their property confiscated, and their offices taken by others.

In some cities of Flanders-most famously, in Ghent-these revolts
presaged years of unrest that eventually led to a formal restructuring of

2 George Espinas, La Vle urbatne de Douat au moyen-age, 4 vols. (Paris: A. Picard et fils,
1913), 2:668. Espinas based his conclUSIons on extensive studies of Douai's voluminous archlVe,
which, as we shall see, offered strong support to his argument, but his interpretation was influ
enced just as profoundly by the Ideas of Belgiunl's great historian, Henn Plrenne, WIth whom
Esplnas frequently collaborated. According to Pirenne, the cnsis in Douai was not unique to thIS
city. During this penod, luxury textile productIon left all the old cloth towns of Flanders, moving
to the surroundIng countrysIde, to the North, to England, and to Italy; at the same time, foreigners
took over long-distance commerce Itself, once the domaIn of Douai's own elite. For Plrenne's
argument, see, in particular, Histotre de Belgtque, 4 vols. (Brussels: Renaissance du LIvre, 1972
75), and "Stages in the Social History of Capitalism," American Htstoncal Revlew 19 (1914): 494
514.
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government, to the age of so-called guild rule. In Douai, however, things
happened differently, less dramatically and with less revolutionary ef
fects. Soon after settlement of the late thirteenth-century revolts, Douai's
echevinage was reopened to the old patrician families who had been exiled,
but these men never regained the control they had once enjoyed, and the
body never reacquired its character as a closed society. In the usual mean
ing ofthe term, it was no longer a patriciate, but became instead an oligop
oly of the rich and rising rich, one that functioned as authoritatively as
the old but that was more open to "new" men, including artisans, than it
had been before 1300 and was thus less caste-like than the old patriciate.

Another, still more significant consequence of the French-Flemish
wars was Douai's separation from the county of Flanders. When the wars
dragged to an end after the famous battle of Courtrai in 1302, where an
army of French knights had met ignoble defeat at the hands of Flemish
commoners, Flanders was divided into two parts. The bulk of the old
country remained in the hands of the Flemish count, but a portion of the
French-speaking area that contained Douai, Orchies, and Lille was in
1305 formally ceded to the French crown. Douai remained a French pos
session until the marriage of the Valois Duke Philip to Marguerite of
Male, daughter of the Flemish count, in 1369. The city and the adminis
trative district into which it, Orchies, and Lille had been formed by the
French were part of the marriage settlement, and when Philip assumed
his title of Duke of Burgundy in 1384, the district was formally joined to
his domain. Douai and its sister cities of Lille and Orchies were held
continuously by the Burgundians and then the Hapsburgs until the late
seventeenth century, when Louis XIV finally took them. Throughout
these long years, however, until the 1667 conquest of Douai (the annex
ation was in 1668), the district was kept separate and administered as a
distinct entity, much as the French had first established it in 1305.

During the "French" period of the fourteenth century, Douai existed
in a sort of liminal position, neither French, though French-speaking, nor
Flemish, though proudly "flammand" in spirit. Politically separated from
all but Lille among the "bonnes villes" of Flanders to which it had origi
nally belonged, Douai was now dependent on and subject to its sovereign
in a way it had never been. The city was compelled to pay a huge portion
of urban revenues to the crown, first to the French and then, after 1384,
to the Burgundians. Its elite increasingly sought royal office or performed
functions for the municipality at the behest of the crown, and in foreign
affairs, Douai was-prudently-a constant and dutiful supporter of royal
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interests (no matter who the royalty was at the moment). Although Douai
retained much of the prestige bequeathed by its history as one ofFlanders'
original "bonnes villes," managing even to preserve the right to select its
own echevins, rnake and enforce its own law, and collect its own taxes,
it was no longer quite what it had been. Its citizens were probably less
prosperous on average and less optimistic about their prospects than they
had been, and its elites were less secure in their own power at home and
less independent of their sovereigns, whose clients they were inexorably
becoming. It is no wonder, then, that the fourteenth and fifteenth centu
ries have been seen as a long period of economic and political decline in
Douai.

Social Class and Legal Preferenc.~

Jacob has proposed that this climate of uncertainty propelled the Douai
sien reform (although, as we shall see, he also argued that it was only after
some unrelated institutional changes that the reform could be realized).
His hypothesis has several parts, the first ofwhich depends upon a particu
lar understanding of social stratification in Douai. In Jacob's view, the
Douaisien legal reform was led and dominated by the rich, who stood at
the very top of the city's social hierarchy, the merchants and financiers
who ran Douai after the revolts of the 1290s. In Jacob's words, "It is the
established bourgeois, [who] lived from commerce or their rents, whom
we find among the very first to use the clause of reprise."3 Ordinary people
ofDouai, in contrast, came to the contract much later, and with much less
energy, than did their more privileged fellow citizens; they clung instead to
the old ways ofdoing things: "The small craftsmen, workers, finishers, and
nailmakers resisted, clinging to the ravestissement."4 If, as Jacob admitted,
artisans, retailers, and workers often "'were marrying under entirely classi
cal forms of the conventional regime" (i.e., the marriage contract) by the
mid-fifteenth century, it was nonetheless true that "the increase in num
bers of clauses of reprise unrolled largely as a conquest of the lower ranks
of society by those at the top."s Looked at a bit more closely, however,
the Douaisien ,evidence does not fit this pattern as well as it first seems:

3. Jacob, Les epoux, 205.
4.Ibld.
5. Ibid.
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ordinary people did not refuse the contract as the hypothesis requires, and
the rich did not "turn their back" on the ravestissement as predicted.6

Let us look first at the behavior of ordinary people. Even the earliest
contracts were written by weavers and butchers as often as they were by
merchants or knights; in fact, ordinary people were emphatically the ma
jority of contract writers, even in the earliest years, when the contract was
in embryonic form. Of the thirty-five surviving marriage contracts written
between 1351 and 1374, for example, (the earliest significant collection
of contracts that exists), only eight were written by families that I have
labeled "rentier." The term is somewhat imprecise because it includes peo
ple still active in commerce and a few men in the professions, as well as
true rentiers, men who lived from passive investments alone. As will be
come clear, however, Douai's elite was not so distinctly stratified until after
1500, and so for the purposes of distinguishing among Douai's propertied
residents, I have thought it reasonable to use the term "rentier" to refer
simply to those whose marriages were financed by portements consisting
principally of land and rents or of large holdings of cash, urban real estate,
inventories, and personal property.7 Thus, examples of rentiers in Douai
include people such as Katherine D'Aubi, who brought 400 francs to her
marriage in 1374, and her groom, Jacquement Pourcelet, who contributed
the same amount of cash plus five houses in Douai, 6 rasieres of land in
Bermaincourt, 12 rasieres in Wasiers, and an annual rent of 10 livres par
isis m.d.f.8

Most couples writing contracts were not, however, rentiers. Most were
considerably less well off. Sixteen of the couples involved in the thirty-

6 The phrase IS from Jacob, who remarked that "a desire to preserve theIr assets In the famIly
by turnIng their back on the old customary law began first among the ranks of the nch." Jacob,
Les epoux, 204-5

7. AMD, FF 586 (penod ending March 1376). There were a total of seventy marnage agree
ments In this sample.

As rough measures of SOCIoeconomIC standing, I have dIvIded wnters of marnage contracts
Into three categories, "rentIers," "prosperous householders," and "sImple householders." "Rentiers"
were people wIth extensIve landholdIngs or urban real property, rents, and large cash portements
(roughly, over 200 livres pansIs In the fourteenth century, 300 hvres parisIs In the fifteenth century,
and 600 lIvres parisis In the sixteenth century). "Properous" contract wnters owned some real
property, sometImes a small portfolIo of rents, and extenSIve collections of personal property val
ued, along wIth cash, at about 20 to 200 hvres In the fourteenth century, 100 to 600 livres In the
sIXteenth. "Simple householders" made up the residual category, these were people with personal
property and cash valued at less than 20 hvres In the fourteenth century and 100 In the sIXteenth,
along wIth, perhaps, a small house or a share In a house

8. AMD, FF 585/189 (11 July 1374).
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five marriages in this sample could be counted only "prosperous." Like
Robe La Verines, these brides contributed mere modest portements-in
her case, a half share in a house in Douai, 7 couppres of land in Qyiery,
and 80 florins d'or-and they married men who, like La Verines's groom,
had only cash, "moebles, fer et hostiaulx de son metier" (movables, iron,
and tools of his trade) all worth 80 florins d'or.9 The remaining nine cou
ples of the thirty-five were more ordinary still. Like Maroie Losote, who
brought 8 francs francais d'or in cash and some cattle, they had almost
no immovable property and only a modest collection of chattels and mov
ables. 10 In total, as table 1 summarizes, more than 80 percent of the sam
pled fourteenth-century contract writers (133 contracts) were only "pros
perous" or merely "householders." Almost by definition, the men of this
group were not professionals, merchants, financiers, nobles, or men of
leisure; rather, they were weavers, fullers, finishers, nailmakers, laborers,
butchers, shopkeepers, carpenters, and brewers.

Only a few rnarriage agreements actually tell us the occupations of the
men who married or whose daughter they were marrying, however, so we
must usually deduce social role simply from economic rank, as I have just
done. Those that do provide specific occupational identifications or other
indications of social status (in addition to the information about their
wealth) confirnn what the financial data suggests: it was not the leisured,
the professional, or the merchant classes who wrote the majority of the
fourteenth-century contracts. In total, seventy of the seventy-nine princi
pal actors actually identified by occupation in the 133 marriage contracts
sampled for the entire fourteenth century were artisans or small retailers
(table 1).11

Thus, however incomplete our information about the occupations of
those Douaisiens who chose to marry by contract, it is certain that the

9 AMD, FF 585/162 (16 November 1373).
10. AMD, FF 585/210 (4 January 1375).
11. To be sure, many of those people who 'Nere not Identified by occupation (a large group

of some 187 men), whether wnters of contracts or of ravestissements, must have been merchants,
professionals, or even men of leisure. In thIS period, It was still uncommon for men of such status
to ldenti:f)r themselves or be Identified by occupation or social role; their wealth alone apparently
sufficed to place them SOCIally, whIle more ordInary people needed an occupatIonal label In addi
tion to their name Among the twenty-two men In the fourteenth-century samples of marnage
contracts who were counted as rentiers, only seven were Identified by social role (see table 1).
Two called themselves artIsans-whIch probably meant that they were merchant-artIsans, people
who had once produced the goods they sold and now oversaw both productIon and commerce;
the rest were called "marchand," "drapier," or "escuyer"



Table 1

Economic and Occupational/Social Status of Writers of Marriage Documents
(Fourteenth-Century Samples)

Economic Status

Status Not
Total Measurable Rentier Prosperous Householder

Total contracts 133 8 (6%) 22 (17%) 59 (44%) 44 (33%)

Contracts indicating occupational/ 64 3 (5%) 6 (9%) 30 (47%) 22 (39%)
social status of at least one princi-
pal actor

Number of principal actors identi- 79 4 (5%) 7 (9%) 40 (51%) 28 (35%)
fied by status

artisans and retailers, nontextile 50 (63%) 1 (2%) 2 (4%) 24 (480/0) 23 (46°16)

artisans and retailers, textile 20 (25%) 3 (15%) 0 12 (60%) 5 (25%)

drapers 1 (1%) 0 1 (100%) 0 0

merchants 2 (3%) 0 1 (50%) 1 (50%) 0

other 6 (8%) 0 3 (50%) 3 (50%) 0

Total ravestissements 80

Ravestissements indicating 32
occupational/social status of at
least one principal actor

Number of principal actors identi- 34
fied by status

artisans and retailers, nontextile 22 (65%)

artisans and retailers, textile 8 (23%)

drapers 1 (3%)

merchants 0

other 3 (9%)

Total documents 213

Note: Occupational status refers to occupational or professional identifications provided in the document itself, usually as part
of personal identification (e.g., "Jehan D'Auby, drapier"). It also includes labels of social status, presented in the same form
(e.g., "Jehan D'Auby, ecurier," "Jehan D'Auby, maitre," or "Jehan D'Auby, clerc"). A small number of identifications were derived
from other information in the document, as, for example, in a marriage contract listing the tools for making sayes as part of a
groom's portement. Occasionally, two occupations were given for the same person (e.g., "charpentier et manouvrier"). In these
cases, I took the first unless it was less specific than the second (e.g., "clerc et tisserand").

Sampled documents: AMD, FF 585/141-213 (April 1351-April 1375); FF 586/214-305 (May 1375-January 1378); FF
596/888-923; (April 1393-May 1394).
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majority of thern were ordinary citizens, even in the early days before the
contract was commonly used. To insist on the importance of ordinary
people's role in changing marital property law is not, however, to deny
that Douai's elites wrote marriage contracts relatively more frequently than
did more ordinary people. In all, 16.5 percent of the 133 contract writers
from all fourteenth-century samples could be positively identified as mem
bers of the social elite, a percentage rouch higher than their likely repre
sentation in the population at large and probably a bit higher than their
representation among Douai's propertied classes.12 Among the male prin
cipal actors in contracts who could not be identified by occupation or
social status-rnore than 180 men--the percentage of elites was surely
higher still.

Nonetheless., even ifordinary citizens issued marriage contracts in these
years relatively less often than merchants and professionals, the fact that
they chose to do so in such substantial numbers signifies their independent
interest in changing marital property law. After all, they paid handsomely
for the privilege of having a contract drafted and transcribed, almost cer
tain evidence that the contract was valuable to them, that they were not
simply imitating their social betters.D To be sure, they were not indepen
dent authors of their contracts. They learned the techniques of revising
custom from others-presumably indirectly from the rich, who seem to
have written the very first contracts--but this does not mean they were
slavishly copying texts written by others, or that they were coerced into
doing so by their political leaders.

In a sense, of course, their documents were not original compositions.
Marriage contracts were highly formulaic texts; no one, not even the fan
tastically wealthy, devised the contract's formulas or gave the document
language at win. Writing a marriage contract was in many respects much
like filling in the blanks of a standardized form. There was, moreover,
only one standard form in Douai at any time; all marriage contracts were
written before the same board of echevins and were thus not subject to
the variations that historians have sometimes found in areas where such

12. ThIS calculation assumes 266 male principal actors (conventIonally, the groom and the
father of the bride) in 133 contracts, 79 of whom were pOSItively identified.

13. There is no direct eVldence about the cost of registenng marriage contracts (and simIlar
documents) in the fourteenth century, but we know that the clerks and the echevins who handled
the registratIon were paid fees for their services. A document from the early sixteenth century
suggests that such fees then totaled about 10 percent of the assets covered: AMD, BB 72, fol.
1027r and v.
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documents were drafted by several different private notaries. Certainly the
form of the marriage contract changed over time, as Douai's echevins and
their clerks made adaptations they thought legitimate, but from the point
ofview of a couple writing a contract, there was very little room for indi
vidual variation.

Nonetheless, contracts were not all alike, and those of ordinary people
differed from those composed by the rich in ways that reflect their particu
lar situations and their interests. Let us compare, for example, the terms
of the contracts written by ordinary people with those drafted by Douai's
elite in the collection surviving from 1375 to 1378.14 There are fifty-nine
such documents, twenty-two of them written by people positively identi
fied as members of artisan families, two written by people known to be
members of elite families (one "marchand," one "chevalier").15 All but
twelve of the fifty-nine contracts provided the widow her portement (or
they contained a separate clause of reprise); all but twelve of these forty
seven granted the widow a douaire in addition to return of the portement
or the reprise. Not all the douaires were, however, the standard increase
on the portement. In the case of the marriage of a chevalier, for example,
the douaire was in the form of usufruct on properties in the husband's
estate.16 In a marriage contract written for a "prosperous" butcher, the
douaire was also granted only in usufruct if there were children of the
marriage (if not, the widow received her douaire outright).l? A marriage
contract written by a mere "householder" provided that the douaire be
split with any children born of the marriage.18 In total, three of the four
rentier contracts among the thirty-five providing both return of the porte
ment and a douaire went on to restrict the douaire in some way, either by
granting it in usufruct or by dividing it with others. Among the seventeen
contracts of this kind written by "prosperous" Douaisiens, three limited
the douaire in this way; two of the fourteen written by "householders" did
so.

In one sense, this pattern confirms our expectations. The richest Dou
aisiens appear to have been the most concerned to hold property in the
lineage; they devised the most elaborate clauses (with the various provis-

14. Al\1D, FF 586 (1375-78).
15. Of these fifty-nine documents, thirty-five prOVided no occupational status identificatIons

for either pnncipal actor.

16. Al\1D, FF 586/224 (17 June 1375).
17. Al\1D, FF 586/236 (9 September 1375).
18. AMD, FF 586/248 (21 January 1376)
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ions of usufruct or shared ownership of the douaire), and they added such
clauses at a higher rate than did ordinary Douaisiens. Looked at from
another point ofview, however, these documents reveal a surprising com
mitment to forms of "patrilineality" on the part of ordinary people. Of
course, it is clear that whether "householders" or "prosperous," these peo
ple did not so aggressively track property through lines of descent, assidu
ously labeling it for the lineage, as rentiers frequently tended to do. But
it is equally clear that they would have had little reason to write clauses
exactly like this. These people had very few immovable assets at all, the
very kind of goods that are most easily imagined as belonging to future
generations. They owned tools, livestock, furnishings, and clothing in
stead, and they were thus considerably less likely to look ten, twenty, or
thirty years ahead, to label these goods for return to natal kin or to suppose
that they would still be intact when the time came for the estate distribu
tion.

If they had no land and grand houses that they could readily track
through future generations or back to the ancestors from whom they had
come, ordinary people did, however, use the contract to protect "lineal"
interests in other ways. Gillotte Descaillon, who married Jehan Aymon
in 1375, reserved her small portement of75livres parisis, which was made
up of cash and movables, and her douaire of25 livres parisis for her father
or, in his absence, her children or next of kin, thus assuring her natal
family (rather than her husband's kin) her estate.19 Agnes Creneche, an
apparently childless widow who married a prosperous "peintre" (painter)
in the same year, specified that many of the items she brought to the
marriage-a bed, a coverlet, some clothing, and other household goods
be given to a niece at her death.20 l""he marriage of Jehanne Merlin and
Pierot De Berenlin Dit Motin, a "rnlulquinier" (miller), which took place
about the same time, provided that half of the widow's douaire be left for
the bride's niece.21 Jaquemon De Courchielles, daughter of a "manouvrier"
(day worker), reserved any heritages she might acquire for her children
or, in their absence, the next of kin (the plus prochains).22

Among the twelve contracts in this group that provided no douaires
and listed no portements, thus clinging very closely to the old notions of

19. AMD, FF 586/214 (1 May 1375).
20. AMD, FF 586/215 (May 1375).
21. AMD, FF 586/218 (12 May 1375).
22. AMD, FF 586/220 (20 May 1375).
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marital property relations (these twelve documents were, in fact, little
more than modified ravestissements) we also find traces ofnew ideas about
lineality. All the twelve contracts, whether written by people labeled
householders (five), prosperous (three), or unidentified (four), moved away
from the grant of full property rights provided by old custom; some (six)
simply allowed each spouse to write a will for a limited amount of prop
erty, but others split the estate with children or other kin, thus much more
seriously undermining old notions of spousal succession rights.

Hardly the passive imitators of their social superiors, Douai's artisans
and small retailers were thus aggressive rewriters of marital property law,
eager pupils of the clerks who must have guided them as they drafted
their contracts. These contract writers were not as quick as the very rich
to grant property in usufruct or to encumber their gifts with elaborate
clauses directing its subsequent disposition. They were, however, every bit
as quick to adopt the marriage contract to their own perceived needs. And,
like the rich, they defined their needs to be lineal.

If ordinary people confound our expectations by having turned away
from custom with an eagerness that approached the elite's, the rich them
selves similarly perplex us by having clung to old custom and the ravestis
sement much longer than we might have anticipated. The echevins them
selves chose to marry by custom surprisingly often. Of the twelve echevins
who served in 1390-91, for example, most appear to have married by the
old rules. Only five left marriage agreements of any kind, and three of
them were ravestissements par lettre: Jehan D'Auby, a "tondeur de grans
forches" (a shearer of drapery); Jehans Paniers, husband of Reusselle
Boinebroque, a member of the family that Espinas made infamous as one
of Europe's earlist capitalists; and Alixandre Caron, whose widow would
later remarry-and do so very well indeed-with a contract.23 The archive
contains no record of marriages for the remaining seven officials, but some
of these men did marry, we know, for we have records of the marriages
of their legitimate children, by chance all of them daughters.24 A few of

23 AMD, FF 586/221; 585/172; 592/648; 600/1222. Jehans Ganage and WIllaume De
Gouy left contracts: AMD, FF 592/647 and FF 599/1165. Ofcourse, they may have Issued other
legal instruments that weakened the force of the ravestissement par lettre, Jehan D'Auby, for
example, wrote a will In 1402 that distributed his goods more WIdely than the ravestissement
prOVIded (AMD, FF 869 [2 May 1402]). He must, however, have had his WIfe's permIssion to
do so (and she was a major beneficIary of hIS will) because wills did not not supersede prior mantal
documents

24. Bertoul De Sain's (AMD, FF 597/996); Jehan Hongnard's (AMD, FF 585/188); Jaques
Pieffort's (AMD, FF 589/503 and 594/808), and Jehans Wallequin's (AMD, FF 590/533).
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the seven echevins for whom we have no marriage records may, to be sure,
have married by a contract that has been lost, but the odds are better that
they either wrote no marriage agreement at all, letting old custom rule
their marital property relations, or that they wrote a ravestissement par
lettre that has been lost.

The echevins' preferences seem to have been typical of the age. Of the
213 marriage agreements sampled for the fourteenth century, 80 were
ravestissements (38 percent), many ofthem undoubtedly issued by Douai's
richest citizens (table 1). The table gives little direct evidence, however,
that it was the elite who showed such loyalty to customary notions of
conjugality, at least as measured by their use of the ravestissement. Only
four of the thirty-four occupational statuses provided in the eighty raves
tissements frolTI this period specifically referred to merchants, profession
als, or nobles. Still, among the princLpal actors to the ravestissements who
were not named by occupation or social status (about 125 men), there
were doubtless a good number of very rich men, for, as we have seen, it
was usually mlen of this status, in contrast to members of the artisanal
class, who were not identified by occupational role.

One hundred years later, the situation had significantly changed. In
stark contrast to the record of 1391, when few of the echevins appear to
have married by contract, ten of the twelve echevins who served in 1497
98 did so. Only two left no contracts, but other sources reveal that both
men married and, although we have no sure way of knowing whether
custom or written convention governed their marriages, it is reasonable
to guess that they did not let custorn rule, that they, like their brethren on
the bench, wrote marriage contracts or other legal instruments to modify
custom. Still, even the fifteenth century did not see the end of the written
ravestissement. For the century as :3 whole, almost 17 percent of the sur
viving documents in the five series sampled (240 documents) were raves
tissements par lettre (table 2). And 40 percent of those whose authors'
social status can be identified were written by Douai's elite (eight of
twenty). Just as in the fourteenth century, moreover, artisans and small
merchants were well represented an10ng those contract writers whose oc
cupations or social status could be identified: almost 80 percent of the 179
named occupations or social positions (close to 50 percent of the principal
actors in all sampled contracts).

By the mid-sixteenth century, things had changed once again. About
50 percent of the contract writers identified by occupation or social status
in this period were elites, about double the percentage in samples taken



Table 2
Economic and Occupational/Social Status of Writers of Marriage Documents
(Fifteenth-Century Samples)

Economic Status

Status Not
Total Measurable Rentier Prosperous Householder

Total contracts 200 28 (14%) 22 (110/0) 65 (320/0) 85 (43%)

Contracts indicating occupational! 129 19 (15%) 13 (10%) 42 (33%) 55 (42%)
social status of at least one principal
actor

Number of principal actors identi- 179 25 (14%) 20 (11%) 66 (37%) 68 (38%)
.fied by status

artisans and retailers, nontextile 99 (55%) 16 (16%) 4 (4%) 35 (35%) 44 (44%)

artisans and retailers, textile 42 (23%) 4 (10%) 3 (7%) 14 (33%) 21 (50%)

drapers 3 (2%) 0 0 3 (100%) 0

merchants 12 (7%) 3 (25%) 2 (17%) 6 (50%) 1 (8%)

other 23 (130/0) 2 (9%») 11 (48%) 8 (35°;6) 2 (8%)

Total ravestissements 40

Ravestissements indicating 18
occupational!social status of at least
one principal actor

Number of principal actors identi- 20
.fied by status

artisans and retailers, nontextile 10 (50%)

artisans and retailers, textile 2 (10%)

drapers 1 (5%)

merchants 3 (15%)

other 4 (20%)

Total documents 240

Note: Occupational status refers to occupational or professional identifications provided in the document itself, usually as part
of personal identification (e.g., "Jehan D'Auby, drapier"). It also includes labels of social status, presented in the same form
(e.g., ''Jehan D'Auby, ecurier," "Jehan D'Auby, maitre," or "Jehan D'Auby, clerc"). A small number ofidentifications were derived
from other information in the document, as, for example, in a marriage contract listing the tools for making sayes as part of a
groom's portement. Occasionally, two occupations were given for the same person (e.g., "charpentier et manouvrier"). In these
cases, I took the first unless it was less specific than the second (e.g., "clerc et tisserand").

Sampled documents: AMD, FF 609/1770-832 (March 1421-March 1428); FF 616/2320-406 (May 1441-March 1444);
FF 632/3705-42; (September 1478-July 1479); FF 639/4284-357 (April 1495-March 1497).
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just thirty years earlier (table 3).25 Whether this change reflects structural
shifts in the Douaisien economy-an absolute or relative increase in the
number of rich--or simply a fall-offin the number ofartisans and retailers
who wrote marriage agreements is hard to say with certainty. We can,
however, identify two patterns without difficulty. First, many fewer of the
Douaisiens who wrote marriage agreements after about 1500 chose the
ravestissement par lettre (only 6 of 111 agreements [5 percent], only 2 of
them written by elites [none by men calling themselves "marchand"]).
Second, artisans and retailers were then rapidly disappearing from the
entire archive of marriage documents (only 55 percent of identified occu
pations in all sixteenth-century samples, and only 45 percent in the sam
ples taken in the 1550s, as compared to 79 percent in the fifteenth-century
samples).

Yet, the virtual disappearance of the ravestissement and the decline of
ordinary people in the archive of marriage agreements are not necessarily
different measures of the same process. The ravestissement par lettre had
never, let us recall, been the sole possession of ordinary Douaisiens; it had
not even been preferred by those mernbers of the artisanal class who wrote
marriage agreements of any kind, and its demise in the sixteenth century
thus cannot be attributed to their abandonment of it. Qyite the contrary:
8 percent of the artisans and retailers named in the fifteenth-century sam
ples of marriage agreements had chosen to write ravestissements, but 12
percent of those in the sixteenth-century samples did so. In fact, to judge
from what are admittedly rather sketchy data, the disappearance of the
ravestissement from the Douaisien archive could have been more than
accounted for by the elite's (surprisingly tardy) decision to abandon it: 12
percent of the elites identified by occupation or social place in the fif
teenth-century samples wrote ravestissements, while less than 4 percent
of those in the sixteenth-century samples did so.

The Problent of Turning Points

Jacob's sociological analysis of the legal reform turns out, then, to be mis
leading, for it does not seem that the move to contract "was led by the
rich" and "imposed on ordinary people." Even less satisfying-although

25 Taken frora AMD, FF 654 (1548-49), 655 (1553-70), and 914 (1557). Of seventy-eIght
occupational status Identifications, twenty-sIX wrere merchants and fourteen were "other."



Table 3

Economic and Occupational/Social Status of Writers of Marriage Documents
(Sixteenth-Century Samples)

Economic Status

Status Not
Total Measurable Rentier Prosperous Householder

Total contracts 105 2 (2%) 24 (23%) 42 (400/0) 37 (35%)

Contracts indicating occupational/ 79 1 (1%) 16 (20%) 33 (42%) 29 (37%)
social status of at least one principal
actor

Number of principal actors identi- 123 1 (1%) 25 (20%) 53 (43%) 44 (36%)
£led by status

artisans and retailers, nontextile 45 (3691» 1 (2%) 2 (5%) 14 (31%) 28 (62%)

artisans and retailers, textile 23 (19%) 0 0 11 (48%) 12 (52%)

drapers 5 (4%) 0 0 4 (80%) 1 (20%)

merchants 34 (28%) 0 19 (56%) 13 (38%) 2 (6%)

other 16 (13%) 0 4 (25%) 11 (69%) 1 (6%)

Total ravestissements 6

Ravestissements indicating 4
occupational/social status of at least
one principal actor

Number of principal actors identi- 9
fied by status

artisans and retailers, nontextile 3 (33%)

artisans and retailers, textile 4 (45%)

drapers 1 (11%)

merchants 0

other 1 (11%)

Total documents 111

Note: Occupational status refers to occupational or professional identifications provided in the document itself, usually as part
of personal identification (e.g., "Jehan D'Auby, drapier"). It also includes labels of social status, presented in the same form
(e.g., ''Jehan D'Auby, ecurier," "Jehan D'Auby, maitre," or "Jehan D'Auby, clerc"). A small number of identifications were derived
from other information in the document, as, for example, in a marriage contract listing the tools for making sayes as part of a
groom's portement. Occasionally, two occupations were given for the same person (e.g., "charpentier et manouvrier"). In these
cases, I took the first unless it was less specific than the second (e.g., "clerc et tisserand").

Sampled documents: AMD, FF 649/5126-76 (April 1521-April 1523); FF 654/5539-42 (July 1540-May 1549); FF 655/
5543-86; (November 1551-0ctober 1570); FF 914 [10 docs., unindexed] (March 1521-Apri11522); FF 914 [19 docs., unin
dexed] (April 1557-January 1558).
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on the face of it equally commonsensical-is the analogue to Jacob's argu
ment from social structure: his suggestion about why the reform took place
when it did. In Jacob's interpretation, the chronology reflected a complex
mix of economic and political or institutional factors. Propertied Douai
siens sought to flee custom because these rules threatened their social posi
tion in ways that could no longer be tolerated as economic conditions
worsened in the fourteenth century. l~heir flight was less precipitous than
it would have been, however, because urban fiscal policy hindered their
departure.

Let us look, first, at the surviving marriage agreements themselves, and
the precise chronology of change they seem to chart. To all appearances,
the archive suggests that Douaisiens abruptly turned away from custom
sometime around 1375, just as Jacob observed. Ofthe 166 marriage agree
ments dating before 1375, only 24 \vere contracts (and only 7 of them
were written between 1351 and 1373); the rest were ravestissments par
lettre.26 In contrast, 29 of the 54 (54 percent) surviving documents dated
October 1373 to January 1375 were contracts; 59 of91 (65 percent) docu
ments in the collection dated 1375-78 were contracts.27

This seems a dramatic shift indeed. The turning point occurred at that
moment, Jacob surmised, rather than some seventy-five years earlier when
economic and political crises first hit Douai because it was only then that
the elite were free to choose a more socially conservative marital property
regime. Until then, they could not act upon their preferences because
economic conditions were too unstable, and under these circumstances
Douai's propertied elite did not dare save for the future. In these unsteady
times, all that mattered was the present, and so for long years Douai's
rich thus had to subordinate one set of interests (in patrilineal inheritance)
to another (in the immediate preservation of assets).

For Jacob, it was only around 1380 that the political and fiscal situation
had stabilized enough for Douai's elite to opt for lineal inheritance. A key
episode in the transformation was the city's definitive abandonment of the
taille, a form of taxation on households. Douai's echevins had traditionally
levied the taille arbitrarily, announcing their imposition of levies without

26. All but eleven of the seventy-five marnage documents in chirographe dating from before
1301 are ravestlssements par lettre, texts that llltensijied custom rather than subverted It. Of the
sixty-four marriage agreements survIving from 1301 to 1350, only six were marnage contracts
proper; the rest were ravestissements of some kind; of the twenty-seven that survive from 1351
to 1373, only seven were contracts.

27. AMD, FF 585 and 586.
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warning and setting tax rates at wildly varying levels, depending upon
financial needs and political possibilities. So onerous were these burdens,
and so unpredictable, Jacob reasoned, that Douai's propertied class had
not dared to save capital for future generations because they had not pre
sumed to dream that wealth could survive intact for so long. Only when
this taxation method had been discarded, tentatively in the 1320s, defini
tively in the 1380s, were Douaisiens free to abandon custom and to insti
tute, via their marriage agreements, "the transmission of family values."28

Plague and warfare played a role in the choice of marital property re
gime as well, Jacob proposed, but they worked in the opposite way, be
cause they so put the future in peril that elites were inclined to suppress
their longing for patrilineal marital regimes. Again, it was not until the
1380s that their fears had sufficiently subsided. Then, with war at a stand
still, plague in hiatus, and fiscal reforms secured, Douaisiens could deci
sively move toward the dotal-like marital property regime they had longed
desired: "Reassured about the safety of their patrimonies, the families of
this 'middle' bourgeoisie were able hereafter to dream of a future, a future
in which people married younger, and ofdotal conventions able to guaran
tee the transfer of assets among people who shared blood."29

Appealing as this reasoning may be, it cannot be supported by the evi
dence. First, the evidence from the collection of marriage contracts is far
too thin. There are only twenty-seven such contracts for the entire genera
tion living before 1373 (just over one per year for twenty-two years),
hardly enough to make a claim for sociological significance. Worse, the
marriage agreements that have survived in Douai are only a portion-an
unknown portion-of those that were actually written, at least to judge
from the frequency with which contracts or ravestissements mentioned in
other archival records do not appear in the existing collection of chiro
graphes.30 It is perilous indeed to use records with unmeasureable but cer
tain lacunae of this magnitude for close statistical correlation of the kind
Jacob's argument requires.

Second, the marriage contracts that do survive do not unambiguously
support Jacob's chronology. The sudden proliferation of contracts that

28. The phrase 1S from Jacob, Les epoux, 406.
29. Jacob, Les epoux, 222.
30. For example, a collect1on ofone hundred contrats d1vers dated 1391, ment10ns six marnage

contracts, none of whlCh have survived 1n the archive: AMD, FF 695 (Apnl 1391-September
1391).
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he dates from 1380 (coinciding with 'Nhat he believes was the definitive
elimination of the taille) began, in fact, in the early 1370s. While 1380
did see an upsurge in marriage agreements ofall kinds, probably reflecting,
as Jacob surmised, an increase in the marriage rate in that year, the increase
does not necessarily reflect a new interest in marriage by contract. As we
have seen, 65 percent of the documents surviving from the 1375-78 sam
ple were marriage contracts, 69 percent of those in samples from 1376
77 taken by Jacob. In 1380, in comparison, 73 percent of the surviving
documents were contracts. The shift from the ravestissement to the con
tract continued more or less steadily thereafter: in 1392-93, 79 percent
of the surviving agreements were contracts, 77 percent of those from
1408-10, 85 percent of those from 1441-43; and 94 percent of the docu
ments from 1450-51. Seen in this context, the 1380s do not seem a turn
ing point but a nrloment in a more gradual and more fundamental process
of legal reform.

Before the Marriage Contract

Nonetheless, it is almost surely true that fewer Douaisiens wrote marriage
contracts before the last third of the fourteenth century than they did
thereafter. It is not true, however, that Douaisiens who married before
the 1370s were as overwhelmingly comlmitted to original custom's notions
of conjugality and succession as the srnall size of the surviving archive of
pre-1375 marriage agreements would suggest. Both the huge archive of
contrats divers and the collections of 'Nills from earlier decades in Douai
testify that Douaisiens had been aggressively amending customary marital
property and inheritance arrangements long before they adopted the mar
riage contract.

Let us look first at the contrats divers. Of course the main purpose of
these miscellaneous contracts, receipts, and records of business deals was
not to regulate rnarital property relations and inheritance; the main pur
pose was to record a property transfer or the debt attached to such a trans
fer. Still, some of the contracts reve2J that the property transfers were
connected with ,vills or marriage contracts, and they thus indirectly betray
the purposes of the property transfers themselves.31 One such business

31 In a sample from the late thirteenth century, for example, house sales were the single
most frequently recorded transaction (twenty-six of the seventy-one contracts were of this kInd);
sales of movable goods or recognitions of debts of an unspeCIfied kInd formed a less coherent
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contract from the late thirteenth century, for example, acknowledged pay
ment of a promised portement due on a marriage contract (the marriage
contract itself has not survived in the archive of chirographes)32; another
from the same era recorded a second husband's payment of property due
his wife from the estate of her first husband (the payment went to his
wife's former avoues)33; a third was a stepfather's written guarantee of
property left by the boy's father. 34

A later sample of contrats divers, from 1391, contained even clearer
evidence that Douaisiens used these contracts to record adjustments of
the customary laws of marital property relations and succession.35 Six of
the one hundred contrats sampled in that year specifically recorded pay
ments promised by prior marriage contracts (none ofwhich has survived).
For example, Jehan De Flandre, a grain merchant, delivered 100 francs
d'or to his daughter, as promised in her marriage contract to Pierot Parsis,
a butcher;36 Jehans Des Mouchieuex, a drapery weaver, acknowledged re
ceipt of 40 livres parisis and 1 gold noble (worth 72 sous parisis) from
his wife's mother and brother, from the estate of her father, promised at
his marriage.37 An additional twelve documents in the sample were estate
settlements, all of them acknowledging payments promised in wills or
marriage contracts that had been written earlier for the express purpose
of intervening in customary laws of succession.

Contrats divers surviving from later years contain many fewer refer
ences to wills or marriage agreements, presumably because by then the

category (thirty-one contracts), but it included many good-sized transactions-l08 livres parisis
paid for two sacks of wool (AMD, FF 664/6208, [January 1279]); 80 livres pansis for wine
(AMD, FF 664/6199 [December 1278]); 30 livres parisis for 5 kierkes of alum ([AMD, FF 664/
6179 Guly 1278]).

32. AMD, FF 664/6153 (January 1275), reprinted in EspInas and Pirenne, Recuetl de docu

ments relatifs al'histotre de l'tndustrie drapiere en Flandre des origines al'epoque Bourgutgnonne, 4

vols. (Brussels: P. Imbreghts, 1906), vol. 3, doc. 615.
33. AMD, FF 664/6170 (ApnI1278).
34. AMD, FF 664/6169 (April 1278); in Espinas, La vu urbaine, vol. 3, doc. 649.
35. Of course, most of these documents were, like those in the sample from one hundred

years earlier, records of market transactions that had no effect on custom's rules about marital
property relations or inheritance: of the one hundred contrats dIvers in this sample, almost half
recorded sales of houses or of rents (forty-six), and most of the rest were acknowledgments of
debts for sales of movable goods-for example, a debt of 9 francs d'or (worth almost 15 hvres
parisis) for delivery of cattle (AMD, FF 695/11605 [8 June 1391]); another, 60 francs for sale
of a boat (AMD, FF 695/11592 [19 May 1391]); another, 78 francs for a purchase of wood
(AMD, FF 695/11604 [8 June 1391]).

36. AMD, FF 695/11629 (15 July 1391).
37. AMD, FF 695/11624 (9 July 1391).
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procedures for fulfilling the terms of nlarriage contracts and wills were so
well understood that registering the property transfers required by them
seemed superfluous. Of the 109 contrats divers surviving from 1441, for
example, there \vere only 4 that settled marriage contracts or estates, as
compared to at least 18 in the sample brom 1391; the rest concerned house
sales (59), transfers of movable goods, usually business inventories (24),
sales of rents (10), or records of unspecified debts (12). A sample from
the end of the century contained even fewer documents explicitly altering
succession or marital property relations. Of 59 documents, only 1 con
cerned the settlement of an estate, and none treated marriage contracts;
the remainder were house sales (46), sales of rents (7), or debt settlements
of one kind or another (5).38

As mechanisIns for recording property transfers rather than tools for
managing marital property relations and inheritance, contrats divers are
extremely crude tools for measuring Douaisiens' efforts to change custom
ary rules about rnarriage and inheritance. The wills that survive from the
mid-thirteenth lnto the early fifteenth centuries are, however, much better
indices because they were frequently written specifically for such pur
poses.39 Even the earliest wills pursue these goals. All of the nine wills in
the city's earliest collection (of pre-12'74 wills) that were written by mar
ried or widowed men were principally directed at changing custom's most
basic rules about succession. Simon Le Cras, for example, left everything
to his wife, Marien, as custom would have decreed, but he required that
she support their daughter Oede until she came of age and then pay her
13 livres parisis, a restriction custom ~lould not have imposed.40 Aleaume
Le Cambier left his chief residence to his wife Oedain, but only until she
remarried; in that event, the house would go to their children.41 Engherran
Brunamont was still more aggressive. J-Ie left generous gifts to the church
and the poor, and then gave his son Pieron the 500 livres parisis promised
at his wedding and a house on the "C;rant Markiet"; to the daughter of

38. AMD, FF 796.
39. Jacob argues that after about 1370, the WIll no longer played a SIgnificant role in altering

customary rules of succeSSIon. My evidence suggests otherwise, but it is Impossible to know with
out a much more extensive statistical study just how often Douaislens used wills to regulate such
matters, either before or after the late fourteenth century. In general, I would agree with Jacob
that the marnage contract became relatively more important in the fifteenth century and may
even have surpassed the testament In this regard.

40. AMD, FF 861 (April 1263), in Monique Mestayer, "Testaments douaisiens anteneurs a
1270," Nos Palozs du Nord 7 (1962): 73.

41 AMD, FF 861 (April 1248), In Mestayer, "Testaments doualsiens," 64.
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his first marriage he left 100 livres parisis; to Oedain, daughter of Bernart
Brunamont, he left 40 shillings parisis; to servants and other family mem
bers he left additional small gifts; finally, to his grandchildren he made
residual gifts of a cash income of 3 marcs per year. 42 Jehans Louskars left
his "feme et espousee" his house as long as she remained unmarried in
addition to his jewels and his gold plate; to his daughter by Marien Le
Fourier he gave 100 sous tournois; and to his son Jakemin, also born of
Marien Le Fourier, he gave 20 livres parisis; to a certain Juetain, wife
of Jakemon De Soumaing the goldsmith, he left 40 sous parisis and to
Jakemon, her son, 40 sous parisis; to his wife and any children they might
have he gave all his "moebles" to be divided equally among them.43

Nine of the sixteen married or widowed men who wrote wills dated
between 1350 and 1367 similarly used the will to rearrange succession.
All of the five married men in the group denied their wives some of the
property custom would have granted them; all the men who had children
made unequal bequests to the children, thus appearing to have overruled
custom's preference for equal inheritances.

Of twelve Douaisien men in a sample taken about a half century later,
in the very early fifteenth century, all but one used the occasion not just
to make gifts to the church but, like their predecessors, also to intervene
in customary norms about succession. A few did so, to be sure, only in
minor ways. Jehan Hamelle gave everything to his wife except his boat,
presumably the chief piece of equipment for his trade, which he left to his
son.44 However slight Hamelle's intervention in custom, he was explicitly
overturning not only unwritten custom but the ravestissement he had writ
ten in 1374, when he and his wife first married. Then he had agreed that
if the marriage were fertile, his wife would be his full heir.45 His will, in
contrast, passed the tools of his trade directly on to their son. But Jacques
Ballans, a tanner, a much richer man, wrote a will that more aggressively
pursued exactly those lineal interests simultaneously being defined in mar
riage contracts. He gave huge amounts ofproperty to his children, leaving
his present wife only the sourplus (residual amount), but he obtained her
consent to these gifts and had her agreement recorded in the preamble
to the will ("du gre et acord de Jacque Lamant sa femme et espeuse"). To

42. AMD, FF 861 (January 1261), in Mestayer, "Testaments douaislens," 69-70.
43. AMD, FF 861 (October 1269), in Mestayer, "Testaments doualsiens," 76-77.
44. AMD, FF 869 (13 October 1403).
45. AMD, FF 585/194 (28 July 1374).
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the son of this n1arriage, he left 200 couronnes d'or, several houses, and
some furnishings, making the three children born of his first wife the
residual heirs of this son, should he die without descendants of his own;
to one daughter of his first marriage he left 5 rasieres 2 couppres of land
and a house; to another, a house; to some grandchildren, 10 couronnes
each; to his wife, all his "immeubles" but only for her life, after which
they would revert to his children. He also stipulated that none of his chil
dren would take the immovables specifically bequeathed to them until
their mother's death.46 Andreieux Piquette, who was apparently unmar
ried, left a goddaughter a half interest in a house and some equipment and
apparel; he left one nephew jewelry and plate; to another man (probably a
nephew), some household goods; his lIlaid, one-half of his household lin
ens and a "lit estofee" (fully equipped bed); to his brother-in-law, husband
of his sister, he gave a rental income of 30 livres parisis, four houses,
another house and garden, and a couppre of meadow land; to his sister
herself, he left only three of his best "hanaps" (drinking cups); to a knife
maker, apparently in payment of a debt, he left 50 couronnes, and to the
children of a relative, perhaps a brother, he left 10 couppres of land and
two small houses with the stipulation that if the children died before mar
riage or maturity, the property would return to Piquette's own plus pro
chains.47

All these wills were written in chirographe, on individual parchments
now stored in the Douaisien archive. In addition to this collection, the
archive houses n1any hundreds of wills in register, volumes dating from
1419 that were kept by the echevins to record testaments taken by priests
and clerical notaries. Unlike the wills jn chirographe, which were usually
written by well propertied citizens, these were typically the testaments of
Douai's simpler residents-artisans, retailers, day laborers. Also unlike
wills in chirographe, which were usually drafted long before death, these
testaments were made by people in a great hurry, for most of them would
die within weeks, if not days, of making their statements. These, then,
are deathbed testaments.

In form and substance, however, the wills in register are much like the
wills in chirographe, although they are considerably less elaborate, re
flecting the urgency with which they 'were made and the modest size of
the estates they typically treated. They usually begin with a formula about

46. AMD, FF 869 (19 September 1403)
47 AMD, FF 869 (8 May 1404).
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the imminence of death, with token gifts to the parish church and a re
quest for burial. The testators then rush on to express their wishes about
the disposition of their remaining estate, and their requests are often very
general, for they usually had little to give away and little time to think
about it: "my goods should go to my daughter," "all I have will belong to
my niece." A few, however, make special bequests or impose restrictions
that honor lineal property interests similar to those contained in the wills
written in chirographe. For example, Jacquemart Le Libert, probably un
cle to the Jehan Le Libert with which this book began, made a testament
leaving all his property to his wife on the condition that she not remarry;
if she did, she was to pass the children's share of the estate on to them.48

Thus, to judge from these records, the shift from what stood as custom
had been underway long before the marriage contract had become the
principal tool of legal reform, long before we even have reasonably com
plete collections of marriage contracts. Still, there is no doubt that Douai
siens intervened in custom more often and more aggressively, whether by
will, individual property transfer, or marriage agreement, after about 1350
than they had before. For the entire period before 1350, we have only 140
marriage agreements in chirographe (a few others may reside in register in
the city's administrative archive) and only about 115 wills, most of them
dating from after 1300.49 The collection of contrats divers is richer for
these early years-there are about 1,850 such documents from the period
between 1224 and 1350-but in comparison to the next 125 years, when
almost 17,000 such documents have survived, this collection too is meager.
Although I have argued the shift may to some extent simply reflect the
accidents of record survival, so marked an increase could not be entirely
the result of losses in the pre-1350 archive. Some combination of circum
stances-demographic, institutional, economic, social, or political-pro
duced, we must conclude, so many more wills and contracts after 1350.

48 AMD, FF 448, fols. 29v-30 (23 June 1439) She dId remarry wIthIn a few years. She
had her adult children witness the new marriage contract to confirm that she had complIed with
her first husband's wIshes: AMD, FF 617/2410.

49. ThIs count Includes only wills In chirographe In the ArchIves MuniClpales de Doual. No
WIlls In regIster, the other important collectIon ofwills in Doual's munIcIpal archIve, have survIved
from thIs penod There IS also a collection ofWIlls (whose size is unknown) in the hospItal archIves
of Doual, whIch are now closed. Scholars suspect that this is a good-sized collectIon (prevIous
generations of scholars were granted limIted access to these sources), but a great many of the
WIlls In thIS archIve are copIes of those held by the CIty. A small number of WIlls have also been
preserved from the chapter house of St. Arne In Doual: ArchIves departementales du Nord, St.
Arne, Comptes du Domalne
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We can be certain, however, that the increase was not the result of
population growth. In fact, most historians have argued that the city's
population fell dramatically between about 1330 and 1380 and did not
recover until after 1500. Alain Derville has made the most aggressive claim
of this kind, contending that the city lost half its residents after the years
of Plague, warfare, and economic decline characteristic of the fourteenth
century.50 Most other observers have been more cautious, never putting
the medieval population as high as Derville was willing to do-he claimed
it reached 30,000-and generally hedging about just how much it declined
with the so-called depression of the 1ate Middle Ages.51 Whatever the
precise population figures for either period, however, there is no doubt
that Douai's population after 1350 did not, until well after 1500, equal
the level reached at the end of the thirteenth.

It is considerably more likely that institutional developments in Douai
help account for the burgeoning of the archive in the course of the four
teenth century. :Douaisiens generally 'Nrote wills and marriage contracts
before other Northerners, in part because the city developed earlier the
institutional structure necessary for such record keeping, a development
perhaps also indicative of a rising literacy rate. It is also certainly the case
that Douai's echevins, perhaps more than echevins in neighboring cities,
had good reasons for establishing and maintaining such a system. They
personally earned handsome fees for the services they rendered contract
and will writers, as did the city itself, and the financial benefits alone go
a long way to explaining why the echevins would have been eager to pro
vide this service and why they would have so carefully kept their records
up to date. If the echevinage changed in character as it seems to have
done after about 1300, if more "new" men and more ordinary artisans
joined its ranks, the bench may have become still more assiduous about
soliciting this business, for these "newer" men might well have welcomed
the extra income as their predecessors did not. In this age, additional reve-

50. AlaIn Derville, "Le nombre d'habitants des villes de l'ArtOIS et de la Flandre Wallonne
(1300-1450)," Revue du Nord 65, no. 257 (1983) 277-99.

51. I have elsewhere argued that there was less dramatIc change between the two penods,
taken as wholes; the population of medieval Doual never exceeded 23,000 or 24,000, I have rea
soned, and on averag,~ did not fall below 16,000 or 17,000 in the late fourteenth and fifteenth
centunes. See Martha Howell, 'Weathenng Crisis, ManagIng Change: The Emergence of a New
SOCIoeconomIC Order In Douai at the End of the rvliddle Ages," In La drapene anczenne des Pays

Bas Debouches et strategzes de survze (14e-16e Steele), ed. Marc Boone and Walter Prevenier (Leuven
and Apeldoorn: Garant, 1993).
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nues for the city's coffers must have also seemed imperative. These were
the years, after all, when French and then Burgundian sovereigns skimmed
huge amounts off the top of town receipts, when the contributions de
manded for support of external wars and diplomacy rose steadily, and
when tax revenues from sealing luxury cloths dwindled.

Yet, even if Douai's echevins had both the political authority and the
technical infrastructure necessary to produce this astonishing archive, and
even if, especially after 1300, they had good financial reasons for doing
so, neither kind ofinstitutional reason fully explains why Douaisiens, more
than their neighbors, would have taken the opportunity to manage their
private financial affairs in this way and why so many more chose to do
so in the latter part ofthe Middle Ages. The conclusion seems inescapable,
if tautological: Douaisiens wrote wills and contracts because they had the
chance to do so and thought it in their interests. If more did so after about
1300 than before, the increase reflected a generally heightened sense of
concern about the issues these documents could address.

If the size of the archive roughly reflects the number of people who
sought to employ such instruments oflaw rather than a demographic revo
lution or a sudden institutional development of some kind, as I believe it
does, we would not, however, expect to find a single turning point away
from custom. As we have seen, this is exactly what we find. Instead, we
find that from its earliest existence, the archive contained records much
like those of later years and that the changes that occurred in the four
teenth century were more in quantity than in kind. We find, in short, that
the shift away from custom was a slow process, driven not by a suddenly
unfettered desire for a "patrilineal" marital property regime among Douai's
rich, but born in gradually altered attitudes about marital property and
succession arrangements, attitudes that seem to have been shared by arti
san and merchant, worker and man of leisure alike.
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The Jocial.(ggic
an~iIllogic-ofCustom

The Douaisien legal reform thus did not directly reflect narrowly defined
class interests; nor did its chronology tidily accord with abrupt shifts in
fiscal policy or sudden socioeconomic crises. Still, Douaisiens' eagerness
to write wills and contracts that modified custom was surely produced by
their sense that custom did not perfectly meet their needs, and the decision
finally to make a new marital property regime hegemonic reflected Douai
siens' sense that the new better accorded with their social values than did
the old. This was a subtle process of social accommodation, however, one
not easily reduced to simple formulas of economic cause and effect.

To understand it, we need to consider more carefully the social changes
that the legal reform both enabled and recorded. Rather than first asking
what failures of law Douaisiens were trying to correct or what crises com
pelled them to change the law, we :must step back a bit, asking more
fundamental questions: what values, ,vhat social good, might Douaisiens
have imagined \vhen they married by custom or when they wrote a raves
tissement par lettre to extend cuStOlIl'S privileges to an infertile couple?
What different values did they ineluctably articulate when they chose to
write a contract, when they distinguished the bride's portement from her
groom's property, when they reserved marital assets for children or natal
kin, or when they deprived husbands of full control over the conjugal
fund?

To investigate these issues, we must consider the concrete experiences
of Douaisiens \vho organized their daily lives with the help of these rules.
We must look, quite prosaically, at how a household might have func
tioned under each legal system; at the tasks the married couple, as a unit
and as individuals, were expected to perform; and at how subsistence
was managed, and how wealth was accumulated, how fortunes were pre-
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served. In doing so, we gain new perspective not only on the social signifi
cance of the legal reform, but also on the motives of those who chose the
new law.

In doing so, however-in distilling from each of these two legal re
gimes what I will call their "sociallogics"-I do not want to suggest that
either the regimes or their logics were as clearly distinguished in practice
as they are in my schematic. Nor do I want to imply that Douaisiens
would have articulated these logics in this way. And I certainly do not want
to suggest that Douaisiens would have seen them as competing logics. In
fact, custom and the marital property regime that replaced it were not
mutually exclusive. They shared many assumptions about social and gen
der order, especially about the demographic nuclearity of the household,
the strength of the ties between parents and children, the distinction be
tween men and women, and the dominance of men over women. In prac
tice, moreover, Douaisiens arranged their marriages and inheritances in
ways that mixed features of both marital property regimes, and they did
so for many centuries, apparently ignorant of or unconcerned with the
contradictions that resulted. To impose my analytical framework-to de
scribe two different social imaginaries-is, then, to impose logical and
historical order where Douaisiens may have seen little. My justification
for doing so is that it helps us see what Douaisiens may have only dimly
seen-the way law expressed social impulses and came to shape social life.

The Logic of the Household

Let us return to old custom and the social logic it seemed to express. The
chief impulse of custom-the principle that seems to have been at its
heart-was to preserve the household as the unit of production, what I
have elsewhere called a "family production unit."l By this term I mean
more than a "family economy." In a family production unit of the kind
that existed in most northern industrial and commercial cities of the late
Middle Ages, men, women, and children did not simply pool earnings
and share consumption goods, as they did in a family economy as it is
usually defined, although they did both. They also shared the same pro
ductive assets. In family production units, the household was thought of

1. See Martha Howell, Women, Productton, and Patrtarchy tn Late Medteval Ctttes (ChIcago.
UnIversity of ChIcago Press, 1986), 27-30.
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not so much as a collection ofpeople as an assemblage ofproductive prop
erties. In its classic form, this was the "manse" or the land to which the
medieval peasant had use and inheritance rights. In the form the family
production unit took in most urban societies, the properties were the tools,
dwellings, shops, inventories, and even trade rights and business connec
tions that constituted a city dweller's principal assets.

In Douai, as in all cities of the late medieval North, these family pro
duction units \ivere organized in demographically nuclear households.
About this fact, there can be no doubt.. There is little evidence from Douai
even of "simple" extended households composed of aging parents along
with a younger married couple and their children.2 Almost invariably,
young people set up new households when they married. If newlyweds
did live with one set of parents, as some few did, they did so only for a
short time, and the privilege was considered so unusual that it was treated
as a marriage gift, a good that had to be counted as part of the portement.
When Richard Des Plasquendare married Marghot Le Hunonne Dite Le
Neuville in 1376, for example, his contract listed his portement as one
year's support plus 7 florins d'or from his mother, along with 71h couppres
of land in Sin.3 When Pieronne Le :rViarchant married in 1443, she was
given 100 florins phillipes d'or, her "habis et chambre," and the promise
that her father would "garder et gouviernier" the couple for three years.4

In a lawsuit fro'm the 1430s, we find even clearer indications of how rare
it was for parents to house their married children. In this case, the father
of the bride (she had just died) sued his former son-in-law for the price
of the food and lodging he claimed to have provided the couple during
their short marriage. The son-in-law indignantly protested, claiming that
he and his wife had never lived with her parents ("They had continuously
lived in their oVvn household, providing food, drink, and subsistence from
their own expenses and out of their own household, not at all from the
assets of the plaintiff").5 Had it been otherwise, had they enjoyed so un
usual a privilege, the son-in-law implied, they would have made (and re
corded) a special arrangement.

Just as married children lived away from their parents, so did aged

2. On thIs point, also see Jacob, Les epoux Ie setgneur et la czte· Coutume etpratiques matrtmontales

des bourgeotS et paysans de France du Nord au Moyen Age (Brussels: PublicatIons des Facultes Uni
versitaires Saint-Louis 1, 1990), 124-27; 326-28; 331-41.

3. AMD, FF 586/261 (25 May 1376).
4. AMD, FF 616/2387 (12 May 1443).
5. AMD, FF 289, fo1s. 182-83v (29 May 1435).
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widows and widowers live apart from their married children. Old people
kept their own households as long as they could, even when they were
single, or they retired to convents, monasteries, or beguinages.6 So rare
does the practice of boarding parents seem to have been that Douaisiens
made any such arrangements formal, just as they made a formal agreement
when married children boarded with parents. Amand Deutart, for exam
ple, wrote a marriage contract for his daughter in which he gave the couple
a gift of animals and household goods in exchange for life support, either
from the couple, or from the survivor of their marriage.7

If nuclear households like this were the main loci of production in late
medieval Douai, the logic of custom's rules about property management
and transmission through marriage seems transparent. In such a society,
custom's primary concern would not have been individual property rights,
not even "family" property rights; the primary concern had to be the
rights of the household. Because this household was nuclear, the prop
erty rights lodged with the nuclear couple. By making the household the
"owner" of property, and the people who belonged to the household only
its possessors, custom created social order-or, we might better say, ex
pressed the way this society was ordered.

As Robert Jacob has explained it, a similar logic had informed Douai's
custom from its beginnings in the Picard-Walloon countryside.8 The orig
inal custom of the entire region emerged, he has argued, among peasants,
and it owed its affection for the conjugal unit to the form manorialism
took in this area during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. In this region
of flat, rich agricultural land; powerful lords; and easy communication,
peasants endured more seignorial pressure than elsewhere. They were
taxed heavily, regularly, and arbitrarily, principally in the form of the faille

(a property tax on the "manse") and the reliif(death duties). Never able

6. On Beguines In Doua1, see Walter SImons, "Beg1jnen en begarden in het m1dde1eeuwse
Dowaai," Jaarboek De Franse Nederlanden 17 (1992): 180-97; and idem, "The Beguine Movement
In the Southern Low Countnes: A Reassessment," Bulletzn de l'Instztut hzstorzque beIge de Rome
59 (1989) 63-105.

7. AMD, FF 639/4343 (1496).
8. Jacob, Les epoux Also see Robert Fossier, "The Feudal Era (Eleventh-Thirteenth Cen

tury)," In A Hzstory of the Famzly, ed. Andre Burgu1ere et al. (Cambndge: PolIty and Blackwell,
1996), 1·407-30.
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to accumulate enough surplus to imagine a partible inheritance for their
offspring, these peasants concentrated on preserving their holding and
minimizing taxes. The principle of"death seizes the living" ("Ie mort saisit
Ie vif") was their solution; accordingly, the marital estate was not divided
among the surviving spouse and lineal kin (and charged death duties)
when the first spouse died, as it was in most other community property
regimes of the day. Instead, the marital estate was held intact until the
second spouse--or subsequent spouses-died. Only then was it divided
among surviving children. Thus the family holding passed intact from
spouse to spouse without division and without death duties.9

As wealth increased in the late lVliddle Ages, Jacob continued, as the
manorial systern disintegrated, and as peasants became townspeople, how
ever, the social and fiscal logic that gave life to this custom lost its force.
Everywhere people began to modify, often to discard, these norms. Most
of the changes left no traces; in only a few places are there even isolated
markers of the paths taken-a scrap of legislation in one place, a judicial
opinion in another, a contract in still another. IO Alone, they can tell us
very little; read together and alongside the much fuller Douaisien record,
however, they reveal that everywhere in Picardy-Wallonia, in town and
countryside alike, people were adopting the traditions they had inherited
to meet the changed circumstances of the day. Of course, circumstances
were not the same everywhere: legal mechanisms had developed differ
ently in cities than in the countryside and were not identical even from
city to city; local economies had taken diverging routes; social organization
was not the same in every city and village; potential political actors
people who could actually change law-were not similarly empowered
everywhere. Hence, the disparity of routes followed; hence, the disparity
of outcomes.

In Douai, Jacob also argued, change came later than elsewhere princi
pally because for about two centuries the city put the same kind of pres
sures on the household as rural lords had done. While the evidence does
not seem to support Jacob's emphasis on the close link between fiscal
change and reform of custom, as we have seen, his general point is correct
and important: Douai's original custom imagined the household as a pro-

9. This principle was enshnned in Article [ of the sixteenth-century Custom of Douai; see
Appendix A.

10. In chapter 8, we will return to this process of change and the records It left in the Picard
Walloon area.
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ducer of wealth, and it further imagined that the assets of this unit were
best protected when held intact by its managers, not when parceled out to
or hoarded for residual heirs. Ofcourse, custom and the mores it expressed
required that the managers of this household-the conjugal pair-pass
this property on to lineal kin when they died. But even those couples who
interevened in custom by issuing wills or contracts almost never disinher
ited children; typically, they merely rearranged the way assets would be
divided and the timing of their descent. The point, then, is not that heads
of household operating under old custom neglected their lineal descen
dants, not even their lineal kin. The point is that as long as either spouse
lived, he or she had full control over the use and disposition ofthe property
under their care. They could make management decisions, including deci
sions to sell certain assets, without consulting their children. It was other
wise in areas where custom guaranteed children specific portions of a par
ticular asset pool, where other lineal kin stood in for children who had
died, or where the marital property was divided and distributed at the
death of the first spouse. Together-and such provisions typically ap
peared together-all such provisions not only restricted the power of the
head of household but they also very much changed the way the conjugal
fund was managed during the life of the marriage.

The household imagined by custom was thus independent and radically
unitary, formed not by members of extended families, whether lineally or
collaterally organized, but by a man and woman who functioned as one.
Custom's notions about the household's nature were perfectly expressed
in its central text, the ravestissement par lettre. Let us return to the docu
ment:

Let it be known to all that Jacquemart De Lomme!, who resides in Douai,
has made and makes a ravestissement to Jehanne De Sanchy, his wife and
spouse of all he has, will have, and might acquire, whether or not there is
an heir, according to the law and custom of Douai. And likewise, the said
Jeanne De Sanchi makes and has made a ravestissement to Jacquemart, her
husband, of all she has and will have or might acquire, whether or not there
is an heir [of the marriage], according to the law and custom of the city
of Douai. 11

11. AMD, FF 616/2374 (27 December 1442).
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In this text, the husband and wife are positioned as entirely independent
actors, able fully to possess, controL and bequeath wealth, people who
could freely choose to make their spouse the exclusive owner of all the
assets they held or would acquire. Further, the text treats the husband and
wife as one by treating them as exactly identical partners in the marriage. It
even uses precisely parallel language to describe their respective donations:
"et pareillement laditte Jeanne De Sanchi a ravesti et ravesst ledit Jac
quemart."

Although radical in its insistence on conjugal unity and independence,
the image conveyed by the ravestissement was not simply an effect of the
text. In seeming replication of the text's verbal message, the rituals of
actually making a ravestissement par lettre enacted the themes of conjugal
independence, unity, and power. The document was produced by husband
and wife alone, who together had it drafted in the presence of two eche
vins. No parents, siblings, or children accompanied the couple to the town
hall, where the document was dra"rn up; no neighbors or friends bore
witness. Although a public act in the sense that it required public author
ity, the execution of a ravestissement par lettre was neither a communal
ritual nor a farnilial ceremony. It was a private agreement, made between
husband and vvife, between the couple and the law, alone.

Material practice seemed also to echo the text. In its assumption that
the marital couple was independent of extended family, that marriage cre
ated a distinct economic entity, and that husband and wife were equal
contributors to the conjugal fund, the ravestissement par lettre accorded
with the social practices of many-even most-Douaisiens. In late medi
eval Douai, as we have seen, marriage was synonymous with household
formation (as it was in most northern cities of the period). Brides and
grooms, as we have also seen, almost never lived with their parents, and
newly married couples ran their own shops and managed their own busi
nesses. Of course, they were initially financed by their parents and often
followed the same occupations as their parents, but married sons and
daughters were not normally their parents' lodgers, employees, or junior
partners.

As the ravestissement par lettre also seems to assume, women were
major contributors to the conjugal economy. Wives had chief responsibil
ity for subsistence production in the household, for it was they who orga
nized meals, saw to clothing and bedding: kept house. Not all the work
they did was so gender-specific, however, for wives and widows also
helped run fanllily businesses and sornetimes managed shops on their own.
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The extensive regulations issued by Douai's echevins to control production
quality were often quite explicit on this point. Some were directed to the
wives of craftsmen, as well as to the craftsmen themselves: "And if the
wool were not dyed the color the 'drapier' or 'draperiere' had commanded
the dyer, his wife or his journeyman ... ," one ordinance read. 12 Others
even implied that women practiced the dyeing trade independently: "no
dyer, whether male or female," may work with "alun de glace," intoned a
thirteenth-century regulation. 13 Some women even had their own income
producing occupations, usually in those economic sectors typically marked
female-making clothes, preparing and selling foodstuffs, spinning wool.
A few, however, worked in trades traditionally considered male. Douaisien
ordinances are replete with the feminized forms of the words "draper"
("d ., ") d " h" (" h d") h hraplere an merc ant marc an e ,t e entrepreneurs w 0 orga-
nized cloth production or bought and sold both wool and cloth. Less
hypothetical references to such businesswomen are equally plentiful. A
1324 list offees paid by merchants who rented stalls in the Douaisien cloth
halls named, for example, sixteen women among the sixty-three lessors; in
a list almost its duplicate, thirteen of fifty-two were women.14 Another
document from 1331-32 lists fees due on past sales in the cloth hall and
at retail; the hall fees in arrears from 1326 named three women among
six delinquents; the retail sales fees from 1327-28 named twelve women
among fifty-eight. 15 In this regard, we know, Douaisien women were not
exceptional. From other northern cities of the day, we have similar evi
dence that women even ran workshops where leathergoods were made,
that they worked as money lenders and brokers for long-distance traders,
and that they made knives, keys, and locks.16 Seen as a reflection, even
an encoding, of these social practices, the ravestissement and the custom

12. Espinas and Pirenne, Recuetl des documents relatifs a l'htstotre de l'zndustne draptere en

Flandre des ongtnes al'epoque Bourguzgnonne, 4 vols. (Brussels: P. Imbreghts, 1906), doc. 229(32),
dated ca. 1250; also see, where a fuller's wIfe is sImilarly descnbed as her husband's partner, ibid.,
doc. 385(11).

13 Espinas and Pirenne, Recuetl des documents, doc. 229(96, 97), dated ca. 1250
14. Espinas and Pirenne, Recuetl des documents, doc. 338, dated ca. 1324. These lIsts are from

the "basse halle," where cloth was sold in small lots; see Espinas, La vze urbatne, 2·853-54, for
a dISCUSSIon of thIS instItution.

15. Espinas and Puenne, Recuetl des documents, doc. 341, dated ca. 1331-32.
16. Most of this evidence IS summanzed in Merry Wiesner, Women and Gender ln Early

Modern Europe (Cambndge: Cambndge UnIversity Press, 1993); see her bibliographic notes as
well. Also see Barbara Hanawalt, Women and Work tn Pretndustrtal Europe (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 1986), for additional empirical data
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it inscribed thus acquire a deeper logic, and the text's positioning of hus
band and wife as mutually interchangeable partners seems in rough accor
dance with daily life.

Although the work women did ,as members of the households they
helped run was valuable and valued, their labor status was not, let me
hasten to add, the same as men's. Pl wife's principal job was to manage
household subsistence and produce children; the work she did for the
market, whether in her husband's trade or in her own, was understood as
an extension of her work for the household, not as a separate enterprise
to which she had independent rights. As we shall see, the theory did not
always match reality, and in many instances theory had to be adjusted to
accommodate reality, but in the minds of most Douaisiens, a wife worked
under her husband's supervision and by his authority; his widow worked
as his agent.

Nor were women imagined as creators ofwealth de novo. Like Douai
sien grooms, the brides in Douai, whether they married under traditional
custom or not, obtained much of the~trwealth from property given to them
by their parents. The distinctive feature of Douai's custom in this regard
is not, thus, tbat women were considered fully independent generators of
wealth; the distinctive feature is that women were equated with men in
their capacities as providers of wealth. The inheritance customs of Douai
provide clear evidence of this conception. Under custom, daughters re
ceived an exactly equal portion of the family property in intestate succes
sions. Even vrhen Douaisiens wrote wills, they tended to leave equal
amounts to boys and girls, distinguishing between the two, if at all, only
in terms of what kind of property \vas given to each sex, not in terms of
its value. Richard Hucquedieu, a tanner, for example, left his son Jehan
200 francs, the same amount he left to his son-in-law, heir of his deceased
daughter and rather of his only grandchildren, both girls. To each grand
daughter, he also left a goblet; to his wife, he left the surplus, providing
that if she renlarried, she was to give 50 francs each to their son and the
same to the heirs of their deceased daughter.17 Jaque Balloon, another
tanner whose will comes from the same period, left his son Thomas a
"small house":, to a married daughter he gave a house with 5 rasieres 2
couppres of land, and to another married daughter he left a third house.18

17. AMD, FF 869 (14 May 1401).
18. AMD, FF 869 (19 September 1403).
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Martin Le Tilliers, a draper, left his only child, a daughter, his house and
the surplus of his estate.19

Wills are, of course, not perfect guides to inheritance practices, for they
treat only those properties not under the control ofprior instruments (such
as marriage contracts) or ofcustom (in Douai, all property not mentioned
in written instruments). Most wills were, thus, only supplementary to, not
constitutive of, inheritance, and the will itself was almost never explicit
about its relationship to the overall inheritance plan. In some cases, how
ever, it is possible to tell what role the will was intended to play: whether
it was intended to supplement custom, to complete an estate distribution
begun by gifts inter vivos, or completely to substitute for custom. And it
is clear that many of the wills written by married men in late medieval
Douai played major roles in managing inheritance. When Waltier Pi
quette wrote his will in January 1402, for example, he used it to give one
married daughter 100 francs, an apparent addition to the marriages gifts
she had received earlier; to another married daughter he left the same cash
gifts plus an income. But he gave substantially more to his son, who had
not yet married and had had nothing of his father's estate so far: three
houses, 7 rasieres of land, and all his rents on Douaisien property. To his
wife he left a long list of additional houses, lands, and rents, along with
the surplus of his estate.20

Like the distributions given them at their parents' deaths, the marriage
gifts given daughters were approximately the same as those given sons.
This was the norm even in most marriage contracts (we have, of course,
no records of the marriage gifts given daughters who married under cus
tom); it was certainly the rule in the earliest marriage contracts, which,
as we have seen, were often little more than slightly altered ravestissements
par lettre. Among the nine couples whose portements were both listed in
a sample of marriage contracts from the 1390s, for example, there were
effectively no differences between the portements of females and males.
Among the five rentiers in the group, four of the women brought land
and land rents as marriage portions, just as did four of the men. Among
the four "prosperous" couples, assets were similarly distributed between
the genders, in about equal portions: one groom and one bride owned

19. AMD, FF 869 (2 May 1404).
20. AMD, FF 869 (9 January 1402)
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land and land rents; two grooms and one bride owned urban real estate;
two grooms and four brides had personal property such as furnishings and
tools; one groom and one bride had cash alone.21

Douaisien 'iVives, whether married to artisans, shopkeepers, or mer
chants, were thus positioned as adjuncts to their husbands, who cooper
ated with theno. in managing and provisioning the household enterprise.
Given their roles in household management, it is not surprising to find
that women in Douai first married when they were fully adult and that
they then married men of almost the same age.22 This was true even for
Douai's most elite families, those from whom the city's echevins usually
came. Jehan C~audry, echevin in 1497-98, was married in 1485, and the
two sons of that marriage (for whorn we have records) first wed in 1510
(25 years later) and 1515 (30 years later).23 The Du Ponds, another echivi
nal family, seems also to have married late. Pierre Du Pond, who served
with Caudry, married in 1495. One daughter of that union first married
in 1513 (18 years later); another in 1525 (30 years later); a son first married
in 1520 (25 years later).24 Arne Pinchon, their colleague, first married in
1456; a son n1arried in 1486 (30 years later).25 Anthoine Saingler, the
fourth member of that year's bench for whom we can retrieve such infor-

21. Elsewhere in Europe, brides were frequently very dIfferently endowed at marnage. In
Montpellier, for eJ<ample, brides were rarely given immovable property; instead, they carried cash
or household goods, while their grooms brought land, houses, and anImals. See Jean HIlaIre, Le
regtme des buns entre epoux dans la regton de Montpellier du debut du Xllle Steele ala fin du XVIe
Steele Contnbutton aux etudes d'htstozre du drott l'cnt (Montpellier: Causse, Graille and Castelnau,
1957).

22. The age at first marnage in Douai, at least for women, seems to have been slightly lower
than elsewhere in early modern Europe and may have decreased as the fifteenth century waned,
although the data we have from Doual are not extensive enough to be certain. For sum
mary informatIon about marriage ages elsewhere in the period, see Richard Houlbrooke, The
Engltsh Famtly 1450-1700 (London: Longman, 1984); LOUIS Henry, "Schemas de nuptiahte.
Desequihbre des sexes et celibat," Populatton 3 (1969): 457-86; idem, "Schemas de nuptiallte:
Desequilibre des sexes et age au remariage," Populatton 6 (1969): 1067-122; Peter Laslett and
RIchard Wall, eds., Household and Family tn Paft Ttme: Comparattve Studies tn the Stze and Struc

ture of the Domesttc Group over the Last Three Centunes tn England, France, Serbta, Japan and
Colonial North Am,c;rica, with Further Matenalsfrom Western Europe (Cambridge: Cambndge UnI
verSIty Press, 1972). Also see Joseph Meury and Joel Sorre, La Fresnais 1525-1802 (Alet, France:
Alet Chamber of Commerce, 1985).

23. AMD, FF 635/3966 (28 April 1485); FF 644/4500 (14 April 1510); FF 646/4952 (4
August 1515).

24. AMD, FF 639/4288 (1 May 1495); FF' 645/4866; FF 650/5228 (21 September 1525);
FF 648/5121 (10 December 1520).

25. AMD, FF 621/2804 (1 April 1456); FF 635/4014 (14 October 1486).
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mation, married in 1458; a son of that marriage first married in 1491 (33
years later); another son married in 1497 (39 years later).26

The Le Libert family, most of them butchers who occupied a lower
social rank than these echivinal families, seem also to have married rela
tively late in life. Jacquemart Le Libert, Jehan Le Libert's uncle, married
Marie Rohard (sister of the Franchoise Rohard with whom this book
opened) sometime between 1400 and 1410, when he was well past 30.27

One of his daughters, Marguerite, first married in 1448 (38 to 48 years
after her parents' marriage); in her case, we have confirmation that she
was fully adult when she married because we know that she had already
reached her conventional majority (probably around age 21) in 1444, when
her mother had remarried.28 Another daughter, Marie, first married in
1440 (30 to 40 years after her parents' marriage); a third daughter, Je
hanne, married in 1437 (27 to 37 years later). A son, Franchois, married
in 1454, (14 years after his father's death). And since we know that
Franchois was still a minor in 1444, but was old enough to attend the
signing of the marriage contract when his widowed mother remarried, we
can guess that he was in his twenties when he first married.29 Jehan Le
Libert himself first married in 1389. A son, Jacquemart, first married in
1421 (32 years later), and Jacquemart's own daughter first married in 1444
(23 years after her parents' marriage). Pierronne, a daughter ofJehan Le
Libert, married in 1417 (28 years after her parents' marriage); another
daughter first married in 1416 (27 years after the marriage). Marguerite,
Franchoise Rohard's own daughter by Jehan Le Libert, was first married
33 years after her parents' marriage.30

26 AMD, FF 622/2923 (28 December 1458); FF 637/4154 (28 May 1491), FF 639/4345
(31 August 1497)

27. He had wItnessed a property transfer in 1385, when he had to have been at least
twenty-one.

28. Dunng the MIddle Ages, the legal age of majonty was generally taken to be 11 to 14 for
girls, 14 to 16 for boys, but In cItIes of the southern Low Countries, the age of maJonty was
generally considered to be hIgher, reaching 18, 20, even 25 years. Many of the sixteenth-century
custumals of the regIon formally raIsed the age to 25 for boys and girls alIke. See PhilIppe God
dIng, Le drolt prtVe dans les Pays-Bas mertdlntOnaux du 12e au 18e Sleele, In Memolres de la Classe

des Lettres, CollecttOn In 4°, 2d ser., pt. 1 (Brussels: Academle royale de Belgique, 1987), 70-71.
Marriage contracts In Doual that leave property to children at marriage or "maturity" regularly
take "maturity" to be 18, 20, or 21 years.

29 AMD, FF 615/2307 (20 November 1440); FF 617/2410 (31 May 1444); FF 618/2505 ;
FF 614/2138 (8 January 1437); FF 620/2712 (20 October 1454).

30. AMD, FF 609/1783 (2 June 1421); FF 617/2419 (7 October 1444); FF 607/1689 (17
December 1417); FF 606/1628 (20 January 1416); FF 600/1258 (29 May 1402); FF 613/2059
(22 September 1435).
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More exact evidence about marriage ages can be derived from the city's
Registre aux bourgeois, the records of new citizen registrations, which have
survived in regular series from 1399 forward. In most years of the fifteenth
century, the clerks keeping the registers included the new citizen's occupa
tion, his marital status (all but a few registrants were male), the name of
his spouse, and the names and ages ofhis children. Some ofthose children
grew up to marry in Douai and write a marriage contract, and when they
did we can sometimes precisely docunl1ent their marriage ages. I have made
these calculations for three years during the fifteenth century-1438-39,
1451-52, and 1474-75-when 103 men purchased citizenship rights.
Sixty-one of the men were married ,vith children, and together they had
123 children. ()f these children, 16 left marriage contracts, 8 of them
male, 8 female.31 For the girls, the age at first marriage ranged between
18 and 23; both the median and mode were 21. For the boys, the range
was 21 to 37; the median was 27, the mode 25.

Second marriages were, however, a different matter, for older widowers
seem frequently to have taken young women as brides, in the pattern de
picted in the ,vell-known Le Menagier de Paris of the fourteenth century,
in which an elderly bridegroom instructs his child bride on household
management. 32 Franchoise Rohard, 'we have seen, was surely a good de
cade younger than Jehan Le Libert, maybe even a full generation his ju
nior. Anthoine Saingler, echevin in 1497-98, was another "December"
groom, his wife another "June" bride. Saingler had first married in 1458;
he survived that wife and remarried in 1481. Two years later he remarried
again, to a woman who would in turn survive him, living to witness her
granddaughter's marriage in 1528. To judge from this evidence, Saingler's
widow was probably little more than 20 at her own first marriage, for that
would have made her about 65 in 1528; Saingler, himself, we know, was
at least 45-and thus a generation his bride's senior-when she married
him.33

A small nurnber of these second rnarriages may have reversed the asym-

31. The low number IS a stnkIng remInder of the Infant and childhood mortalIty rate in Doual,
the socIal exclUSIvity of the marriage contract, and the rate of losses In the archIve. It also probably
measures the rate ofgeographical mobilIty in the regIon, for it is likely that some of these children
emIgrated from Doual before marryIng.

32. Georgine E. Brereton and Janet M. Ferner, eds., Le Menagur de Parts (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1981).

33 AMD, FF 622/2923 (28 December 1458); FF 634/3868 (10 December 1481); FF 634/
3917 (22 October 1483); FF 651/5290 (22 January 1528).
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metry, producing "December" brides and "June" grooms. We have, after
all, ample anecdotal evidence that women could marry two, three, even
four times, and it seems inevitable that some of them would have married
younger men. Marie Rohard, the sister of Franchoise Rohard, for exam
ple, remarried more than 20 years after her first marriage, when she had to
have been more than 40 years old. To judge from a collection of marriage
contracts from 1441-43, she was not an exception. These documents
named 26 widows, ofwhom 10 left previous marriage contracts; 5 of them
had been first married at least 20 years earlier. Maroye Le Cordewaur Dit
Bosset had been married twice before, the second time between 1418 and
1420; even if she was only 20 at her second marriage, in about 1419, she
would have been at least 40 at her third.34 Marguerite De Warlain had
previously wed in 1397-98, making her at least 600) when she remarried
in 144135

; Ysabel Leswanier had also been married twice before, once in
1415 and once in 1439, so she was probably in her forties when she made
this marriage.36 Ysabel Selet, who was first married in 1416 (and a second
time in 1439), was about the same age as Leswanier, as was Martine
Dannphue, another who had first married about 25 years previously.37

The Logic of Property

The logic of the household also involved a logic of property, a logic that
reflected the nature of Douaisien wealth and the character of the social
order built on such wealth. As we have seen, most of the assets in Douai
sien households were movables in both a legal and an economic sense
furnishings, jewels, clothing, coin, tools, raw materials, inventories, and
the like. Or they were buildings that served to render these movables eco
nomically valuable-shops, warehouses, even residences-and so were
themselves also movables of a kind. As such, these properties were neces
sarily fungible, always potentionally and often actually exchangeable, one
for another. It was this fungibility-with all the risks that accompanied
it-that underlay custom's "logic of property." With its insistence that

34 AMD, FF 608/1713 (16 July 1418), FF 616/2378 (19 January 1443)
35 AMD, FF 598/1063 (29 November 1398); FF 616/2399 (3 October 1443).
36 AMD, FF 606/1610 (26 November 1415); FF 615/2269 (20 January 1440); FF 616/2398

(21 September 1443).
37. AMD, FF 607/1666 (ca. 1416); FF 615/298 (ca. 1440), FF 616/2338 (12 September

1441), FF 606/1570 (ca. 1415), FF 616/2381 (8 February 1440)
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property could be transferred and transformed as the head of household
desired, custOIYl was, in effect, acconlmodating the mobility essential to
commercial wealth, acknowledging the impermanence of Douaisien
assets. In some ways this seems a very modern conception of property, for
it reflects a notion that property's value inheres in its income-producing
capacity, that one "property" is indistinguishable from another except in
terms of what it earns. It seems modern in another way as well, for it
imagines that the proximate or present owners of a property are its abso
lute owners, that they alone are responsible for its management, that they
owe no accounting, no explanation, to future owners about its present use,
that they have every right to use it as they think best.

Although the Douaisiens who appear in the archives of that city were
presumably not the only people in late medieval Europe to harbor such
notions and probably not the only ones to leave such a clear record of
actions that betray these notions, they do not seem typical of premodern
people as described by most historians, not even of premodern urbanites.
Most Europeans of this day, historians have argued, thought about prop
erty in different ways: it was made up of assets with fixed values, values
that inhered not only in the assets's economic exchange value or their
income-producing capacity but also in the status they bequeathed. Such
assets could not be bought and sold like herrings or sacks ofwool; they had
to be hoarded, held for future generations, labeled as heirlooms, cherished.
While they might well produce incorne and have exchange value-in fact
they had social and cultural value precisely because they had such mone
tary worth-they were managed quite differently than they usually were
by the people 'iVho populate Douai's late medieval archive of contrats di
vers, wills, and marriage contracts.

Douai's custom thus seems to reflect practices more modern than pre
modern. It allowed property to be passed on to spouses, to heirs of any
status, even to friends, as the property owner chose. Assets could be trans
ferred whole, intact, if the head or household thought that best, or divided
if that manner of succession seemed efficient. In effect, by custom's logic,
property could circulate wildly, could go from person to person, from
blood line to blood line-all in the interests of keeping it in productive
units.

Anachronistic as these notions may seem, they were deeply ingrained,
so deeply ingrained that even the early marriage contracts (documents that
would eventuaJ1y undermine custom) reflected these attitudes. The typical
portement described in the contracts written before about 1400 betrayed
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few of the ideas about lineal inheritance, the sacredness of patrimony, or
the immutability of "family" wealth that would so mark the marital prop
erty regime that would replace custom-and that already so marked the
marital property regimes of others in European society. These contracts
seldom included, for example, information about the portement's origins
or its eventual disposition. Instead, brides simply listed the biens they
would contribute to the marriage; it was surely understood that the prop
erty had come from the bride's parents, but it was the rare marriage con
tract that even named the assets' donor. Of the fifty-nine that survive, for
example, from 1375-77 only nine named the provence of even a single
bien in the portement. Like the contract written for Jehanne Maubuee in
1375, they simply named the goods: "in movables and chattels, the sum
and value of 20 florins d'or called francs francois, along with a house and
holding."38 Nor did the contracts specify how the property was to pass
beyond the bride. Rather, they usually provided, as Robe La Verines's
vaguely did, only that at her widowhood, "the said Robe will have and
take, freely and without debt, all the heritages declared above along with
the sum of 20 florins d'or frans."39 As we shall see, these casual practices
would be abandoned in the course of the next century, as Douaisiens came
to treat marriage goods more as though they belonged to the "line," not
to the couple who used them.

Custom had as meaningful implications about the nature of social
place, for its willingness to accommodate the mobility and fungibility of
commercial property also allowed extraordinary mobility of persons. As
we have seen, custom permitted new people into households, as second,
third, and fourth spouses, and it delegated to them managerial responsibil
ities that matched the property rights they thereby gained. By the same
logic, it permitted households to be merged into others.

It was as though in accord with this logic that widows and widowers
in Douai regularly remarried and they did so promptly, often within
months of the death of their deceased spouse, almost always within a few
years. From one sample of eighty-three marriage contracts from the early
1440s, for example, we find sixteen widows who seem to have been previ
ously married by custom.40 By definition, they were entering the new mar-

38 Al\1D, FF 585/159 (25 October 1375).
39 Al\1D, FF 585/162 (16 November 1373).
40. Al\1D, FF 616; Ten of the widows in thiS entire sample (twenty-six out of eighty-three)

had been previously marned by contract. Some of the remaining slXteen widows whose preViOUS
marnages seem to have been controlled by custom may have been restricted by testaments or
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riages with full rights to all the property their deceased husbands had
owned and all that had been accumulated in the course of the prior
union.41

Presumably, Inen as well as women remarried quickly in Douai, but it
is women's remarriage rates that seem most unusual, because there is good
evidence that elsewhere in premodern ]~urope a widow did not easily make
a new match, especially if she was burdened with another man's children
and if she was beyond her youth.42 In ~Douai, however, such women seem
to have had no trouble finding new spouses. Eight of the twelve widows
who wrote marriage contracts in a sample of forty-one contracts taken

other legal instruments (regIstered transfers of property out of the conjugal estate, for example)
that their husbands had wntten before their death~., so we cannot be sure that the sixteen widows
in thIs sample actually had unencumbered control over the conjugal estate. All we know IS that
they dId not leave a record of a previous marnage contract.

It IS Interesting to note that none of the twen1y-six Wldows In this sample, and almost none
In several other samples studIed, issued ravestissrnents par lettre-i.e., that virtually all widows
marned by contract or, If they married by custom., that they dId not extend the customary grant
of all conjugal property to theIr new husbands by 'Ivritten ravestissement (thus the new husbands
gaIned full succession nghts only If the new marIlage was fertIle). Evidently, Wldows had little
Interest in turning all theIr assets over to new husbands and were willIng to do so only If the new
marriage produced ojTspnng.

41 This was a penod of extraordinanly high mortality In Douai, and the remarnage rate In
these years surely reflects the unusually high number ofdeaths. Samples from other penods, when
the death rate was closer to average, also contaIn, however, huge numbers of remarriages In a
sample of marnage contracts taken at four intervals (before 1374, 1374-75, 1400, and 1500), for
example, Mon1que l\![estayer found that 19 percent (3 percent were In third or fourth marnages)
of the brides were wIdows: see Mon1que Mestayer, "Les contrats du manage aDouai du XIIeme
au XVeme siec1e, reBets du drOIt et de la vie d'une societe urba1ne," Revue du Nord 61, no 241
(1979): 353-79.

42 Most of the eVIdence we have on remarriage rates comes from the early modern penod,
rather than from the medIeval. See, for example, ]). DaIle, "De bevolklng van de stad Veurne In
de 17e-18e eeuw," lfandelzngen van het Genootschap voor Geschudenzs 'SOCtete d' EmulatlOn' te
Brugge 106 (1969): 49-139 (CIted In Marianne Danneel, Weduwen en wezen tn het laat-mtddeleeu
wse Gent [Leuven and Apeldoorn. Garant, 1995], :;09); AlaIn Bideau, "A DemographlC and SOCIal
AnalYSIS of Widowhood and Remarnage: The Example of the Castellany of Thoissey-en
Dombes, 1670-1840," Journal ofFamt/y Hzstory 5, no. 1 (Spnng 1980): 28-43; J. Dupaquier, E
Helin, P. Laslett, M. Llvl-Baccl, and S. Sogner, l\1anage et remanage dans les populatzons du passe
(Academic Press: London, 1981).

On remarnage rates in late medieval urban cultures, see, in partIcular, Barbara Hanawalt, "Re
marnage as an Option for Urban and Rural WIdows in Late Medieval England," in Wife and
Wzdow The Expenences of Women tn Meduval England, ed. S Walker (Ann Arbor: UnIverSIty
of Michigan Press, 1993), and the extensive dIScuSSIon In Danneel, Weduwen en wezen, 311-21.
Danneel's evidence parallels my findings: citing B. Todd, "The Remarrying WIdow A Stereotype
ReconSIdered" (in r1fomen zn Engltsh Soczety, 1500-1800, ed. M. Prior [London: Routledge,
1985]), Danneel points out that remarnage rates for women seem to have declined later In the
early modern penod. Danneel, Weduwen en wezen, 308.
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from the early 1420s, for example, had minor children.43 At least ten of
the twenty-six widows who married in 1441-43 had small children.44 An
ecdotal evidence is as telling. Jehenne Du Mont married for the second
time in 1435, when she already had three small children, and six years
later married for a third time. 45 Jehenne Hordain bore her first husband
four children before he died; she then remarried, in 1436, and bore two
more children; by 1440, she had married a third time.46 Ghilles Blocquiel,
widow of the echevin Pierre Du Pond, remarried in 1528, when she must
have been in her fifties, thirty-three years after her marriage to Du Pond
To this marriage, she brought a minor son of her first marriage and her
granddaughter, the child of her deceased daughter, whom she was rear
ing.47 To judge from this evidence, a woman's property counted for every
thing, at least in Douai. If she had a shop, a warehouse full of inventories,
a fully equipped household, a house, rents, or land, a woman was mar
riageable-even a woman with minor children, even a woman in late mid
dle age.

For their part, widows seem to have been as eager to remarry as were
the men who wed them. For them, as for their new husbands, it was
practical matters that weighed heavily in their decision to replace their
deceased spouses. Alone, a widow might not have been able to run the
tannery or handle the looms; alone the shop may have seemed too much.48

Even rich women were not free of these constraints, for these were the
days before private lawyers, professional executors, formal partnerships,
corporations, and the like-the institutions of modern economic life that
help separate ownership of an asset from managerial responsibility for it.
In late medieval Douai, a rich woman who had succeeded to a warehouse
full of grain, a stack of contracts for delivery of horses, or a building still
under construction and a work crew waiting for orders thus had just as

43 AMD, FF 609
44. AMD, FF 616
45 The second marnage IS recorded in AMD, FF 613/2072 (18 January 1436); the third in

AMD, FF 616/2347 (26 November 1441).
46. The second marnage IS recorded In AMD, FF 613/2069 (ca. 1436); the first and third

are mentIoned In AMD, FF 292, fols. 62-64 and 117-18v.
47. AMD, FF 651/5277 (27 August 1528); FF 639/4288 (1 May 1495)
48 We know that some of these widows remarned In the trade of their deceased husbands:

Anthoine Du Four, for example, who marned Antholne Mlguot, a saye weaver, In 1521, was the
widow of another saye weaver (AMD, FF 649/5130 [6 May 1521]). Doual's records do not,
however, allow many identificatIons of this kind, for it is only In the rare Instance that the trades
of a woman's several husbands can be traced.
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good reasons for finding a new spouse as did her less prosperous neigh
bors.

A widow who remarried so quickly may have done so with genuine
regret for her deceased spouse but she could not have done so entirely
unwillingly. For these women, as for the men who sought to wed them,
marriage was prj ncipally a means of organizing a life, managing a house
hold, and preserving one's status in the community. This did not necessar
ily mean that they had no concept of conjugal affection or that their af
fections were so slight that they could be easily transferred from one
person to another. But it did mean, at a minimum, that affection was
subordinated to practicalities. And it lnay even have meant that conjugal
affection was not then considered an especially important ingredient in
the marriage pact.49

The Illogic of Custom: Gender and Property

Whatever its soC'iallogic or its rough accord with social practices, however,
the custom ofDouai was laden with contradictions that centered on prop
erty, the roles of women, and gender relations themselves. Some of the
contradictions ,,'ere inscribed in the very legal texts written to express cus
tom's notion of conjugality; others en1erged in social practice, as Douai
siens went about the business of daily life.

The most fundamental contradiction lay in the notion expressed in the
ravestissement that wives could be equated with their husbands. We know,
as Douaisiens knew, that women were not the same as men, not in Douai,
not anywhere in this or any other period. Women may have contributed
significantly to the household econorny, both with the property they car
ried into it and with the work they did, but they did not do so on the
same terms as men. In practice, women in Douai had greater responsibility
for subsistence production in urban households than men did and rela
tively less responsibility for market production or for the public roles that

49. Just what it meant about the quality of conjugal relations that WIdows (and widowers)
remarned qUIckly is impossible to say with certainty. Alan MacFarlane has suggested that WIdows
who remarried precIpitously must have done so precisely because they sought to recapture the
pleasures of theIr former marnages. My own viev{ IS that socIoeconomic matters so condItIoned
the possibilItIes for remarriage and Its desirability that "love" cannot be treated as an Independent
vanable In the equatlon. See MacFarlane, Marrtage and Love tn England' Modes ofReproductzon,
1300-1840 (Oxford' Blackwell, 1986).
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derived from household status. Moreover, men had privileged access to
the skilled trades, men alone had formal political authority, and men were
considered the official heads of household.

The contradiction lay not just in the contrast between legal texts and
social practice, however, but also within the law itself. While custom de
fined wives as their husband's partners and widows as their substitutes, it
nonetheless gave husbands all authority over conjugal property during
their lives, thus effectively denying wives any property rights during mar
riage. As husbands, men married under custom in Douai could transfer,
sell, and even destroy all property in the conjugal fund, including the prop
erty their wives had brought to it. Everything a wife earned, every debt
she incurred, was the property of her spouse, her "baron," as the sources
commonly named him. "Partner" a wife may have been in a limited sense,
but "equal" she surely was not.

The conjugal equality portrayed by the ravestissement par lettre, the
mutuality on which it appeared to insist, was, thus, only a partial represen
tation. It described a kind of economic mutuality, a partnership made up
of two members who provided roughly equal economic worth, and whose
economic capacities were taken as utterly commensurate. It was decidedly
not a representation of partners with identical social or legal capacities.
It was, in fact, not a representation of individuals at all-but a representa
tion of the unit husband and wife formed when they headed a household.
Custom's logic, therefore, was to represent the singleness of this unit, a
unit that could be spoken for only by a single, indivisible person. During
his life, this was the husband; after his death, it was his widow.

Paradoxically, the contradictions inherent in this notion of partnership
came over time to be expressed by the ravestissement par lettre, the very
text that otherwise articulated the notions of conjugal unity and sameness
at the heart of custom. As though admitting the absurdity of a law that
represented wives as free and equal agents, most of the ravestissements
par lettre written after about 1400 added a strange and revealing clause

to the standard text:

Let it be known to all that before the aldermen of the city of Douai have
personally come Pierre Hardi and Jacque Huquedieu, his wife and spouse,
to whom Pierre has made a ravestissement and by virtue of this document
makes a mutual donation to Jacque, his wife, of all he has or will acquire
during their marriage whether in goods, movables, chattels, or in heritable
immovables, to enjoy after his death by his wife and her representatives.
And likewise, this woman, belng sufficiently empowered by Pierre her husband,
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which empowerrrlent she accepts as agreeable, has made and makes a ravestisse
ment to Pierre her husband of all she has or will acquire during their mar
riage whether i.n goods, movables, chattels, or immovables for him and
his representatives to enjoy after her death, all according to the custom of
Douai.50

Nonsensical on the face of it-why would a woman able to give her
own property avvay need her husband's permission to do so, especially
if she was giving it to him?-the emphasized clause nicely captures the
contradiction be tween economic "sameness" and social/legal distinction:
wives were powerful creators and managers of property and, simulta
neously, people 'with no independent claims to wealth.

The key word here is "wives," for it ,vas only as wife that custom denied
a Douaisien WOlnan full property rights. Once widowed, a woman was
fully empowered. She could then act for her husband and for the house
hold estate she now represented. Custom was entirely unambiguous about
this radical transformation; it openly acknowledged women's capacities to
create wealth and to manage property:, and it seemed to fully intend that
widows exercise these powers. Still, an insidious inconsistency lurked be
neath custom's serene exterior. The law granted widows this authority
not as individuals but as representatives of the household, a household
defined as male-headed. Hence, to do her job as custom imagined it,
a widow would have had to act for--to act as-her late husband. Of
course, no widow could do so, even if she wanted to. And not all of
them wanted to.

The Le Libert v. Rohard case, with which this book opened, is a case
in point. When ]Rohard took up her role as agent ofher husband, manager
of the assets they had shared and guardian of their children, she did so
exactly as custorn deemed right. Nonetheless, in assuming her new roles,
she was simultaneously empowered to suppress Le Libert's own voice,
even to deny his children what he had previously given them-hardly
the powers a widow who was acting on her husband's behalf would have
exercised.

Other civil disputes are as revealing. Let us look, for example, at a
suit between two widows, Jehanne Polle and her former daughter-in-law,
Ysabel Cartoy. The suit was initiated in 1434, when POlle, widow of
Thomas DuharrLel and mother of the late Bernard Duhamel, was sued by

50 AMD, FF 6]6/2346 (26 November 1441) (emphasIs added)
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Cartoy and her new husband for a half share in a house. Polie, it seems,
had promised the property to Cartoy when Bernard Duhamel (Polie's son
and then Cartoy's husband) was on his deathbed. Duhamel was at that
time fuli owner of the house as heir of his father, Thomas Duhamel, and
legatee of his father's brother, once joint owners of the house. According
to custom, Polie (as surviving parent of Bernard Duhamel) and Cartoy
were to have split the house at Bernard Duhamel's death, for the marriage
between Duhamel and Cartoy had not been fertile, and they had made
no written ravestissement. But witnesses confirmed that Polie had made
the promise, as her son had begged, apparently fearing for his young
widow's financial security.

He need not have feared. Cartoy remarried immediately after Duha
mel's death, and then she and her new husband brought the suit against
her former mother-in-law for the remaining half share in the house that
her former mother-in-law had not ceded to her. She won. While there
can be little doubt that Cartoy was legally entitled to the house (for wit
nesses verified that Polie had promised it), it is also clear that in taking
the house from her deceased husband's estate, into marriage with another
man, Cartoy was hardly acting as the loyal widow custom seems to have
imagined. Nor was she the vulnerable widow she may have once appeared.
Now she was another man's wife, the mistress of another household and
thus positioned as predator, not victim.51

It is impossible to say what Cartoy felt about the dispute and her role
in it. We are perhaps tempted to suspect that Cartoy had never truly been
either the pitiful widow her late husband seemed intent on protecting or
the righteous trustee of her late husband's property she would have been
imagined to be under custom. In remarrying so quicldy, thus enabling her
new husband to sue her former mother-in-law for property that, by cus
tom, would have been the older woman's, Cartoy seems to have abdicated
both roles. We might thus see Cartoy as a tricky operator, a woman who,
as wife, pretended vulnerability (perhaps even love and devotion) while
her husband lay dying, but then, taking his (and his mother's) house with
her, skipped off into another marriage. But we must be cautious. We
simply cannot know what motivated Cartoy. Perhaps she simply thought,
along with the law, that her role as Duhamel's wife was over and that
now she was answerable to another man and another set of interests.

51 AMD, FF 289, fois 31, 101-103v, 144, 145 (dated 1434-45).
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Our confusion about the case arises in part because lawsuits like these
were not the product of law's malfunctioning, but of its proper function
ing. They were products of a legal regilne that tried both to erase women
as wives and give them full visibility as widows. In this strange logic, wife
and widow were not the mirror opposites they might seem to us; they
were both creators ofwealth for a household that-in theory-contained
them. The problem was that, in practice, women were not contained.
Even when they were acting in the interests of the original household, as
we might argue Franchoise Rohard had done, they were not exactly the
same as the men they replaced. And they were certainly not contained
when, like Cartoy, they used their widow's rights to attract a new spouse
and to sue their former mothers-in-la'N.

The contradictions were not confined to the roles women played or
did not play; they extended to the definition of femininity and feminine
virtue itself. In effect, custom contained two utterly contradictory notions
of femininity. On the one hand, it defined a wife as a silent and powerless
being, someone unable to take charge even of the property she had
brought to the mlarriage or had earned by her labor. In complete contrast,
it implicitly labeled the widow a skilled manager of property, someone
able to decide how property was used, how it was to pass to children, and
what form it ought to take. The stunning disjunction between these two
characterizations-one woman was "dumb" in the literal as well as the
figurative sense, the other both speaking and savvy-was, again, not just
a textual construction. The contradiction was played out time and time
again in daily life.

We see it, for example, in cases where widows were brought to court
on charges of o~Ting debts that had come with the estates they inherited.
Thus, Sebille Pachelorre, widow ofJehan Du Buisson, a wine merchant,
was sued in 1435 for fees due on wine sales made over a sixteen-year
period, from 1416 to 1432.52 Pachelorre protested, and she spent months
trying to produce written evidence that the fees had been paid. Unable
to locate the documentation, she was charged to pay 4 gros m.d.f. for each
of 518 lots sold--a huge sum in fifteenth-century Douai, equal to more
than a year's wages for a highly skilled artisan. Whether Du Buisson had,
in fact, died without paying these accumulated fees, we will never know.
It may well have been that he was derelict, but it is nevertheless suspicious

52. AMD, FF 289, fo1s. 35v-36, 5Ov, 51, 158v-159 (ca. 1435).
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that the claimants waited until his death to bring suit. And it is significant
that the widow did not even know how to put her hands on her husband's
papers, or certainly not on any that would have made her case. If, in truth,
the fees were due, the suit was "just," but its justice does not justify a
system that made women such as Pachelorre responsible for debts about
which they had no knowledge, with which they were clearly so unequipped
to deal, and over which they had no control.

Some widows were not like Pachelorre, however. There are many cases
in the archive that read as though the widow was seeking the position of
"dumb" wife in an attempt to avoid debts she knew to be due. Let us
look, for example, at a case from the early 1440s, in which]ehanne D'An
zain, widow of Denys Le Thiery, was sued by the holders of a rent due
on a house that had come to her with the estate of her deceased husband.
She claimed no knowledge of the debt but like Pachelorre could not pro
duce documents showing it had been retired when Le Thiery had bought
the house. D'Anzain lost, of course, for-as we have learned from the
Pachelorre case-ignorance of her late husband's business dealings (made
manifest by her failure to have preserved the written proof, if it had ever
existed) was no excuse. It is of course possible that D'Anzain was the
innocent she insisted she was-as wife, truly ignorant of her husband's
affairs as Pachelorre seems to have been, too unworldly to have known
to save the essential document and therefore vulnerable to the dishonest
claims of predatory creditors. But it may also be that she had just let the
rental payment lapse, hoping that she might be able to claim the role of
"dumb" wife in an effort to avoid her obligations.53

The contradictions between dumb wife and savvy, speaking widow did
more than open the way for predatory creditors and unscrupulous widows.
Such contradictions were also at play in the remarriage market, for it was
surely the contradiction between the "dumb" wife and the "speaking"
widow that made it seem so essential that widows take new husbands.
Many widows may have been like Sebille Pachelorre seems to have been:
so disempowered by the denial of property rights that their marriage had
imposed, they were as widows utterly incapable of managing any property
at all-not their own, not their late husband's. In practice, they were the
"dumb" wives the law had named them, and as widows, they could not
suddenly be transformed into the competent creatures custom imagined.

53 AMD, FF 292, fols 80v ff
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So they had no choice but to marry. It is thus one of the many ironies
of this system that for more than a fe'''' women, widowhood was not the
long-awaited mloment of independence, the time when they, like
Franchoise Rohard, could take charge. Instead, widowhood was a precari
ous interlude in their lives, a terrible 'moment of vulnerability, a time to
be passed through as quickly as possible.54

Remarriages in Douai were, then, as much measures of the tensions
inherent in custom as they were measures of the opportunities available
to women who had property of their own. What is especially interesting
about the Douaisien evidence, however, is that these widows rarely, ifever,
married as they \vere so often described as doing in the comic literature of
the day. In those texts, women married out of lust for money or sex, and
they thus sought either old, rich men or young, virile ones.55 Although it is
extremely difficult to obtain statistically significant measures of Douaisien
women's remarriages, the little we can tell from surviving marriage con
tracts suggests that Douaisien women had different objectives when they
entered the remarriage market. Of the seven widows who married by con
tract in a sample of forty-one documents from the 1390s, for example,
at least four married men close to them in age and from similar social
backgrounds, and two (about whom vve do not have enough information
to safely judge) seem also to have done so. Only one man in the group
may have married up in the way so gleefully ridiculed in the plays and
stories of this time period; his porternent consisted of only 10 couppres
of land and "tous ses meubles" (all his movables). His bride, the widow
of a merchant, brought three houses in Douai, 2 rasieres of land in one
place, 9 couppres of land held separately, a garden, and 200 florins d'or
"en argent, meubles et marchandise."56 But this marriage was hardly the
norm. The norrn was set by Maroie C~outel, a widow with three children,
who married Gille De Chauny in early 1422.57 She brought household
goods worth 124 couronnes, a house, a garden in Douai, and a half interest

54. Danneel, Weuwen en wezen, esp. 315-16, emphasIzes this ambIguIty as well.
55 Chaucer's Wife of Bath is the figure from the period's comIC hterature surely best known

to EnglIsh readers. She is modeled after "La VieIlle" from the Romance ofthe Rose (by GUIllaume
de Lorris and Jean de Meun). In general, on the theme of gender inversion in the comic and
prescnptive lIterature of the period, see Joy Wiltenburg, Dtsorderly Women and Female Power in
the Street Ltterature ~fEarly Modern England and Germany (CharlottesVllle: UnIversIty of VIrgInIa
Press, 1992)

56. AMD, FF 596/906 (October 1393).
57 AMD, FF 609/1811 (January 1422).
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in a manor, plus 13 rasieres of land near Douai. Her groom brought about
the same amount: 6 bonniers of land, a house in Auchy, and personal
property including grain and animals. 58

What the Douaisien evidence suggests instead is that the tensions in
herent in this city's remarriage practices were not about age and social
status per se (although they may have been represented as such), but about
property-about the way that custom both empowered the conjugal pair
and the household economy that was their responsibility and, simulta
neously, threatened the familial order born of conjugality and the gender
hierarchy on which the entire system depended. One last story of the civil
court records exposes these tensions almost perfectly. The case centers on
Jehenne Hordain, a widow who was sued in 1440 by Marie Le Hellin,
niece of Hordain's first husband, Nicaise Le Hellin, for an income that
Hordain now possessed and was about to carry into a new marriage, her
second since Le Hellin's death about five years earlier.59 The rent had once
been Nicaise Le Hellin's mother's, and she had left it to her two sons,
Nicaise and Miquel, the latter of whom was the father of the plaintiff.
Miquel Le Hellin had left his share to his own son, but the son had died
without a wife or legitimate issue. The property then had returned to
Miquel; at his death, it had gone to his co-heir, his brother; and at his
death to Hordain, as successor to her husband.

There it would stay, for Marie Le Hellin lost her suit. Although she
was the daughter of the original owner of the property, she could not
sustain the claim of kinship, not even of direct descent, against the force
of custom, which made conjugality, even long dead and now very distant
conjugality, premier.60 Jehenne Hordain thus went on to her third mar
riage, freely taking with her-and sharing with children born of other
men-an income that had belonged to Marie Le Hellin's father and that
Marie Le Hellin fervently believed should have come to her.

In fiction, there would be many ways to tell this story. Hordain could
be positioned as the evil protagonist, as the faithless betrayer ofher former
husband, as an embezzler of property that belonged to another family and
other children, even as a kind of Wife of Bath. The story could also be

58. Daneel's eVIdence, summanzed In Weduwen en wezen, 319-20, pOInts to the same conclu-
SIan.

59 Hordain had marned Le Helhn In about 1420. It seems he dIed In the mId-1430s; she
marned next In 1436 (AMD, FF 613/2069) The SUIt was brought when she marned yet a thIrd
time, In 1440 (AMD, FF 292, fo1s. 62-64v).

60 AMD, FF 292, fo1s. 62v-64 (1440).
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told entirely difFerently, however, with Marie Le Hellin as the culprit, a
woman greedy t:>r wealth that was patently not hers, wealth that Hordain
had honorably earned as wife to Nicaise Le Hellin. How Douaisiens of
midcentury would have read the case ,ve cannot say for certain. We know
only that the sole "text" Douaisiens produced on the subject-their cus
tom-requires the latter interpretation.



F I V E

cAn cAlternative .(ggic

In the course of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, as Douaisiens is
sued tens of thousands of contrats divers, wills, and marriage agreements,
they did more than simply construct a new marital property regime. They
institutionalized a new social imaginary. Like the imaginary that informed
custom, this one also involved notions about property's meaning and its
value, about the household and its economic function, about marriage,
and about gender. Although imbedded in complex social practices that
combined elements of the old and the new, the main features of this alter
native imaginary are visible in the legal texts Douaisiens left in this period.

Fixing Movables

A redefinition of property and its relationship to social place lay at the
heart of the legal reform that expressed this social imaginary. One of its
elements is easy to see, for the legal system clearly recorded the change:
the new marital property and inheritance system gave relatively greater
emphasis to the property rights of kin than to those of the household.
The earliest wills from Douai, even those from the thirteenth century,
began the process. They tended, as we have seen, to make lineal kin the
residual owner of the household production unit instead of the house
hold's survivor. By the mid-fifteenth century, this impulse was fully real
ized in marriage contracts that preserved heritages for lineal kin and some
times earmarked the entire estates for these relatives.

But there were less visible aspects to the reform as well, for the effect
of these wills and contracts was not just to privilege kinship over conjugal-
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ity. To label property for kin was also to make a production choice, a
choice to remove production responsibility from the household. In doing
so, Douaisiens expressed a new conception of property and of property's
role in linking people to one another: they came, in effect, to define their
property less as rnobile production goods that were to be employed by the
residents of the household than as fixed stores of wealth that served to
connect people through time. These conceptions were not, of course, ex
plicitly articulated, and they certainly did not appear, fully formed, at a
single moment. JThey emerged slowly, out ofpractice, as Douaisiens grad
ually changed the way they acquired and used property.

Let us begin by looking at the most literal aspect of this process-the
changes in the kinds of assets Douaisiens held. During the course of the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, Douaisiens put an increasing proportion
of their wealth into land and land rents, assets that were, by their nature,
fixed stores of ~realth-"immovable,"as most Douaisien assets were not.
The archive of marriage contracts tracks the change clearly. While less
than 20 percent of the contracts sampled from the fifteenth century men
tioned land or land rents, just over 50 percent of all portements in con
tracts surviving from the 1550s were heavily invested in land.1 To a certain
extent, this change reflects the disappearance of artisans and other ordi
nary folk from the archive of marriage contracts-people who would have
held their capital in movables (rather than land)-so we cannot attribute
all ofthis rise to a systemic shift in the nature ofDouaisien wealth.2 Never
theless, it is certain that a more significant (if not precisely measurable)
portion of Douaisien capital was invested in land by the sixteenth century

1. Tables 2 and 3 in chapter 3 summanze the information drawn from sampled marnage
documents. The figures for landholdIngs cited here are drawn from that matenal.

2 The samples from the years from about 1540 to 1560 are smaller than those from earlier
decades, a declIne that makes compansons with earlier years dIfficult, because we do not know
how much of the declIne occurred across the SOCIal spectrum. Some of It, we can be certaIn, IS
attnbutable to an absolute decline in the numbers of artIsans in the archIve, but it IS not clear
whether thIs fall off reflects the disappearance of artIsans from Doual or artisans' deCISIon to
abandon the marriage contract.

A shift in regIstration practice also took place In this penod, and It may be that many contracts
were lost In the process. Dunng this period, Douaislens were switching from vellum to paper for
theIr chirographes, and the marriage contracts from this penod are thus divided between two
different collectIons. In vellum, we have only fifty-eight contracts for the entire penod, 1551
1648, and most of them date from the 1550s. 'There are a few scatterd marnage contracts on
paper from the 1550s (AMD, FF 913), but it 1', not untIl the very end of that decade that the
collectIon begins to take shape (AMD, FF 914 and, espeCIally, FF 915).
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than had been the case in prior centuries. In one sample of seventy-five
contracts from the two years between 1441 and 1444, for example, only
nine documents listed land and land rents in portements (12 percent); in
a comparable sample of forty-three contracts taken from the single year
1522, in contrast, ten (23 percent) owned land. By the 1550s, the percent
age of portements including land and land rents had risen even higher,
although it is harder to make reliable comparisons between these decades
and earlier periods because of differences in the survival rates of contracts
and in recording techniques.

The shift to landholding is especially evident among Douai's most elite
citizens, its echevins, most of whom belonged to what I have labeled the
"rentier" class, people who lived to a large extent from rents on land and
urban real estate. Of the eight echevins who served in 1391 for whom we
can obtain such information, only five, or 62 percent, held land or land
rents. Surely this is a significant number, but it is not as large as we might
expect for the sociopolitical elite of a city such as Douai. And it is surely
as significant that many of these men-even the richest of them-still
had a lot of assets in cash equivalents, urban real estate, and inventories.3

Let us look, for example, at Willaume De Gouy, who seems to have been
one of the richest echevins. Although heavily invested in land and land
rents, neither he nor his wife counted as members of a landed aristocracy.
They were, instead, investors in assets of many kinds-of which land
rights were only one. When they married in 1401, De Gouy's bride
brought cash, jewelry, and household goods priced at 1,500 florins d'or,
and another cache of 50 francs. In addition, she provided 47 mencaudees
of land in St. Aubert, Montrecurst, and Saulzoin; 4 mencaudees in St.
Aubert and a rental income of 2 moutons de roi on three houses in St.
Aubert; 5 mencaudees in pasture land in Sauchy-Cauchy; and three houses
in Douai.4

A century later, things had changed little. Only seven of the twelve (58
percent) of the echevins who served in 1498 appear to have been large
landowners, and few of them were overwhelmingly invested in land. Let
us look at the three recorded marriages of Anthoine Saingler, one of the
senior echevins of the 1498 bench. When Saingler first married, in 1458,
he bought 400 ecus in merchandise plus 7 rasieres 2 couppres of land,

3 Even 150 years later, thIS was still a common pattern In Lille See, for example, Robert
DupleSSIS, Ltlle and the Dutch Revolt (Cambndge· Cambndge UniversIty Press) 1991») 76-77.

4 AMD, FF 599/1165 (17 January 1401).
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along with a city house where his mother lived and where he stored his
"marchandise."s The bride in his second marriage brought life rents total
ing 32 livres per year (secured by urban real estate), 300 livres (in goods);
two houses in I)ouai; a one-fifth clairn on her former father-in-Iaw's es
tate; a house in Sailly, which would go, at their marriage, to the sons of
her first marriage; and her "chambre, habits, et joyaux."6 Saingler's bride
in his third marriage, negotiated in 1483 Gust two years after his previous
marriage), was also endowed with real estate and rents, most of it in Lille,
whence she apparently came. She brought one-halfofthree houses in Lille;
one-half of a rent on the city ofDixmuide paying 14livres 8 sous per year;
one-halfofanother rent in Lille paying 9livres 7 sous; one-halfofa rent on
a house in Lille paying 109 sous 4 deniers per year, and one-halfofanother
large collection of rents and due bills, all held on property in Lille.7

By the mid-sixteenth century, hovvever, change had come. The echev
ins who served in 1547 were almost all significant landowners. Ten of the
eleven who left records lived almost entirely from land and land rents (91
percent). Some of these men seem to have been extraordinarily land rich
rich in a way fifteenth-century Douaisiens had not dreamed ofbeing. Bou
douin Lallart, vvho married in 1535, had a portement consisting of one
sixth of a house and lands at Rieulay; 2 rasieres 2 couppres of land outside
the Porte Morel; his "share" of 9 rasieres 2 couppres of land outside the
Porte D'Esquerchin; 3 rasieres 2 couppres of land in Beaumont; 1 rasiere
of land in Noyelles-Godault; 1,200 livres parisis in cash (or goods); some
plate worth 100 livres; his wedding costume; one-fourth of 115 rasieres
of land in Brebjeres and Lambres, with a house; one-fourth ofl1 rasieres
2 couppres of land "pres de la justice du Raquet"; one-third of 12
rasieres of wheat; one-third of 9112 bonniers of land and a house in Sailly;
one-third of 1,?41 verges (? verges carrees) of land in Laventie; one-third
of a perpetual rent of 6 livres; one-third of 360 verges (? verges carrees)
of land, also in Laventie; one-third of 4livres of rent; one-third of a field
and of "divers" rents in Bethune.8

This shift to landholding reflects not just an intensification of social
hierarchy in Douai, but a change in the general economic climate. In the
sixteenth century, things were decidedly better for merchants and land-

5 AMD, FF 622/2923 (28 December 1458).
6. AMD, FF 634/3868 (10 December 1481).
7. AMD, FF 634/3917 (22 October 1483).
8. AMD, FF 652/5380 (29 June 1535).
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owners than they had been during the previous two centuries. Demand
for foodstuffs was up, as the population finally began to grow again, and
grain prices were up as well. Wages did not rise as quickly, however, so
that people who owned or traded grain and luxury goods did very well.
The Douaisien merchant class obviously benefited from these changes,
especially since they were in a position to control much of the grain trade
between Artois and Picardy and the region to the North and East. It is
no accident that in the sixteenth century so many of Douai's merchants
called themselves "marchand de grain" or "marchand de ble" rather than
"marchand de laine" or "marchand de drap" as they had more frequently
been styled in earlier years, and no accident, surely, that so many acquired
rural properties in this age. 9

The shift to land was not, however, the principal method of redefining
assets as "immovable" in these years, although it was surely the most obvi
ous. The majority ofDouaisiens, after all-even most who wrote marriage
contracts and wills-did not own land, not even in the sixteenth century,
and most would never be in a position to purchase such assets. For them,
and to a certain extent for their land-rich neighbors as well, the shift in
the nature of their assets-a shift from "movable" goods designated for
production to "immovable" goods designated for hoarding-took place
in imaginative rather than strictly economic terms. People simply began
to treat their properties-whether in fact immovable or not-as though
they were immovable, as though they were unchangeable through time,
as though they bore specific social identities that could be bequeathed to
their next possessors.

The process is especially visible in marriage contracts, one of the princi
pal vehicles for the articulation of these ideas of patrimonial inheritance.
In one manifestation of these ideas, brides and grooms began assiduously

9. The sIXteenth-century expansion and the so-called pnce revolution that accompanIed It are
well known to hlstonans For a general overview, see Peter Knedte, Peasants, Landlords and Mer
chant Capztalzsts (Lemington Spa, Warwickshire: Berg, 1983) DupleSSIS's Ltlle and the Dutch
Revolt provides a convenIent EnglIsh-language summary of the sItuation In a nearby urban settIng
and a relIable guIde to the lIterature, also see M. Rouche and PIerre Demolon, eds., Hzstozre de
Douat, vol. 9 of CollecttOn hzstozre des vtlles du Nord/Pas-de-Calazs, ed. Y. M HIlaIre (Dunkirk:
Westhoek-EdItIons, 1985) For the importance of the graIn trade In DouaI, see, In partICular, J
Godart, "Contnbution al'etude de 1'hlstolre du commerce des graIns aDouaI, du XIVe au XVIIe
Sleele," Revue du Nord 27 (1944).171-205, and AlaIn Derville, "Le grenler des Pays-Bas medle
vaux," Revue du Nord 69, no. 273 (1987) 267-80 In pnvate conversatIons WIth me, Herman
Van der Wee has pOInted out that land was a better investment In the sIXteenth century than It
was in the fourteenth or fifteenth because grain pnces were hIgher
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to label the origin of their marriage gj fts, as they had seldom done in the
past. For example, Marguerite Le Raoul, bride of a draper in 1553, speci
fied that the fief, the land, and the land rent in her portement had come
from her grandfather; a cash rent had come from her father, along with
another, small piece of land; another cash rent had come, however, from
her deceased sister via her father's will; 200 livres parisis were from her
mother. lO Entirely expected as it might seem to us to find someone label
ing a fief, even cash rents as "family" properties in this way, this had not
always been the practice in Douai. I~ven the fabulously rich Jehene De
Bourlon, who n1arriedJehan De Warmoust in 1376, surrounded by eight
avoues and laden with land, rents, jewels, houses, furnishings, clothing,
and cash, showed little concern with her property's provenance. Only one
small holding of 6 rasieres and 1 couppre of land was identified as the
gift of an aunt. The rest (including 19 rasieres of land, a barn, and a mill;
another 7-plus rasieres elsewhere; a rent of 5 rasieres ofwheat; a cash rent
of 5 sous parisis; another of 8 livres .3 sous; 11 mencaudees of land; and
another 9 livres of cash rents) were not so labeled. ll

In even greater contrast to earlier times, less wealthy men or women
of the sixteenth century also came to express the same sense of property's
heritage. When Franchoise Gauduin married in the 1550s, for example,
she explained that the 200 livres parisis in her portement was a gift from
her mother, as was her clothing.12 Magdelaine Rozel identified the 1,000
florins carolus she would receive as a legacy left in the will of her parents,
and she identified another 100 livres as a gift from her grandfather, which
he had earmarked for clothing and jewelry.13 Vaast Hennicque said that
he had received the half share in the house he brought to his marriage
from the estate of his father, his tools from his stepmother, and his wed
ding clothes from an unspecified donor. 14

Less anecdotal evidence displays the same pattern. The forty-one con
tracts surviving from a sample taken in the 1390s, for example, included
less than half a dozen attributions of this kind, while a comparably large
sample from the 1520s or 1550s, in contrast, included only one or two
contracts that omitted such information. To be sure, this "language of
lineage" was not just a matter of rhetoric and the social imaginary; it was

10. AMD, FF 655/5552 (6 March 1554).
11. AMD, FF 586/250 (27 January 1376).
12. AMD, FF 655/5556 (30 January 1555)
13. AMD, FF 655/5546 (26 July 1553)
14. AMD, FF 655/5570 (10 June 1559).
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also a reflection of newly dominant inheritance practices in Douai, prac
tices that gave children devolutionary rights. This had not, let us remem
ber, been the rule under custom. Then, parents would do what they wished
with their property before death, and their estate was divided equally
among their children at death only if the parents had not made prior
provisions by means of a will or other legal instrument. During their lives
parents could endow a child generously at marriage but still allow the child
to collect an equal share of the parents' remaining estate; alternatively, they
could endow a child at marriage, but leave the child nothing in the will.
Theoretically, they could even deny a child both a marriage gift and an
inheritance, although few if any parents did so-and it is hard to imagine
how any child could have married without such support. Nevertheless,
the decision was in law the parents', and their choice depended on what
they thought was best for the child, for other children, or perhaps for the
future earning power of the property-not on how custom's rules about
equal partibility might have operated in the absence of a will or other legal
instruments.

By the late fifteenth century, however, children had implicitly acquired
firmer inheritance rights. No longer did parents seem to feel that they
could manage their estate as they saw fit; now parents not only felt obliged
both to hold their estate for their children and to pass it on to them at
specified moments in the life cycle, they felt obliged to demonstrate their
compliance with these rules. Hence, beginning in the fifteenth century,
if not earlier, most propertied Douaisiens formally calculated marriage
gifts as advances on inheritances in a way they had seldom done a century
earlier. They did so by specifying that the portements they gave were part
of the future inheritance; some contracts went on to specify that, in ac
cepting their marriage gifts, the new couple was relinquishing a future
claim on the estate. These provisions thus accomplished two goals: chil
dren were assured a "fair" portion of their parents' estates, and parents
were assured that they would be seen as having taken care of their children
properly.

Thus, when Franchoise Le Q11ien's marriage contract, written in 1521,
laboriously explained that her "lit, couverture, et deux pair de lincheulx"
came from her father, that the 400 livres parisis in cash that she listed in
her portement was from her grandmother's estate, which her father had
held in trust for her, and that three of her landholdings were from her
grandfather's estate, while one had come from her grandmother's, we may
presume that the object was in part to demonstrate compliance with previ-
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ously issued wiUs or other legal instruJments, to acknowledge that she had
been given her due. A similar motive prompted Catherine Wallers, who
in the same year recognized the 400 livres parisis she took into marriage
as a "don de son pere," given by way of his will. 15 Marie Du Mont's mar
riage contract explicitly related her naarriage gift to her inheritance, for
when she took 300 livres parisis as her portement, she agreed to make no
further claim on her father's estate.16 Marye Le Gentil was equally clear,
for she agreed that when she married she would take either 1,500 florins
carolus at the time of her marriage or wait to receive 2,200 florins when
her parents died. 17 Annette De Warenguies acknowledged the 200 livres
she received in her portement as a gift of her father and mother, as was
the promise of a share in their "biens" when they died.18 When Marie
Admiral married in 1555, she certified that the 100 livres parisis received
from her parents was an advance on rnoney promised in their will. 19 Mar
gueritte Cresteau, who married in 1566, acknowledged that the land rents
she took as portement were her share of her grandfather's estate and that
she was to receive them only upon her own father's death.20 Marie De
Gentil, who married in 1551, labeled the 1,200 florins carolus and her
wedding clothes that she took as part of her portement as her share in
the estate of her parents.21

It was not brides alone who made such agreements with parents. The
marriage gifts given sons were in these days similarly counted as advances
on inheritances. It is surely for this reason that so many of the marriage
contracts from the late fifteenth and sixteenth centuries included a listing
of the groom's portement. The itemization served, of course, no purpose
regarding the husband's survivor's rights, as it did for his bride. As survivor
of the marriage, he owned the entire conjugal fund, which included all
his wife's property except that specifically marked for others in the con
tract. For him, the listing served only to specify-and thus both to guaran
tee and to limjt-his inheritance.

By labeling and naming pieces of property, their original owners, their
proximate donors, their proximate recipients, and their eventual disposi-

15. AMD, FF 914 (24 Apnl 1557).
16. AMD, FF 914 (20 January 1557)
17 AMD, FF 914 (13 November 1557).
18. AMD, FF 914 (1557).
19. AMD, FF 655/5560 (11 May 1555).
20 AMD, FF 655/5579 (25 June 1566).
21. AMD, FF 655/5543 (13 November 1551).
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tions, Douaisiens did more, however, than settle such legal matters. They
also expressed their new ideas about property and its function in social
ordering. No longer, they seemed to say, was wealth to be thought of
as the earnings generated with the tools, houses, shops, furnishings, and
personal property one had been given. Now wealth was the property that
one had been bequeathed, the property one held for life, the property that
would pass on to lineal descendants or return to the line at death. Of
course the economic character of these tools and furnishings, clothing and
jewelry, shops and inventories had changed not one whit. This was still
movable, still infinitely fungible, still precariously ephemeral property.

Nevertheless Douaisiens seemed to be denying that this was so. Even
clothing, coin, tools, jewelry, shops, and houses, when labeled in marriage
contracts and tracked back to their original owners could, they seemed to
say, serve to connect their possessors to the people from whom they had
been born or to whom they would give birth. In the process of redefining
wealth, Douaisiens were thus creating a new dimension for the circulation
of property. This realm was not spatial, as the household had been imag
ined in old custom, and it was not bounded by a line dividing those who
used the property productively from those who did not, as it had been
under custom. The realm in which property now circulated was temporal,
and its boundaries were set by blood, memory, and imagination, not by
residence and use.

The marriage contract, with its laborious tracking of marriage gifts, was
an important vehicle of this transformation of property's meaning, but it
was arguably not the most powerful one. Rather, it was the testament in
which the imaginary was best articulated.22 Let us look at an early example
of this discourse, the testament ofNicaise De La Desous (Dis Dou Pont),
written in 1364.23 The will began, as Douaisien wills of this period usually
began, with token gifts to the clergy who would officiate at his death, to

22 The Douaislen wIll, lIke all wIlls, was not of course a vehicle for the dlrect expression of
property Interests, but a complex constructIon authored In part by the legal system For a fuller
dIScussIon of Douaislen testamentary practices, see Martha Howell, "FIXIng Movables GIfts by
Testament In Late MedIeval Doual," Past and Present 150 (February 1996): 3-45, and the refer
ences CIted thereIn, espeCIally PhIlIppe GoddIng, "La pratIque testamentalre en Flandre au 13e
Sleele," Tzjdschn;ft voor Rechtsgeschzedenzs 58 (1990)' 281-300.

23 AMD, FF 862 (20 December 1364)
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the poor tables, and to the maintenance fund of his parish church. But
it then continued with a much longer list ofbequests of individual objects
to selected rela6ves:

To the six children of his brother Jehan De La Desous, and to the
two children of his other brother Pierot, he gives 1 rasiere of
land, to be distributed among them equally;

To the two children ofJacquemart De La Desous and to the
daughter of Gillon De La Desous (who is deceased), he leaves
2 coupp res of land, to be divided among the three;

To Jaquemart De La Desous, his brother, he leaves a gown, his
best ("une reube toute Ie meilleur que Ie dis Nichaises ara au
jour de son trespas") and two pairs of draperies;

To Jehan I)e Le Desous, son of Jacquemart, he leaves a
featherbed ("une keute"), a pair of linens, and a copper pot;

To his godson, he leaves his best bed "tout estoffe" [fully
furnished], but without pillows, one copper pot, and his best
bronze frying pan;

To Hanotin Le Ticulier, his cousin, son ofJacquemart Le
Ticulier, he leaves his house and holding;

To Esthievenart De La Desous, his nephew, he leaves a
featherbed, a pair of linens, his best after those already named;

To Katheri ne, sister of Esthievenart, he leaves a copper pot and a
bronze frying pan with a pair of linens;

To Jehane, sister of Esthievenart, two decorated pillows;
To Kathenne, daughter of Jacquernart De La Desous, he leaves a

pot with two handles, and to Jehane, daughter of Katherine, a
bronze frying pan, the best after that mentioned earlier;

The surplus of his estate he leaves to his executors to distribute to
Douai's poor, on behalf of the souls of his relatives named in
the will; ...

De La Desous probably chose to distribute his personal effects so
widely in part because he was childless. But he was not alone in so carefully
parceling out his movable property in this way. In the same era, Bernard
Huquedieu, a tanner, made cash gifts of200 francs to his son and daughter
together (in total, about 330 livres), but also gave his grandchildren his
best drinking vessels.24 Catheline Q11oitre, a widow of modest means, gave
her house and the "sourplus" of her estate to her son, but she first took
pains to distribute treasured personal and household objects to friends and

24. AMD, FF 869 (14 May 1401).
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other relatives-for example, a bed, its coverings, pillows, and linens to
her niece; the "drapiaux" that she wore daily to her sister; her best"court
mantel" (short coat) and "cotte hardie" (cloak) to another sister; a rosary
decorated in silver and a reversible cloth to a women friend; and another
piece of cloth along with a box decorated in coral to still another woman.25

Margherite Daire, a widow somewhat richer than Qyoitre, made the same
kinds ofgifts-an onyx cup to a nephew; a book of hours to her nephew's
wife; rings to another niece; yards of luxury cloth to a man; silver cups,
rosaries, beds and linen, tinware, cooking pots, and kitchenware of all
kinds to a niece "for her services"; and similar household goods-a bed
with a stitched coverlet, rugs, draperies-to another niece who had ren
dered special services to her late husband.26 Marie Le Grand, also a widow,
left her best bed equipped with two pair of bedclothes, two pillows, and
a serge coverlet; her good "cotte hardie"; her best "cotte achambre"; her
good "plinchon"; a "banquier"; and six of her best cushions to a Jehane
De Hainau, stipulating that Jehane's husband, Jehan Bellemer, would get
only the bed if his wife were to predecease him. She left similar gifts to
nineteen others, including silk purses, rosaries, pots, linens, and fur coats,
to friends and relatives.27

Common as it was becoming in De La Desous's day to separate objects
from land, houses, cash, or an undifferentiated collection of "biens" or
"cateux" (chattels) and give them, individually, to friends and relatives, it
had not always been so. None of the seventeen testators whose wills sur
vive from the period before 1270 (the earliest Douaisien wills we have)
distributed personal effects in this way. Instead, even the richest used the
will simply to assure that their principal assets devolved as they wished.
Ansel Pererin, for example, wrote a short testament in 1259 that gave his
residence and all of his income-producing real estate in Douai, rented or
empty, to his son.28 Marioe Le Paien, a prosperous widow, did little more
in the way of elaborating her gifts. She dedicated substantial rents in kind
and cash to the church (15 sous parisis to the priest cure of Ste. Ysabiel

De Camp Flori, for example), to the poor Beguines (who received thirteen

25 AMD, FF 869 (3 August 1402)
26 AMD, FF 869 (22 May 1403)
27 AMD, FF 869 (13 Apnl 1402).
28 AMD, FF 861 (March 1259), In Monlque Mestayer, "Testaments doualSlens anteneurs

a 1270," Nos PatOIS du Nord 7 (1962)' 64-77, 68-69
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separate rents), :and to her granddaughter (who was given 5 rasieres of
oats, 7 capons, and 40 deniers douaisiens in perpetual rents); to the poor,
she gave the furnishings ofher house, but she did not bother to enumerate
them.29

By the early fourteenth century, however, the pattern exemplified by
De La Desous's will had begun to emerge, and not just among the richest
Douaisiens, those whom we might innagine to have had extra things to
give away. Of the forty wills that survive for the period from 1303 to
1329, eleven displayed an impulse to distribute personal property as he
would later do. 13y the second halfof the fourteenth century testators even
more regularly and more enthusiastically parceled out clothing, jewelry,
furniture, and ljnens in this way. Of twenty-eight wills surviving from
1350 to 1367, nine contained extensive clauses of this kind, and many
others made a few such gifts, of drinking vessels, a "houplande" (outer
cloak) or a "surcot" (overdress). Jehene Malarde, for example, surpassed
De La Desous in her passion to label and distribute objects. She not only
bequeathed SUIllptuoUS clothing, linens, and draperies to a long list of
legatees, she laboriously inventoried her kitchen, her chests, and her public
rooms, and she assigned each item to one or another of her many cher
ished relatives and friends-more than a dozen beneficiaries received
countless, and separately itemized, calibrated pots made of tin, kettles,
frying pans, bolt s ofcloth, tablecloths, napkins, pillows and cushions, bed
spreads, quilts, draperies, tables, chests, benches, silver hollowware, coats,
dresses, purses, belts, hats, and scarves.30

Some eighty years later, the practice had, ifanything, intensified. Pierre
Toulet, a tanner who first registered his will in July 1443 and added two
codicils to it in the next few months, for example, left his wife the 300
florins d'or prornised in their marriage contract but went on to list dozens
ofcups, vases, beds, linens, benches, calibrated pots, table linens, and other
goods that would be hers and then provided a similarly explicit list of
household objects that would go to his son.31 Jehenne De Cantin's will
of January 1455 was less elaborate, but she distributed her goods among
a wider circle. AJthough she bequeathed her children the bulk of the estate
(as "sourplus"), she also specifically chose for them six silver spoons each

29. Al\1D, FF 861 (January 1249), In Mestayer, "Testaments douaislens," 64-77, 68-69
30. Al\1D, FF 862 (26 January 1355).
31. Al\1D, FF 875 (15 July 1443)
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and took from the estate a collection of vases, drinking vessels, fabrics,
coats, cloaks, tunics, jackets, vests, beds, and linens, which she passed
among female friends, relatives, and servants.32

Scholars who have studied wills written elsewhere in late medieval Eu
rope have frequently called attention to bequests like these. From Bruges
to Lubeck, from Constance to Avignon to Genoa, it seems, people often
laboriously named individual objects in wills and distributed them, piece
meal, among friends and relatives.33 My point in dwelling on these prac
tices in Douai is not, therefore, to claim that Douaisiens invented a prac
tice unknown elsewhere; rather, it is to argue that these gifts had particular
social and cultural meaning in societies like Douai's, a meaning that de
rived in part from the way the gifts were made and the nature of the goods
themselves.

By labeling their objects with such care, by attaching them to their own
persons in such specific ways ("my blue dress, the one I wear daily"; "my
best cloak, the one with the fur trim"; "six of my goblets, those with silver
feet"), and by giving specific goods to specific individuals ("my niece Marie
shall have my red satin purse"; "to my goddaughter Jehenne goes my
second-best book of hours"), Douaisiens were affecting both the nature
of the goods and the nature of the gift.

First, they rendered their goods more than commodities, objects worth
more than the economic value they carried. A silver-footed goblet, an
illuminated book of hours, a fur-trimmed cloak, a silk dress, even a stack
of linens or a soup pot-each placed its owner socially, each resonated
with cultural significance, each told a life story. In a paradoxical way, Dou
aisiens thus made these objects seem more than the money they could
buy, seem even to escape commerce. By an alchemy that defies quantifica-

32 AMD, FF 875 (29 January 1445).
33 For the southern Low Countnes, see, In partIcular, GoddIng, "La pratIque testamentalre "

A 1977 memOIr from the UnIversIty of LIege reported SImIlar practICes In thIrteenth- and
fourteenth-century Huy (A. Gaspard, "Etude sur les testaments de bourgeOIs et oppIdaIns de Huy
de 1263 a 1480" [master's theSIS, UnIversIte de LIege, 1976-77]).

Also see Paul Baur, Testament und Burgerschaft Alltagsleben und Sachkultur 1m spatmlttelalter
lichen Konstanz, vol 31 of Konstanzer Geschlchtsund Rechtsquellen (SIgmanngen J. Thorbecke,
1989), Steven EpsteIn, WzlIs and Wealth In MedIeval Genoa, 1150-1250 (Cambndge: Harvard
UnIversIty Press, 1984); Jacques ChIffoleau, La comptabzllte de l'au-dela Les hommes, la mort et

la relIgIOn dans la regIOn d'Avlgnon a la fin du moyen age, vol. 47 of CollectIon de l'ecole franralse
de Rome (Pans DIffuSIon de Boccard, 1980), Ashaver von Brandt, "Mittelalterhche Burgertesta
mente Neuerschlossene Qyellen zur GeschIchte der matenellen und gelstigen Kultur," In Sltzung

sberzchte der HeIdelberger Akademle der WlssenschaJt, phtlosophlSch-hlstorzsche Klasse (Heidelberg. C.
WInter, 1973),5-32
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tion, the goods lost imaginative connection with the very world that gave
them value.

This was indeed a paradoxical process, for it did not involve the replace
ment of one kind of value (economic) 'with another (sociocultural). It in
volved the addition of sociocultural value to economic. These goblets and
cloaks, dresses and soup pots, we have seen, were worth a great deal in
the market, in relative terms much lYtore then than now and relatively
much more to urbanites of the day than to landed aristocrats, for they
made up such a huge portion of urban ,,vealth. So in giving away a dress or
a stack of linens, Douaisiens were not simply distributing tokens bearing
sentimental value to their near and dear. They were transferring economic
capital.

But they were doing more than sinlply transferring economic capital.
They were creating new value, new kinds of capital. When Douaisiens
labeled their objects, when they attached them to their persons and to the
persons of others in their social network, they seemed to remove their
property from the world of movables, of commodities, of mere exchange
values. No longer were their dresses, goblets, furs, linens, prayer books
and soup pots the "biens" or "cateaux'l they had once allowed to pass by
custom or had even lumped together in wills of another time. Now these
goods were fixed in social space, given precise identities, linked to particu
lar individuals, rnade special.

Douaisiens \vere thus employing the products of their commercial
world to slow its motion. Rath~r. than letting these objects circulate as
commodities, rather than simply calling them "biens" and indiscriminately
passing them to others, along with ecus or francs, Douaisiens were in a
sense denying that they could be transferred into another fungible com
modity-a bit of coin, another kind of property, a personal service. By
naming their things, by writing them all down, they were, in effect, saving
them. Thus, Douaisiens sought to resist the implicit logic of their com
mercial world. ]"'hus, they imaginatively rendered their wealth "immov
able." They were fixing movables.

Second, Douaisiens did more than give property new meanings. They
also redefined social relations, for in the process of fixing their movables,
Douaisiens were also fixing social relations. 34 By means of their gifts, they

34. For a fuller verSIon of thIs argument, see Howell, "FixIng Movables," and the literature
CIted thereIn. In general, on the social nature of exchange, see Marcel Mauss, The Gift, (London:
Routledge, 1990). For a recent cntical assessment, see A. AppaduraI, "Introduction: CommodIties
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were placing themselves alongside, above, or below their beneficiaries in
a way that wealth alone did not. Just as a dress, a bed, or a vase acquired
new, oddly less ephemeral value by being named and placed with a specific
individual, the recipient acquired a fixed relationship to the donor by being
given the object. In turn, the donor was himself or herself more securely
placed. When Nicaise De La Desous gave his nephew his second-best
featherbed and its linens, for example, or chose for his niece a copper pot,
a bronze frying pan and a pair of linens, he was saying a great deal about
what he considered their needs to be and even more about their relation
ship to him. When he gave his godson his best bed "fully furnished" (but
De La Desous was careful to specify, "without pillows"), a copper pot,
and his best frying pan, he was putting spiritual and natal kin in the same
sphere, implicitly saying that both were his "parens et amis." His gifts of
objects thus elaborated a hierarchical social network and gave it perma
nence as gifts of anonymous coins or "biens" could not.

Rewriting Gender

The new law had even more profound implications for gender. In contrast
to custom, which had put women in charge of property, recognizing them
as property's creators (even as it subordinated wives to their husbands)
and granting widows of fertile marriages full ownership of the estate, the
new law tended to reduce women to carriers of property. Although the
will, the marriage contract, and the emerging norms they inscribed did
not deny women property rights, they limited women's responsibility for
the assets they carried. As we shall see, the law simultaneously articulated
new ideas about womanhood itself.

The earliest records of this impulse to define women as carriers ofprop
erty-to render them simply trustees ofwealth for other family members
rather than makers of wealth-appear in wills. In his testament dated
April 1248, for example, Aleaume Le Cambier left his house-presum
ably his principal immovable-to his wife, but only so long as she re
mained a widow; should she remarry, he decreed, the house would pass

and the PolItIcs of Value," In The Soczal Life of Thzngs Commodztzes zn Cultural Perspectzve, ed.
A AppaduraI (Cambndge Cambndge UnIversity Press, 1986).
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to their children.35 In the same year, Bernard De Salar, a merchant or
seaman about to venture abroad, wrote a will leaving his house to his wife,
but only for her life; he deeded it to his son at her death. He also provided,
however, that when (and if) he returned, he would revoke the will and
reassume discretionary power over its disposition.36

The men who wrote wills during the fourteenth century seem to have
been similarly concerned to limit their widows' control over conjugal
goods. In 1320, Jehans Li Barbyeres Den Markiet carved 130 livres parisis
out of his estate and gave it to his mother and then left the rest to be
divided equally between his son and his wife.3

? During the same period
Segars De Warlers left his wife only a third of his estate, reserving the
remaining two-thirds for their children.38 Jehans De Bourech took 20
livres parisis froIIl his estate for a daughter who was a nun and, after setting
aside some cash for the church and its charities, split the rest-"en dettes,
meubles, cateaus:, en heritages et en rentes" (in debts, movables, chattels, in
heritages and in rents)-between his VI/ife and their remaining children.39

The fifteenth--century wills written by prosperous men are the same in
this regard.40 Pierre De Le Bacye, an apothecary, left about 10 livres parisis
and a purple fur-trimmed cloak to the church, the tools of his trade to
his brother, and all the "heritages" that had come to him from Jehan De
Bourben to his 'wife, but only in usufruct; they would then pass to his
sister. To his wife, he also gave the surplus but only on the condition that
she did not remarry. If she did, she was to get only a fief containing about

35. AMD, FF 861 (Apri11248), in Mestayer, "Testaments douaislens," 64.
36. AMD, FF 861 Guly 1248), in Mestayer, "Testaments douaislens," 64.
37 AMD, FF 862 (August 1320).
38. AMD, FF 862 (16 March 1311)
39 AMD, FF 862 (December 1313). Not all rnen seemed so Intent on restncting their WId

ows. Some even wrote JOInt testaments WIth their WIves to assure the mutual donation custom
would normally provide only in fertile marriage (AMD, FF 862, Jehan De Bacheret et ChatelIns
De TIllay [September 1312]). Others wrote joint wllls to establish just what relIgious and chanta
ble donatIons each spouse could grant from their .I0int estate and to set aSIde a portIon of It for
relatIves to whom they felt oblIgated (AMD, FF 861, Jakemon De France et Hejars De Ghesna
Ing). Some men who wrote WIlls were not married; a few were WIdowers (most of them seem to
have been childless); a great many were clencs. In general, such men used the WIll to distnbute
theIr property further and WIder than custom would have done, espeCIally to the church and to
chantIes. Jehans De Brebiere, a priest, for example, left hIS property-apparently all in movables
to hIS pansh clergy, abbeys, the mendicant orders, charitIes, and to a long lIst of nIeces, nephews,
and godchildren (MID, FF 862 [June 1313]).

40. The WIlls cited In this paragraph are not In chlrographe, but reglstre. See chapter 3 for
an explanation of the differences between these collections.
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12 couppres of land plus the 400 livres parisis from her portement.41 Jac
quemart Le Libert, whom we met in chapter 3, made a deathbed testa
ment leaving all his property to his wife on the condition that she not
remarry; if she did remarry, she was to pass the children's share on to
them.42

Important as the will was in re-gendering property rights, the marriage
contract soon displaced it as the principal vehicle for the realignment. As
we have seen, contracts typically gave women little authority even to man
age the property they carried. That capacity now lodged with the various
men who oversaw their activities throughout each of a woman's life stages.
As a daughter, a woman was supervised by her father and, in his absence,
by a group of male relatives. As a wife, she was jointly supervised by her
avoues and her husband; as a widow, a woman was subject to avoues, her
children, and (male) relatives. Only as a childless widow, it seems, did a
woman regain full control over the property that was technically hers. But
the property she then owned was only a part of what had constituted the
conjugal hoard.

The Douaisien marriage contract accomplished this supervision as did
all dotal marital regimes, by marking the chief assets in the portement
and directing their disposition after death. The contract for the marriage
of Ysabel Le Dent and Jean De Temple, written in 1441, was typica1.43

The document began (after the usual formulas) with the statement of Le
Dent's portement:

The said Ysabel Le Dent brings to the marriage, as a gift of her father, for
one part, 200 salus d'or or the equivalent in cash, which her father is obli
gated to pay, that is to say: 100 salus in ready cash and the other 100 salus
within the year before Easter 1442. And, for the other part of her porte
ment, the said Ysabel brings, as a gift from her father, 28 mencaudees of
tillable land or thereabouts, in the boundaries of Vaulz in Artois. And with
this a manor and holding in the said city of Vaulz, abutting the holding
of Ondart de Uumleville, this 28 mencaudees of land and the said manor,

41 AMD, FF 448, fo1s 72v-24r (May 1439). Such provIsions were common elsewhere as
well. See, for example, von Brandt, "MItte1a1terllche Burgertestamente," and EpsteIn, Wtlls and
Wealth In Medxeval Genoa

42. AMD, FF 448, fols. 29v-30r (23 June 1439). She did remarry, and dId so rather qUIckly.
But she had her adult chIldren wItness the new marriage contract to confirm that she had obeyed
her first husband's orders' see AMD, FF 617/2410 (31 May 1444) Le Libert had wntten hIS
will in 1439, apparently on hIS deathbed.

43 AMD, FF 616/2321 (23 Apnl 1441).
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which itself contains about 2 mencaudees of land, will be in the possession
of the said married couple and their heirs or representatives forever, but
only after the death of Jean Le Dent ['{sabel's father]; with it comes the
obligation to pay perpetual rents due on the holding to the extent they
exist.

These assets, along with any additional properties Le Dent would in
herit from her lez et coste during the marriage, were to be returned to
her when widowed (her reprise). In addjtion, she would receive an increase
(the douaire or the douaire, assene, et arnendement). As a childless widow,
Le Dent had absolute rights only to this reprise and douaire, although
she was thereby free of the claims of her deceased husband's creditors
and could take her reprise and douaire from the estate even before the
creditors.

If it happens that after the marriage Jean De Temple dies before Ysabel
without a living heir in existence or expected on the day of his death, the
said Ysabel will have and can freely take, without obligation of any kind,
all the heritages she brought to the marriage and all that came to her in
its course, whether by gift, succession, inheritance, or any other way if it
was from her natal kin, with the rents and revenues well and sufficiently
attached. And she takes without obligatlon as her portement in money and
as douaire, assene, et amendement of the marriage the sum of 500 francs,
at 33 Flemish gros for the franc.

To assure Le Dent her douaire, her groom pledged to secure it in real
property:

which 500 francs the said Jehan De Telnple has promised and is obligated
to convert into land or rents situated in the city or territory of Douai within
a year, for the security of the said Ysabel.

It was not Le Dent alone, however, who looked over De Temple's
shoulder to see that he kept her property safe; she was assisted by her
avoues:

And all this with the counsel and advice of Ysabel's advouez named below,
with the requirement that the heritages or rents bought by Jean De Temple
may not be sold, given away, transferred, or alienated without the permis
sion ofYsabel and her "advouez." If they are sold or [the rents] repurchased,
the revenues therefrom must be reinvested in similar heritages or rent, as
already required, for the profit of Ysabel.
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This contract did not specify Le Dent's rights in the event children
were born of the marriage and seemed to give her rights to the reprise
and douaire (increase) only if she was childless. Other contracts of the
period did, however, spell out what this contract seemed to assume-that
a widow who had born a child inherited all the estate but was obligated
to hold it for children born of the marriage.44 Some contracts, especially
those written in the later fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, explicitly gave
all widows (childless or not) a choice between the douaire coutumier, that
is, usufruct on the whole estate, and her reprise and douaire.

Widows obviously gained some important rights under this regime.
The property they brought to the marriage was more secure than it had
been under old custom, for women were now guaranteed, at a minimum,
return of that which they had brought to the marriage, something old
custom was not able to do. They were also almost always guaranteed an
increase on it, as Le Dent was, either in the form of an outright grant of
property or as usufruct on part or all of their deceased husbands' estates.
Alternatively, they typically could choose to "stay" in their husbands' es
tates, thereby acquiring usufruct on the couple's combined properties.

It is also true that women did not lose their claims to patrimonial wealth
under the new regime. Women married by contract normally received
cash, dresses, and jewels as portements, but they were also commonly
given furnishings, tools, houses, rents, and land as well. 45 Of the thirty
five marriage contracts that listed the bride's portement in a sample from
the mid-sixteenth century, for example, all but eight of the twenty-one
women labeled "rentier" or "prosperous" carried rural or urban real estate
(almost by definition, "householders" had no such properties). Among the
six rentier brides whose grooms also listed their portements, three carried
land or land rents-a proportion exactly matched by their six grooms.
Among the fifteen "prosperous" marriage contracts in the sample, there
were seven that listed the portements of both brides and grooms: in only

44. See, for example, AMD, FF 655/557 (7 March 1555).
45. UnlIke theIr contemporanes In other parts of Europe, who typIcally were gIven only cash

and personal property at marnage, whIle their grooms were given the land, houses, and tools that
made up households, women In Douai were endowed at marnage In apprOXImately the same way
as men. See Jean HIlaIre, Le regzme des buns entre epoux dans la regwn de Montpelher du debut du
Xllle szeele it la fin du XVIe szeele Contnbution aux etudes d'hzslO1re du drozl ecnl (MontpellIer:
Causse, Graille and Castelnau, 1957), 55-64, for the constrast; also see Diane Owen Hughes,
"From Bndepnce to Dowry In MedIterranean Europe," Journal ofFamz/y Hzslory 3 (Fall 1978):
262-96, and Jack Goody, "The Development of the FamIly and Marnage In Europe" (Cambridge:
Cambndge UnIverSIty Press), App. 2
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four did the bride carry no land, land rents, or urban real estate, a number
just about matched by the three grooms who were similarly endowed only
with movables.46 'These figures differ hardly at all from similar measures
taken almost two hundred years earlier, in the 1390s, long before the new
ideas about marriage and gender were dominant; in that sample, there
were seven rentier brides, five of whose grooms listed their portements;
brides and grooms in this sample were exactly equally endowed with land
and land rents. j\mong the "prosperous" brides, there were four grooms
who listed their portements and, again, there was little difference between
male and female portements in these rnarriages.47

Hence, the new marital property regime did not significantly alter the
nature of the assets entrusted to women. The issue here is not, however,
the nature of wealth passed to women or their financial security; it is fi
nancial control--the right to manage and use property. It was in this
regard that the new regime was pro£)undly different from the old. A
woman in this regime had very limited power over the property she took
into and out of the marriage. As wife, her portement was managed by
her husband, subject only to restrictions on named assets that were super
vised by the wife's avoues or other male kin. As widow, she only exception
ally had the power automatically granted the customary widow. Her re
prise and douaire would be returned to her, to be sure, but the heritages
in these funds \vere marked for others after her death-children, natal
kin, or even the widower should she predecease him. The contract for
Gillette Cardron and Andrieu Dapvril, written in 1549, was in this way
typica1.48 It provided that the house and holding that the bride had brought
to the marriage, along with an orchard, would pass to her plus prochains
at her death if no children of the marriage had survived; if there were
children, her widower would hold the property for life, but it would pass to
their children after his death. Should she survive her husband, the contract
implied, she would hold the assets for any children of the marriage. The
Douaisien woman thus lost her traditional status as creator and (potential)
manager ofwealth. Now she was wealth's passive carrier: its creators were
the lez et coste; its managers, the men in her life; its owners, her children.

46. AMD, FF 655.
47 See pp. 106-7 above.
48 AMD, FF 654/5542 (2 May 1549).
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,(jving with the~w

So profound a redefinition of property, social place, and gender could
not have come easily. No wonder, then, that Douaisiens took many long
decades, even centuries, before they fully adopted the new rules. No won
der, too, that the transition created the kind of confusion illustrated by
the Le Libert v. Rohard case. Douaisiens' hesitation in moving from old
custom to the new marital property regime was not, however, solely the
result of the magnitude of the changes involved. It also reflected, surely,
Douaisiens' uncertainty about the suitability of the new, for in certain
ways the new marital property regime served gender and social order little
better than the old.

The Complications of Multiple Ownership

The new law's most obvious disadvantage lay in its capacity to complicate
asset management. As we have seen, the new regime implicitly or explicitly
assigned assets to individuals or categories of individuals outside the con
jugal household or junior within it, granting them ownership rights equal
to those of the heads of household. Guillemete Le Regnier's contract,
written in 1522, was in this respect typical. The goods she brought to the
marriage-l,200 livres parisis, partly in goods from her father's business,
along with a rental income of 60 rasieres of wheat, 24 rasieres of land
held in fief, the livery for a male servant, and personal property-were
effectively reserved for her natal kin. Her husband, although he was titular
manager of the property during marriage, in fact had little real authority
over the property, for he had to be ready to deliver all her "heritages, biens,

144
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et meubles" that had come from her "lez et coste" to her "plus prochains"
at her death.1 Thus bound to future owners, Le Regnier's husband was
hardly the "baron," or "seigneur et maitre" of the household, as he was
often styled; instead, he was reduced to caretaker of assets guaranteed to
others. He had no independent authority to exchange these properties for
other kinds of wealth or even to borrow against them. He could indeed
manage her wealth, but he was accountable to her kin on how well he
had done it, especially with respect to the named heritages or other biens
labeled in her contract.

It was exactly these limitations that old custom had seemed so deter
mined to avoid. Under custom, decisions about whether to make wool
cloth or silk, whether to put cash into grain or real estate, whether to train
sons for commerce, the law, or royal service, all were in principle made
solely by the head of household. During his life, this was the husband;
after his death, it was his widow. In this way, decisions could be made
quickly, and, in theory at least, made by the person who knew most about
textile markets, grain prices, real estate investments, and the employment
prospects in the trades or professions, since the person making the deci
sion was in the business or close to people who were. The new marital
property regime sacrificed such efficiency. Because ownership ofassets was
divorced from nlanagement of them, business decisions were more diffi
cult to make. On balance, surely, they were made less well.

Another disadvantage of the new law lay, somewhat paradoxically, in
its capacity to disrupt kin relations. Although the system intensified kin
ship bonds by rnaking kin joint property owners, the new law simulta
neously increased the possibility for friction among relatives because it
confused their respective property interests. The Le Libert v. Rohard case
exemplifies one common pattern: stepparents (and stepchildren) vie with
children for control of property left by their common relative.

Another, froJm 1440, was similar in structure but seems to have been
considerably more acrimonious than the Le Libert dispute. When Jehan
De O1Iiercy married, some years before the case, he was promised that if
his father were to predecease him, he would be heir to half of a rent of
11 couronnes d'or that had long before been purchased on their joint lives.2

1. AMD, FF 649/5146 (11 June 1522)
2. AMD, FF 292, fols. 68-71 (26 September 1440). The marriage contract has not survIved,

the dIspute, howevel, was not about the terms of the contract, but about Its execution.
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By the time the suit was brought, the annuity had long since been re
purchased by its obligor (a privilege commonly granted sellers of annuities
in this period), at 8 deniers, that is, at 92 livres 8 sous parisis for the half
interest. When De Qyiercy's father died, some years after De Qyiercy's
wedding, his widow (De Qyiercy's stepmother) had chosen to "stay" in
her husband's estate, and the son claimed in this suit that she had kept
the 92 livres 8 sous that had come to the estate when the obligor had
repurchased his annuity. De Qyiercy sued for that amount, plus about 10
livres for a "drap" that he said his father's sister had given to his own wife
but had been left in his father's house. In addition, he claimed the payment
due the executors of his father's estate (40 sous) plus his own expenses,
at 24 sous per day, for three days. His stepmother countered that De
Qyiercy had already received 20 livres 18 sous from his father in 1429
and that she and her stepson had made an agreement in 1438 (presumably
right after the father's death) that had settled any additional outstanding
claims to the annuity. The court apparently judged the latter agreement
invalid (or perhaps the widow did not have written proof of it), and the
son won the 92 livres 8 sous representing his portion of the annuity's
principal. He lost, however, his claim to the cloth and the expenses.

Whatever the legal merits of the son's claim-and he seems to have
had the law only partly on his side-his suit's significance for us lies not
in the judgment, but in the social and cultural meanings being constructed
in the testimony. The son not only intimated that his stepmother had
secreted away his money, but also that she had stolen a valuable cloth left
for his wife. The charge did not entirely stick, but De Qyiercy was able
to show that the widow had kept the annuity meant for him. She was thus
by implication, suspect as widow-as the "deputy husband" she seemed to
aspire to be-and she was instead aligned with the maratre, the mistrusted
and despised stepmother of fairy tales.

Another case from the same period bears as eloquent witness to the
ways this marital property regime created tensions between in-laws. In
1435, a father tried to regain property he had given his son-in-law and
his deceased daughter during their marriage on the grounds that it was
not part of the portement promised by the marriage contract and thus
should be returned to him, not kept by the widower as part of the wife's
estate (to which husbands married under contract typically were heir).3
The properties in question were 24 livres parisis that the father admitted

3 Al\1D, FF 289 fols 182-83v (28 May 1435). The marnage contract has not survlVed
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having given to his son-in-law "to aid him in the expansion of his drapery
business"; he also acknowledged that he had given his daughter numerous
household items, including "a featherbed with its furnishings ... worth
10 livres monnaie de flandre, a rabbit throw for bathing children, worth
6 livres monnaie de flandre, a screen vrorth 20 gros," but these were gifts
made personally to her, he said, not to the conjugal fund. In addition, he
had gratuitously provided housing and lodging to the married pair for
three years.4

The son-in-law replied that many of these furnishings had, in fact,
been due as portement and that the rest had come, not from the father,
but from other relatives: "a bed and many jewels and [other] goods" from
a grandmother's will, a silver-decorated belt from her mother, along with
other jewels and clothing plus 16 "escus d'or." He also denied that he and
his wife had lived with their in-laws ("they had continuously maintained
their own household and had provided for themselves and had paid their
household expenses themselves, never with the goods of the plaintiff," he
protested) although he acknowledged that "on holy days and feast days"
they had often dined at the in-laws. I-fe further denied his business debt
to his father-in-law. In the end, the echevins ruled that the business loan
had in fact been made and that it had to be repaid, but that the rest of
the properties claimed were not to be returned to the father; they belonged
to the "sourplus" of the daughter's estate and, as such, were the son-in
law's rightful property.

One of the issues at the heart of this case was the definition of the
portement, property that in theory \vent to the husband after his wife's
death unless it had been specifically n1arked for return to her kin. In this
case, the problem was that the portement-being made up of movable
and hence constantly mutating goods such as clothing and linens-could
not easily be d'Lstinguished from other properties the bride might have
been given as hers alone. In practice, all were part of the "household,"
each like any 0 ther.

Still more significant was the question of where the lines between the
conjugal pair and the "lineage" were to be drawn. The newly married cou
ple had not lived with their in-laws, but they were accused of having done
so, and the son-in-law admitted they often had dined with their in-laws
"on holy days and feast days." The young couple had also taken substantial

4. Al\1D, FF 289, fo1. 183.
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favors from them, even financial help for their businesses. Thus, the
boundaries between conjugality and kinship had been eroded. When the
marriage ended, however, the conjugal unit was dissolved, and it was nec
essary to redistribute the household's assets and liabilities, giving to the
bride's kin what was originally theirs and the husband's (in this case, the
husband himself), what was theirs. Under old custom, no such dissolution
could have occurred: all property in the conjugal fund-whether originally
from a marriage gift, from earnings, or from services, cash, or goods deliv
ered in the course of the marriage-would have gone to the survivor of
the marriage, for the conjugal unit would have survived the marriage. Un
der this new regime, however, every ecu, every fur rug, every bed, every
necklace was subject to dispute.5

The Complications of Gender

More destabilizing still was the new regime's effect on gender. Like old
custom, the new law positioned women to subvert the gender order just
as it positioned them to enact a particular version of gender hierarchy.
Because the terms of gender hierarchy were not the same in this regime
as they were in custom, however, so too were the instabilities produced
by the regime different from the old. Under this system it was not the
powerful widow or the "dumb" wife turned "speaking" widow who was
the potential source of tension, as it had been under custom. Under this
regime, it was the protected woman, the woman so perfectly protected
that, paradoxically, she was perfectly free to wreak havoc.

Let us look, by way of example, at a case brought by Simon Gabriel,
widower of a woman to whom household goods worth about 100 livres
had been bequeathed by her late sister.6 Gabriel brought his suit against
George Harpin, widower of the sister who had made the gift. Harpin
countered that his late wife had had no power to promise these goods.
Her marriage contract with Harpin had provided that she could grant
only 40 livres in testamentary bequests, not the 100 livres she had in fact

5. Mananne Dannee1 prOVIdes abundant examples ofhow these conflIcts arose In late medieval
Ghent, as wIdows squabbled over how to dIstnbute the community goods In the estate (movables),
whICh were to be dIVIded between the wIdow and lIneal helfs: Danneel, Weduwen en wezen zn
het laat-mzddeleeuwse Gent (Leuven and Ape1doorn. Garant, 1995), 264-92

6. AMD, FF 292, fo1s. 38-40v (ca 1440).
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left her sister. Gabriel had tricked her into making the illegal gift, Harpin
continued, for C;abriel had come to her seeking the bequest while Harpin
was out of town and when she was suffering from a "a very serious illness"
and in no position to make sound decisions.

Harpin was on firm legal grounds (for his marriage contract had not
given his wife the power to make gifts of 100 livres), and he won. What
is interesting here, however, are the gender definitions that underlie Har
pin's narrative, not the legal ruling itself. Harpin portrayed his late wife
as in need of constant protection-unable even to know the terms of her
own marriage contract, so ignorant that she could be tricked into believing
what was patently not so. It was her husband who "knew." As the one
who "knew," he functioned as her protector. When he was out of town,
away from her side, she was vulnerable; by implication, she was safe
and others were safe from her errors-only when he was there.

Another cornmon variation on the theme of the woman in need of
protection appears in cases concerning widows who had married by con
tract and had chosen to stay in their husband's estate, thus relinquishing
the protections provided by the contract. To judge from the lawsuits that
frequently followed, these women often failed to realize that the estate
they enjoyed ~ras burdened by debts for which they were liable. Thus,
for example, we find Marie Hourdain, widow of Honnere Emery, who
vigorously profi~ssed ignorance when she was brought to court by the min
isters of the Church of St. Pierre in 1442.7 The ministers charged that
Hourdain owed rental payments on a house her husband had bought from
them in 1423, which was now part of the estate Hourdain had claimed.
Hourdain countered that her husband had managed the purchase and that
she knew nothing about any rents due on it ("se ladite rent avoit este
vendu par decre ou aultrement elle en savoit riens" [if the said rent was
sold by decree or otherwise she has no knowledge of it]). She lost, for as
holder of the douaire coutumier, she was responsible to her husband's
creditors. No lnatter that she may ,veil have been truly ignorant of her
husband's dealings, no matter that she may well have been the shielded
wife the marriage contract assumed \\romen to be; no matter that the credi
tors may have been lying about the past debt. By choosing the douaire
coutumier, Hourdain had lost the protection of contract-and with it,
her ability to claim ignorance.

7. AMD, FF 292, fols. 177-78v (22 June 1442).
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It will surely not have escaped readers that both the Gabriel v. Harpin
and the Ministers v. Hourdain cases resemble the kinds of lawsuits pro
duced by old custom in that they too feature wives who were fully con
tained by their husbands. There is, however, a difference between the two.
The women who had married under contract were contained because they
required protection; the women who had married under custom were con
tained because their economic powers-and all their property rights
were delegated to their husbands, the heads of household. The shift then,
was not so much in what women could or could not do as wives (in either
case they could not do much with any property in the marriage, no matter
its source) but in the definition of womanhood implied by the legal re
gime; although subtle, the shift was real. Women of custom were imag
ined to be competent to manage property, to create it, not just to carry
it; they were denied the right to exercise their competence during marriage
because the smooth functioning of the household required it. In widow
hood, their powers were fully restored, however, because then the house
hold had need of them. Women of contract enjoyed no such transforma
tion. Protected in marriage, they were protected as widows as well. Never
did they assume the powers the woman of custom was granted. Although
they were never dispossessed ofproperty and never fully denied managerial
rights to some degree, they were always in some way supervised-by fa
thers, avoues, husbands, sons. In effect, they were imagined to be better
carriers of property than managers of it, better passive trustees for the
assets of men than contributors to the assets of men.

The new legal regime thus resolved the contradiction of custom that
made wives their husbands' full dependents, people without property
rights of their own, but made widows fully independent, suddenly and
magnificently able to exercise full rights over the property over which their
husbands had been lords. But the new law did not thereby eliminate wid
ows as a threat to social and gender order; it simply created new sources
of tension. The case of Jehanne Buisson, daughter-in-law of the Marie
Hourdain whom we just met, nicely illustrates the dangers inherent in
this new conception of wifehood, widowhood, and the gender relations
constructed by marriage.

Buisson had been married in 1433 under a contract that provided that
she could exit her husband's estate with half of all the goods, movables,
chattels, and heritages they had owned, along with her "bed and its fur
nishings, cloths, clothing, jewels, and the 'furnishings for her body' ('aour
nemens pour son corps')," plus life use of the couple's residence. The other
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half, "burdened with expenses ... and debts," would go to his "plus pro
chains."8 Buisson's parents-in-law owned a dry-goods business, and they
had contributed the house in which the couple lived, their son's wedding
clothes, and 400 ecus in merchandise to their son's own dry-goods busi
ness. When the groom died, in 1435, less than two years after his wedding,
he had incurred huge debts to wholesalers, and immediately after his death
the creditors descended. Buisson, no fool, simultaneously filed for her re
prise and douaj re and sought to exit the estate, leaving the creditors to
fight over the meager remains. Hourdain, her mother-in-law, was custom
ary heir of these remains and thus liable for the debts; in an effort to cover
the losses, she sued Buisson to force her to stay in the estate.9

Buisson won the case, as a strict reading of the law required. In exercis
ing her legal rights, however, Buisson trespassed on what others consid
ered their rights. She abandoned her deceased husband, she blackened his
family name in the business world, and she left her mother-in-law, an
aged widow, stuck with huge debts. vVith her half of the household goods
firmly in hand--and free of any obligations whatsoever-she remarried
within the year. The protection aff()rded her by contract thus allowed
Buisson to escape the debts her late husband had incurred, to attract a
new husband, and to take all her personal property out of the old marital
estate. The ne",,' marital property thus made the women whom it protected
dangerous, for it freed them from obligations to their former spouse, to
their late husband's kin, and to the households that old custom had once
so unequivocally assigned to the widow's safekeeping.

To be sure, the new law did limit the dangers posed by these widows.
Widows who took only their reprise and douaire out of their marriage
had little of their deceased husbands' wealth-thus little from a former
spouse's property to offer a new spouse. Once the meaning of the douaire
coutumier had been clarified (surely by the end of the fifteenth century,
if not before) those widows who chose to stay in their deceased husbands'
estates rather than take their reprise and douaire had only the use of the
marital estate, not ownership of it, and they had to hold it for lineal heirs
of their deceased husbands. We have every right to suspect that Douaisien
men who chose to marry with a contract did so precisely in order to pre
vent such property transfers, to assure that most of their assets remained
in their line if they should die before their wives.

8. AMD, FF 612/1934 (1433).
9. AMD, FF 290, fo1s. 164-65 (1436), FF 291, fo1. 81v (1436).
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Still, these men did not succeed in preventing their widows from remar
rying. Women widowed by contract regularly remarried, perhaps as regu
larlyas "customary" widows, and they were able to do so precisely because
they were, like the widows of custom, well propertied. Of the twenty-six
widows who married by contract in 1441-43, for example, ten had already
married under contract once before, and at least eight of the eighty-three
women in this sample would again marry by contract. Anecdotal evidence
is as telling. Jehenne Hordain, a widow with four children, married Hue
De Lestree by contract in 1436; by 1440, she had borne him two addi
tional children, but a few years later she married a third time, again by
contract. lO Jehenne Du Mont married Colart De Qyiery, a widower, in
1435; he died in 1440, and in 1441, Du Mont remarried. ll Marie Du
Bosquiel married a widowed butcher, Colart Belot, in 1430. He died in
1435, and she remarried in April 1436.12 Jehene Le Fevre was married in
1424; she was widowed in June 1434, and she remarried in May 1435.
In 1457, she remarried yet again. 13

Contract widows were thus able to walk away from their previous lives
(as widows of custom never could) and jettison all their past loyalties,
previous debts, and old ties. However ardently the new law thus sought
to subordinate women during marriage and rein them in afterward-and
no matter how well it succeeded in this task-the constraints thus pro
vided women a liberty that could undermine the gender order as insidi
ously as old custom's contradictory notions about female agency ever had
done. There was, it seems, no perfect way both to harness women's labor
and their property and, simultaneously, to reserve them for the single pur
poses of men.

The Gender of Givers/The Gender of Gifts

Douaisien women thus had an ambiguous relationship to property. This
was true whether old custom governed their inheritances and marriages

10. AMD, FF 613/2069 (ca. 1436); FF 292 fo1s., 62-64; 117-18v
11 AMD, FF 613/2072 (18 January 1436), FF 616/2347 (26 November 1441); FF 292, fols.

68-71 (26 September 1440).
12. AMD, FF 610/1860 (17 January 1429); FF 613/2082 (27 Apnl1437); FF 289 fols 86

86v, 98, 112verso, 122 (ca 1435).
13. AMD, FF 395, fols 177v-78v (24 July 1424); FF 289, fol. 32 (19 July 1434); FF 613/

2034 (3 May 1435), FF 622/2844 (11 January 1457).
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or the new ideas expressed by the wills and marriage contracts held sway
for them. In either case, these women enjoyed significant property rights,
but in both cases their rights were checked in some important ways.
Women married under custom spent their married years without any for
mal property rjghts at all, but as widows assumed full powers over their
own and their husbands' assets; women married under contract were never
entirely dispossessed ofproperty, but they were never fully in charge either,
not as wives and not as widows.

Given the ambiguities of their position as property holders, we would
expect to find that Douaisien women handled their property differently
from men-that they made different decisions about how to use their
property, when and what to buy and sell or give away, whom to sell or
give it to. The archives in Douai have left only one source that allows a
systematic investigation of such matters, but it is a telling source: the will.
Even a cursory examination of the testaments left in Douai's medieval
archive leaves little doubt that women in Douai had a different relation
ship to property than men did.14 They tended to treat property less as
economic capital than as cultural or social capital. In doing so, I want to
suggest, they helped elaborate the portrait of womanhood that was being
simultaneously constructed by the marriage contract: women were differ
ent from men in their relationship to property; they did not fully under
stand economic wealth and its management; they were in some sense less
than rational; they needed supervision.

Let us turn to the wills themselves. Two interesting features are imme
diately apparent. First, a huge proportion of Douaisien wills-about half
of all my samples-were written by vlomen.15 Evidently, women in Douai

14. Samuel K. Cohn, Jr., Death and Property tn Suna, 1205-1800' Strategus for the Afterlife
(BaltImore. Johns Hopkins UniversIty Press, 1988), prOVIdes a detailed study of the dIfferences
between women's and men's testamentary practlces; although he concentrates on pIOUS bequests,
his general point that women had dIfferent SOCIal and cultural references parallels my own.

15. In contrast, only about 20 percent of fourteenth-century Lubeck's testators were female
(Ashaver von Brandt, "Mittelalterhche Burgertestamente: Neuerschlossene Qb1ellen zur Gesch
lchte der matenell('n und geisttgen Kultur," in Sttzungsbenchte der Hetdelberger Akademte der Wts

senschaft, philosophisch-htstortsche Klasse, 5-32 [}-[eldelberg: C. WInter, 1973]), only about 18 per
cent of Freiburg's i5 percent of Ravensburg's, and 33 percent of fourteenth-century Constance's
(Paul Baur, Testament und Burgerschaft Alltagsleben und Sachkultur tm spatmtttelalterltchen Kons
tanz, vol. 31 of Konstanzer Geschtchts- und Reehtsquellen [Slgmanngen: J. Thorbecke, 1989], 60)
In AVignon, about 35 percent of testators were female aacques Chiffoleau, La comptabtltte de
tau-dela: Les hommes, la mort et la reltgtOn dans la region d'Avtgnon a la fin du moyen age, vol. 47
of ColleettOn de l'emle franratse de Rome [Paris. I)lffusion de Boccard, 1980], 50), and In Cologne
about 53 percent (Baur, Testament und Burgersehaft, 64). In Doual, about two-thirds of all testators
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not only retained meaningful property rights, they had a lively sense of
their rights and were aggressive about using Douai's legal sytem to ensure
that their property went where they wanted it to go. Second, women testa
tors were in different life stages than male testators, and they had testa
mentary control over less property than men did.

The second characteristic is a direct product of legal norms, for law
very much disabled women testators in comparison with men. No married
woman whose husband lived, no matter whether she had married by cus
tom or contract, had full testamentary control over any property. A woman
who had married by custom could write no will at all; a woman who had
married by contract could write a will covering only that property specified
in her marriage contract. Men, in contrast, had much more testamentary
control over their property. If a man had married by custom, all property
in the marriage, including the property provided by his wife, was subject
to this testamentary control; if he had married by contract, he could not
will away his wife's reprise and douaire, but he was often free to do what
he wanted with the rest. 16 Once widowed, a woman who had married
under custom had the full powers her husband had once enjoyed, but he
might well have already disposed of a great deal of conjugal property,
whether by testament, by gifts inter vivos, or by sales. A widow who had
married under contract would be free to write a will covering her own
property, but only if she had exited her husband's estate; if she stayed on
as dowager, she was obligated to hold the estate for lineal heirs.17 Thus,
the demographics of will writing in Douai were clearly marked by gender
dimorphism: married will writers were overwhelmingly male; widowed
and single will writers were overwhelmingly female (see table 4). In total,
between 49 and 52 ofthe 54 to 57 married testators sampled in five periods

were WIdows, whIle only about 36 percent of Constance's were wIdows (Baur, Testament und

Burgerschaft, 61, 65)
16. Many marnage contracts restncted the husband's testamentary nghts, limIting hIm (as It

lImited his WIfe) to small bequests.
17 Not only were most female testators WIdows, but most of the women who wrote wills

after about 1350 had been marned by contract, so even as WIdows they dId not have full control
of the conjugal estate. Even those who had never marned-and there were a good number of
single testators-may have had only lImIted control of their assets, for theIr fathers could well
have wntten WIlls of otherwIse denIed them theu customary portion of hIS estate Many female
testators In Doual who had married by custom were constraIned by wills their late husbands had
wntten or by other speCIal arrangements theIr husbands had made dunng their lIfe, so they too
were hardly ever able to wnte WIlls covering signIficant amounts of marital property
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over two centuries were men (91 percent); 59 of the 77 to 80 widowed
or single testators sampled were women (74-77 percent).

Let us look at one woman's will, written in 1406 by Marie Narrette
Dit De Sandemont, a prosperous spinster. After the conventional pious
opening and gifts to religious and the poor, N arrette goes on to list elabo
rate and separately itemized gifts of sumptuous clothing and household
goods, each made to separate friends and relatives:

To Jeanne De Bourech, widow ofJehan Gascoing, her best long
"drap" in bright blue, which is lined with fur from the backs of
squirrels, and 4 rasieres of wheat, with the charge that she pray
for her;

Item, to Jehan De Haricourt De Durr the Elder, with the same
request, she gives one vase in marbled wood with silver feet; he
can pick the one he likes;

Item, to Jehan De Haricourt Dit Le Petit who lives in Darr, with
the same request, one franc;

Item, to Tassart De Haricourt, with the same request, one franc;
Item, to Maroie De Haricourt, the daughter of Jakemon ... her

best cloak ("cotte hardie") in black fur-lined cloth;
Item, to Gil1otte, wife of the said Jehan De Haricourt Le Petit,

with the same request, her best cloak ("plinchon") lined in
rabbit;

Item, to Hannette Birchard, daughter of Jakemon, her best silk
belt decorated in silver, with the same request;

Item, to Marguerite, wife of Jakemon Birchard, mother of
Jehanete, with the same plea, her best amber rosary, with silver
scarabs;

Item, to Marie, widow of the deceased Jehan De Cantin, one vase
of marbled wood and 2 rasieres of wheat, with the same
request;

Item, to Hanette Baillet, daughter of Nusart Bail1et, with the same
request, a cloak ("cotte hardie") of brown cloth, trimmed with
feathers;

Item, to Caterine, wife of Michel Agace, her lesser cloak
("plinchon") lined in rabbit;

To Marguerite, wife of Jehan Boiscel, her dress ("coritel") with
jasper-colored sleeves, the least one;

To sire Robert De Haricourt, priest, at present cure at Escehaing,
with the same request, 2 francs;

Item, to Sebile, wife of Jehan Du Buisson, citizen of Douay, who
is her godmother, with the same request to pray for her, the
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testator, her best book of hours, the one with nine psalms and
nine lessons;

Item, to H annette Cressoniere, daughter of Pierre, her
goddaughter, her other book of hours, the best after that
already bequeathed, with the same request;

Item, to Marrette De Fevre, daughter of the deceased Jakemon,
her goddaughter, with the same request, 1 franc;

Item, to Marguerite De Hennin, vridow of Jehan Le Fevre, who
lives at the hospital of St. Mahieu in Arras, her best short
overdress ("surcot") trimmed in squirrel, with the same request;

Item, to Agnes Turpine, the BeguLne at Camp Flouay, her coat
made of reversible cloth ("son rnantel de drap melle double"),
the least one, with the same request;

Item, to Jacque Le Caudreliere, a red cloak ("cotte hardie") made
of red silk and lined (or trimmed) with feathers, with the
request to pray to God for her;

Item, to Ivlarie De Haricourt, wife of Jehan De Haricourt de
Druy, one dress ("coritel") with sleeves of jasper and one crepe
kerchie f, both the best;

Item, to l\![arie, wife of Jehan Willate, two couppres of wheat;
Item, to Cede Dartois, a poor wornan living near the house of

Colart Beugart in the street of Jehan Le Goy, her best cloth of
coarse, undyed wool ("blanquet te");

Item, to Ysabele De Warnpont, to Caterine, wife of Andrieu
Alongerrille, and to Christpenne Doubliere, to each, one night
kerchief, with the request to pray to God for her;

To Marguerite Des Plangues, one lined hood made of red cloth
("drap") and one night-kerchief, with the same request;

Item, to Laurence De Merles, one red hood with scarlet trim.

In important ways, Narrette's wilJl resembles Nicaise De La Desous's,
the male testator introduced in chapter 5. But Narrette's is even more
devoted to making gifts of individual objects than his was, and it is this
quality above all that makes her will "female." Ten of the eleven early
fourteenth-century wills in which personal property was itemized and dis
tributed in the fashion adopted by both De La Desous and Narrette were
written by WOJmen, while only half of the testators in this sample were
female; 66 percent of the "object givers" in the 1350-67 sample were fe
male, while only 43 percent of the testators were women; 75 percent of
those writing such wills in register vvere female, while only 37 percent of
the entire group were female. The only sample not so skewed is the early
fifteenth-century one from which Narrette's will was taken; 50 percent of
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those who distributed property in this way were women, a sex distribution
exactly matched in the group from which the wills came.

These distinctive patterns were in part a function of the legal system,
which, as we have seen, determined who wrote wills and when they wrote
them. No doubt, women devoted so much attention to distributing per
sonal property because the wills and marriage contracts that governed so
many women's property rights in this age gave women free access only to
such goods, while reserving land, houses, and rents for patrilineal heirs.
The legal system authored this pattern in another way as well, however,
for by guaranteeing that the typical female testator was a widow or a spin
ster, it also guaranteed that she would have many people to remember
in her will. The typical widow was aged, and she had grown children,
grandchildren, and hordes of nieces, nephews, and godchildren. She
might also have a circle of female friends from her neighborhood. If she
was a spinster her intimates were perhaps more numerous-if less closely
related-than those of a mother and widow. The typical male testator,
in contrast, headed a household; he was usually a younger, married father
whose concerns were his household and his children's and wife's futures.
He had little interest in marking and elaborating a wide social circle; his
impulse was to claim and protect his own.

The intensity with which women attached themselves to personal ef
fects and attached themselves to others through these goods had, of
course, deep cultural roots as well. It had long been and would long remain
the practice in Europe for women to have preferential access to personal
property. IS The typical Douaisien marriage contract often stated, in fact,
that widows were expected to take the clothes and jewels they regularly
wore ("a son corps") when their husband died, even before they filed for
their reprise or the douaire coutumier, thereby honoring the venerable
European tradition that made these goods always a woman's own. 19 But

18 For a fuller dIScussIon of thIs Issue, see Martha Howell, "F!XIng Movables GIfts by Testa
ment In Late Medleval Doual," Past and Present 150 (February 1996).3-45 In general, also see
N. BuIst, "Zum Problem stadtischer und tentonaler Kleider-, Aufwands- und Luxusgesetzgebung
In Deutschland, 13.-MItte 16 Jahrhundert," In Renazssance du pouvozr leglSlatifet genese de l'etat,
ed A. Gouron and A RIgaudiere (Montpellier PublIcatIons de la SOCIete d'Hlstolre du Droit
et des InstItutIons des Anclens Pays de Drolt Ecnt, 1988), and, for a somewhat dIfferent lnterpre
tation based largely on Italian evidence, Hughes, "Regulatlng Women's FashIons," and "Sumptu
ary Law and SOCIal RelatIons In RenaIssance Italy," in DlSputes and Settlements Law and Human
Relattons zn the West (Cambridge: Cambndge Universlty Press, 1983)

19. See, for example, the contract for Jehanne BUIsson AMD, FF 612/1934, in whiCh she
was promlsed, before the estate was splIt between her and her husband's lIneal heIrS, "sa chambre
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it would be too simple to attribute women's testamentary practices in fif
teenth- and sixteenth-century Douai to a simple equation between women
and personal effects such as clothing and jewels. Custom, after all, made
widows full heirs of their husbands and made daughters equal heirs of
intestate parents. Even marriage contracts did not entirely dispossess
women of immovable goods or less personal assets, for, as we have seen,
women married under contract were regularly granted houses, shops, land,
and tools in their portements and took these goods with them as reprises
when they exited the estate.

There can be no doubt, however, that women named personal property,
particularly clothing and jewels, in their wills more often than men did.
Evidently, WOlTlen disproportionately invested in such goods and chose
these among all their possessions to distribute individually. Still, these
choices do not necessarily reflect the frivolous passion for finery that Euro
pean moralists and writers of the day often attributed to women.20 The

estoffe, draps, habls, joyaulx et aronemens pour son corps" (a furnIshed bedroom, cloths, clothIng,
jewels, and personal ornaments). This was, however, a nght not automatIcally accorded Doualslen
women. If these personal goods were not specifically named as part of the repnse or guaranteed
in a separate clause, as they were for Buisson, they were conSIdered under both custom and contract
as part of the conjugal estate. This was also the rule in Ghent, as It was by the logIc of most
community property regImes: Danneel, Weduwen en wezen, 272-74. The custom of late medieval
Genoa, in contrast, always assumed such goods ,",ere women's (as parapherna) and that they were
returned to widows along with their dowry and antefactum (donatto propter nuptias) But there
too, WIdows' claims to these goods were precanous. Husbands regularly mentIoned these Items
In WIlls as though they were legacies left at their dIscretIon, not property due to the woman as
her nght; In a sense, men were thus marlang their sense of proprietorshIp over these goods,
claIming what was technIcally the women's own. ]n keeping wIth thIs tradItIon that linked women
to personal goods, (}enoese men also often gave their WIdows household possessIons-clothes,
cookware, and the bed-(the massancza) as legaCIes, In addition to the dowry and antefactum

proper. see EpsteIn, Wzlls and Wealth zn Medzevaf Genoa, 1150-1250 (Calnbridge: Harvard Uni
versIty Press, 1984.

20 MoralIsts, \-vnters of advIce books, and satirists of the day all charged women wIth an
Inordinate lust for finery. The sumptuary legislatIon of the penod reIterated the theme, espeCIally
that of Italy- see, for some recent studies of the legal rhetoric, Ronald Rainey, "Dressing Down
the Dressed Up' Reproving FemInIne Attire In Renaissance Florence" in Renazssance Culture and

Soczety Essays zn HOllOrofEugene F. Rzce, Jr., ed.J Monfasani and R. G. Musto (New York: ItalIca
Press, 1991),217-39, and DIane Owen Hughes, " Regulating Women's FashIons" In Htstory of
Women In the West, ed. C. Klapisch-Zuber (Cambridge. Belknap Press, Harvard UnIverSIty Press,
1992). Sumptuary legislation In the North was less specifically concerned with women's attach
ment to clothes, je~Tels, and make-up, but the theme appears often in the comIC lIterature of the
regIon. See, for exarnple, Chaucer's "The ShIpman's Tale" or The Fifteen Joys ofMarrtage (Quznze
Jozes du Manage), ed Jean Rycher (Geneva' Droz, 1967).

More generally, see Suzanne W. Hull, Women Accordzng to Men The World of Tudor-Stuart
Women (Walnut Creek, Call£.: AltaMira Press 1996), Ruth Kelso, Doctnne for the Lady of the
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dresses, purses, rosaries, books, even the linens and pots, that N arrette
listed in her will were, we have seen, worth a small fortune, and it was
goods such as these that made up the bulk of her household's assets, just
as they did for most other Douaisiens of the age. Given the economic
importance of such movable property in the Douaisien household, it
makes complete sense that women would have eagerly claimed such goods.
And it is surely a mark of women's property rights in Douai, both under
old custom and the new law that emerged, that they could claim such
valuables as their own.

But there may have been even more to it, another, even better, reason
why women would have been wise to content themselves with personal,
as opposed to immovable, property. This reason lay in the realities of day
to-day life in urban households, for in these households it was much easier
for women to mark personal property as their own. Although the conjugal
fund created by marriage was, in Douai, as it was everywhere, under the
husband's titular control, wives inevitably had some discretionary power
over the movables in this fund, for it was they who made small outlays
for the pantry or the linen shelf, who paid tradesmen, who doled out
wages to servants.21 The structural tensions inherent in such systems are
obvious: all property was under the husband's control, but in practice the
wife had significant responsibilities to manage it. In many places, formal
legal mechanisms were devised to reduce the tensions that inevitably re
sulted. The practices ofestablishing separate spousal properties in addition
to the conjugal fund was of course common to most customary legal sys
tems of northern Europe, and the marriage contracts written in Douai
obviously had this as one of their objectives. But even when marital prop
erties were divided into "his," "hers," and "theirs," into heritages or into
goods due the plus prochains, tensions about who had day-to-day control
over these goods were not eliminated, and many localities devised other
strategies for resolving these tensions. In certain German areas, for exam
pIe, a convention called Schlitsselgewalt was adopted to put a ceiling on

Renazssance (Urbana· Unlversity of Illinols Press, 1956), and R. M. Bell How To Do It (forth
comlng)

21. If the marnage had been made under custom, the conjugal fund lncluded all property,
no matter ltS land or ongln If the marriage had been made by contract, the mantal property
conslsted of three parts-"hers" (the repnse and douaire, assene, et amendement), his (any prop
erty he speclfically marked as "his"), theirs (the rest). The husband had full control dunng marriage
over all that was "thelfs" or "hls," and he had full managenal control over "hers," limlted only by
any specific clauses In the marriage contract treatlng particular properties
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the amount of money a wife could spend out of the conjugal fund without
her husband's explicit consent, in performing her duties as housewife.22

The better-knovrn convention offeme sole (femme marchande publique or
Kauffiau) came at the problem from another direction. Recognizing that
many wives had separate business lives, it provided that a woman could
be declared "feme sole" in order to protect her husband and the conjugal
fund for which he was responsible from the debts she might incur when
acting on her ovvn.23

Yet, however ingenious the legal nlechanisms created to lessen these
structural tensions, the practicalities of everyday household management
derailed the quest for clarity and order. Property brought to a marriage
might technically belong to one spouse or another, and the conjugal fund
might be carefully divided into "discretionary" and "nondiscretionary" ac
counts, but in reality bushels ofgrain, vats ofdye, piles ofbedcovers, chests
of coin, flocks of geese, wagons, looros, or wall hangings could not be
kept fully separate. If locked away, they were useless, and most of them
depreciated rapidly ifunused. Once consumed, they were gone. Once sold,
they had become something else-a piece of coin, a rental income, an
I.O.D. And the income such an asset earned-the goslings the goose bore,
the profits made from the 100m or the dye vats, or the cartage fees earned
from the wagon--could not easily be held apart. Nor could the losses an
object incurred--the wear and tear on the wagon, the death of the goose,
the fall in cloth prices. In practice, there could have been no stable, fully
separate accounts-his, hers, theirs.

As the subordinate in the marriage:. as the ward of her "baron," as the
Douaisien texts of the period called the husband, a wife's claim to any of
this property was precarious, for goods so nondurable could not easily be
tracked. As a widow, she might find it even harder to collect the property
due her-whether it was technically hers, her share of common property,
or a part of her husband's estate. If she had been married under custom
or had been party to a ravestissement par lettre, all the marital estate was
hers, but she was thereby liable to all her husband's creditors; and having
no certain way of knowing what liabilities her husband had incurred, she

22. For a descnp1ion, see G K. Schmelzeisen, Dze Rechtsstellung der Frau zn der deutschen

StadtwzrtschaJt, vol. 10 of Arbezten zur deutschen Rechts- und Verfassungsgeschzchte (Stuttgart W.
Kohlhammer, 1935); he CItes Georg Schmitt, Dze Schlusselgewalt der Ehefrau nach deutschen Recht
(1893).

23. See Schmelzel sen, Dze Rechtsstellung, 89 ff
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had no sure protections against nasty creditors. A widow who had been
married under contract, in contrast, had a constituted right to the reprise
of her portement and to the douaire (depending upon the precise terms
of the contract, her husband's authority to manage the wealth due her as
reprise and douaire would have been to some extent limited), but she had
no straightforward accounting that would allow her to separate these assets
from an estate likely to be composed of interchangeable and constantly
mutating properties.24

In these conditions, all wives would have seen the logic of preserving
and perhaps even stretching traditions that made a woman's most personal
property-her clothing and jewels-fully her own. They would also have
had every reason to mark other goods as their own as well, to label them
so unambiguously theirs that when the marriage ended, neither the widow
nor her heirs would have trouble identifying and claiming what was hers.
What better goods to choose than the linens and pots that she had used
daily, the books and rosaries with which she had prayed, and the bed
where she had slept, made love, and given birth? How better to assure
that the money a wife earned at the 100m or from her cheese, that the
assets tied up in the brewery her father had left her, that the rents she
and her husband had perhaps purchased together, were securely hers?
Thus, while Douai's legal culture worked to restrict women's control over
marital property, it also created opportunities for women. By exploiting
tradition and law alike, women could win more certain control of specific
movables, especially those associated with their bodies and their domestic
spheres.

It is no wonder that Douaisien women collected such movables with
devotion seldom displayed by men. In giving their goods away, women
distinguished themselves just as clearly. The beneficiaries men chose in
their wills were made up almost entirely of lineal relations-male and
female-and men made gifts to these people as though to reinforce lineal
ties. Their bequests, usually made to sons, daughters, wives, and to other

24 All marnage contracts assumed that the husband was manager of all mantal property,
whether provIded by bnde or groom, whether movable or immovable, whether onginally brought
to the marnage or acquIred thereafter In thIs respect, contracts were lIke custom, and theIr texts
often referred to the husband as "baron" or "seIgneur et maitre," the same term used by legal
documents describing custom. Many contracts, however, named certaIn propertIes-usually hen
tages-that the husband could not sell or mortgage, and all contracts placed ImplIcIt restnctions
on the husband by requInng that the repnse and douatre (sometimes made up of specIfically
named propertIes) be returned to his wIdow.
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kin and business associates, consisted of mixed collections of cash, land,
houses, tools, and movable goods and seemed designed to demonstrate
wealth, claim kinship, and preserve craft identity rather than to mark
friendship or favor. Jehans Hans De C:uer, for example, gave several cash
gifts to his parish, the city's mendicant friars, and hospitals; he left 30
livres to his sister; he released his godson from a debt; he gave each of
his godson's sons "a 100m for weaving long draperies, along with the asso
ciated equipment"; to the table of St.. Nicholas he gave his best "robe"
and to each of his executors, he gave one "hanap" (drinking cup); the
surplus went to his heirs.25 Jakemes Painmoulliet gave to Sarem Den
Broel, his wife, all his "gold jewelry, his hollowware of silver and onyx,
all his household furnishings, his equipment, and his looms, large and
small," along with all his houses in den Broel, one-half of his house and
fullery, all his heritages and rents in I)ouai (the disposition of which he
would control after her death); she vias also left 400 livres parisis, her
"draperies, knirurear, and tailored costumes," plus "all equipment, house
hold furniture, and hollowware of silver and onyx" and "all rents" that
were due to him from the city of Douai.26 A generous will, but one appar
ently made in observance of a prior lllarriage contract, and one that ex
pressed its gifts Ln summary language, without the elaboration of objects
and their specific destinations that so distinguished N arrette'swill.

Women, in contrast, made their gift-s individually, parceling out a dress
to one person, a pot to another, a rosary to a third. They chose women
over men as beneficiaries and in general seem to have been identifying
the members of their social network and specifying their relationships
both to the testator and, implicitly, to one another. Marie Narrette's will
was in these ways typical. It included twenty-three female and four male
beneficiaries. All the men bore the falnily name Haricourt; all may have
been related to her as well as to each other, although Narrette does not
tell us that. Four of the women were wjves or daughters of Haricourt men.
Another woman was Narrette's godmother, a sixth was a goddaughter, a
seventh was one of Narrette's poor neighbors. Four other women were
related to another beneficiary (a mother and daughter, an aunt by marriage
and the niece). VVe know nothing about the relationships of the remaining
thirteen women. This was a large and diverse group ofbeneficiaries, some
kin to Narrette, rnany kin to one another, but still more were simply Nar-

25 AMD, FF 862 (May 1327).
26. AMD, FF 862 (October 1315).
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rette's friends and neighbors. Each received a different gift-one a prayer
book, another an elegant fur coat, a third a kerchief, a fourth a bolt of
coarse cloth. Marie Le Grand's will is similar: twenty beneficiaries, a few
of them named as kin of one another, most of them female, only one
clearly a relative of Le Grand; none of them obviously related to any of
the three husbands Le Grand had outlived. Again, Le Grand made clear
distinctions among her recipients. The bed with all its linens and draper
ies, which would go to Jehane De Hainau, would not in their entirety
pass to De Hainau's husband (who was her heir). Margherite Daire used
her will to thank a niece for personal "services" and to acknowledge the
loyalty another had shown her husband.

Women thus bestowed their personal possessions with an apparent de
light, a taste for serendipity, and a rare abandon. When giving away beds,
jewelry, and furs; cooking pots, wash basins, and measuring cups; or lin
ens, pillows, and benches, women played God. They chose their gifts and
their recipients according to rules of their own devising. They gave prop
erty unequally to sons and daughters, nieces and neighbors; they settled
personal debts, they acknowledged prior service, they rewarded loyalty,
they showed love. The man who behaved in this way was the exception;
the woman the rule.

Yet women did not act with this freedom when they passed on the
family's chief immovables. When bequeathing rents, houses, or land,
women normally followed all the conventions; they gave this property
where they ought to have, usually intact, in the form it had come to them,
as though dutifully serving as the conduits of patrimonial assets they were
expected to be. In her will of 1406, for example, Climence Moutonne,
the survivor of two husbands, perfectly fulfilled maternal obligations by
passing to her children the house she had brought to her first marriage
twenty-four years earlier, although she distributed her movables far and
wide.27 Even when women were in a position to make selections among
possible heirs, they tended to respect the norms of custom. Peronne Bon
nier, twice a widow and apparently childless when she made her will, left
lavish gifts of cash and objects to the church, charities, and friends, but

27 Moutonne's first marnage (AMD, FF 589/470 [26 July 1382]) had left her half of the
mantal estate (In whIch her house was Included) plus her "ilt, chambre, draps, ilnge cousus et
taIllez, joyaulx" (bed, bedroom furnIshIngs, cloths, linens, garments, and tador-made clothIng,
jewels), In her second marnage contract (AMD, FF 600/1247 [9 December 1401]), she protected
these assets And In her WIll she gave them to her chIldren (AMD, FF 869 [16 December 1406])
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she gave her surplus in equal parts to her niece and a female cousin, stipu
lating that the house go to her niece alone.28 Jehanne Brigrade, a widow
with a son, left clothing and household goods to friends, but ordered that
the surplus go to her son; if he were to die before his marriage or his
majority, the goods would go to the next in line, her brother and sister;
only if these two had predeceased her, would her properties exit the lin
eage, then going in equal parts to the parish, to the parish poor, and to
priests who would say masses for her soul.29

Whatever thejr devotion to the rules of patrimonial inheritance of im
movables, women were, however, mistresses of the practice ofbequeathing
movables far and wide. We have seen that much in tradition, social prac
tice, and law cornbined to link women to such goods and to encourage
such gift giving. There might have been other reasons as well, however,
reasons that derived from the ambiguous place they held in commerce.
Women were, of course, indisputably in the commercial world. They
bought and sold goods daily, they manufactured commodities for long
distance trade, they brokered deals with traveling merchants, they ran inns
on their own, and they managed the shops attached to their husbands'
ateliers. They also avidly collected the products-the dresses and jewels,
the linens and furnishings-that circulated through this world. But
women were not leading actors here; they were marginal figures, and as
the new marital property regime was instantiated, they became ever more
marginal. Men, not women, officially managed commerce; men domi
nated the skilled trades; men sat on the aldermen's bench. Men were in
creasingly given sole credit for the wealth derived from commerce, men
were granted authority over household budgets. Thus, while women were
in this world of commerce and exchange, they were less fully "of" it.
Bound by gender roles and excluded from the fantasies of control that
men could enjoy,. they were perhaps more eager to hold their goods close
to them, to personalize their gifts, to give life stories to their objects and
less easy about the wonders of unbridled commerce, less willing to let
their material possessions function as Jmere commodities.

The great paradox here is, of course, that gifts of movables did not, in
truth, slow the Inotion of commerce. They could accelerate it, thereby
not only destabilizing the social order but associating women with social
disorder. The rosaries and silk bonnets given to friends, neighbors, and

28. AMD, FF 448, fo1s. 3r-4r (November 1438).
29 AMD, FF 448, fo1 6v (November 1438).
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distant kin were not mere memorabilia, tokens of friendship and love.
They were valuable assets. By giving them away as Narrette and her friends
did-by passing a dress to one friend, a rosary to another, a cloth to a
poor neighbor, a bed to a distant relative-women were heightening, not
lessening, the inherent instability of the commercial world. They were
often moving wealth out of one lineage into another, away from a single
locus of accumulation into the hands of a multiplicity of consumers, peo
ple who might use it unwisely, fail to honor its lineage, spend it. In some
eyes, surely-perhaps especially in the eyes of the men who looked on as
women gave objects worth small fortunes to other women, nonkin, the
poor-these recipients were unworthy, the gifts they received unwar
ranted, and the givers irresponsible.

Even worse from this point ofview, the gifts might not clearly articulate
social rank; they might even confuse it. Narrette's gift of a silk cloak, the
one she gave to Jacque Le Caudreliere, was an unmistakable sign of high
bourgeois status in the early fifteenth-century urban North; silk was still
the clothing of royalty and the cheap woolen imitations that were soon
to confuse the links between fabric and social fabric had not yet come off
the looms of the Low Countries' weavers.30 We might safely guess that
the woman to whom it was given was of a similar class as Narrette, but
we cannot be certain that there was not some difference in station between
the two women, that Narrette was not raising up Le Caudreliere in some
way by bestowing this gift on her. In the case of the blanket given to the
poor woman we can be surer of the implied social meaning: both the act
of giving and the nature of the gift marked the difference between the
two women. But what about the red hood given to Marguerite Des
Plangues; in what way did this gift mark a shared class position or distin
guish the social status of the giver and the recipient? And what about the
next time the article of clothing was passed? Would it serve to indicate
shared status or to measure social distance? And when it was worn by the
beneficiary? What then of its capacity to confer rank? And what subtle
shifts of meaning occurred when the gift had lost its social place, when
a fake red silk cloak could be had even by a simple artisan's daughter?
What then of Marie Narrette's gift to Jacque Le Caudreliere?

30 For the changes In productIon processes that made silk Imitations pOSSIble, see Patnck
Chorley, "The 'Drapenes legeres' ofLIlle, Arras, TournaI, ValenCIennes: New Matenals for New
Markets~" In La draperze anczenne des Pays-Bas Debouches et strategIeS de surVIe (14e-16e sleeles),

ed Marc Boone and Walter Prevenler (Leuven and Ape1doorn Garant, 1993)
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The very law that limited women's property rights and defined them
as inadequate managers ofwealth thus, simultaneously, created new insta
bilities. The law freed them from responsibility for their husband's finan
cial problems, freed them even from an obligation to be loyal to their
deceased husbands; simultaneously, it positioned them to collect, use, and
redistribute movable property-property, let us remember, of enormous
value in this economy. It is perhaps no wonder that this age so often
told and retold stories about frivolous and vain women who spent their
husband's money on silly finery, who careened from husband to husband
in search of still more finery, who loved things in excess.

Rewriting Marriage

If the new marital property regime helped rewrite gender meanings, it had
an even more profound-ifequally paradoxical-effect on the meaning of
marriage. In some ways, the new law "veakened the conjugal bond itself,
for by abandoning the ravestissement, I)ouaisiens also abandoned the idea
that husband and wife could be made one through mutual property inter
ests. They replaced it with an utterly different notion of marital economic
interests, one based on a partial and limited partnership, on restrictions
and withholdings, on boundaries. The result was a considerably less robust
vision of the marital bond as constructed by shared wealth. As we shall
see, this hardly i1mplied a repudiation of marriage, but it did necessitate
a reimagining of the institution.

We can trace this conceptual shift in the language of the marital docu
ments themselves. The original ravestissement par lettre, we have seen,
represented the husband and wife as one, even to the point of creating
the absurdity of a wife who needed her husband's permission to make
gifts to him. The marriage contract sa,,' husband and wife differently, not
as one being but as distinct beings, and it saw marriage between them as
a complex matter, hard to arrange and harder still to preserve.

The text of the marriage contract itself perfectly expressed this com
plexity, both in language and form. Unlike the ravestissement, which im
posed an austere simplicity on marriage, the marriage contract reveled in
recounting the nlultiplicity of nuptial ties. In contrast to the short and
tidy ravestissement par lettre, the contract was long, typically between
seven hundred and two thousand words, and although it was formulaic
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like the ravestissement, its formulas were tortured, its special clauses and
unusual provisions abundant. And the ceremony it described was com
pletely unlike the straightforward ritual of writing the ravestissement.
While the ravestissement was ostensibly composed by husband and wife
alone, in the presence of only two echevins and their clerk, the marriage
contract was written by a crowd. Men and women about to be married
under contract were taken to the town hall by a group of friends and
relatives: always fathers, usually mothers, and very often grandparents,
brothers, stepparents, children of first marriages, uncles, sisters, cousins,
aunts, and friends. Antoinette De Cantin, for example, was accompanied
at the registration of her marriage contract with Ipoitie Berthe in 1570
by her father and mother, her grandfather, her maternal uncle, her grand
uncle, her aunt, still another uncle, and another aunt. The groom was
accompanied by his father, mother, uncle, and two aunts by marriage.31

In a group of forty-four sampled marriage contracts from the 1560s,
twenty-seven specifically named "parens [et] amis" (friends and relatives)
who "accompanied" the bride or groom at the signing of the marriage
contract, most of them potential or actual heirs of either bride or groom.
Seventeen contracts in the sample did not name such "parens et amis" as
witnesses, but most of them did name other actors in the contract-fa
thers and mothers, grandfathers, grandmothers, or aunts or uncles who
made the marriage gifts, or brothers and sisters with whom the gifts were
shared, for example-and we might well presume that these people wit
nessed the marriage contract even though their presence at the signing
was not specifically recorded.32 Once assembled, the large company over
saw the listing of the bride's portement, followed by the many clauses
specifying the distribution of the estate. Then there was the matter of
testamentary bequests made by either spouse and how they were to be
honored; then questions about the disposition of special properties such
as heritages. As written by such contracts, marriage was thus a pact among
many interests-those of husbands and wives, fathers and mothers, chil
dren, and even grandparents and plus prochains.

In this way, the new marital property regime made marriage a messy
arrangement. Its chief text, the marriage contract, looked less like a pact

31 AMD, FF 655/5586 (20 October 1570).
32 In contrast, In a sample of fifty-nIne contracts taken from the 1370s, none speCIfically

named "parens et amIs" as accompanIsts of the bndal paIr, although almost all named avow~~s,

who were frequently kIn of the bnde (although not potentlal heIrs)
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between partners in life than an exhaustive list ofbargaining points among
hostile participants. The rituals surrounding the contract's signing repli
cated the themes of caution and distlust. "Sides" lined up; "amis" bore
witness; "parens'" watched suspiciously as the new bride or groom pledged
to share assets that were potentially the property of these "sides," "amis,"
and "parens."

Yet, it is perhaps the greatest paradox of a history filled with paradoxes
that the legal texts that rewrote marriage as so precarious a financial union
simultaneously rebuilt marriage on ne,v and even more enduring founda
tions. They did so indirectly, subtly, in ways recognizeable only if placed
within the cultural discourse of which they were a part. This was a dis
course in which, as scholars have long pointed out, "affective" ties-bonds
of romantic love., mutual devotion to children, new emphasis on monoga
mous heterosexual desire-were being constructed. Historians are most
familiar with these tropes from the literary and didactic texts of the late
medieval and early modern period-sermons, conduct books, songs, plays,
and stories in which contemporaries constructed the ideal of a union be
tween husband and wife, bound together as much by passion as duty, that
was, entirely contradictorily, both hierarchical and fully reciprocal. In texts
such as William Gouge's OfDomestical Duties of the sixteenth century or
the anonymous Le Menagier de Paris, of the fourteenth, in Franciscan
sermons or Protestant homilies, the late medieval and early modern period
celebrated marriage as the only legitin1ate site of erotic love, the crucible
of personal development, the foundation of a larger moral order.33 The
legal documents surviving from Douai do not, of course, perfectly repro
duce this language, but they nonetheless present a vision of marriage that
is not only entirely compatible with its theme but that seems at times even
to echo its rhetoric.

One of the parallels between this cultural discourse and the Douaisien
legal texts was their emphasis on marriage as partnership. To be sure, the
new Douaisien marital property regilne was in one sense an attack on
the idea of conjugal partnership, for it discarded the notion of economic
commensurability at the heart of the ravestissement, replacing it with an

33. Lyndal Roper's The Holy Household trace~ these connectIons In Reformation Augsburg
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989). Edmund Leites's "The Duty to Desire: Love, FnendshIp, and
Sexuality In Puritan 1'heories ofMarriage," Journal ofSoCtal Hzstory 15, no. 3 (Spnng 1982): 383
408, and WIlliam and Ma11eville Haller, "The Puritan Art of Love," Huntzngton Lzbrary Quarterly
5, no. 2 (1942)' 235-?2, summanze the Puritan lIterature on the marnage bond, where the notIons
of affectIonate marriage and "unequal" partnershIp were most clearly articulated.
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arrangement in which female and male were never the same and in which
male interests always were preferred to female. Yet, like the homilies about
marriage as "partnership" that were so popular in this age, the Douaisien
marriage contract sought to disguise hierarchy as equality. The contract
did so by substituting for the unity of the ravestissement a kind of parity
between bride and groom, a parity based on similar claims if not on equal
ity per see Thus, while it compulsively separated female from male prop
erty and female property rights from male, it also implied a quid pro quo
between husband and wife, always answered a clause that granted the wife
a particular property right with a clause that provided the husband some
right. For example, contracts compiled rigorously parallel lists of survivors'
rights-the wife's death with heirs; the husband's death with heirs; the
wife's death without heirs; the husband's death without heirs-as though
the benefits accruing to each spouse were the same in each of their situa
tions, as they had been under the old ravestissement. In fact, of course,
they were not the same: what a woman received as a widow was never
the same as-never as much as-what a man got as widower; a mother
never had the same powers as a father; a wife was not the substitute for
her husband.

The impulse to represent parity, to substitute parity for unity, was per
haps most clearly expressed in the practice of listing the groom's porte
ment along with the bride's in marriage contracts. The listing had no
practical effect on marital property relations, since the widower's share of
the marital estate was never directly tied to his portement as it was to the
widow's; its chief significance was symbolic, a measure of the groom's
contribution to the marital estate.34 Yet, if the parity promised was decep
tive-if widowers were "more equal" than widows, fathers "more equal"
than mothers-the pretense reveals a great deal about the perceived inade
quacies of marriage by contract and about the ways Douaisiens addressed
their anxieties about these inadequacies.

Marriage contracts recalled another theme of the marriage literature

34. Although marnage contracts had once lIsted the groom's portement only very rarely, it
became IncreasIngly common to do so In the course of the fifteenth century. Twenty-five of the
grooms In a sample of forty-five marriage contracts from the 1550s and 1560s (56 percent), for
example, lIsted theIr portements, whIle only twenty-three in a sample of seventy-sIX contracts (30
percent) from the 1440s dId so. StIll earlIer, in the late fourteenth century, only 10-20 percent
of grooms lIsted the assets they brought to the marriage. The lIsting could also serve to specIfy
groom's Inhentance nghts (see chapter 4)
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that circulated in the wider culture as well. They emphasized the duty of
husband and wife not just to have children-procreation had long been
considered a principal reason for marrj age, probably the chief reason after
its function as an antidote to carnal lust-but to care for them properly.
Thus, contracts figured children prominently and displayed a measurable
concern for their material welfare, often even to the extent of effacing the
mother's interes ts and reducing her to a carrier of her children's property.
Franchoise Le C;uien, for example, was required to hold all her immov
ables-a long list of land, real estate, and rents-for her children.35

When Nicole DIe Raismes, a tanner and widower with children, married
Marguerite De Mailly in 1556, it was agreed that his estate (after De
Mailly's reprise and douaire) would go to the children of his first marriage
"tete par tete" C'head by head"); in the event there were children of the
second marriage, the estate would be split between the two sets of siblings,
assuming De Maillychose thedouaire coutumier (if not, by implication,
De Mailly's children would get nothing from the estate but would be
dependent on her reprise and douaire).36 The 1437 contract between the
widower Collart Tallon, a painter, and Marie Du Bosquiel, widow ofCol
art Belot, also included elaborate provisions for the children of their previ
ous marriages. l~he daughter of his first marriage was to receive specified
sums from Du 130squiel when Tallon died, and the provisions were to be
adjusted according to her age and IYLarital state. The three children of
Du Bosquiel received similar protections, and all four were guaranteed
nurturance, housing, and education: "It is provided and agreed among the
said parties that each, Collart and Marie, is required at his or her expense
to care for and raise their children, to send them to school, to have them
learn a trade, to dress them, to give them what they need as drink, food,
clothing, and lodging until they marry, are emancipated, or reach the age
of eighteen years."3? The words used in this text to describe the care due
children had become, by this time, entirely formulaic, and they reappear
regularly in marriage contracts of this period. It is not only in legal texts
like these, however, that the litany is intoned. The fourteenth-century Le
Menagier de Paris, for example, used similar language in describing the
inadequacies of stepfathers and steprnothers (by definition, in this text,

35. AMD, FF 914 (16 March 1521).
36. AMD, FF 6S5/5562 (17 November 1556).
37. AMD, FF 613/2082 (27 Apri11437).
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bad parents) "who do not think about providing them a bed, giving them
drink and food, or shoes, shirts, or other necessities."38

The contract between Du Bosquiel and Belot, like most from the pe
riod, assigned the tasks of parenting to both husband and wife, but others
from the day also added special instructions for the mother, admonishing
her that if she should survive her husband, she alone was obligated to care
for the children "comme Ie doit une bonne mere" (as a good mother
might). In this clause lies a telling commentary on the ideology of mar
riage then developing, for it suggests not only that marriage was being
equated with parenthood, but that feminine virtue was coming to be asso
ciated with certain maternal tasks. Although this was hardly the first
or the last-European text that would link a woman's moral capacities
to the quality of the care she gave her children ("comme Ie doit une bonne
mere"), it does help signal the shift in the definition of marriage that was
then underway in Douai.39

In addition to marital reciprocity and parenthood, the legal texts some
times even spoke oflove. From the 1550s we have, for example, an unusual
version of a ravestissement par lettre, written when the notion of ravestis
sement itselfwas dying, which attempts to justify what by then must have
seemed an odd decision to share property:

Jean Vallain L'Aisne the elder, bourgeois ofDouai, and Marie De Paradis,
his wife, who live in Douai, Marie being sufficiently empowered by her
husband, which empowerment she has received happily, as she has stated,
declared, and warranted, because most other goods, debts, rents, and heri
tages consist of properties acquired in the course of their marriage through
their common labor, industry, and assets, for this reason andfor the conjugal

love and affection they holdfor one another . .. these partners, the said woman
being empowered as above, wanted and want that, at the death of the first,
the survivor has the entire and total enjoyment and use of all the goods,
both patrimonial and after-acquired, that belong to them and ofwhich they
are the possessors on the day of the said death [emphasis added].40

Sentiment ("pour l'amour et affection conjugale") thus joins labor ("par
la labeur industrie et biens communs") as rationale for the mutual donation

38. GeorgIne E. Brereton and Jane L M. Ferner, eds, Le Menagzer de Pans (Oxford.
Clarendon Press, 1981), bk 7, sect 100, ll. 8-10.

39. On the developIng Ideology of motherhood In the penod, see Clanssa W. AtkInson, The
Oldest Vocatzon Chnstzan Motherhood zn the Mzddle Ages (Ithaca, N.Y.. Cornell UniverSIty Press,
1991), 194-235

40 AMD, FF 655/5564 (8 November 1558)
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between husbands and wives, seeming to explain why, in an age when the
new written marital property law was figuring husband and wives as natu
ral competitors for marital assets, a couple would have explicitly chosen
old custom's principles ofmutuality. A..dmittedly, Douaisiens were not the
only people in this period who laced their legal texts with talk of love,
and they were hardly the first to imagine that marriages were sealed by
mutual affection. But it is just as sure.ly not a coincidence that Douaisien
marital property agreements increasingly figured marriage as a romantic
alliance just when property relations alone could no longer be represented
as the fundament of the conjugal bond.

By the 1550s, such talk of love had become the rule. All the ravestisse
ments in a sarrlple of marriage documents from the 1550s and 1560s,
for example, explicitly linked romantic love with the promised property
exchange. One document spoke of a ';'bon amour mutuel"; another of "la
bonne amour et affection naturelle et conjugalle"; a third attempted more
straightforwardly, if somewhat confusedly, to justify the ravestissement,
explaining that the couple has chosen this agreement "for the strong love
they have for one another and because they have no children of their own
. . . and for many other reasons."41 The contrast with earlier centuries
could not be clearer: none of the ravestissements sampled from the four
teenth century and only a small fraction of those sampled from the subse
quent hundred years contained such language. It was only after 1500 that
Douaisiens thought that "love" could justify a mutual donation of all con
jugal property, only then, it seems, that they thought the justification nec
essary.42

41. AMD, FF 655/5551 (5 March 1555); FF 655/5582 (1 February 1567); FF 655/5584
(25 August 1570).

42. As Lawrence Stone put it, summanzing the long history in which the notion of conjugal
affectIon acquired dominance as the "seal" of marriage, "The nuclear famIly was thus left to stand
far more than ever before on Its own bottom, with little to hold It together but its own internal
coheSIon." Lawrence Stone, The Famzly, Sex and Marrzage zn England 1500-1800, abridged ed.
(Harmondsworth: Penguin Books, 1985),247.



SEVEN

The Weight of8xperience

Douaisiens were not coerced into the legal reform that so significantly
altered the marital property regime. They chose to issue the wills, marriage
contracts, and other legal instruments that undermined custom without,
as far as we can tell, pressure from higher courts or political overlords to
adopt these or any other revisions to custom. In this respect, Douaisiens
were unlike almost all their near neighbors, for, as we shall see in chapter
8, during this age legal reforms of the kind that took place in Douai were
elsewhere often the work of political elites or legal experts. Thus, reform
elsewhere always came more quickly and more cleanly; it also usually left
fewer traces and almost always occurred less voluntarily.

If Douaisiens made this move of their own volition, they did not, how
ever, make it casually. After all, it cost dearly to issue the thousands and
thousands of marriage contracts, wills, and contrats divers that served to
revise custom, and the many lawsuits that resulted from Douaisiens' efforts
to combine the two marital property regimes were undoubtedly unwel
come interruptions of daily life. Furthermore, the changes did not benefit
everyone equally, and even those who, on balance, might have come out
ahead would have had something to lament about lost privileges or new
burdens. Above all these inconveniences, we have seen, lay a more basic
difficulty: the move to the new legal system implied a fundamental reor
dering of social and gender relations. The Douaisiens who adopted the
new rules had to learn to use property differently, to place themselves in
relation to others according to altered standards, and to think about mar
riage, women, and men in new ways.

To change law as they did, Douaisiens thus must have had good rea
sons. Their reasons, I want to argue, lay in the way the new law allowed

174
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them to manage property and to regulate gender hierarchy. In the years
after 1300, Douaisiens became more interested in securing property and
with it, social and gender relations, and they acquired this interest because
both property and the personal relations constituted by it were seen as
more precarious. During this period J)ouaisiens came gradually to regard
the mobility provided by old custom as a burden, not a benefit.

As I have argued in chapter 3, this does not mean that the legal reform
was a direct response to a particular set of fiscal or economic events or
the sudden unleashing of repressed desires for patrilineality. Rather, Dou
aisiens themselves changed as they confronted the challenges of the last
250 years of the Middle Ages. They slowly, hesitatingly came to prefer
marital property law and inheritance practices that preserved property in
male-defined lines of descent, that made woman carriers of property, and
that put sons and sons-in-law under fathers.

Weathering C:risis

At the heart of the difficulties Douaisiens confronted during these centu
ries was the decline of the traditional luxury drapery, for its troubles put
the entire urban economy in peril. As we have seen, traditional historiog
raphy, following Georges Espinas's and Henri Pirenne's magisterial stud
ies, has long enlphasized the extent and the finality of this decline. 1 Evi
dence uncovered since their day has,. however, significantly undermined
this story of unmitigated crises and sociopolitical collapse, not just for
Douai, but for all the great textile to'wns of the region. At least since the
well-known debate about the "depression of the Renaissance" (or the "late
medieval depression"), historians have recognized that certain groups
prospered during this period-the fifteenth century has, let us recall, also

1. Georges Espinas, La drapene dans la Flandrefranfaxse au moyen-age, 2 vols. (Pans: A. PIcard
et fils, 1923), and Idem, La vte urbatne de Doual au moyen-age, 4 vols. (Paris: A. PIcard et fils,
1913), Georges Espinas and Henri Pirenne, eds., Recuetl de documents relatifs al'htstotre de l'tndus

tne draptere en Flandre des ongines al'epoque Bourgutgnonne, 4 vols (Brussels: P. Imbreghts, 1906);
Henn Pirenne, "Stages In the SOCIal HlstoryofCapltahsm," Amencan Htstoncal RevIew 19 (1914):
494-514, idem, Htjtotre de Belgzque, 4 vols. (Brussels: RenaIssance du Livre, 1948-52); and idem,
Early Democractes Z11 the Low CountrIes, 1963 (repnnt, New York: Harper and Row, 1969). For
a recent EnglIsh surnmary of the lIterature on the crises In Flanders, see David Nicholas, Medzeval

Flanders (London: Longman, 1992)
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been named the "golden age of the artisan" because real industrial wages
rose so significantly in the period-and we have long had a rich body of
scholarship documenting the vigor of particular economic sectors, trade
routes, and cities. While some of this literature has focused on England
or the northern Low Countries, whose relative prosperity could be ex
plained by good fortune (their isolation, their timing, or their privileged
access to particular resources), more recent studies have presented evi
dence of economic well being and peace in some of the very centers of
trade and industry from which the Pirennean narrative had taken its origi
nal materia1.2

Espinas's interpretation about Douai itself has been subjected to even
more specific criticism. Alain Derville has, for example, attacked Espinas's
claim that the merchants who ran the cloth industry in the thirteenth
century were truly capitalists. Rather than organizing production, Derville
argued, these men simply played the part of "commercial" capitalists, put
ting very few of their own assets into production itself and relying on
semi-independent small producers to finance inventories and manage pro-

2. FerdInand SeIbt and Winfned Eberhard, eds Europa 1400 Dle Krtse des Spatmlttelalters

(Stuttgart· Klett-Cotta, 1984). The onglnal debate about the so-called depression of the RenaIs
sance (or the late medieval depressIon) was aIred In the Economlc Hxstory ReVIeW 16 (1964) Also
see Martha Howell and Marc Boone, "BecomIng Early Modern In the Late MedIeval Low Coun
tnes: Ghent, DouaI, and the Late Medieval CriSIS," Urban Hxstory 23, pt. 3 (December 1996)
300-24

For the Low Countnes In partICular, see Herman Van der Wee, "Industnal DynamICs and
the Process of UrbanIzatiOn and De-urbanIzation in the Low Countnes from the Late MIddle
Ages to the EIghteenth Century: A Synthesis," in The RlSe and Decllne of Urban Industrtes zn

Italy and the Low Countrtes Late Mlddle Ages and Early Modern Times, ed. Herman Van der Wee
(Leuven. Leuven UnIverSIty Press, 1988),323-27, and idem, "Structural Changes and SpeCIalIza
tIon In the Industry of the Southern Netherlands, 1100-1600," Economlc Hlstory Revzew 28

(1975).203-21. Also see John H Munro, "Industrial TransformatIons in the North-West Euro
pean Textile Trades, c. 1290-c. 1340: EconomIC Progress or EconomIC CnsIs~" In Before the

Black Death Studzes In the "CrtSlS" of the Early Fourteenth Century, ed Bruce M. S. Campbell
(Manchester Manchester UnIverSIty Press, 1991); Idem, "Anglo-FlemIsh COmpetItIon In the
International Cloth Trade, 1350-1500," In L'Angleterre et les pays bourguzgnons (XIVe-XVIe sze
eles) RelatlOns et compartsons (XVe-XVIe s.), Actes du 35 Rencontres du Centre Europeen D'etudes
Bourgulgnonnes, Oxford 1994, 37-60 (Neuchate1: Centre Europeen D'etudes Bourgulgnonnes,
1995); idem, "MedIeval Woollens. Textiles, Textile Technology, and Industnal OrganIZatIOn,"
and "MedIeval Woollens The West European Woollen Industnes and TheIr Struggles for Inter
national Markets", Yoshlo Fujii, "Drapene urbaine et drapene rurale dans les Pays-Bas mendlo
naux au bas moyen age: Dne mIse au pOInt des recherches apres H. PIrenne," Journal ofMedzeval
HlStory 16, no. 1 (1990) 77-97; and Marci Sortor, "Saint-Orner and Its TextIle Trades In the
Late MIddle Ages' A ContributIon to the Proto-IndustnalIzation Debate," Amertcan Hxstortcal
Revzew 98, no 5 (1993): 1475-99
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duction.3 Others have raised questions about the relative importance of
luxury cloth production during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries,
arguing that medium-priced woolens played a bigger role than Espinas
allowed and tbat very cheap cloths--the sayes and other light woolens
occasionally mentioned in contemporary sources-were then an impor
tant and unjustly neglected part of the city's export trade.4 Still others have
returned to Douai's archive to investigate just how severe the decline in
cloth production might have been during the fourteenth century, and they
have generally found little support for Espinas's conclusion that the indus
try had died by 1350 or even 1375.5

The archive of marriage contracts, wills, and contrats divers on which
this study is based allows us to extend this revisionist story through the
1520s. These sources leave little doubt that during the long years from
1300 until the first half of the sixteenth century Douai's traditional textile
industry did not collapse and that it showed much greater continuity with
the past than traditional historiography has acknowledged. Let us return,
first, to the evidence from marriage agreements. As table 5 summarizes,
throughout the fourteenth, fifteenth, and well into the sixteenth century
textile producers were prosperous enough to settle both movable and im
movable property on marriageable sons and daughters. Textile artisans,
as we have seen, were not alone in rheir ability to survive these difficult
centuries (see rabIes 1-3 in chapter 3), for it was not until well into the
sixteenth century that Douai's productive class, as a group, disappeared
from the archive of marriage contracts.

To judge from the size of their real estate holdings, a few of these
artisans were surprisingly prosperous indeed. Some even held land outside
Douai. In 1428, for example, a WOlnan who married a "potier destain"
(tinsmith) brought 8 raisieres 1 couppre of land, a house, and 80 livres
parisis as her portement.6 A woman vvho married an "appareilleur de drap"
(cloth finisher) in 1441 (whether he was truly an artisan is, of course,

3. Alain DervI1le, "Les drapenes flamandes et artesiennes, vers 1250-1350," Revue du Nord
54, no 215 (1972). 353-70; and idem, "L'heritage des draperies medlevales," Revue du Nord 69,
no. 275 (1987) . 7L5-24.

4 Patnck Chorley, "The Cloth Exports of Flanders and Northern France dunng the Thir
teenth Century: A Luxury Trade?" Economzc Hzstory Revzew 40 (1987): 347-79

5. Cathenne D'herent, "Histolfe SOClal de la bourgeoisle de Doual de 1280 a 1350," Ph D.
dlss, Ecole des Chartes, 1981, "Abondance et crises: Doual, vllle frontiere 1250-1375," 3 vols.,
Ph.D. dlss , Unlversite de Pans, 1993; and "L'asslse sur Ie commerce des draps aDouai en 1304,"
Revue du Nord 65, no. 257 (1983): 369-97.

6. AMD, FF 609/1816 (January 1428).
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debatable) brought goods valued at 150 livres parisis, 5 couppres of land
in one holding, and another 3 rasieres in another.7 To her marriage with
a tanner in 1443, a woman brought tvvo houses in Douai, 5 rasieres ofland,
and 100 francs. 8 Ofcourse land-owning artisans like these were hardly the
norm in Douai, but they were not anomalies, and their presence bears
witness to the city's economic viability.

The city's J,~egistre aux bourgeois confirms the impression conveyed by
these contracts. Until the mid-sixteenth century, when a precipitous de
cline began, artisans-huge numbers of textile workers among them
joined the citizenry at steady rates. (In average, about twenty-eight new
citizens registered each year between 1399 and 1506; at least 25 percent
of those identified by trade were te:xtile artisans, and at least another 30
percent were artisans working in other sectors of production. No city suf
fering the collapse Espinas imagined would have attracted immigrants at
this rate. In Douai, citizenship was not required for residence or for trade
rights, as it was in many cities of the age, but it was required of those
who owned real property; to find so rnany textile workers and other crafts
men on the list of new citizens is thus powerful proof of how fully such
people participated in the city's economy.9

Documents of other kinds tell us something about the businesses these
textile artisans ran during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Some,
of course, still made the traditional luxury cloths. In records of purchases
by the Duke of Burgundy, for example, we find the scarlets, browns, and
blacks on which Douai's fame had long rested. Io But there is also evidence
that many artisans diversified in these centuries. In Hansa records, for
example, we :find somewhat cheaper textiles named, some of them cer
tainly like the "nouvelles draperies" being made around Courtrai at the
time. Judging from this evidence alone, Douaisien producers were not
locked into old production routines. ll To be sure, the evidence of this

7. Al\1D, FF 616/2326 (15 May 1441).
8. Al\1D, FF 616/2383 (4 May 1443).
9. For the citizenship regIsters, see M. Mlnet, "Les Inscnptions du reglstre aux bourgeois de

Douai au XVe sIcc1e, 1399-1506" (master's thesIs, Universite Cathohque de Louvaln-la-Neuve,
1973). Also see Martha Howell, "Citizen-cleric, in Late Medieval DouaI," in Statuts tndtvtduels,
statuts corporatifs et statuts ]udtcatres dans les vtf1es europeennes (moyen age et temps modernes), ed.
Marc Boone and ~v1aarten Prak (Leuven and .A.pe1doorn: Garant, 1996)

10. S. Abraharn-Thlsse, "Achats et consomn1ation de draps de lalne par l'hote1 de Bourgogne,
1370-1380," In Commerce, Ftnances et Soctete (Xle-XVIe Steeles) Recuetl de travaux d'hzstozre medte

vale offert it M Ie f'rofesseur Henn Dubozs, ed. P. Contamlne, T. DuTour, and B. Schnerb (Pans
Presses de l'Universite de Paris-Sorbonne, 1993).

11. I am grateful to SImone Abraham-Thlsse for this InformatIon, whIch is based on her
ongOIng studIes of Hansa records in the fourteenth and fifteenth centunes.
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kind is spotty and the sources from which it comes have not been fully
exploited, but it does point to the conclusion that during the late Middle
Ages, Douaisiens, like their neighbors, gradually deemphasized cloths "de
haute gamme" (of highest quality) made solely of English wool and that
they also abandoned the very cheap sayes and other light woolens made
of local wools, which had in the thirteenth century supplemented their
export trade. In their place, Douaisien artisans added a wider range of
products, many of them surely medium-quality fulled cloths made of
Spanish and other less fine wool in the "nouvelle" fashion. As John Munro
has pointed out, this was a common response both to the political crises
of the period (which effectively closed certain distribution routes or made
them prohibitively expensive) and to changes in prices, supply routes, and
production structures. 12 Producers in this region thus regularly sought out
many kinds of markets-at the high end, the extravagant and burgeoning
Burgundian court; in the middle range, Eastern and German markets;
at the lower end, Antwerp's entrepot through which light cloths were
exported. 13

All the available evidence indicates that Douai's merchant class sup
ported small, independent cloth producers in their efforts to pursue these
markets and experiment with new products. Rich merchants seem even
to have acquiesced as the echevins (who were, quite literally, their kin)
imposed regulations that protected small producers. Several times in the
fifteenth century, for example, the government helped artisans who had
complained that certain merchants were seeking control of dyestuffs and
similarly essential raw materials, thus threatening ordinary artisans, who
could not survive if prices they had to pay were raised or if key raw materi
als were withheld. 14 The echevins also let lapse the draconian regulations

12 Munro, "Anglo-FlemIsh competItiOn," and "MedIeval Woollens" (both artIcles by that
name). Also see Sorter, "SaInt-Orner," and Fujll, "Drapene urbaine," for dIScuSSIons of more
speCIfically economIC eVIdence from nelghbonng cIties that suggests a sImIlar hIstory. Also see
Howell and Boone, "BecomIng Early Modern"

13. The InformatIon we have about DouaI's dlstnbutIon networks in these centunes is unusu
ally sparse, Doualslen names seldom appear on the lIsts of dealers In Antwerp, and Doualslen
cloth IS not regularly lIsted In the few Hansa accounts of the period that have been systematically
InvestIgated. What thIs ImplIes IS, however, consistent wIth what we know about the interests
of Douai's commerCIal elite DouaI's merchants were not actIve In the organIZatIon of textIle
productIon or In ItS dlstnbutIon beyond regional luxury markets; hence, most DouaI's mlddle
range textIle productIon was sold through foreIgn factors who served as mIddlemen between Dou
aI'S small producers and the wholesalers who bought cloth at Bruges and elsewhere

14. See, for the relevant legIslatIon, AMD, BB 1, fo1 24v (15 Apnl 1469), and BB 1, fol
38 (21 July 1473).
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of the thirteenth century that had restricted textile artisans to a narrow
range of products and subjected them to strict supervision. While Espinas
and most scholars after him read this lapse as proof of the industry's col
lapse, it seems rnore likely that the decline in legislation signalled a change
in the production system. Once, artisans had made a product ofuniformly
high quality to the specifications of lmerchants who delivered the cloths
to select (and probably preselected) D1arkets. After about 1350, however,
sales like these became the exception, not the rule. By the fifteenth cen
tury, the normal practice was for drapers to purchase various wools from
distributors and to make a variety of cloths, some of them intended for
small, high-end markets in the Low Countries, but many more for mass
export, through entrepots such as Bruges, to eastern Europe.

However resilient the textile industry in Douai and however beneficent
Douai's political elite in helping smaller producers survive in these difficult
days, it was not innovation in the textile industry alone that accounts for
the unexpected strength of the Douaisien economy in these years. IS The
grain trade provided an additional boost. Douai's location on the Scarpe,
which feeds into the ScheIdt and thus into the North Sea through Ghent
and Antwerp, gave the city privileged access to the profitable trade in
grain that came out of the fertile and easily worked land in the surrounding
countryside. As early as the fourteenth century, the city had won staple
rights for control of the grain trade in the region, and in the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries, Douai was able to maintain, even to expand, its role
in collecting and shipping grain from the region to the rich urban markets
that lay north of the City.16

This commerce undoubtedly did lnuch to shield Douaisiens from the
worst effects of the demographic, political, and economic crises that
marked the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Residents were not only
offered grain at good prices, they were guaranteed access to it-no small
matter in an age ofunreliable transpo rtation, uncertain harvests, and regu-

15. For a fuller diScussion of the staple and its role in the Douaisien economy, see Howell
and Boone, "BecoITnng Early Modern"

16. For a general history of the grain trade in Douai, see J. Godart, "Contnbution al'etude
de l'hlstoire du com merce des graIns aDoual du ~aVe au XVIle slecle," Revue du Nord 27 (1944)'
171-205; and Alaul Derville "Le grenier des PC3ys-Bas medievaux," Revue du Nord 69, no. 273
(April-June 1987): 267-80. Also see M.-J. Tits-Dieuaide, "Le grain et Ie pain dans l'administra
hon des villes de Brabant et de Flandre au moyen-age," in Actes du lle colloque tnternattonal
''L 'tntttattve publtque des communes en Belgtque". Fondements htstonques (Ancten Regtme), Spa, 1
4 September 1982, no. 65 of Credtt Communal de Belgtque collectton d'htstotre, serie in 8° (Brussels'
CredIt Communal de Belgique, 1984); and Hovlell and Boone, "Becoming Early Modern"
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lar disruptions of trade. The staple also played a key role in bolstering
local employment and building individual fortunes. While the grain trade
seems in Douai to have provided fewer jobs for ordinary people than did
textiles, the commerce surely generated some employment on the docks
and on the ships that transported the grain north and east. I

? More impor
tantly, it also assured the prosperity of the elite. Many of Douai's richest
citizens and political leaders were grain merchants, and as the fifteenth
century gave way to the sixteenth, an even greater proportion of the city's
political and economic elite dealt in the commodity.ls

Managing Change

Rather than suffering from the social disintegration and economic collapse
described by Pirenne and Espinas, Douai thus appears to have enjoyed an
unexpected degree of economic sufficiency in the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries. The precise terms of the equation that allowed Douaisiens to
weather the storms of this traumatic period are obscure, but a general
characteristic is clear. Douai's success depended upon a combination of
social, economic, and political flexibility, on the one hand, and, on the

17. Boatmen occasIonally appear as pnnCIpal actors In DouaI's marnage documents, wIlls, and
contrats divers It IS no accIdent that the boatmen were among the best organized of Douaislen
crafts, although they, lIke others, never achIeved corporative status: see Esplnas, La vze urbazne,

2:583-628, esp 596-98
18 Marnage contracts provIde Interesting eVIdence of thIs development. Contracts from

Al\1D, FF 586/214-305 (1375-77), named the occupations or sOCIal positions of forty-eight
pnnCIpal actors, of whIch only one was a "marchand"; Al\1D, FF 596/1887-1994 (1393-94),
named twenty-eIght, of which one was a "marchand de ble"; Al\1D, FF 609/1770-1832 (1421
27), provIded such Information for thirty-nine prinCIpal actors, of which two were "marchands
de drap," one was a "marchand de graIn," and two were sImply "marchands."

As we move later In time, the percentage of "marchands" and "marchands de ble" (or "de
graIn") Increases See, for example, the sample of marriage contracts, Al\1D, FF 649/5126-5176
(1521-23), whIch gave occupational IdentIfications for thuty-five pnnCIpal actors, of whIch four
were "marchands" and one was a "marchand de grain", Al\1D, FF 655/5543-5586 (1551-70),
gave thIS Information for fifty-five pnncipal actors, of whIch two were "marchands de drap," one
was a "marchand de graIn," and nIne were sImply "marchands", those contracts In Al\1D, FF 914
(1557) named twenty-eIght occupatIons or SOCIal pOSItIons, of which eleven were "marchands"
and one was a "marchand de drap." Many of those labeled sImply "marchand" dealt, of course,
In graIn For a descnption of the sIXteenth-century graIn trade and relevant statIstICS, see AlaIn
LottIn, "Grand Sleele ou Sleele d'ainaIn?" In M. Rouche and PIerre Demolon, eds , Hzslozre de

Douaz, vol. 9 of ColleeltOn hzslozre des vzlles du Nord/Pas-de-Calazs, ed. Y. M. Hilaue (Dunkuk:
Westhoek-EdItIons, 1985), 121.
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other hand, a taste for stricter social ordering, more clearly marked social
boundaries, permanent social networks, and an intensified social hierar
chy. ParadoxicaUy, one tendency seerriS to have been the condition of the
other.

The process of social ordering occurred perhaps most visibly among
Douai's echevins themselves. Having lost their status as "patricians"
men who ruled by right of birth-at the turn of the fourteenth century,
Douai's echevins spent the last two centuries of the Middle Ages as a
vaguely defined merchant and industrial elite made up both of old patri
cians and of "new men"-smaller merchants, artisan-entrepreneurs, even
simple artisans. 19 During that period" Douai saw, as one scholar has re
cently put it, "the regular renewal of the political class" achieved by the
inclusion of ne"v men in government vvho were drawn from both the com
mercial and artisanal ranks.20 After 1500, however, this group lost its
amorphous character, evolving into a closed and more stable sociopolitical
group, an urban aristocracy made up of men who lived from large-scale
commerce, rents, or office.

The change in the social profile of Douai's echevins as we move from
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries to the sixteenth is clearly revealed
in the marriage contracts they wrote. i\.t least eight of the twelve men who
served as echevins in 1497-98 described themselves as artisans.21 Only one
of the men, Jacques Caudy, whose father was styled "maistre" and whose
passive investments were huge, was not identified by occupation or social
role.22 Eight of the remaining eleven were still clearly linked to Douai's
commercial and industrial economy, either by the occupational labels they
or close family members bore or by the nature of the assets they carried
into marriage and left as dowers-grain inventories, tools of their trades,
warehouses in l)ouai, cash. For example, Jehan Le Wantier Dit Ramage,
one of the most senior officers, wrote a marriage contract in 1476 that

19 Alain Derville, "Les echevlns de Douai (J 228-1527)," In La soczabtltte urbatne en Europe

du Nord-Ouest du XIVe au XVIIIe steeles. Actes du Coffoque 5 flvrter 1983; Memotres de fa Soczete

d'Agrtculture, Sctence'j et Arts de Douat, 5th ser., vol. 8 (DouaI: Lefebvre-L'eveque, 1983).
20. Derville, "Les echevins," 45.
21 While most ofthese men were surely artisan-merchants, not SImple artisans, It IS SIgnificant

that they dId not choose to call themselves "marchands," a term commonly used in the sIXteenth
century (and whose InstitutIon marks the IncreaSIng dIstance between production and trade In
DouaI).

22. HIS marnage contract is AMD, FF 635/3966 (28 ApnI1485); two of his sons also left
contracts' AMD, FF 644/4800 (14 April 1511); and FF 646/4952 (4 August 1515)
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named him "caucheteur" (a kind of cloth finisher).23 Jacquemart Pollet,
son of a "clerc," was an "apparelleur de draps" (cloth finisher), and he
married a woman whose father was in the same craft.24 Jehan De Brebiere,
son of an "old" family and probably father to the echevin of the same
name who served on the 1497-98 bench, wrote a marriage contract in
1449 that placed him among Douai's most prosperous citizens, but em
phatically not among its rentiers.25 Others, to be sure, were members of
a leisured rentier class, but they were the exception. Men like Alixandre
Le Libert, a brewer who served at least six terms in the mid-fifteenth
century, were almost as common as the true rentiers. To judge from his
1438 marriage contract, he was rich (or at least he married a rich woman),
but he was by no means a man of leisure. He seems to have owned and
operated a prosperous brewery and to have come, on both his mother's
and father's sides, from a long line of butchers.26

By 1550 at the latest, however, this "open" business elite no longer
ruled, for by then the echevinage was made up of men belonging to a new
sort of urban aristocracy. These men were measurably less involved in
industry, less mobile socially and economically, and considerably more
distant from the ordinary citizenry than their predecessors of the previous
two centuries. These echevins were, for example, more often labeled "mer
chant," "lawyer," or "knight" than "clothmaker," "finisher," or "brewer."
Specifically, only one of the twelve echevins who served in 1547-48 called
himself an artisan (Antoine Mollart, "tanner"). Two described themselves
only by social label (Franchois Polle, "trained in law," and Andrieu Ie
Willame, "knight")-thus implicitly denying their ancestors' roots in
trade-and the brother of a fourth named his office as one of Douai's
"Huit Hommes" (an honorary board of advisors to the echevins) in the
portement he brought to his marriage in 1539. A fifth and sixth, who
apparently lived from land rents, were given no labels of social or occupa-

23. AMD, FF 631/3690 (29 March 1476); hIs portement consIsted of two pieces of land In
gardens, pasture, woods, and fields that were valued at 400 francs of 32 gros each, hIS bnde
brought 700 hvres parisls In cash and goods, as well as use of a house for life

24 AMD, FF 627/3300 (11 June 1468); his portement consisted of 500 hvres pansls; hIS
bnde's totaled 700 hvres parisis, made up of cash and goods.

25 AMD, FF 618/2517 (23 ApnI1449); his portement consisted of 200 francs and hfe use
of one-half of a house.

26. Ahxandre Le Libert was the son of Franchoise Rohard, second wIfe ofJehan Le Libert,
a butcher. Three of Ahxandre's half brothers were butchers, as was hIS grandfather, Willaume
Le Libert. Ahxandre marned Cathenne Du Bos in 1438 (AMD, FF 614/2159 [10 November
1438])
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tional position. 1\11 the rest-five very rich men-were called "marchands"
and only two of them left marital documents betraying any links to the
world ofactive commerce and production.27 The rest may have financed or
brokered trade in grain, wool, cloth, horses, or dyestuffs, but they probably
seldom touched these things.

Although in many ways like the patrician regime of old days, this new
aristocracy was not, however, a patriciate, at least not in the usual meaning
of the term. This group was less defined by blood than the old patriciate
had been, and it was, in constrast, better defined by social roles.28 To
belong to this aristocracy was to govern, to hold office, to attend university;
it was, increasingly, to own land, to buy country residences, to marry chil
dren into the nobility. It was also, as it had been for the last two centuries,
to trade. But it was no longer to make goods for trade or to claim to do
so.

Thus, over the course of a long two-century period, long after the de
struction of the old patrician monopoly in Douai, the social identity of
Douai's political elite was slowly recast. Men who had once defined them
selves as traders who frequently took part in production itself, sometimes
even as artisans, were now more often professionals in the service of the
crown, true rentiers who had withdra1Nn from business to pursue the arts
of government and leisure or financiers whose links to industry were less
and less direct.29 This redefinition of social position extended far beyond

27. Plerre De Doucourt, who hsted 3,000 livres parisls ln graln and other merchandise ln hls
portement, and Jehan Grenet, "hotelier" (and "marchand"), whose son was accompanled at thls
weddlng by a "hugie r" (carpenter or woodworker) and whose daughter married an apothecary.

28 The munlclpal archives of Douai contam only two marriage contracts left by echevlns
who served in 1390-91 (another period sampled), alongslde three ravestlssements, but several of
these echevins had dose famlly members who dld write contracts. All the men who appear ln
the contracts were prosperous, most were truly rich, and the majority had extenslVe passive invest
ments ln land and rents. Not all these men, however, had left trade, and not all were ln a positlon
to do so. The appellatlon "marchand" was still rare in this penod, and those who actlvely engaged
ln commerce seem to have ldentlfied themselves with sales of lndustnal goods rather than wlth
commerce qua comrnerce.

29 Doual's sixteenth-century ehte was thus classlc ln form For a summary descnptlon of the
urban bourgeolsie in 1:hls age, espeClally in France, see George Huppert, Les bourgeotS genttlhommes
(Chicago: Unlverslty of Chicago Press, 1977), or ldem, After the Black Death (Bloomlngton: Unl
versity of Indiana Press, 1986) or, for German Cltles, Gerald Lymon Soliday, A Communzty zn

Conjltct Frankfurt S.?czety zn the Seventeenth and Early Ezghteenth Centurzes (Hanover, N. H ..
Universlty Press of r~ew England, 1974). Also ~,ee Robert Darton, "A Bourgeols Orders His
World," in The Great Cat Massacre and Other Epzsodes zn French Cultural Hzstory (Harmondsworth:
Penguln, 1985), and Roland Mousnier, Les hzerarchzes soczales de 1450 anos JOurs (Pans. Presses
universitalres de France, 1969).
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the echevinage itself, well into the ranks ofDouai's ordinary rich. By about
1550, to judge from the archive of marriage contracts surviving from this
period, Douai's elite had distinctly separated itself from the rest of the
city's propertied classes in a way that had not characterized the earlier
centuries. This new elite was more numerous, richer, and more exclusive
than the old. By the 1550s, just over 50 percent ofall those whose marriage
contracts have survived in Douai's archive were labeled either merchants,
officeholders, or nobles, as compared to only 11 percent of those in the late
fourteenth-century sample.30 The shift reflects in part the disappearance of
artisans from the archive, but there is also no doubt that absolutely more
rich people wrote marriage contracts in this period-indirect evidence
that there were absolutely more such rich people in Douai-and that more
of them were members of a growing financial and rentier class. A sample
of 67 marriage contracts from the mid-1550s, for example, named 78
occupations among the principal actors; 26 were "marchands," and only
35 were artisans or retailers. 31

One of the paradoxes in this story of social change among the elite is
that it seems to have occurred without destruction of the city's artisanal
class. To be sure, as the elite grew richer, the economic and social distance
between artisan and elite grew as well. The process did not, however,
erode artisanal culture. On the contrary. It was, in fact, exactly during
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, when the "grande draperie" was in
decline and this new urban aristocracy in formation that the city's artisans
finally managed to form craft associations. From both 1371 and 1403, for
example, we have hints that weavers' associations had been formed around
parish confraternities.32 Another document of 1403 suggests that weavers
were then permitted to demand membership fees from all practitioners
of the trade, a right that, while hardly implying strong corporative organi
zation, does seem to mark the emergence of formal trade identity. The
"tondeurs" (shearers), long recognized as Douai's premier artisans thanks

30. See tables 1-3 and Martha Howell, "Weathenng Cnsls, ManagIng Change: The Emer
gence of aNew SOCloeconomlc Order In Doual at the End of the Middle Ages," In La drapene

anczenne des Pays-Bas Debouches et strategzes de survze (14e-16e szeeles), ed. Marc Boone and Walter
Prevenier (Leuven and Ape1doorn: Garant, 1993), for detaIls.

31. For these figures, see the material In Howell, 'Weathenng Cnsls "The 1521-22 sample
of forty-three contracts named forty-five occupatIons, eIght of them merchants and thirty-three
artIsans. The 1441-43 sample of seventy-five contracts named fifty-eIght occupations, two of
them merchants and forty-two of them artisans.

32 Esplnas and Plrenne, Recuezl de documents 2, docs 354 and 384
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to their role in the all-important cloth finishing process, seem at the same
time also to have won restricted craft rights. 33

A few nontextile crafts successfully organized as well. A 1392 ordinance
mentioned the "porteurs de ble" (wheat transporters), if only to discipline
them.34 Boatmen and millers have also left some indications that they
possessed corporative rights, although they seem never really to have gov
erned themselves. Leatherworkers similarly enjoyed a kind of craft status,
although they derived their authority from the duke, not from the com
mune. Of all Douai's producers, however, only the butchers seem to have
controlled membership. They benefited from a rule, similar to those in
force in other cities, that provided that the market stalls for meat be passed
through families. The practice did not guarantee trade rights for family
members, but it assured that certain families-such as the Le Liberts
would be "butcher" families.

These organizations were politically weak; none sought, as far as we
know, and none won, true guild status in that none controlled member
ship, the labor process, or production. Nonetheless, such organizations
seem to have become increasingly important markers ofsocial place during
the late Middle Ages. To wit, as early as the fourteenth century, we find
that Douaisiens regularly named their fellow craftsmen in wills, usually
requesting that they carry their bier, and testators sometimes also left small
bequests for the religious brotherhoods around which the crafts were fre
quently organized. In a recent study of such bequests, Jean-Pierre Dere
gnaucourt has counted thirty-four such institutions to which testators
made special bequests, ranging froITl the "arbaletriers" (crossbowmen)
(first named in a 1351 testament) and "drapiers" (first named in 1360)
to the "porteurs de charbon" (charcoal transporters) (1480) and "tripiers"
(makers of light cloth) (1480).35

Even better known to historians are the roles brotherhoods such as
these played in the public ceremonies and celebrations that marked civic
life in this age throughout urbanized Europe. Douai boasts the Low

33 Espinas and Pirenne, Recuezl de documents, 2, doc. 372: a chirographe (AMD, FF 694 [4
January 1391]), acknowledged receIpt of 20 flonns by two wardens and six other "tondeurs"
"ou nom et pour tour Ie corps du dit mestier des 1endeurs" (In the name of and on behalf of the
entIre body of the trade of shearers).

34. For this, see Espinas, La vte urbatne 2:583 ff. The men were forbidden any "congregatIon
ne assamblee" (congregatIon or assembly).

35. Jean-Pierre Deregnaucourt, "Autour de la IDort aDouai: Attitudes, pratiques et croyances,
1250-1500" (Ph.D diss., Universite Cathohque de Lille, 1993), 254.
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Countries' earliest record of a shooting confraternity, the "arbaletriers,"
(crossbowmen), first mentioned in municipal administrative sources dur
ing the thirteenth century and again in evidence in the fourteenth, when
they were accompanied by the "archiers" (archers).36 During the fifteenth
century, we also know, the Douaisien shooting confraternities always
joined in the interurban competitions and performances that were regu
larly held throughout the Burgundian Netherlands. It is from the later
Burgundian period as well that most of our evidence comes of festivals,
parades, theater, and other forms of public cultural life, the same period
that yields the most abundant references to religious confraternities
attached to crafts and even to embryonic craft associations. 37

Despite Douai's artisans' ability to survive as independent producers
and to develop an unexpectedly vigorous form of associationallife, they
were not, however, a politically autonomous class. Instead, they seem more
like members of a society of estates, men who preserved their socioeco
nomic independence but depended upon the patronage of their social bet
ters and passively submitted to their political control. Even the craft asso
ciations and public rituals in which they took part seem less vehicles for
the articulation of independent political voices than agents of their subor
dination. Certainly, the public processions that punctuated daily life in
Douai in this age were crowded with craftsmen, who typically carried
torches or banners along with the shrines of their patron saints, and these
events were often, moreover, formally organized by the "societes" that
craftsmen themselves had founded. Still, the performances should not
necessarily be read as expressions of preexisting corporative mentality or
evidence that civic space was universally shared.

In fact, all the records we have about these festivals suggest that the
celebrations were as much creations of the elite as they were of artisans
themselves. As reported in town accounts from 1451, for example, the
echevins probably organized, certainly authorized, and actually presided

36. See EspInas, La vze urbazne, 2:584-87.

37. Peter Arnade has offered especially tellIng sOClal analyses of these kInds of publIc ntuals
In the Low Countnes, labelIng them epIsodes In the "state theater" that was emergIng around
the BurgundIan Court He emphaSIzes as well, however, that the ntuals were contests among
the urban sOClal orders for control of polItical dIscourse. See his Realms of Rztual Burgundzan
Ceremony and Czvzc Life zn Late Medzeval Ghent (Ithaca, N.Y.. Cornell UnIversity Press, 1996)
and "CIty, State and PublIc RJ.tualIn the Late MedIeval BurgundIan Netherlands," In Comparatzve
Studzes zn Soczety and Htstory (forthcomIng).
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over the annual "'fete des Anes," a festival of inversion (a festival in which
participants reverse social roles, e.g., \vomen play men, ordinary people
rule, students act as professors) that took place at the New Year, ostensibly
designed to call all authority into question, theirs included. As a contem
porary account had it, the echevins sat with honored visitors and distin
guished fellow D1ouaisiens-"knights and gentlemen and notables, in par
ticular the officers of the Duke of Burgundy," to "view and see the games
and contests of persons that are named the 'Asne,' which are played in
this city during both day and evening, as it is the custom to do each year
... [and] to dine both during and after this evening and day of the 'Asne'
on bread, wine, spices, and other things, while looking at the games."38 An
account of15131isted those "societes," crafts, even the clergy, scheduled to
parade before tbe body of dignitaries: the "Bon Enfants, la Compagnie
des Sayetteurs, celles de L'Estrille, ou de Minchemont, des Clercqs. de
Malduisson, des Aventureux, ou d'ailleurs comme Ie Prevot des Cocquins
de Cambrai." One from 1519 listed a similar melange of societies dedi
cated to folly on the one hand, religious and secular brotherhood, on the
other: "Ie Prince d'Amour et sa compagnie, sayeteurs, Ie Recteur des Bons
Enfants, la COIllpagnie de l'Estrille, celles des bouchers et des porteurs
au sac, les procuerurs et clercs de la ville." To conclude this day of parade
and games, the account tells us, the assembled participants dined together
on roast swan, vrhich was provided by the city.39

In addition to presiding over the annual rites of inversion, the echevins
organized countless public displays that specifically elaborated their own
authority. Public receptions for visiting dignitaries were especially fre
quent; during 1479, for example, Douai feted such luminaries as the cap
tain of Antwerp"s militia; the procureur of the city of Tournai; Philippe,
bastard son of the Duke; and Philippe de Cleves. The echevins also pub
licly celebrated their own elections and the beginnings of their administra
tive year with sumptuous dinners to which they invited, for example, the
duke's bailiff, his lieutenant, the clerk of the "Gouvernance" [the chief
administrative office of the district of l.jlle-Douai-Orchies], and the pro-

38. CIted In Monlque Mestayer, "Les fetes et cenSmonles aDoual 1450-1550," in La soczabzlzte

urbazne en Europe du lVord-Ouest du XIVe au XVIIle szeeles- Actes du Colloque 5 flvrzer 1983; Mem

ozres de la Soczete d'Agrzculture, Sczences et Arts de Douaz, 5th ser , vol. 8 (Douai' Lefebvre-L'eveque,
1983), 105.

39. Mestayer, "Les fetes," 105.
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cureur of the duke. The echevins even gave dinners, at municipal expense,
to celebrate their own marriages and those of their children. They made
many of these celebrations public in the sense that they displayed them
selves to their citizenry during the festivities, and they often invited repre
sentatives of the ordinary citizenry to these parties. But it was they-not
the ordinary citizens-who claimed authorship of the celebrations, they
who set its terms.

Thus, whatever the civic and social importance of public rituals, festi
vals' and games, even ofDouai's embryonic craft associations and religious
confraternities, such activities did not so much reveal the existence ofcom
munal culture in the universal sense implied as they helped constitute a
society of orders. In fact, I would argue that they served to mark social
distance between the urban aristocracy and the ordinary citizen just as
powerfully as they gave voice to a common culture. They were statements
about the new social contract in Douai, a contract between an elite that
monopolized rule and an ordinary citizenry that was granted economic
independence in exchange for political quietism.

Marriage, Inheritance, and Trade

The marital property regime that Douaisiens adopted during these centu
ries seems perfectly to reflect the same social values. It too gave prefer
ence to sociopolitical order over sociopolitical change, to security of social
rank over the opportunity for social mobility. It did so by helping to keep
trade rights and associated assets in family lines so that sons (and daugh
ters) were assured a future at least as good as the one their parents had
known.

The chief element in this process was an increased self-consciousness
about the link between trade rights and social identity. By the fifteenth
century at the latest, Douaisiens regularly used craft or professional labels
to identify themselves. At the same time, they began to marry within their
occupational group with a frequency that could not have been produced
by chance, and they began to pass trade rights more strictly through lineal
ties.

The echevins were especially adept at these practices. Of the twelve
echevins who served in 1497-98, for example, seven practiced what were
clearly "family" trades. Jehan De Marquette, labeled "tisserand de drap"
(weaver of drapery) in the contracts for both of his marriages (to the latter
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he brought his "metier a tisser des draps" [loom for making drapery]),
married one of his daughters to another "tisserand de draps."4o One of his
sons married in 1508, bringing "un metier a tisser Ie draps" as part of his
portement.41 Jehan Le Soif Dit Jacquessin was labeled "mercier" (grocer)
in his first marriage contract of 1480. 42 His son was called "apothicaire"
(apothecary), a closely related profession, in both of his marriage contracts
of 1505 and 1511.43 Anthoine Saingler was a merchant, and his son mar
ried the daughter of a "marchand de grains" in 1497.44 Arne Pinchon, an
"echopier" (shopkeeper), had a son "rho was a "marchand."45 Jehan Le
Fevre, "appareileur de drap" (cloth finisher), and "caucheteur" (a kind of
cloth finisher), had a son who was called a "marchand detailler de drap"
(retail merchant of drapery). Pierre Du Pont, "marchand de drap," had a
daughter who nlarried a "sayetteur" (nlaker of light woolens). Jehan Le
Wantier Dit Ralnage was a "caucheteur," and his niece married a man in
the same trade.46

I t is considerably harder to obtain statistically meaningful evidence
about the tendency of ordinary people to pass trades in families by study
ing their marriage contracts and wills, for these people left many fewer
and much less elaborate records. Among the twenty-three married cou
ples who wrote a contrat divers in 1497-98, for example, we find only
five who left surviving marriage contracts of their own and only another
six who appear in the contracts of close relatives. Just a few of these docu
ments contain useful information about the occupations of these people.
Still, even the partial evidence we have is suggestive. Emery De Cantin,
goldsmith, for example, was the son ofa goldsmith.47 The brewer to whom
Giles Gollet married one of his daughters was the son of a brewer.48 Giles
De Thiery's mother gave him the equipment to set himself up as a finisher
when he married the daughter of a draper.49 Pierre Villam, a brewer who

40 AMD, FF 630/3589 (7 May 1474), FF 636/4048 (3 May 1488); FF 637/4123 (l May
1490)

41 AMD, FF 644/4705 (24 June 1508).
42 AMD, FF 633/3807 (30 September 1480); In a later contract, he was labeled "mar-

chand"
43 AMD, FF 642/4611 (13 October 1505); FF 644/4794 (16 January 1511)
44 AMD, FF 639/4345 (31 August 1497).
45 AMD, FF 629/3477 (4 August 1471); FF 635/4014 (14 October 1486).
46. AMD, FF 6J1/3620 (29 March 1476).
47. AMD, FF 6J9/4349.
48. AMD, FF 6J3/3797
49 AMD, FF 6::9/4349.
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married in 1480, was the son of another brewer.5o Direct samples of mar
riage contracts themselves tell a similar story. Among the eighty-eight
weddings that produced surviving marriage contracts or ravestissements
from 1441 to 1443, for example, nineteen involved at least two principal
actors or heirs of principal actors (one on either side of a marriage or a
generation) whose trades could be identified. Of them, eight, or 42 per
cent, were cementing craft identity through the marital union.51

The Registre aux bourgeois (roll of new citizens) repeats the litany. The
register for three different years in the fifteenth century (1438-39, 1451
52, and 1474-75) named sixty-one men who had children, and in twenty
three of these cases we know both the father's trade and the trades of his
sones) or son(s)-in-law. Fourteen of the twenty-three children either took
up or married into their father's trade (nine of twelve sons and five of
eleven daughters): 61 percent!52

Anecdotal evidence is as telling. Jehan easier, for example, registered
as cloth furnisher in the citizenship rolls of 1438; in 1480, his son, Julien,
identified himself as a "parmentier" (maker of specialty trimmings for
drapery) when he married.53 His bride's son (by a previous marriage) later
became a cloth finisher. 54 Another family's story-that of the De Lille's
is more complex and harder to trace, but it too betrays similar themes.
The story begins with Willame De Lille, a clothmaker, merchant, and

50. AMD, FF 633/3797
51. The pnnClpal marnage contracts In the eight cases were AMD, FF 616/2326 (15 May

1441); FF 616/2331 (9 June 1441); FF 616/2335 (2 August 1441); FF 616/2339 (25 September
1441); FF 616/2372 (23 November 1442); FF 616/2379 (24 January 1443); FF 616/2403 (23
November 1443); FF 616/2406 (27 March 1444). In each case, eIther marnages of pnnClpal
actors or the marnages of theIr offspnng were traced.

Data sUItable for statIStically meanIngful companson wIth the Doualslen IS dIfficult to obtain,
but there IS httle doubt that the rate of trade endogamy In Doual was high. James Farr's sImIlarly
desIgned study ofmarnage contracts In Dljon showed that In late sixteenth- and early seventeenth
century DIJon, rates were much lower, on average less than 20 percent. Only the butchers achIeved
rates hIgher than 50 percent, a difference that can be explained because butchers In Dljon, hke
those In Doual and many other places, presumably enjoyed speClalinhentance nghts to the meat
stalls' James R. Farr, Hands of Honor Artzsans and Thezr World zn DlJon, 1550-1650 (Ithaca,
N.Y.: Cornell UnIversIty Press, 1988), 136-38. Also see Marianne Dannee1, Weduwen en wezen
zn het laat-mzddeleeuwse Gent (Leuven and Ape1doorn: Garant, 1995), 354; and Barbara Hanawalt,
"Remarnage as an OptIon for Urban and Rural Widows In Late MedIeval England," In Wife and
Wzdow The Experzences of Women zn Medzeval England, ed. S. Walker (Ann Arbor. UnIversIty
of MichIgan Press, 1993); In both Ghent and London In this penod widows regularly remarned
wIthIn the trade

52. AMD, BB 84
53 AMD, BB 84, FF 633/3800 (21 August 1480).
54 AMD, FF 641/4434 (17 Apnl1501)
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draper, who registered as citizen, along with his wife, Mehault Lienart,
and their eleven-month old son, Colart, in 1438.55 In 1462, when Colart
was twenty-five" he married and called himself a draper.56 Colart had died
by 1480, when his daughter by Marie, Jehenne De Lille, married Jacques
Pannequin, a tanner and son of a tanner, whose own parents had first
joined the bourgeoisie in 1451.

Jehan Bauchet was the progenitor of an even better documented and
much more successful story of trade endogamy. He first registered as citi
zen in 1451; his son, Jean (called Hanotin), called himself a linen weaver
in his marriage contract of 1468.57 Jean (Hanotin) had at least seven chil
dren. All five of his known sons stayed in the cloth trade, as draper, saye
maker, or finisher. The two known daughters married finishers. 58

Few Douaisiens of the age could rnarry within the trade and pass their
craft down through the line as easily as the Bauchets. Nor could they
always preserve social place as trade endogamy is meant to do. This was,
after all, the fifteenth century, when times were not easy, and Douai was
only a medium--sized city encircled by aggressive commercial competitors
and encroaching monarchies. Death, famine, and economic hardship
combined to wreak havoc even with the best-designed plans for social
ordering. Still, whether De Lilles or Bauchets, whether or not spectacu
larly successful in keeping trade and wealth in family lines, Douaisiens
sought to use inheritance and marriage to cement social relations, and all
of them treated profession and trade as a chief element of the social bond.
Thus, when they could, they married within occupational rank, and they
made sure that sons followed their fathers in the trade. Startlingly visible
in the Bauchets' case, the pattern also exists, if it is more faintly traced,
in the Pannequin and De Lille story. Jacques Pannequin and his son were
both tanners; 'Villame De Lille and his son Colart were both drapers,
and the widow of Colart's son remarried a draper.

Such a high degree of trade endogamy and trade inheritance does not
occur randomly. People who marry within a trade and who work in family
businesses are, by definition, following rules, whether or not they are for
mally expressed. In Douai, however, unlike any other northern city in

55 AMD, BB 84; FF 627/3283(1468).
56. AMD, FF 624/3089 (21 September 1462).
57. AMD, BB 84; FF 627/3283 (1468).
58 AMD, FF 639/4355 (1497); FF 641/4498 (1502); FF 644/4717 (1508); FF 640/4408

(1500), FF 636/4081 (1489); FF 646/4962 (1515); FF 644/4782 (1510).
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which such patterns have been observed, the rules were not imposed by
urban authorities or guilds that legislated craft intermarriage and trade
devolution but by individuals acting outside formal political institutions.59

When Douaisiens married, it seems, they chose spouses whose trades
matched theirs, their fathers, or their former spouses; and Douaisien chil
dren were urged, compelled, or seduced to follow the trade of their father,
uncle, or grandfather. 60 Surely the caution that their choices bespeak was
justified. The economy was not expanding in these years, competition in
cloth markets was tough, and the urban government could not fully pro
tect either craftsmen or merchants. Like others throughout the Low
Countries in this age who were aggressively imposing formal rules regard
ing inheritance of trade rights, Douaisiens had good reason to marry their
own, to pass their occupational assets, along with their houses, tools, jew
els, and furnishings to family. Unlike most of their neighbors, however,
who depended on political institutions to impose these rules of inheri
tance, Douaisiens did the job by themselves. Without guilds or municipal
law to enforce these practices, Douaisiens wrote marriage agreements in
stead, thereby securing social place by securing property in male-defined
lines of descent. And they married their own, thus assuring that trade
rights and business connections remained the property of what they now
called "lignage."

59 See Esplnas, La vze urbazne, 2:598-605, and Martha Howell, "Achieving the GUIld Effect
WIthout GUIlds: Crafts and Craftsmen In Late Medieval DouaI," in Les metzers au moyen age

Aspects economzques et soczaux, ed. J.-P. Sosson (Louvain-Ia-Neuve: PublIcatIons de l'Institute
d'Etudes Medlevales, 1994), 109-28. The butchers are the exceptIon here, for famIly members
had Inhentance rights to the stalls where all meat had to be sold. Hans van Werveke traced the
growIng importance of Inhentance nghts in the organIzed crafts in Flanders and throughout the
North dunng the fourteenth and fifteenth centunes; In all the cases he cItes, the protectIons were
legIslated by corporate guilds or munIcipal authorities: Ambachten en eiflykhezd, vol 4, no. 1, of
Mededeelzngen van de Konznklyke Vlaamsche Academze voor Wetenschappen, Letteren en Schoone Kun
sten van Belgte, Klasse der Letteren (Brussels: Erasmus 1942). James Farr has traced a sImIlar process
In Dljon where, as In Douai, formal rules dId not impose such practIces See Farr, Hands ofHonor,
145, where he remarks that "concerns of lIneage" rose for master artIsans In the sIXteenth and
seventeenth centunes

60. The tendency toward Intermantal and Intergenerational trade endogamy may have become
more marked as the fifteenth century progressed; It IS at least easier to measure the pattern In
those years because documents from the later years identIfy people by trade more often Of course,
the more frequent IdentIficatIons may simply reflect bureaucratIc convention, for the documents
In whIch they appear are hIghly formulaIC, but they may also reflect a heIghtened sense of craft
IdentIty born of strengthening tradItIons of Intercraft marnage and Inhentance
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However marked, the preference for patrilineality so apparent in these
stories was not "natural." Propertied people in Douai did not inherently
prefer such property arrangements, and, as we have seen, even the richest
moved toward them only slowly. They did so because in the difficult socio
economic environment of the age it seemed more important to secure
wealth and social position than to position oneself to acquire them. The
central event in this history of legal and social change was the decline of
the old drapery. Although the Doua:lsien socioeconomic system did not
collapse as a result, the long industrial crisis did force a refashioning of
production relations. Douaisiens decentralized production, rendering the
small producer more independent but, simultaneously, placing him more
precariously in a less certain and less stable market. At the same time,
the Douaisien rnerchant class slowly vvithdrew from production itself and
concentrated first on sales of wool, cloth, and, above all, grain, and then
on professional opportunities in royal courts and the learned professions.
Some withdrevv entirely from trade to pursue the arts of leisure and gov
ernment.

A social reordering accompanied the reorganization of production so
that, by 1550 at the latest, Douai had become a society of orders. At the
top stood a ne,vly constituted urban aristocracy. Under it stood a newly
visible petite bourgeoisie, the descendants of Douai's artisanal class, who
controlled production and enjoyed new legitimacy as members of the ur
ban corporation, but who were increasingly differentiated from the elite
by wealth, by the nature of their property, and by their political impotence.

The new marital system nicely complemented and even enabled this
new social order. It helped assure that trade and trade rights were passed
through families as men and women married (and remarried) within the
trade, that fathers passed their occupations on to sons, grandsons, or sons
in-law. It helped secure property for children and grandchildren, slowed
the circulation of wealth, and in general reduced both upward and down
ward mobility...As these effects were £~lt, old custom, so long the preferred
normative system, fell into greater disuse. Unlike the system that replaced
it, old custom did not respect lineage; nor did it treat wealth as fixed assets,
and it did not preserve individual social place in the way that Douaisiens
now thought necessary. For these faults, old custom had to be laid aside.



E I G H T

The CDouaisien 'l\iform

in %storical Context

There is much that would lead us to believe that the Douaisien reform
and its meaning for social and gender order were sui generis. Not only did
the Douaisien reform take place in a social environment not quite like
any other, but it occurred as legal change elsewhere only rarely occurred.
Thanks to peculiarities of their custom and the relative sophistication of
their municipal institutions, individual Douaisiens were freer than most
of their contemporaries to manipulate their marital property regime. They
were thus able to preserve custom as their neighbors often were not and,
paradoxically, able to preserve it precisely because they could so easily
amend it. The choices they made and the record they left in making their
choices were thus probably unique for the age.

Still, if we examine the data closely, we find that neither the custom
with which Douaisiens began the late Middle Ages nor the regime they
devised to replace it was unique to Douai. Nor was legal reform like this
unusual in this age; elsewhere in Europe, certainly in the French- and
Flemish-speaking regions on which this study focuses, marital property
law was often as unstable as the Douaisien, and it was frequently unstable
in exactly the same ways as the Douaisien. Hence, the Douaisien legal
reform has a significance well beyond Douai, for it is an extraordinarily
well documented version of a story that was played out much more ob
scurely, and surely in slightly different ways, elsewhere in this age.

To understand the significance of the Douaisien legal reform, we must,
then, place it in the larger history to which it belongs. Most fundamen
tally, this means understanding the way western European marital prop
erty and succession regimes of this time defined the family and how they
positioned individual family members with respect to property and with
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respect to one another. This also means understanding how changes in
law could occur and thus how law was itself institutionalized. Finally, it
also means looking more closely at how the Douaisien marital property
regimes compared to others of the day and how the Douaisien legal reform
resembled-or did not resemble-legal transformations elsewhere.

The Structure of Marital Property and Inheritance Law
in Medieval E1JrOpe

Historians of premodern Europe have commonly classified what is typi
cally called "family" law according to a binary typology. The first type of
regime favored the respective natal families of the spouses, what most
historians refer to as the "line" or, in French, the "lignage." In this system,
property contributed to a marriage or earned during the course of it was
marked for return to the natal line fi·om which it originally came or to
which it was attributed. Ifchildren were born ofthe marriage, the property
typically passed to them, but at times and in amounts determined by the
male heads of household in which it had originated. The other type of
regime preferred the household, usually thought of as a "community" of
individuals who shared household property, or it preferred a smaller ver
sion of the cOIIlmunity, the conjugal pair itself. While all scholars have
emphasized that no legal system of the day was purely "lineal," just as
none was purely "communal" or "conjugal," most authorities have used
these or similar categories as a basic tool for analyzing marital property
regimes in this age.

A binary typology like this has served not just to expose the structure
of law but also to map the history of legal change itself, for scholars have
found that for some social groups, "farnily" law evolved as a transformation
from one of these types to the other. In an article titled "From Brideprice
to Dowry in Mediterranean Europe," first published in 1978, Diane Owen
Hughes argues, for example, that around 1100 southern Europeans from
elite social groups abandoned what she called a "brideprice" system in
favor of one characterized by dowry, that is, a lineal system. In the former
system, the groom made gifts to the 'wife and her family at marriage, and
the widow shared in the property left by her husband. In the latter, the
bride brought a premortem inheritance to the marriage, usually as dowry
or dot (although it was often called something else), which was typically
protected during the marriage and returned to her, sometimes along with
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an "increase," at widowhood. Many scholars, anthropologists in particular,
have objected that the former system was never a true brideprice system
(or, as it is usually termed, a bridewealth system) for it was not unilineal as
these systems must be-a distinction Hughes recognizes. 1 Most observers
have, however, agreed with Hughes that around this time dowry systems
became dominant in southern Europe and that the marriage gifts and
inheritance rights that had flowed from the groom to the bride and her
family in earlier centuries were restricted, if not eliminated, from this pe
riod forward.

In an even more influential series of studies, Georges Duby has pursued
a similar theme, arguing that the French feudal aristocracy adopted more
aggressively "dotal" marital property and inheritance regimes around 1100,
abandoning the more "co-lateral" systems of the early Middle Ages, in
which the bride's and groom's sides of the marriage had roughly equal
property rights. Duby also emphasized that the shift to a dotal system
involved an intensification of conjugality, or what he called a shift to the
"menage," the household, proposing as well that the new dotal regimes
thus undermined a certain notion of lineality, for they subordinated the
interests of the wider kin to those of the menage and its (patrilineal) de
scendants. While it may seem contradictory that Duby would not have
characterized dotal regimes as lineal, as most historians have done, the
apparent confusion is in terminology, not in conceptualization. Duby gen
erally used the term "lineage" to refer to the wider kin group, not the
patriline. Most historians, certainly most French historians, Jacob in
eluded, have meant the patriline when they employ the term "lineage" (or
they have used the term in both ways).2

No such neat chronological organization has been developed to chart
the history of marital property adopted by ordinary Europeans in the pre
modern period, but here too a similar binary typology has often been used

1. Jack Goody's The Development of the Famz/y and Marrzage zn Europe (Cambndge. Cam
bndge UniverSIty Press, 1983), AppendIX 2, provides a detailed dIScussIon of thIS matter.

2. Georges Duby, Love and Marrzage zn the Mzddle Ages (Cambndge: PolIty Press, 1994),
Idem, The Knzght, The Lady, and The Prust (ChIcago: UnIversIty of ChIcago Press, 1993); Idem,
Medzeval Marrzage (BaltImore: Johns HopkIns UnIversIty Press, 1978). Also see, for evidence that
the shift was not as universal or as complete as Duby belIeved, Theodore Evergates, Feudal Soczety
zn Meduval France (PhIladelphIa: UnIversity of Pennsylvania Press, 1993); and Idem, Feudal Socz
ety zn the Badlage ofTroyes under the Counts ofChampagne, 1152-1284 (Baltimore: Johns Hopluns
UnIversIty Press, 1975).
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to categorize the myriad local systems that proliferated in this age.3 Legal
historians, at least those specializing in French- and Flemish-speaking
Europe, have usually argued that from the high Middle Ages forward,
this area of Europe was roughly divided into two parts.4 In the South,
what is typically referred to as the "pays d'ecrit" or the land of written
law, marital property regimes were, for ordinary people as for elites, dotal
in form. In the r~orth, in contrast, systems were "customary" or unwritten,
in that the status of heirs and their property rights were determined by
birth, not by fiat. In much of this region of customary law, instead of
the dotal systenls characteristic of the South, we find systems that were
"communal," not "separatist," in spirjt. In these regimes, the property a
bride brought to the marriage was not held apart as it was in the South
but was, instead, contributed to a cornmunal account that was, typically,
under the full control of her husband but to which she had rights as
widow, sometirnes as dowager but in some regimes as full owner.5

3. These regIme~l, as practiced by the European peasantry, are surveyed In Jack Goody, Joan
Thirsk, and E. P. Thompson, eds., Family and Inbentance' Rural Soczety tn Western Europe 1200
1800 (Cambridge. Cambndge UnIverSIty Press, 1976). Also see, for a survey not restncted to the
peasantry, the collection La Femme Recuetls de la soctete de Jean Bodtn pour l'hzstotre comparattve

des tnstttutzons, vols. 11-13 (Brussels: EdItIons de la hbrarie encyclopedIque, 1959-62).
4. For thIs hIstory and the typology, see the summary in Paul OurlIac and Jehan de Malafosse,

Le drott famtltal, vo]. 3 of Histotre du drott pnve (Pans. Presses universitaires de France, 1968
71). Jean Yver has lnodified thIs typology by dIviding the customary systems of the Nord into
two groups. RefusIng the most general sense of the term "community property law," whIch refers
to collectIve (and extensive) familIal nghts, manIfested for example by the laudatzo parentum, the
retratt ltnager, and the reserve heredttatre, he dIstInguishes the Picard-Walloon custom, wIth its
ravestlssement, fronl the Flemish custom, with Its reCiprocal douaire coutumier and communIty
of movable goods (Yver, "Les deux groupes de coutumes du Nord" [Revue du Nord 36]). Some
parts of the North were not, ofcourse, "commun~l," even In the most general sense ofthe term. See
Yver's "Les caracteres onginaux du groupe de cou1umes de l'oeust de la France," Revue hzstonque de
drott franfazs et etranger, 4th ser., no. 30 (1952): 18-79.

FollowIng Yver'5 Egaltte entre hentters et exciuszon des enfants dotes Essai de geographte coutu
mtere (Paris. Editions Slrey, 1966) and takIng children's Inhentance rights as his pOInt of depar
ture, Le Roy Ladune divIded premodern France Into three areas. One, which included the south
and areas ofPicardy-WallonIa (along wIth Douai), allowed parents to favor one chIld at the others'
expense The second demanded equality (the West of France). The third (the Pansian type) was
In-between (Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie, "FamIly Structure and Inhentance Customs In Sixteenth
Century France," In Famzly and Inhentance. Rural Soczety zn Western Europe 1200-1800, ed. Jack
Goody, Joan Thirsk, and E. P. Thompson (Calnbndge: Cambndge UnIverSIty Press, 1976).

5 In many such regImes, the husband had 1:0 acqUIre hIS wife's consent to alienatIons from
this account, on the grounds that she was a SIlent partner in the property. See, for example, Jacob's
description of the custom of the Cambresls In Les epoux In many other community property
regImes, In Pans, [or example, WIdows had the right to refuse their share of the communIty
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In principle, community property law operates very differently from
dotal law. Community property law, in theory, does not recognize individ
ual ownership of household property, not even of the assets that a person
brings to it; instead, property is merged into a "community of goods." In
most understandings of the term "community property law," the commu
nal property is vested in those family members who reside together, who
share the same "manse" or "maison." Husbands and wives in such systems,
along with those who automatically succeed to the property after their
deaths, are thus treated as joint owners of the property. It is the parents'
control of the household, not their biological parentage per se, that gives
the conjugal pair rights to the patrimony, sometimes even rights to decide
about its succession (as in the Douaisien case), and it is their residence
in the household that gives children the status of heirs. In their purest
form, these systems imagine the household (and its property) as an indis
soluble unit, one independent of the people who reside there. A member
can leave the household, either at marriage or death, but he or she does
not thereby decrease the patrimony, the community ofgoods. The wealth
of the "maison" survives its occupiers because it is conceived of as an im
mortal, organic, whole, not as an assemblage of parts. In their purest form,
then, communal households can be very large; they might encompass sev
eral generations or even several siblings and their spouses, as well as par
ents, even grandparents.

Although there were surely isolated regions of the medieval North
where communal practices of this kind were the norm, we do not have
good records of them. By their nature, of course, customary regions leave
few records, and the customary regimes that mandated so expansive a
definition of the community seem to have prospered before about 1300,
the earliest date from which we have any reliable evidence about social
practices among ordinary people of the North. By the late Middle Ages,
when we can first look carefully, community property law did not exist
in anything like this pure form anywhere in Europe. By then, people-

property account (thus avoIdIng oblIgatIons for debts due on It) on the grounds that they had
had no say In the management of the account For a descnption of thIs practice, see PhIlIppe
Godding, Le drOIt pnve dans les Pays-Bas mendtnzonaux du 12e au 18e steele, In MemOlres de la
Classe des Lettres, Collectzon tn ~, 2d ser., pt. 1 (Brussels: Academle royale de BelgIque, 1987),
and Ourhac and Malafosse, Le drOlt Jamtltal Under Douaislen custom, where WIves were not
consIdered credItors to the mantal fund but reSIdual owners of it, no such protectIons were offered
widows, they were full owners of the estate and were fully responsible for Its debts, although they
too had had no say In the management of the marital fund dunng then husbands' lIves.
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especially urban people-normally £)rmed new households when they
married, simultaneously forming a new community of goods, headed by
the new conjugal couple. Thus, the n1arital property laws of this age, al
though often communal in spirit and still bearing traces of their heritage,
were in practice more often conjugal, for it was the "menage," the nuclear
couple itself, that constituted the "ma'tson." Moreover, almost all commu
nity property la'Ns of the late medieval period were neither purely commu
nal nor conjugal in practice; that which most legal historians call the "lig
nage" or "famille" had extensive claims to the assets of the "menage"
everywhere. There is even good evidence-although understandably less
of it-that this was true before 1300 as it was afterward, that no local
system had ever been fully communal, that in only a few places had the
principles of unity and perfect comrYLunalism ever been realized.

Nevertheless, no matter how attenuated in actuality, traces of commu
nal practices did survive in the northern marital property regimes after
1300, although they were interpreted differently from place to place. In
the area around Paris, for example, children who had left the household
to marry were traditionally excluded from a share of the property that
would be passed down at the death of the parents; the patrimony was
divided only an10ng those children who had stayed home-boys and girls
alike. No matter how much or how little those who had left had taken
with them (usually in the form of IIlarriage gifts), they had no claim to
the property rights lodged in the household because they were no longer
members of the community.6 In much of Flanders, where an even more
stringent form of community property law dominated, such situations
were handled quite differently, but decisions here also displayed a similar
loyalty to the l'manse." Here, the adult children who had received gifts
prior to the parents' deaths were typically obligated to return them to the
estate, and the children then shared equally in the now enhanced estate.7

Next door, in Picardy-Wallonia, as we have seen, a different but related
legacy prevailed. The Picard-Walloon customs were not at all egalitarian
in this way, of course, but they expressed another aspect of the communal
principles-one dramatically more conjugal in tone-by making the sur
viving spouse ofa fertile marriage the absolute heir of communal property.

6. See Fr. OltvIer-Martin, Htslozre de fa coulume de fa prevote et vzcomte de Pans, 2 vols., 1922
30 (reprint, Pans: Editions Cujas, 1972). By the late MIddle Ages, thIS practice had changed,
so that children who had left could participate In the dIstributIon of the estate.

7. In general, see Godding, Le drOll pnve
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Although the Douaisien custom differed in important ways from most
of its neighbors, it was nonetheless a recognizable member of this "com
munity property" group. To be sure, the Douaisien version had some un
usual features: it treated all property as community property, no matter
its origin or form (legal scholars call this form of community property law
"universal"); it reduced the community ofowners to the conjugal unit and
its survivor; it guaranteed children no specific inheritance rights, on the
grounds that conjugal rights superseded devolutionary privileges. Never
theless, Douai was not the only place to have so privileged conjugality and
not the only place to have developed such traditions out ofthe principles of
"community property" that were hegemonic in much of the North.

The Malleability of Marital Property Law

Douai's custom did not survive the Middle Ages intact, however. It was
always subject to emendation, and over time it was replaced by a marital
property regime much more lineal in emphasis, one that marked off, as
we have seen, the most important properties for lineal kin, that protected
children's inheritance rights as old custom did not, and that positioned
women very differently. Still, the new marital property regime in Douai
was by no means extreme in its preference for the line over the conjugal
unit, and in many respects, it closely resembled the regimes then dominant
in nearby areas of the North.

Its structure also shared much with the dotal regimes typical of south
ern Europe. As Robert Jacob has pointed out, for example, the Douaisien
reprise and douaire did not grant dower rights as did its neighboring Pari
sian regime, but instead simply returned a reserved amount of property
to the widow, as did the typical dotal regime.8

Whether Douaisiens stayed within the traditions of community prop
erty law or, as Jacob proposes, broke regional norms when they wrote
marriage contracts is of little importance here. For our purposes, it is
enough to know that Douaisiens remained well within European-wide

8. For Robert Jacob's argument, see Les epoux, Ie sezgneur et la ate. Coutume et pratzques matrz
monzales des bourgeozj et paysans de France du Nord au Moyen Age (Brussels: PublIcatIons des Fa
cultes Universitalfes SaInt-LouIS 1, 1990),207-15. The DoualSlen douaire coutumier (the optIon
to the repnse and doualfe) was, however, like the Parisien
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legal traditions throughout their long oddessy. They began with a version
of community property law (although it was a rather idiosyncratic one, it
was not unique), and they gradually changed it to conform much more
closely with the spirit of regimes both nearby and distant. What is excep
tional about the Douaisien story is the way legal change occurred and the
record it left, not the range within \\rhich Douaisiens moved.

N or was Douaisiens' apparent indecision about their preferences excep
tional. All European marital property regimes of the day, whether techni
cally classified as communal or dotal, belonged, after all, to a more general
category of marital property and inheritance law, in which both the
groom's and the bride's side of the rnarriage have property rights in their
union. These regimes are what anthropologists have called "diverging de
volutionary" because in all of them property goes to both sons and daugh
ters ("diverges") as it descends ("devolves").9 Thus, whether we are in Pi
cardy or Paris, Genoa or Ghent, we find accommodations to both the
line and to the couple, to both the household and the larger family, to
both father and mother, to both widow and widower, to both parents
and children. l\nd in all these places, recent legal scholarship has amply
demonstrated, legal practice regularly fluctuated between these two poles.
Everywhere, it seems, law was hybrid and unstable.

The instability of marital property law in this age had, undoubtedly,
several origins. In part, it was a result of the weakness of legal institutions.
In part, it resulted from the contradictions inherent in legal regimes that
tried to accommodate the competing property rights of conjugal pair and
lineage, husband and wife, widow and widower, parents and children. In
part, it was the consequence of social and economic changes of the day
that revalued property, altered the nature ofwealth itself, repositioned the
household, and reorganized labor relations.

Let us look first at law. Law in medieval culture, "family" law above
all, was not yet institutionalized as it would gradually be from about 1500
on. During this epoch, laws of marital property relations and succession
could be manipulated by individuals, reformed by common use, altered
by sovereigns, and reinterpreted by lawyers with an ease that seems almost
incompatible 'Nith the notion of"la\v." One ofthe reasons for law's mallea-

9. For an explanatIon of this terminology, see, In partlCular,]ack Goody, ProductlOn and Repro
ductlOn. A Comparatzve Study of the Domestic L-omazn (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1976).
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bility in these centuries, in the North at least, is that it was for all intents
and purposes unwritten. Memories are short, circumstances change, errors
occur; if law is not written down, it cannot be held stable. Even the scat
tered written customs of the late twelfth and thirteenth centuries-the
magisterial compilation by Beaumanoir for the Beauvaisis is surely the
best known-carry little of the weight we usually attribute to written law. lO

Neither authorized nor enforced by political sovereigns, these editions
were mere reports that were drawn up by men with only vaguely defined
official roles, and their editions had influence only to the extent that con
stituted authorities chose to make them influential and were powerful
enough to enforce their wil1. 11 Although the customs written in the six
teenth century under the pressure ofedicts issued by French and Hapsburg
sovereigns would achieve greater standardization of individual customs,
in origin they too were simply compilations of local norms. Even in the
South, where law was thought of as "written" because it derived from
written principles of Roman law, none of the texts these people relied
upon had the authority a written legal text would later have, as we shall
see, and none of their compilations of law achieved the standardization
of practice we associate with legal codes.

But it was not merely the technical fact that "family" law was unwritten
(or if written, then not codified) that gave marital property regimes of
this age their flexibility, their mobility. By its very nature, such law was
malleable. "The people make law" was the operative principle in this day,
especially in the North, and as a product of the local community, law was
considered legitimate precisely because it reflected local norms. To be sure,
this did not mean that practices were infinitely flexible, that local norms
were achieved through a fully consensual process, or that every individual
in a community was equally able to adapt law as he or she saw fit. It simply
meant that matters of "private" law, as it is still called today, were of little
direct concern to public authorities.

10 PhIhppe de Beaumanolr, Coulumes de Beauvazszs, ed. A Salmon, 3 vols., 1899-1900 (re
pnnt, Pans A. PIcard et fils 1970-74). For a general guIde to medIeval French custumals, see
Ourhac and Malafosse, Le drOll Jamtlzal, 22-28

lIOn the nature of customary law, see Paul Ourhac and Jean-LouIs GazzanIga, Htslozre
du drOll prtve franfalS de l'an mtl au Code czvtl (Pans. A MIchel, 1985); Ourhac and Malafosse,
Le drotl Jamtlzal, G. Lepointe, La Jamtlle dans l'aneten drozl, 2d ed. (Pans: EditIons Domat
Montchrestlen, 1947), and Manho Bellomo, The Common Legal PaslofEurope, 1000-1800, trans
LydIa G. Cochrane, vol 4 of Sludzes tn Medteval and Early Modern Canon Law (Washington,
D C The Cathohc UniverSity of Amenca Press, 1995)
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Hence, in the reasoning of contemporaries, law naturally differed from
place to place and from time to tinle; it naturally changed as people
changed, evolved as conditions evolved. It was for this reason, above all,
that the written customs of the late lnedieval and early modern period,
Douai's included, only gradually acquired legitimacy even as guides to
practice, much less as standards of behavior. It was for this reason too
that until the eighteenth century, Europeans did not seriously entertain
the notion that such law should be both uniform and stable and that only
after the French Revolution was any continental state in a position to
enforce this idea. Whatever order scholars might be able to impose on
law in this period-whether the jurists of those days or the legal historians
and anthropologists of today-the lav{ itself was not a direct reflection of
principle or an application of codified rules. It was, as Pierre Bourdieu
has insisted, merely a description of practices born of a shifting mix of
tradition, social norms, and cultural expectations, what he calls "habitus."
These are not the same as abstract ntles of law. And they cannot be de
duced from abstractions. 12

Douai and Its Neighbors in the l'~orth

Given the inherent malleability of a law so weakly institutionalized and
given as well the presumptions of a culture that considered private law a
local matter, it is no wonder that lllarital property and inheritance law
changed as it did in this age. But there was more to this law's instability
than institutional matters of this kind. Marital property and inheritance
law was unstable because it tried to reconcile what were essentially incom
patible property interests. By its nature, diverging devolutionary marital
property law acknowledges the property rights of a potentially very ex
tended family that includes the married couple as a pair, the husband and
wife as individuals, widows and widowers, children, parents, and other
kin as well. Such law thus seeks to irnpose order where there is potentially
chaos. Order is, however, never perfectly achieved, for the claimants are
too many and their needs too great. l-Ience, a marital property and inheri
tance regime of this kind is always insecure, always subject to revision as
its authors reconsider their options and as competitors for the property

12 See, In partIcular, PIerre BourdIeu, "Normes et deviances. Les strategies matrimonIa1es
dans Ie systeme de reproductIon," Annales E S.C 27 (1972): 1105-25.
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realign themselves. Because socioeconomic tension was itself high in this
age, marital property and inheritance laws were doubly unstable. It is,
thus, no wonder that so much of the change in marital property law in
this epoch took place in cities, for it was especially in cities that property
itself changed form and meaning with unprecedented speed, especially in
cities that the links between property and social place were most easily
forged and most easily broken.

Both the tensions inherent in marital property law of the diverging
devolutionary kind and those arising from the particularities of socioeco
nomic conditions of the age are, however, very hard to expose, for the
sources needed to pursue such studies are scarce. Douai is one of the few
places, possibly the only place in the late medieval urban North, that per
mits us to witness how people struggled to accommodate the competing
claims of kin, spouses, and children and to refashion the way they struc
tured property relations among one another as the socioeconomic environ
ment changed. It is not, however, the only place to have left records of
legal change itself. In fact, the last generation of legal scholars has made
clear that legal reformation structurally like the Douaisien regularly oc
curred in late medieval Europe. It seems, in fact, that such reforms oc
curred just about everywhere historians have been able to look.

Unsurprisingly, it is in the Picard-Walloon region itself that the story
of legal change most resembled the Douaisien. Robert Jacob has argued
not just that law in this region was unstable, but that it followed a trajec
tory much like the Douaisien-that over time it tended, as the Douaisien
tended, to abandon a preference for conjugality and to give greater weight
to the lignage. In Jacob's words, "The constant principle of family law in
the Nord in the late Middle Age [was] the retreat of the couple in the
face ofstrengthened ties oflineage" and the "accentuation of the masculine
bias of family law."13 To make his case, Jacob dug deeply into the sources
left throughout the region, in village and city, in municipal and ducal
courts, providing many individual examples of legal reform resembling
the Douaisien. Here let me review just two of his examples.

The original custom of Hesdin (a small city just west of Arras) seems
to have been exactly like the Douaisien in that it provided the surviving
spouse the same succession rights. In the words of a thirteenth-century

13. Jacob, Les epoux, 319, and paSSIm.
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charter, "The survivor possessed [under custom], as his or her own prop
erty, the heritages of the deceased such that they never returned to the
heirs of the deceased after the death of the surviving spouse, but stayed
with the heir of the surviving spouse, just as is done elsewhere with respect
to after-acquired properties."14 As early as the mid-thirteenth century,
however, this feature of custom was abolished by fiat, and Hesdin there
after required that all heritages return to the natal family of the deceased.
Hesdin, thus, moved abruptly and early to a marital property regime that
Douaisiens would adapt only piecemeal, but the trajectory this city fol
lowed paralleled Douai's.

The example from Lille was even more like the Douaisien, although
both the record in Lille and the direction ofchange it charted are consider
ably more confused than the Douaisien. Nevertheless, it is clear that mari
tal property law here, as in Douai, was uncomfortably poised between a
preference for conjugal and lineal rights and that it shifted, in fits and
starts, toward lineal rights as the medieval period gave way to early mod
ern. The original custom of Lille and the surrounding area, which is de
scribed in a mid-thirteenth century Vlrritten custom called the Livre Roi
sin, was, however, not as much like the Douaisien as it was like norms
in nearby Flemish-speaking areas ofFlanders. Custom in Lille established
a marital "comrnunity of goods," con1posed of all movables, all chattels,
and all property acquired during the nnarriage (except fiefs), but excluding
immovables brought to the marriage. Husband and wife were considered
joint managers of the fund, and the surviving spouse split the community
goods with the heirs of the deceased. Immovables brought into the mar
riage never joined the community of goods (as they did in Douai), how
ever, but were returned to natal kin at the end of the marriage. But Lillois
were not confined to custom. At this time, they, like Douaisiens, could
write ravestissements par lettre, and their ravestissements were just like
the Douaisien in that they provided surviving spouses full ownership rights
of all property.

This all would change for residents of Lille itself by the sixteenth cen
tury, when the second written custom was issued (and probably before,

14. CIted in Jacob, Les epoux, 242; see also Robert Jacob, "La Charte d'Hesdin (1243) et
la vocatIon successorale du conjoint survivant dans les pays pIcard et wallon," TlJdschrift voor

Rechtsgeschzedenzs 50 (1982): 351-70; the full te:xt of the charter reSCIndIng this custom IS edited
there and IS reproduced as well In Appendix 1, pp 419-20, of Les epoux.
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to judge from some surviving records). This document denied wives the
rights they had once enjoyed as joint owners of community goods and
put this property under the sole control of the husband. At the same time,
custom redefined urban real estate as movables, a move that effectively
enchanced the survivor's rights: "All houses and land rights in the city and
echevinage ofLille are to be considered movable."15 This was an extremely
important expansion for these city dwellers, since most of the assets owned
by bourgeois were urban rents, urban real estate, inventories, cash, and
other movables, just as in Douai. To judge from this evidence alone, Lil
lois had moved closer to Douai. They had expanded the definition of the
community of goods, thereby increasing the property rights of the surviv
ing spouse, whether male or female. They had also vested managerial
rights more exclusively in husbands, denying wives the joint managerial
powers they had once enjoyed.

During the same period, however, Lillois had made another move that
dramatically undermined the preference for conjugal rights: Lille's courts
had very much restricted the scope of the written ravestissement. By the
sixteenth century, these documents were interpreted to apply only to
"meubles" (although the definition of movables was, we have seen, more
generous than it had once been). Marriage contracts issued from the fif
teenth century on even more emphatically weakened conjugal claims; they
explicitly denied contract writers the ability to write ravestissements on
property not covered by contract, and they superseded custom's generous
definition of immovables by excluding all urban real estate from the com
munity of goods.

In sum, then, Lillois had very much reduced conjugal rights and in
creased those of kin. The tensions involved in this move are, however,
visible. Lillois did not unequivocally chose the line over the couple, the
"famille" over the "menage." They clumsily and contradictorily made ac
commodations to hoth.

The tensions between communal and conjugal interests on the one
hand and lineal or patrilineal interests on the other was played out else
where in northern Europe as well, in cities more distant from Douai than
either Hesdin or Lille. In what is now approximately Belgian Flanders,
for example, rules that separated lineal assets from conjugal and that sub
ordinated female property interests to male were combined with an inheri-

15 CIted In G Lepointe, "L'evolution de la communaute entre epoux dans la VIlle de LIlle,"
Revue hlstonque de droll franJats e! etranger, 4th seL, 8 (1929)' 524-68
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tance system rigidly communal in spirit. They did so, as was the wide
spread practice in the region of "community property law," by dividing
the marital property into two parts. "C:ommunity goods" were defined as
movables and after-acquired properties'; the surviving spouse ofan infertile
marriage took only half this fund plus usufruct on the half credited to the
deceased spouse. Propres, the property either spouse had brought to the
marriage, were handled differently. They were held apart from this fund
and returned to the surviving spouse at the end of the marriage. The rest
of the marital estate (the deceased's propres and his or her half of the
community goods) passed to lineal kin. Had the marriage been fertile,
however, the con1munity ofgoods was in some places effectively redefined
to include all property that had either been brought to or acquired during
the marriage ("universal" community). Still, the survivor got only one-half
this amount, with the other half going to the children, on which the sur
viving spouse had only usufruct. The children were, in addition, the pre
sumptive heirs of all that the surviving spouse acquired. 16

Throughout this region, indeed throughout the southern Low Coun
tries, we thus find hybridity similar to that which characterized the Picard
Walloon regimes. We can also find lnstances of radical instability not
unlike those in ]Douai, Hesdin, or Line. In Ghent, in eastern Flanders,
for example, the definition ofmovables was expanded during the late Mid
dle Ages, as houses in the city (but not their building sites) came to be
considered movable property and thus were included in the community
property account, a modification that dramatically increased the value of
the properties that passed to the surviving spouse.17 Almost next door, in
Antwerp (located in the Province of Brabant), a similar move also
strengthened conjugal rights. During the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries,
the definition of community goods ~ras broadened as, first, land along
the ScheIdt, Antwerp's great river, was counted as movable property and,

16 In some areas of Flanders, law was more generous to the survIving spouse. Bruges and
Ypres were among several places that granted the survivor of Infertile marnages half the entIre
estate, Just as most customs in the regIon provided survivors of fertIle marriages. Even In these
two CItIes, however, l-he pnnclple of conjugalIty recognized by this provision was undercut by
another, for the survivor was denIed usufruct on the portion of the estate that passed to
"heIrs."

17 The system CI eated maSSIve confuSIon, SIn~e the bUIlding lot Itself was not counted as a
movable; after severa] marriages, a house could have one set of owners, Its lot another. In the
sixteenth century, the custom was changed so that the lot on which a house stood could be treated
as a movable, rents, however, retained theIr statu~, as Immovables: see Godding, Le drOll pnve,
273-74.
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second, houses along with their building lots were added to the fund. In
addition, it became customary to allow the proceeds of sales of propres
to be invested in new properties that were treated as "after-acquired" prop
erties. Hence, citizens of Antwerp could in effect reduce the value of pro
pres and increase that of community of goods during the course of the
marriage, thereby improving survivors' rights and reducing the claims of
k.i 18n.

But it was not these regional versions of community property law that
would set the French standard. That was established by the laws of the
"Centre," the region of Paris, Orleans, and environs, where what was
called "Ie loi commun" reigned. Customs in this area were the basis for
the sixteenth-century codifications-that ofParis being the most influen
tial-which would, much later, themselves serve as the basis for the Code
Civil. Like the customs of the southern Low Countries, these rules were,
however, still very much in flux in the late Middle Ages. They too had
been born in a concept of community as immortal organism, but by this
period that spirit of community had to a great extent been effaced. If the
occasional pre-1300 marriage contract, the odd piece of legislation, the
rare court record all indicate that people in this region had once formed
universal communities, even joint households, when they married, they
no longer did so by about 1300.19

By then, the custom recognized two distinct marital property funds,
rather as in the southern Low Countries. One was the community of
goods, composed of movables and after-acquired properties. As in most
community property regimes throughout the North, either surviving
spouse was considered to have roughly equal rights to this property, al
though just what these rights were and just how the "community" was
defined still varied enormously, depending on the place and the date of
the record. Other goods, the propres that either spouse had brought to the
marriage, were held apart from the community during the marriage and
returned to the natal line from which they had come (according to a prin

ciple-"materna maternis, paterna paternis"-which could be used to

18. For the southern Low Countnes, see, In general, Godding, Le drOlt pnve, Yver, "Les deux
groupes"; and E M Meijers, "Le droIt ligunen de succession," Ti.Jdschrift voor Rechtsgeschzedenzs
5 (1924): 16-32

19. ThIs hIStOry, and the evidence for It, IS recounted by OlIvIer-MartIn, Hlstolre de fa coutume,

also see P Petot and A. Vandenbossche, "Le statut de la femme dans les pays coutumier frans:ais
du XIIIe au XVIle SIeele," In La Femme' Recuetls de fa Soclete de Jean Bodln pour I'hzstOlre compara

tlve des lnstltutlOns, vol 12 (Brussels: EdItIons de la lIbrane encyelopedIque, 1962)
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trace goods back several generations). ~Propres were generally understood
to be immovable goods, but the definition was under constant pressure
throughout this period, and even well into the early modern period was
gradually expanded to include chattels, certain income, and other property
once counted as community.20 The husband, as head of household, man
aged the communal account. His management rights were absolute with
respect to the movables in the account, but until the fourteenth century
he could not alienate the after-acquired immovables in the fund without
the express consent of the wife.21 The husband also managed the propres
of both spouses, but he could not alienate his wife's and was obligated
to keep his own intact because they forIned the basis ofhis widow's dower.

The defining feature of marital property law in this region was the
dower, the douaire coutumier. Here, widows received not only their share
of the community of goods (along with its associated debts) and their
propres, but also the famous douaire coutumier, rights to the income from
a portion of her late husband's propres. 22 Thought to be a legacy of the
Frankish dos ex rrlarito, the douaire coutumier had once implied full own
ership rights but by the late Middle Ages had been reduced to usufruct.23

In practice, the size of the Parisian douaire was usually fixed by separate
marital agreements, and custom itself set no minimum, providing only
that if no written contract existed, the douaire equaled one-half the value
of the propres the groom had brought to the marriage. This widow's right
lapsed at her death, and the properties returned to the heirs ofthe deceased
husband-the children or, in their absence, his natal kin.

20. See, in partIcular, Ralph E. GIesey, "Rule~1 of Inhentance and StrategIes of MobIlity In
Prerevolutlonery France," Amencan Hzstoncaf Revzew 82, no. 2 (1977): 271-89. Also see Barbara
B. DIefendorf, Pans Czty Counczllors zn the SzxteentJ7 Century· The Polztzcs ojPatrzmony (Princeton:
Princeton UnIversity Press, 1983), and Ohvier-Martin, Hzstozre de fa coutume, vol. 2. As it was
generally understood In the late medieval penod, the category of propres was hmited to named
assets brought to the marnage, Income earned froyn these propertIes fell Into the community of
goods as though It was an after-acquired good. Debts eIther Incurred In the course of the marnage
or In eXIstence at Its Inception were secured by communIty property (except that debts Incurred
by the wife were charged against her propres unless the husband had authonzed otherwise).

21. OlIvier-MartIn, Hzstozre de fa coutume, 189 ff.
22. Widows here also often had the nght to renounce their share of the community goods

on the theory that they had had no role In manag Lng the account; they were thus shIelded from
the ruIn that could co me to them from debts Incurred by the husband. By the fourteenth century,
Pansien widows had the nght to renounce their claim to both the movable and after-acquIred
property, SInce both 1unds could be encumbered at the husband's vohtion dunng the marriage.
In the course of the fifteenth century, this nght ·was restncted to noblewomen

23 On the douaire in the southern Low Countnes, see GoddIng, Le drozt przve, 262 ff
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The Pays d'Ecrit

Although the community property law of the North, the pays coutumier,

was hardly homogeneous, never fully communal, more conjugal than com
munal in practice, and less widely honored in 1400, say, than it had been
in 1200, the term serves to signal that in structure law in this region was
different from that in the late medieval South, the pays d'ecrit. In the latter
region, decisions about marital property relations and succession were
made in rough accordance with principles oflaw derived from the Roman,
and the rules were written down, commented upon, and authorized by
legal scholars, judges, and magistrates. In this system, custom did not
govern inheritance as it theoretically did in the North. Individuals had
choices about how their property was used and transferred, and those peo
ple deemed owners of family assets were given much more leeway than
Northerners in making these decisions. In theory, it was possible for fa
thers to endow children differently at marriage, for husbands to deny their
widows any income from the family property, for parents to favor one
child over another in estate distributions. In the North, people did not
have such freedom of choice or, if they did have such choices (as Douai
siens did), they owed their freedoms to a peculiar interpretation of "com
munity" rather than to general principles that vested absolute ownership
rights in individuals.

The general principles that informed marital property law in the South
have long been labeled "separatist" because the property either spouse
brought to the marriage was considered distinct, and no conjugal fund
was created by wedlock. The wife's dot, her contribution to the marriage,
was typically returned to her when she was widowed. Although a widow
often received an increase as well or usufruct on a portion of the property
her husband owned at his death, she was not guaranteed this property,
and it was not designed, when granted, to provide her a share in either
the gains or the losses made during the marriage.

Still, the South was itself hardly more uniform than the North and was
considerably less devoted to the notion of separatism than this legal typol
ogy implies. At least until about 1500, marital property law in the South
was like northern communal systems in its hybridity and mobility. It was
also highly susceptible to "communal" influences just as northern regimes
were susceptible to "lineal" claims, and it too could bend and be bent to
the needs of the people who lived under them. After 1500, we also know,
the communal practices adopted in the Middle Ages survived among
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much of the peasantry in this region. Jean Hilaire's studies ofMontpellier
and its region are perhaps the best kno\vn of the recent studies that reveal
these patterns. Located in the Languedoc, the heart of the pays d'ecrit,
where, in theory, principles of Roman law reigned, legal institutions were
well developed, and lawyers and their learning wielded enormous influ
ence, Montpellier and its environs was hardly the model of stability and
dotality its legal texts promised.24 The area's traditional dotal regime, de
scribed in the first written Custom of 1204 (reedited in 1205 and several
times thereafter in the Middle Ages), 'was in practice regularly amended
by means of the very marriage contracts that people in this region regularly
used to set the terms of dotal marriage. With them, Montpellieriens and
their neighbors utterly transformed, and sometimes entirely erased, the
dotal system by imposing upon it rules of community property law.

The forms of community that these people constructed varied widely.
Some involved the new marital couple and the parents of one spouse;
these communities were usually of linlited duration and hierarchical in
nature. Others \vere what the French call affrerements, more egalitarian
arrangements between siblings and their spouses, or even between a mar
ried pair and a third party. There were also true "universal communities"
between spouses; they first appear in tJurteenth-century documents, but
probably had an older history, and until their gradual disappearance during
the late fifteenth century, such universal communities appeared in about
a third of the co ntracts written in the city of Montpellier itself.

The "communitarian spirit" that Hilaire uncovered in the marital prop
erty agreements of this region was not always in evidence, however, not
across the social spectrum and not through time, for people regularly mod
ified law as they wrote their marriage agreements. In Montpellier such
interventions in normative law were especially frequent during the four
teenth and fifteenth centuries, an age of periodic economic crises. Even
then, however, communal principles were not adopted by all social groups.
Around 1340, when "communal" amendments seem to have been espe
cially frequent, the city's merchant class seems rarely to have issued con
tracts in this forIll. In contrast, about one-third of the city's artisan popula
tion did SO.25 By the end of the fifteenth century, however, even artisans

24. Jean Hilaire, "Le regtme des buns entre epoux dans la regton de Montpellter du debut du Xllle
Steele ala fin du XVIe Steele Contnbutton aux etude~, d'hzstotre du drott ecnt (Montpe1her: Causse,
Graille and Caste1nau, 1957); Idem, "VIe en commun: Famille et espnt communautaIre," Nouvelle
revue hzstonque de dro.'t franfazse et etranger, 4th ser., 51 (1973): 8-53.

25. HilaIre, Le regtme des buns, 278.
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had largely reverted to dotal marriage. In the nearby village of Ganges,
in contrast, the evidence of communitarian property arrangements, which
were in form more extreme than those of the city, mounted throughout
the fifteenth century and did not subside until after 1550. In this area,
such marital property agreements were made by people who shared both
work and residence ("la meme maison, Ie meme pain, Ie meme vin"), thus
in practice conforming almost perfectly to the social logic of such laws.

Nowhere in Montpellier did the community property movement pros
per after the 1500s, however, and by the seventeenth century, the dotal
system inscribed in the region's written customs seems to have been every
where hegemonic. The reasons for the decline are obscure, but Hilaire
flatly rejects the standard juridical explanation, which attributes renewed
dotality to the "second renaissance" of Roman law dating from the six
teenth century. He argues instead that the revival of interest in Roman
law and the legal learning of that culture that occurred in the sixteenth
century came after the decline of communitarian agreements was already
in progress. On balance, Hilaire opts for "social forces" that produced a
kind of "individualism" that dotal property regimes nurture and protect.26

Until they triumphed, however-that is, until the sixteenth century
marital property law in this region bore little resemblance to the schematic
produced by scholars. Until then, in Hilaire's words, "The dotal regime
as it was practiced in Languedoc in the Middle Ages had scarcely the
character of a separatist marital property regime."27

In the border areas that lay between the pays d'ecrit and the pays coutu
mier, the instability or flexibility of law seems to have been even more
marked. In the pays de Vaud, for example, the Swiss-French region that
includes Lausanne, a dotal form of marital property law obtained, al
though the region is classed as a "customary" region. The dots that wives
brought to their marriages were under their husband's absolute managerial
control, although the women technically retained full ownership of the
dots and claimed them, without encumbrances, in their widowhood. In
addition, by custom the wife received an augmentum (increase) on her dot,
payable in cash and in most marriage contracts set at 50 percent of the
dot, a payment that recalls the spirit of the northern regimes. Recalling
that spirit even more explicitly, husbands began in the sixteenth century

26. Ibld , 312
27 Ibld, 212
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to give their wives morning gifts (the l'vIorgengabe) as well.28 The custom
also granted widows an option that further recalls the northern systems:
they could renounce their dot and augmentum, choosing literally to
"stay"-to reside--in their deceased husbands' households, and most wid
ows seem to have done so until they remarried.

Still another insecure compromise between communal and dotal princi
ples was under negotiation in the Bordelais, in southeastern France.
Crossroads of several legal systems and home of diverse agricultural and
urban economies., this region was the home ofa thirteenth-century written
custom that described a dotal-like system, one nonetheless heavily in
flected by the cornmunitarian spirit of the North. The subsequent written
custom, which dates from the sixteenth century, seemed to have sup
pressed these "northern" influences, for it described an almost purely dotal
system, with all tne usual appurtenances. Between the two dates, however,
written "custom" was in practice ignored as frequently as it was honored.
According to a recent study of marriage contracts written throughout the
region from about 1450 to 1550, people in the Bordelais amended law in
several different ways, sometimes preserving (if only barely) the spirit of
the dotal regime described by custom but as often jettisoning it entirely.
In total, 76 percent of the marriage contracts registered in Bordeaux and
the Bordelais in this century subverted the dotal system by creating at
least a limited community of goods.29 'The choice of marital property re
gime seems to have varied directly with social place. Urbanites married
differently from residents of the countryside, rich differently from poor,
merchants not the same as landowners or peasants.

The Duchy of Burgundy, which lies right on the border of the pays
d'ecrit and the pays coutumier, provides a last, particularly telling, exam
ple. The first cornpilation of custom for the region, dated 1459, described
a marital property regime very much like the Parisian in that it mixed a
dotal-like with a communal regime. It granted widows both half of the
community of goods, made up of movables and after-acquired properties

28. The augmentum, apparently accepted as customary In the MIddle Ages, was in the early
modern penod awarded only to wIdows who had marnage contracts that required the payment.
UnlIke the douaire coutumier In the "Centre" 01 the usufruct on Immovables due widows In
Ghent, for example, the augmentum In this area was often paId only If the widow remarned, and
in the MIddle Ages no restnctIons were put on \vIdows who remarried. The morning gift is a
payment to the bnde by the groom after consumlnatlon of the marriage.

29. Jacques Lafon, Les epoux bordelats 1450-1S50' Regzmes malrzmonzaux el mulaltons soczales
(Pans S.E V P E.N.. 1972), 183 ff.
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along with a small douaire coutumier, usufruct on the propres of the de
ceased husband equal to a third of the bride's dot. In compensation for
the fact that she had had no managerial rights over this property during
the marriage-that her husband could use, even lose, this property with
out consulting her-a widow in Burgundy could, just as a widow in Paris,
renounce her claim to the community goods in order to protect herself
from the creditors her husband may have left behind. In doing so, how
ever, she also lost her claim to the douaire coutumier and kept only the
dot she had brought to the marriage, a limitation unknown in Paris and
one most commentators have seen as draconian.

Marital property rules in this region were not, however, as settled as
this written custom implies. Before 1459, marital property law in this
region had fluctuated wildly, from place to place and period to period.
Even after this text was issued, the rules of marital property law and suc
cession that it contained were regularly rewritten in practice. Some people
adhered to more local norms, which varied in subtle, and not so subtle,
ways from the text; some issued marriage contracts or wills that even more
forthrightly subverted the written norms. Legal historians have tradition
ally ascribed this instability to the region's location. Situated as it was in
the border of the pays d'ecrit and the pays coutumier, Burgundy's law was,
they have argued, confused.

In a series of recent studies, however, Georges Chevrier has argued a
different case. 3D The county's location where two legal regimes met did
not, he contends, produce the instability or the hybrid quality of Burgun
dian marriage law. Rather, location simply allowed a more open, more
visible, and more vigorous display of the tensions that lay at the heart of
all European marital property regimes. What was different about Bur
gundy was not the impotence of law, but law's ability to contain and dis
play contradictions that almost everywhere else were better suppressed.
The system inscribed as customary in 1459 was, thus, not a moment in
a chaotic legal history but a kind of compromise, "a middle way, more
modern and more moderate, which played its part regarding the interests
of the wife, at the same time safeguarding the interests of the family."31

30 See, In particular, G. Chevner, "Sur quelques caracteres de l'histoire du regIme matnmonial
dans la Bourgogne ducale aux dIverse phases de son developpement," Les drotts des gens manes,

vol 27 of Memozres de fa Sonde pour FHzstozre du Drozt et des Instztuttons des anczens pays bourguzg

nons, comtozs et romands (Dljon Faculte de drOIt des SCIences econoffilques de Dijon, 1966),257
85.

31 IbId, 265
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Rather than as a story of how a diminished form of community law
clumsily displaced Roman, as most legal scholars have read it, Chevrier
thus sees the Burgundian evidence as testimony to the contradictions in
herent in marital property law, which nlust regulate the interests oflineage
and household, male and female, in a social world that is fractured and
changing and in a legal culture where rules are not firm and authorities
are not well established.

It is thus that j n its historical evolution, from the fourteenth century [for
ward], the Burgundian marital property regime, despite its tendency toward
systematization and its conversion into a particular kind of community
property law with the [customary] douaire, never ceased to evidence contra
diction. It remained at the center ofan incessant struggle between the struc
ture of the small domestic family and that of the large, lineal family. Its
variations do not reflect just the ups and downs of the economy, the rise of
Roman law or the transformations ofmoral life. They reflect the permanent
oscillation of family rights between a conception favorable to the financial
interests of the couple and its household . . . and a tendency toward a
reinforcement of the patrimonial prerogatives of the lineage.32

Law's Sociall\1eanings

So much, we might conclude, for the sanctity of law. The more important
lesson to draw from these examples--or the lesson that is more pertinent
here-is, however, that people in late medieval Europe, at least in the
Flemish- and F'rench-speaking world, did not manage marital property
relations according to unchanging nIles, whether written or unwritten,
whether based on ancient codes or long use. They took every opportunity
to adjust and readjust the norms they had inherited, the principles their
lawyers divined, the rules their magistrates handed down. And they did
so without major opposition from kin, lawyers, or governors. Of course,
this is not to say that institutional histories did not matter, that political
circumstances did not help determine the range of choices any individual
had when negotiating a marriage or arranging an estate. It is, however,
to point out that late medieval people in this part ofEurope were consider
ably less attached to legal abstractions than their historians have usually
been.

32 IbId., 283-84
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Hard questions remain, however. Why were late medieval Europeans
inclined to intervene in established traditions so energetically, and with
what effects? Is it possible that they did so simply when they could, as
Chevrier argues, in an unceasing and fruitless effort to establish equity
among mutually exclusive interests? Whatever the merits of such an expla
nation, it cannot be sufficient. It begs the question of why people chose
as they did-why for a given person at a given time one set of interests
would have seemed more important, one set of needs more pressing. In
Douai, I have argued, people chose more lineal marital property regimes
when preservation of wealth seemed more urgent than its acquisition,
when social place seemed harder to acquire and more difficult to pro
tect, when social mobility felt less like opportunity and more like risk. To
move from custom to the new regime required, however, more than a
realignment of priorities. It required, we have seen, the suppression of
one social and gender imaginary and the elevation of another.

Little from the records that have been left in other places or from the
studies that have been done to trace legal histories elsewhere directly ad
dress these issues, so we cannot know whether the Douaisien story of legal
change and its social implications were like the stories that took place in
Dijon or Lille, in Montpellier or Bordeaux. Nevertheless, the Douaisien
evidence can teach us much about the possible social meaning of legal
change elsewhere, about the ways in which the instability of law in the
county of Burgundy, for example, was not simply a measure of tensions
inherent in the structure of the law; about what kind of "social forces,"
to which Hilaire appeals, may have been at work as Montpellierians chose
to eliminate community property provisions from their marriage con
tracts-and about what was not at issue as well. The Douai story can
teach us even more about what we need to know to write a satisfactory
social history of law in these places.

Let us begin by returning to the structure of law itself. Legal historians
have frequently assumed that social meanings are directly reflected in law's
structure. In such an argument, regimes like those dominant in northern
Europe in this age were not just communal or egalitarian in structure;
they bespoke social ethics and practices that were communal or conjugal,
collateral, and egalitarian. In contrast, the dotal regimes of the South re
flected a social reality that was in spirit lineal, separatist, patrilineal, hierar
chical, and patriarchal (i.e., male-dominant). To be sure, we now know
that the line between the North and South was less clear than this typology
implies and that within each region there was wide variation, but this
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evidence has served such scholars precisely as proof of their point: that
law changed to reflect social circumstances.33 Thus, for example, when
peasants in the Languedoc chose to add communal provisions to their
marriage contracts, they were expressing the experiences of a social world
in which the "nlanse" was the place 'w-here all residents-men, women,
and children-shared "Ie meme pain, Ie meme vin." When merchants in
Bordeaux or officeholders in Paris chose to label assets patrilineal, they
were seeking to preserve capital (cultural and economic) in economically
viable units and to reserve them for the individual males whose social
status had to be guaranteed.

Although there is much to recomrrtend this reasoning, in this form the
claim assumes too much. It assumes that law is monolithic, that it encodes
a single social logic and records a set of social practices that are uniformly
experienced. Or it assumes that law is the inscription of the powerful who
share and are positioned to impose this single logic. It also assumes that
law perfectly captures social meaning, that law, in its structure, is an unme
diated reflection of social experience. The evidence from Douai exposes
the fallacies in such reasoning.

Let us once again review the Douaisien case. Neither Douai's original
law nor its replacement embodied a single, unadulterated social vision.
Douai's custom was, to be sure, aggressively conjugal in comparison with
others of the day, if by that we mean that it privileged the conjugal pair
over natal kin as property owners. In that sense, the reformation of law
was, as Jacob put it, "the kin's revenge on the couple."34 But this does not

33. ThIs land of reasonIng IS Implicit In rnany of the best legal hIstories of the penod. See,
for example, Jean Gihssen, "Le statut de la femme dans l'ancien droIt belge," in La Femme: Recuetls

de la Soctete de Jean Bodtn pour l'htstotre comparattve des tnstttuttons, vol. 12 (Brussels: EditIons de
la librane encyclopedique, 1962),256-57: "One of the most remarkable features [ofurban mantal
property law in the southern Low Countries in this age] is certainly the tendency toward equalIty
between the sexes, both within marriage and outside of It." Also see, more generally, Ourhac and
Malafosse, Le drottJfamtltal, and Godding, Le drott pnve. For an effort to tie legal structure more
specifically to concrete SOCIal experience, see Ch.ules Donahue, Jr., 'What Causes Fundamental
Legal Ideas? Marital Property in England and France in the Thirteenth Century," Mtchtgan Law
Revzew 78 (1979-80): 59-88.

On the general dIfficulty of reconcIhng the 'Nork of legal and SOCIal historians, espeCIally in
medieval French histonography, see Jacques Le Goff, "Histoire medlevale et histoire du droIt:
Un dialoge difficile," Stona soctale e dtmenstone gtundtca Strumentt d'tndagtne et tpotesz de lavoro;
Attz dell'tncontro dt studto, Firenze, 26-27 apnle 1985 (Milan: GIuffre, 1986), and Paul Ourliac,
"Histoire nouvelle et histolre du droit," Revue htStonque de drott franfats et etranger 70, no. 3
(1992): 363-7l.

34. The phrase appears on p. 238 and paSSIm: Jacob, Les epoux.
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necessarily imply that the Douaisiens who married under custom were
hostile to their kin, that they saw parents and children, brothers and sis
ters, as unworthy competitors for their wealth. Custom was, in fact, not
at all hostile to lineality as such. After all, custom guaranteed one-half of
all the property in the household of the deceased, no matter its origin or
nature, to the lineal kin if the marriage had been infertile. And custom
provided living children of a marriage an equal share in the entire estate
left by the last surviving spouse. It also allowed fathers (and their widows)
unlimited freedom to give conjugal property away during their lives, a
privilege that was regularly used to limit custom's capacity to move prop
erty away from the line. The system did, admittedly, put some forms of
lineality at risk by allowing all children of the deceased to inherit equally,
even those born of another marriage, and it recognized only living heirs,
not their heirs, thus effectively disinheriting a descendent line established
by a deceased heir. But these provisions were not so much a repudiation
of the notion of lineality as a particular conception of it.

Nor was the new marital property, in practice, hostile to conjugality.
While we have seen that the change in marital property law reimagined
the roles of husband and wife, both with respect to conjugal property and
to the business of the household, the new system did not treat the conjugal
unit or the household it formed as unimportant, even as secondary, to the
interests of the natal lineage. On the contrary. I will return to these points
in the conclusion; here let me simply point out that to distinguish male
property interests from female is not, in itself, to deny the economic, so
cial, or moral importance of the marriage between male and female. It
is to reassign their tasks and reconstruct their union, not necessarily to
undermine conjugality itself.

Moreover, the old regime was not truly egalitarian unless by that we
mean simply that children were equal heirs of their parents in intestate
successions. No more was it egalitarian with respect to gender, unless by
that we are referring simply to the radical equivalence ofwidow and wid
ower in intestate successions. We might also profitably pause to ponder
what it means to say that male interests were privileged under the new
regime. Although the system did provide certain men new advantages, it
did so at the price of disempowering others, husbands and childless wid
owers chief among them. We might even argue that the only true winners
in this story were fathers-some fathers-not men. In this sense, the new
laws were patrilineal, but it is worth noting that not all men were "paters"
and that no man was always or exclusively a "pater." "Patrilineal" in this
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sense implies a positioning of certain males to females that puts specific
interests, labeled male, above those labeled female. It does not mean all
men can claim that position. Finally, it is not entirely clear that women
qua women sufFered a net loss under the new marital property regime.
Certainly, they lost many of the property and legal rights they had enjoyed
as widows, but jn return they gained jmportant protections as wives, and
as we have seen, as widows they preserved property rights that were far
from neglible.

Thus, while the two Douaisien marital property regimes were indeed
different, their structural differences cannot be reduced to a contest be
tween a social ethic that was conjugal and one that was lineal, between
communal social values and separatist values, or between egalitarian ideals
and hierarchical, especially "male-dono.inant," notions. Neither Douaisien
regime, nor th<:: reformation itself, can intelligibly be expressed in these
terms, in part because neither regime was entirely one or the other, in
part because the terms themselves do not fully capture the complex rela
tions among family members described by either regime.

These terms fail for another reason as well: they describe only structural
relations among those with claims to family property and do not take
account of the way their meaning depends upon the particular social cir
cumstances. Even if in structure a marital property regime is egalitarian,
in that, for example, it provides widow and widower equal succession
rights, gives wives an equal voice in management of conjugal assets, or
perhaps grants wives veto power over alienations ofpatrimonial properties,
this is not to say that the law is the direct reflection of women's economic
power, still less that it is the product of a society in which women are the
social equals 0 f men.

Let us look, by way of illustration, at the radically conjugal form of
community property law in Douai. In this situation, we can certainly ar
gue, some won1en (propertied wido\vs above all) would have enjoyed gen
uine benefits--wealth, of course, but also the authority to manage it and
the prestige that came from such power. But these benefits derived not
just from the property itself but froDl the social world in which the assets
were located. It was precisely because conjugal pairs in cities such as Douai
lived and worked independently, apart from parents and kin, that the fe
male survivor of such a marriage gained independence and authority. As
heir to and uncontested manager of the dwellings, inventories, cash, plate,
jewels, and rents that constituted the bulk of urban wealth, widows could,
like Franchoise Rohard, disperse as they chose wealth that had been their
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husbands', selecting beneficiaries, even heirs, at will; they could also trade
inherited goods for other kinds of wealth; they could change occupation,
residence, and social place with relative ease. Even in community property
regimes less radically conjugal than the Douaisien-regimes, for example,
like those in Flanders proper-widows had powerful rights as managers,
if not as owners, of a significant portion of the conjugal estate. There too,
if the property was mercantile and movable, widows gained real autonomy.

But community property law in itself does not guarantee these rights,
not even a community property law that is conjugally inflected like the
Douaisien. Let us consider, for example, how the original Douaisien re
gime might have operated in the countryside, in a peasant community
where the chief asset was land rights, a community like those where the
Douaisien system probably originated. In such a place, this legal system
would not necessarily give women-or men-the kind of autonomy and
authority we associate with property rights. To a peasant, male or female,
it would matter little whether the holding was entirely vested in the conju
gal pair (or its survivor); in a wider, not coresident, kin group; or in a
single male and his male heir. In any of these cases, the head of household
would not be "free" to use the manse or to dispose of its wealth in any
way other than as required by the general norms of the community and
the material realities of the day. Peasant proprietors in this age were, after
all, bound to land and effectively rendered socially and geographically im
mobile because markets for land, labor, and produce were then so undevel
oped. Sucession rights might guarantee social place in such societies, but
they did not provide modern ownership benefits. Thus, even if the conju
gal pair or its survivor technically possessed the manse independently, they
effectively had fewer rights than someone in an urban setting, where prop
erty was movable and exchangeable. For women, the contrast between
city and country would have been greater still. A widow in the countryside
whose claim to her husband's estate assumed her continued residence in
his household and preservation of his land rights would have gained con
siderably less autonomy than was granted Franchoise Rohard by the raves
tissement for which she fought. Bound to the land she inherited and effec
tively to her male relatives on whom she depended for labor, technical
expertise, and voice in village affairs, such a widow might reasonably have
welcomed the limitations-and freedoms-of a dotal system.

Let us consider as well how the effects of a more lineal system might
be determined by the particular social setting in which it operated. In
certain settings, such separatist marital property regimes undoubtedly
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worked to contain women as some community property would not have.
Christiane Klapisch-Zuber's studies of Renaissance Florence have, for ex
ample, laid bare the sternly patriarchal character of the dotal regime as
practiced by this city's merchant class. In this city, women were positioned
as nothing more than carriers of mercantile property, so dispossessed that
they were never granted ownership even of the trousseau that their hus
bands titularly provided them. As a result, women were rendered mere
objects in men's households-as girls, those of their fathers; as wives,
those of their husbands; and as widows, those of their brothers. So extreme
was male dominance and so confined were women that mothers did not
even take chief responsibility for rearing their own children; men managed
those matters, often even hiring the nurses who fed and cared for the
infants their wives bore.35

In early modern France, we also know, as marital property law was
steadily rendered more lineal, women lost many of the rights they had
once enjoyed both as wives and widows. Barbara Diefendorf has argued
that the change in law was made deliberately, to disempower widows, that
in Paris during the sixteenth century, men intensified the separatist fea
tures of marital property law precisely to assure that their widows had
little autonomy even over community goods.36 Sarah Hanley has similarly
characterized the "family-state compact," which began to take shape in
northern France at this time, as a defeat for women. According to its
terms, men were granted greater control over family property (and family
members), in exchange for their subtuission to state control in other are
nas. Although the pact was not specifically designed to control women,
women figured centrally in the drama, and many of the tensions that re
sulted from the shift of power were focused on male-female relations,
on the terms of gender hierarchy itself.37 According to Robert Jacob, the
subordination ofwomen was also a leitmotif of the legal change that took
place throughout Picardy-Wallonia in this age: "Replacing the formal

35 ChristIne Klapisch-Zuber, Women, Famz/y and Rztualzn Renazssance Italy, trans. LydIa
Cochrane (ChIcago: UnIversity of ChIcago Press, 1985), see, In particular, the artIcles "The
Gnselda Complex," "The Cruel Mother," and 'Blood Parents, MIlk Parents."

36 Diefendorf, Parzs Czty Counczllors

37. Sarah Hanley, "Engendenng the State FamIly Formation and State Building In Early
Modern France," l/'rench Hzstoncal Studtes 16, no. 1 (Spnng 1989): 4-27; Idem, "FamIly and State
in Early Modern France' 'The Marnage Pact,'" In Connectzng Spheres Women zn the Western

World, 1500 to the Present, ed. Manlyn J Boxer and Jean H Q1lataert (New York and Oxford:
Oxford UnIversIty Press, 1987), 53-63.
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equality of spouses in succession and of brothers and sisters in inheritance
was an asymmetrical system in which sons and husbands were the dynamic
element, but daughters and wives were the passive element in the trans
mission of goods within the family. In effect, lineality ("la parente") and
masculinity progressed together. "38

As other scholars have pointed out, however, a lineal marital property
regime does not, in itself, determine the character of gender relations.
Stanley Chojnacki has argued that in Venice, where marital property laws
were in structure as patriarchal as the Florentine, husbands and wives reg
ularly cooperated in management of the household and its assets and that
they achieved what other scholars have characterized as "affectionate"
marriages. 39 Still other observers of the dotal systems characteristic of Ita
ly's merchant elite of this age have argued that even in the abstract, dotal
regimes might be "better" for women than community property regimes
because they protect wives from the misadventures or ill will of their hus
bands and give them, as wives, property of their own.40 Barbara Harris
has dissected the workings of the English aristocratic family in this age,
showing that even in these classically patriarchal structures, there was
room for conjugal love, feminine pleasure, and even a kind of female au
tonomy.41 Marianne Danneel has argued that in Ghent, where widows
had only usufruct rights on immovables and had to split movables with
lineal heirs of their late spouses, widows nonetheless often actively man
aged business and financial affairs left to them and their children.42 Even
in Douai, where the move from old custom clearly cost women some au-

38. Jacob, Les epoux, 239.
39. Stanley Chojnala., "Dowries and Kinsmen in Early RenaIssance Venice," Journal ofInter

dtsctpltnary Htstory 5 (1975): 571-600, and idem, " 'The Most Senous Duty'. Motherhood, Gen
der, and Patncian Culture In Renaissance Venice," In Rejigunng Woman PerspectIves on Gender
and the Italtan RenaIssance, ed. Marilyn Migiel and Julian Schiesan (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell UnIver
SIty Press, 1991).

40. See DIane Owen Hughes, "From Brideprice to Dowry In MedIterranean Europe," Journal
ofFamzly Htstory 3 (Fall 1978)· 262-96; also see Thomas Kuehn, "Law, Death and Heirs in the
RenaIssance. RepudIation of Inhentance In Florence," Renatssance Quarterly 45, no. 3 (Autumn
1992): 484-517, and JulIus Kirshner, 'WIves' ClaIms AgaInst Insolvent Husbands In Late Medi
eval Italy," In Women ofthe Medzeval World, ed.Julius Kirshner and Suzanne F. Wempel (Oxford:
Oxford UnIversity Press, 1985).

41 Barbara J. Harris, Of Noble and Gentle Btrth (Oxford: Oxford UniverSIty Press, forth
coming).

42. Danneel, Weduwen en wezen tn het laat-mtddeleeuwse Gent (Leuven and Apeldoorn: Gar
ant, 1995), esp 269-70, where she comments that the customary inhentance law "concentrated
sIgnIficant property in the hands ofwidows." Citing Gilissen, "Le statut de la femme," she remarks
on the "egalItananIsm" of the gender order thus implied.
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thority, there is no doubt that their losses came with some gains.43 A
widow whose husband's estate was heavily encumbered, whose estate was
invested in a business she could not manage, whose estate was jointly
owned by his kin-such a woman would surely have preferred the guaran
tees of the Douaisien reprise to the uncertainties of the ravestissement.

In structure, then, legal regimes only set the boundaries of social possi
bility; they do not determine its content. They do, however, have social
meaning, the II10re so in eras such as the late medieval, when legal institu
tions allowed extraordinary flexibility. The problem for historians, then,
is to learn to use legal sources as entries into social process, rather than
as perfect representations of social experience. The evidence from Douai
provides one example of how law both mapped and helped shape social
practice, but there too, as we have seen, terms such as "egalitarian" and
"hierarchical" do not capture the social meaning of either legal regime or
of the legal transformation itself. To reveal social meaning, we have had
to look for more complex socia1logics and to develop more situated analy
ses of the legal transformation.

To uncover law's social meanings elsewhere, we will have to be similarly
precise, but there can be no doubt that what we have learned in Douai
can help. Let us look, for example, at one of the most distinctive patterns
of legal change in this age-the way that urbanites, particularly rich ur
banites, preferred lineal over communal marital property regimes. It was
they among Europe's commoners, legal historians have told us, who first
moved from communal to more lineal regimes, and it was the richest
among them vvho did so first. Similarly, in regions where more lineal re
gimes had been bequeathed to ordinary people, it was, again, the richest
urbanites who appear to have been most eager to preserve them. In late
medieval Montpellier, for example, merchants clung to the dotal system
prescribed bY'Nritten custom, while peasants and small artisans made dif
ferent, more communal arrangements.44 In the Bordelais, it was also arti
sans and peasants who added what legal scholars call "community prop
erty" provisions to their contracts; urban merchants did not do so,
preferring the separatist, more lineal regimes prescribed by written cus
tom.45 In Paris, where custom autoInatically provided certain protections

43. Jacob acknowledges these gains but concludes that they were the pnce men paid to secure
theIr new pflVlleges as heads of families

44. HIlaire, Le regzme des buns
45. Lafon, LeJ epoux bordelazs
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to lineal assets, elites worked assiduously from the sixteenth century on
to extend these protections by reducing the widow's control over the goods
labeled "community property" and to limit the power a widow had over
her dower. 46 In Florence, rich merchants made the strictly dotal regimes
prescribed by custom even more patrilineal in practice than they were in
form. 47 And, among Europe's landed aristocracy, patrilineally inflected
marital property regimes were, of course, the norm. Few went so far as
some ofthe English aristocracy, it seems, but in this age all gave preference
to male-defined lineages over the conjugal pair or, even, over co-lateral
ki 48n.

The Douaisien evidence has taught us, however, to be cautious with
such evidence, for in this city, the rich were not inherently more disposed
to prefer lineal regimes: although the richest Douaisiens were dispropor
tionately represented among the writers of marriage contracts and wills,
they were accompanied by thousands of artisans and small shopkeepers
who similarly chose more lineal regimes. Even more significantly, it was
only a portion of the rich who made this choice; most of Douai's mer
chants, and a great many of its rentiers and professionals, married and
passed property under the customary regime until the late fifteenth or
early sixteenth century. Whether the elites in other cities of French- and
Flemish-speaking Europe were as relatively slow to adopt patrilineal in
heritance systems remains to be seen, and some of the evidence we have
suggests that they were not, or at least they were not joined by artisans
and shopkeepers as they were in Douai; until we have assembled records
as rich as the Douaisien, however, we simply cannot know for sure.

What we can be certain of, however, is that a preference for patrilin
eality was not acquired with wealth itself; the preference had to be learned.
Merchants in fifteenth-century Montpellier and Bordeaux may have been
as devoted to patrilineally inflected arrangements as they appear to have
been, but we shall need to know more about the institutional and social
circumstances in which they made their choices in order to explain their
preferences. We cannot assume, as has too readily been assumed, that they
chose as they did simply because they could and that their choices reflected

46. See, In partIcular, DIefendorf, Parts Ctty Counctllors
47. Klapisch-Zuber, Women, Famt/y and Rttual, and Anthony Molho, Marrtage Alltance tn

Late Medteval Florence (Cambndge. Harvard UnIversity Press, 1994).
48 For a general dIScuSSIon of thIs pattern, see Henri Bresc, "Europe' Town and Country

(Thirteenth-FIfteenth Century)," In A Htstory of the Famtly, vol I, ed. Andre Burgulere et al
(Cambndge: Poltty and Blackwell, 1996), 430-66
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an inherent taste for lineality, social hierarchy, and male dominance. After
all, the "line" is not ignored in comrnunal regimes; hierarchy existed in
all the marital property regimes available to Europeans of this age; males
were preferred jn all of them. To choose a more lineal regime was, then,
to choose a certain kind of hierarchy and to privilege certain kinds of
gendered behavior. It was not to opt for "hierarchy" over "egalitarianism"

" " " "or men over women.

Douai's old custom, although born in a rural society because there the
need to maintain the "manse" superseded other needs, was assiduously
preserved in the city because it so well accorded with the dominant social
imaginary there as well. It served to protect a particularly urban kind of
household economy, one made up largely of movable goods, most of them
conceived of as working assets that had to be attentively managed. In the
social logic that underlay custom, the appropriate manager of these goods
was the head 0 f household, someone skilled, mature, responsible, and de
voted to the tasks at hand. Normally, that was the male head ofhousehold.
In his absence, it was his wife or widow, his "deputy," but the social logic
and the law were perfectly able to accommodate the notion that she would
abdicate her responsibilities in favor of a new spouse, who was-in the
ory-able to assume the tasks she had inherited and better able than she
to attend to the household economy.

For all its logic, this system was, however, replete with contradictions
about social and gender order. It allowed social mobility-upward and
downward-of extraordinary kinds, as new spouses acquired wealth accu
mulated by fonmer spouses, as children with no "blood" claim to household
wealth were granted shares in it, as "blood" children were denied equal
rights in family estates. The system also destabilized gender hierarchy, for
it positioned ,vidows to own and n1anage property as no other marital
property reginle of the day did, while-at the same time-it required
wives to relinquish all property rights to their husbands.

The legal regime inscribed in marriage contracts, in contrast, imagined
a household made up to a significant degree of immovable goods, property
that served as investment capital rather than as working assets, property
that had not so much to be managed as preserved. Such a system limited
social mobility, for it made it possible to tie specific individuals to specific
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properties, thus assuring them the social place that came with guaranteed
possession of a house, a shop, trade rights, jewelry, luxurious clothing, and
furnishings. It also resolved a central contradiction of custom concerning
gender, for it did not construct the absurdly contradictory woman of cus
tom who was, as wife, without property rights yet, as widow, fully pos
sessed of them. Instead, this regime consistently limited women's access
to property, making them more carriers of property than creators of it.

Still, the new regime was hardly tension-free. Even in its "pure" form
a state rarely achieved in late medieval Douai-it did not relinquish every
thing to the line and did not entirely dispossess women. Moreover, it
complicated asset management, multiplied the occasions for disputes
among kin, disempowered husbands and childless widowers, and set hus
band against wife with respect to marital property. The decision to replace
one legal regime with another was, thus, a fraught process, a long and
never fully completed journey with many detours and dead ends. When
made, however, even in the leisurely way it was made in Douai, the legal
reform implied changes of enormous import in social and gender imagi
narIes.

Surely imaginaries like these were at play elsewhere in Europe where
people had some opportunities to design their own marital property and
inheritance arrangements and where commerce had become a way of life.
Surely in Bordeaux or Ghent or Montpellier, when people chose one kind
of marital property arrangement over another, it was not just a matter of
one legal regime versus another, not even a matter of whether kin should
outrank the conjugal pair and whether women should ever have indepen
dent property rights. Surely it was a matter of how property would be
defined; how people would link themselves to others by means ofproperty;
whether they would regard marriage as a vehicle for perpetuating individ
ual status rather than the moment of household formation; whether they
would come to see women principally as carriers rather than as creators
of property.



CONCLUSION

c::Jvfarie, J1ranchoise, and
'TheirJ isters

The Ministers of Orphans v. Marie Du Bosquiel

In 1434, the saJme year that Franchoise Rohard was brought to court by
her three stepchildren, Marie Du Bosquiel, the widow of Colart Belot,
was sued by Douai's Ministers of Orphans, men charged by the city to
oversee the financial affairs of minor children who had lost a parent.1 The
ministers were suing Du Bosquiel to prevent her from exiting her hus
band's estate. "Volere she to prevail, she would take the reprise and douaire
of 100 francs 34 livres, and a life rent of 30 livres per year (plus her cloth
ing' jewels, and "chambre") promised in her marriage contract, which had
been written just four years previously.2 The children would then be sole
heirs of their father's (remaining) estate, an estate already heavily in debt
and now to be further depleted by the removal of Du Bosquiel's reprise
and douaire.

The suit began when, as the law required, Du Bosquiel filed in court
to "seize" her husband's property so that she could collect her reprise and
douaire. In making their bid to stop her, the ministers argued that she
had not complied with a provision of the law demanding that widows
planning to exit an estate leave untouched all property in it until they
actually had taken their promised douaire and reprise. Du Bosquiel, the
ministers asserted, had taken delivery of some horses due her husband

1. AMD, FF 289, fols. 86r and v, and 98, 112v (1434). Not all children in Douai had such
protectors. Only those who had previously been granted firm inheritance rights, perhaps by a will
or their parents' marriage contract, were represented by these officials when one parent died.
These children had what children in Douai customarily did not have-devolutionary rights
and it was the job of the ministers to see that these rights were honored.

2. AMD, FF 6:10/1860 (17 January 1430).
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and had allowed a cloak that had been his to be sold or given away. The
widow denied the charges. She countered that the horses had been deliv
ered before her husband's death and that the cloak had not been sold but
had simply been returned to the woman whose it was, a friend who had
left it at the house when she had visited Belot on his deathbed. Du Bos
quiel won the argument and was allowed to take her reprise and douaire
out of the estate. The children were thus left only Belot's remaining prop
erty, and with it came all the debts Belot had owed.

Du Bosquiel thus demanded and won the protections provided by the
new marital property regime in Douai. In contrast to Franchoise Rohard,
who had so eagerly sought to "stay" in her husband's estate, Du Bosquiel
rejected this right. She did so, of course, because the estate her husband
had left was burdened by onerous debts, as Le Libert's had not been. The
significance of this case here is not, however, that it reveals the ways the
new law could advantage widows, but that it exposes the confusions at
tending the shift from old law to new and the way the new preserved
vestiges of the old.

The confusions become evident when we turn to the details of the court
testimony itself, for in this document we see that Du Bosquiel herself was
not so devoted to the new principles of law as it first appears. In addition
to her reprise and douaire, Du Bosquiel also claimed rights to run a fish
business that had been conjugal property (but that she may have run alone
as "feme sole"). To make this claim, a claim that the right of reprise and
douaire patently excluded, Du Bosquiel had to return to custom's principle
of conjugal unity. In court she argued that "according to the law and cus
tom of Douai," she was "a citizen by virtue of her husband and that, in
demanding execution of her marriage contract [i.e., her reprise and dou
aire] , she did not lose the right of citizenship that allowed her to sell
herrings on her own account, just like others, without being held account
able or liable for her deceased husband's debts."3

As she exited her husband's estate, free of its debts and with the prop
erty promised in her marriage contract intact, Du Bosquiel thus claimed
the right to a part of that estate. Had Douai's echevins strictly observed
the principles of the new legal regime, her claim would have failed, for the
rights to the fish business belonged to her late husband's household, which

3 AMD, FF 289, fo1. 86v.
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she had expressly chosen to exit. The Ou Bosquiel case thus sits uncom
fortably-and illogically-between rnTo different conceptions of marital
property relations, one that treats husband and wife as a unit and one that
treats husband and wife as distinct persons. That Du Bosquiel managed
to sustain her odd claim in court is surely evidence of the instability of
marital property and inheritance law in mid-fifteenth century Douai, a
measure of how vaguely Douaisiens then demarcated old principles from
new.

The Ministers of Orphans, however angrily they opposed Du Bos
quiel's claim, seem to have been similarly poised between old and new.
They brought their suit as trustees for the children of Du Bosquiel and
Belot, men charged with the fiducialY responsibility of seeing that the
children's property was protected. They were thus positioned as represen
tatives of the husband and his line, against Du Bosquiel, who was posi
tioned as a threat to the children. In structure then, this case perfectly
expresses the logic of the new marital property regime: husband and wife
are separate beings, representing distinct (and potentially antagonistic)
property interests. Yet, in bringing their suit, the ministers invoked old
custom's notions of conjugal unity, the idea that a husband and wife were
one indivisible economic unit. In fact, they claimed that Du Bosquiel had
an obligation to remain in the estate precisely because the estate was in
debt. 4

Du Bosquiel thus exited her husband's estate, leaving the creditors its
meager remains and, at least ostensibly, leaving her children paupers. In
fact, however, I)u Bosquiel did not abandon her children. She took them
with her, and she took care of them. When she remarried Collart Tallon
about two years later, in 1437, she stipulated in her marriage contract that
she and her ne1vV husband would support them. "[They] were obligated,
at their expense, to support and raise the children, to send them to school,

4. There is yet another peculiarity of thIs case. The mInIsters bringIng thIS SUIt were not just
trustees for the chIldren but creditors to the estate Itself, for it was to them that Belot had owed
money, and It was they who would have been paId from the reprise and douaire Bosqulel might
have been compelled to leave in the estate Just how they mIght have tned to justify theIr ambigu
ous pOSItIon, as both protectors of the children and credItors of the estate, we do not know. They
may, however, have seen no contradICtIon. Yes, they would personally benefit if Bosquiel were
forced to stay In the estate, but that dId not dIsqualIfy them as representatIves of the chIldren.
If they forced the rllother to stay in the estate, they would establIsh the chIldren In life, just as
they were oblIgated to do
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to see that they learned a trade, to dress and nourish them, to give them
food, drink, and clothing and all their necessities, until they were married
... or reached the age of eighteen years."5

In addition, Du Bosquielleft 60 francs to her children, making each
ofthem the heir of the other if there were no children born ofher marriage
to Tallon. Had Du Bosquiel stayed in her first husband's estate, she would
not have been in a position to give her children this financial help. In
debt herself, she probably would have neither found a new husband nor
had anything left to bequeath her children. The best way to protect her
children, she must have reasoned when she left Belot's estate in 1434,
would be to protect herself. As it turned out, she was right.

A confusing mixture of old custom's notion about conjugal unity and
the new law's ideas about the distinction between a wife's and a husband's
property, this case probably would have had another outcome one hundred
years later. By then, the echevins would surely have refused the strange
logic Du Bosquiel offered in claiming both the fish franchise and her
reprise; for their part, the ministers might have known better than even
to attempt the case, so clear would have been the principle of law that
protected a widow's right to the reprise.

Still, even in the mid-sixteenth century, people in Douai had not en
tirely jettisoned the norms of old custom and had not entirely resolved
the tension between these two different notions of marital property rela
tions. Many people still married by the old rules; a few even wrote ravestis
sements par lettre. Even the contracts and wills most propertied Douai
siens issued were not extreme in their preference for lineality or for male
interests: daughters were not denied lineal goods (heritages) in early mod
ern Douai; wives and widows technically owned property, movable and
immovable, in their own names; widows still had the option of staying
in their husbands' estates and managing the assets, if only as dowagers.
Similarly, the social practices that custom had so closely tracked would
not quickly disappear from Douai. Certainly in the sixteenth century, and
probably in the seventeenth as well, artisan and merchant households of
ten still functioned as production units, and wives took active roles in
them. Just as married women had long done, some wives still bought and
sold wool and cloth; they made clothing, foodstuffs, and leathergoods for
sale in local and regional markets; and they assumed their husbands' busi
nesses when widowed.

5 AMD, FF 613/2082 (27 Apn11437).
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There was, however, a subtle, but significant, difference between the
early modern and the medieval. By the later period, when the principles
of the marriage contract had become hegemonic, women no longer took
on such tasks with the full authorization old custom had provided. Over
time, the ambiguities of the legal situation made it harder for women
to assert rights, harder to seize the legal privileges that had once clearly
empowered theln to perform these jobs. Hence, gradually if unevenly,
both the tasks and the rights associated with them became marginal
ized. Women were supposed to carry property, to hold it for their chil
dren or their natal kin or to provide it for their husbands' use. They were
not supposed to actively manage assets-to negotiate marriage settle
ments for their daughters, as Franchoise Rohard had done; to distribute
their husbands' property to long lists of non-kin, as Marie Le Grand had
done; or to buy and sell fish, as Marie Du Bosquiel had done. Thus, in
the end, it becalne unusual for women to claim independent businesses
or to assert, as ])u Bosquiel had asserted, that they derived these rights
from their marital status. It even becan1e improper for women ofDu Bos
quiel's station to manage fish businesses and, for this reason, rare that
they did so.

To argue, therefore, that the Douaisien woman who married by con
tract was figured as a different being than the woman of custom is not
to insist that in their social practices Douaisiens crossed over a huge divide
sometime during the late Middle Ages, that women suddenly lost inde
pendent property rights or an active role in market production. The move
from old to new in Douai appears abrupt in law, but that is simply law's
illusion. Social change itself came much more slowly and unevenly. But
it came.

Gender LeSSOllS

What changed dramatically in the shift from custom to contract in Douai
was the gender code itself. The city's old custom inscribed a notion of
womanhood that positioned women as creators of property, as essential
elements in a conjugal social and economic unit. The new, in contrast,
positioned women as carriers of property, as individuals with economic
and social interests distinct from their husbands'. The first woman was
thus imagined as competent and valued for her skills if feared for her
potential power. The second woman "",'as imagined as not fully competent,
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as in need of help, protection, and supervision. Valued when obedient,
she was feared for her weaknesses-perhaps for her propensity to choose
beneficiaries unwisely, as Marie Le Grand or Marie Narrette might have
been thought to have done; for her willingness to abandon, even turn on,
her former in-laws, as Ysabel Cartoy seemed to have done; for her inability
to manage even her own small property as the nameless wife of George
Harpin was described as having done.

As clear as the differences in these two codes may be, this does not
mean that the new marital property regime itself entirely abandoned the
old notions of gender. The regime of contract allowed widows to refuse
their reprise and douaire and to stay in the estates of their husbands. For
many long years, widows could interpret this right as the right of ravestis
sement, just as Franchoise Rohard managed to do, but even when the
right to stay had been more clearly defined only as usufruct (the douaire
coutumier), the new marital property regime preserved a memory of the
idea ofconjugal unity, simply by allowing women to stay and to manage
if not to own-the bulk of the estate.

Douaisiens were not alone in their attachment to the gender code im
plied by old custom. Elsewhere in Europe, in Paris or Ghent, for example,
law was equally indecisive about whether women were creators or carriers
of property.6 In the marital property systems typical of these cities, the
contest between the two notions ofwomanhood was, however, not staged,
as it was in Douai, as a battle between two different systems. It was staged

6. For Pans, see Fr. OlivIer-MartIn, Htstotre de fa coutume de fa prevote et vtcomte de Pans, 2
vols., 1922-30 (repnnt, Paris: EdItIons Cujas, 1972), and for Ghent, Marianne Danneel, Wedu
wen en wezen tn het faat-mtddeleeuwse Gent (Leuven and Apeldoorn· Garant, 1995) Paris and
Ghent were not, of course, the only places to combIne elements of both Imaginanes In their
customary regimes, and theirs were only two of the many solutions attempted In the late medieval
urban North. See chapter 8 for further discussion of French-speaktng Europe. The problem was
not confined, however, to this regIon Cologne prOVIdes a partIcularly revealing example. There,
the CIty governors aggreSSIvely sought to enforce a vaguely defined "custom" that treated all marital
property as ''joint,'' rather as DouaI's old custom treated all property as conjugal Women in Co
logne, however, (particularly those from rich familIes) regularly sought to subvert this rule, by
wntlng contracts and maktng other agreements that exempted theIr marriage goods from the
joint property and exempted them from compliCIty In theIr husbands' business. See, for Cologne,
Marian Matrician, Ph.D. diss., Rutgers UniverSIty, New BrunSWIck, N.] (In progress).

The vanety and hybridlty of marital property law in this age extends well beyond the northern
cItIes. See, by way of convenIent example, the contrast between the systems described by Natalie
Zemon Davis, The Return ofMarttn Guerre (Cambndge. Harvard UniverSIty Press, 1983), Carol
F. Karlsen, The Devtl zn the Shape ofa Woman (New York: Norton, 1987); and John Hlne Mundy,
Men and Women of Toulouse tn the Age ofthe Cathars (Toronto: Pontifical Institute of MedIaeval
Studies, 1990).
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as a battle within a single regime. Like the women of Douaisien custom,
who were full heirs to all property in the marital estate, widows in these
regimes were heirs to at least a part of "community property" (usually
defined as movables). But, like the Douaisien women of contract, women
in these regimes were only carriers of lineal assets (the propres) and had
only usufruct rights-at best-to a part of their husbands' propres. Thus,
like Douaisien vromen, these women were caught between two different
gender imagineries, positioned both as competent and incompetent, as
responsible and irresponsible, as trusnvorthy and untrustworthy. In these
and similar cities too, just as in Douai, the late medieval and early modern
period saw the first notion ofwomanhood lose out to the latter, as propres
were increased, as the "community property" account was diminished, or
as the widow's claim to either account was restricted in various ways.
There too, just as in Douai, the effect ,vas to suppress one notion ofwom
anhood and to give new prominence to another.

As profound as the implications of these changes may have been for
gender meanings themselves, this does not mean that the effects of the
legal reform in ])ouai or anywhere else can be evaluated as a contest be
tween men and women, that we can draw up a balance sheet toting up
the pluses and rninuses for either gender. Matters were by no means so
clear. Many won1en in Douai would surely have welcomed the new protec
tion from irresponsible husbands that the marriage contract and its new
separatist regime provided. Other wonlen, it is equally certain, would have
resented the nevV" constraints imposed by male kin, children, and in-laws.
Similarly, there may have been as many women who would have enjoyed
the new clarity about what constituted correct femininity as there were
those who would have chafed at the restrictions imposed on their widow
hoods.

As a group, n1en might have been equally ambivalent. Those who had
daughters needing marriage gifts would surely have been relieved to know
that they would retain claims to the property they contributed to the mar
riage. Men entering marriages, in contrast, might have resented the limits
imposed on them in managing family finances. In the eyes of men as
husbands, the new marital property regime must have had other disadvan
tages as well, for it put them under the control of the previous male gener
ation, usually their own fathers and their fathers-in-law. To be sure, these
husbands could look forward to the day that they too could keep a son
or son-in-law on a short leash, but to the twenty-five-year-old male, that
day must have seemed a long way off
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However we might assess the implications of the legal reform for the
relative "status" ofwomen and men-and however difficult we might find
it to make any such assessment-it is evident that the reform had signifi
cant implications for the meaning of marriage itself. In one sense, we
have seen, the legal documents from Douai seem to confirm what other
historians have long argued: that in the early modern age, European mar
riages were being more explicitly defined as voluntary bonds between
spouses who regarded their unions not just as the vehicles for full member
ship in the community but as the principal sites of their emotionallives
and the exclusive domains of their sexual lives.7 Certain themes of this
discourse, we have seen, recurred repeatedly in the Douaisien marriage
contracts and even in the written ravestissements of the age-the notion
that husband and wife had a similar, if not identical, investment in the
marriage; the emphasis on parental, especially maternal, duty; and the
celebration of conjugal love as the principal cement of marriage.

But, we have also seen, there are many ambiguities and contradictions
in this story. These expressions of conjugal ties were voiced precisely as
the Douaisien marriage pact was being rewritten as a union among kin,
not among husband and wife, and when the social and economic, if not
the demographic, nuclearity of the household was being eroded. The new
marital property agreement, we have also seen, was figured as a contract
between a husband and wife whose economic investments and interests
were fundamentally different, even opposed, not ever identical. Thus, in
the contracts that set forth the new rules about marital property law, the
marriage bargain was depicted as a tense arrangement, the product of long
negotiations among many people with competing interests-husband and
wife, fathers and mothers, sisters and brothers, grandparents, aunts, un
cles, and "amis." It was, moreover, an agreement that reified gender differ
ence and gender hierarchy in a way the old notion of marriage as economic
pact did not. While this is not to say that marriage as imagined by old
custom was egalitarian with respect to gender-egalitarian is not the right
word for the radical equivalence imagined by custom-it does point out
that the new marital property regime imagined women as fundamentally
different from men, not as men's substitutes.

Thus, a particularly useful lesson to be learned by examining the shift
in gender meanings implied by Douai's legal reform is that a rhetoric about

7 See notes 18-21 of the IntroductIon for references to thIs lIterature.
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"affectionate" or "companionate" marriage was not born in the nuclear
households of people like Franchoise Rohard and Jehan Le Libert, house
holds where husband and wife were the full heirs of one another, not
just of wealth but of the powers to manage wealth and the household it
supported. It was not these households that produced documents talking
oflove, maternal devotion, and mutual accord. To judge from the evidence
we have from Douai, we would be compelled to argue exactly the opposite,
for talk of love and companionship exploded in Douaisien sources pre
cisely when the old notion of marriage as economic unity was breaking
down and when the marriage pact had come to seem insecure, fragile,
and uneasy because it was no longer based on equivalence, but on differ
ence. "Love" then became the seal of n1arriage, not because marriage was
being newly constructed as a union between a man and a woman who,
as "partners" in a household economy voluntarily chose to make a life
together, but precisely because marriage was no longer such a union.

Studying the Douaisien legal reforrnation provides one further lesson
as well. It teaches us to see marital property laws not as literal representa
tions of gender but as efforts to inscribe gender codes, codes that were
necessarily unstable and fraught with contradiction. This is not, however,
to say that the documents were mere legal fictions. Old custom's assump
tions about conjugal unity and the equivalency of male and female in mari
tal property succession reflected the practices of a society in which women
could and did behave like Franchoise B~ohard and Marie Le Grand. Simi
larly, the contract that so fundamentally rewrote marital property rela
tions, denying women full responsibility for making or competently man
aging wealth, accurately described the legal possibilities available women
like Marie Du E~osquiel or Ysabel Cartoy.

What we do learn from our analysis of these documents is that none
of these women--not Du Bosquiel, Cartoy, Rohard, or Le Grand-per
fectly enacted the cultural script written for her in law. Franchoise Rohard
was not the ideaJ deputy husband; Marie Le Grand was hardly the stead
fast widow; and neither Marie Du Bosquiel nor Ysabel Cartoy was the
docile, inept creature imagined by the marriage contract. And we further
see that women's capacities to subvert the law's intention as these women
did, to disrupt tbe narrative of social and gender order in which they were
cast, was a product, not of their refusal to obey the law, but of the contra
dictions within the law. The law, after all, permitted Rohard, Le Grand,
Du Bosquiel, and Cartoy the powers they claimed; in fact, the law granted
them their powers in the same moment that it labeled them deputy hus-
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band or steadfast widow or incompetent manager. It was thanks to this
legal sleight of hand that Franchoise Rohard could both manage her hus
band's estate and endow her own daughter at the expense of her step
children; that Marie Du Bosquiel could both protect herself but, had she
so chosen, abandon her children to creditors. Each gender image con
tained in the law was thus Janus-faced. Each had its "good" women: the
deputy husbands, docile wives, and protected widows of custom and con
tract; and each had their evil twins as well: women who used their power
over male property to subvert male interests, women who escaped male
control when they escaped responsibility for male assets.

The legal records in Douai thus belong as much to a cultural history
of gender as to legal history. Like the literary texts of the age that they
often so eerily echo, these documents betray the instability ofgender codes
that seek to link gender meanings to property and to construct gender
hierarchy through property relations at a time when property's location
and meaning were quite unstable. Reading these legal documents as cul
tural texts, we might thus say that the characters who populated the comic
literature of the day-the merry widows, wicked stepmothers, frivo
lous consumers, and faithless wives offabliaux, popular drama, and fairy
tales-were not, then, just characters in tales that might have been told
to Douaisiens. They were characters Douaisiens themselves scripted, for
as they drafted contracts, ravestissements par lettre, and wills featuring
women such as Rohard and Du Bosquiel, Douaisiens were themselves
telling such tales.8

The Douaisien legal documents were, however, not just cultural texts,
for they bore institutional authority of a particular kind. As Douaisiens
shifted away from custom, they were not only implicitly aligning
Franchoise Rohard with the wicked stepmothers of fiction, suggesting
that she was more maratre than belle-mere. They were writing documents
that ensured that no widow would henceforth wield Rohard's powers, that
Douaisien stepchildren and husbands need no longer fear her displeasure
quite as they had. Simultaneously, as Douaisiens wrote contracts that sur
rounded women with avoues, parens, amis, and plus prochains, they were

8 For a useful dIScussIon of the way that legal texts mIght be read as cultural texts, on how
they serve to Impose "fixed meanIng on SOCIal expenence In the context of a cnSIS In whIch mean
Ings have become IndetermInate," see Sarah Maza, "Stones In HIstory: Cultural N arratlves In
Recent Works In European HIstory," Amencan H15toncal Review 101, no 5 (December 1996):
1493-1515 (quotatIon from p 1500).
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not only aligning the Marie Du Bosquiels or Marie Le Grands of their
age with the widows of comic literature who were too merry, or the fe
male consumers \vho were too frivolous. They were creating legal mechan
isms that guaranteed that such women would be rendered impotent. The
great paradox here is that the new marital property regime constructed a
woman who seeraed incapable of the discipline required to manage prop
erty well and simultaneously positioned her to function in a way that ful
filled its expectat-ions.

Thus, the law produced the very gender code it seemed only to inscribe,
making it appear natural that women be supervised and protected. Only
because we knovv that Douaisien wornen had not always been protected
in this way, only because we have been able to witness the labored transi
tion from one conception of female property rights to another, only be
cause we encountered Marie, Franchoise, and their sisters in the archive,
do we know hovv artificial this constnlction was.



APPENDIX A

The Evolution of Douai's Douaire Coutumier

Jacob has argued that the douaire coutumier developed as a substitute for what
he calls the ravestzssement SOlIS reserve du contrat, a cumbersome rnechanism
adopted by many fifteenth-century Douaisiens to mix old custom with new con
vention. Couples employing this device first wrote a conventional marriage con
tract and thereafter a ravestissement par lettre. Some of these ravestissements
explicitly referred to the previous contract, implying that the new text treated
only those properties not named in the contract, but others were sIlent about the
existence of the pnor document or about the exact relationship between the two. 1

The exact meaning of these special ravestissements is not certain, and Jacob has
acknowledged that they might have meant different things in different circum
stances. Some may have applied only to property not named in the contract, some
may even have been intended to override the contract. Jacob is inclined to believe,
however, that the ravestissement, despite its name, was not really a grant of old
custom's rights, but only a provision of usufruct, whether intended to cover all
property or only that not covered by the contract.2

We have no direct evidence, however, that this was the meaning of these

1 AMD, FF 585/173 (May 1374), a ravestlssement wntten In 1374 between Colars De
Mauhll1e "caucheteur" (a ktnd of cloth finIsher) and Marguente Dagre acknowledged a marnage
contract wntten In 1369, before an lmpenal notary. AccordIng to Robert Jacob, Les epoux Ie set

gneur et fa (lte Coutume et prattques matnmonzafes des bourgeolS et paysans de France du Nord au

Moyen Age (Brussels PublIcatIons des Facultes Unlversltalres SaInt-LouIS 1, 1990), 179 (and n
307), between 15 and 50 percent of the ravestlssements par lettre surviving from samples of mar
nage agreements taken In the late fourteenth and early fifteenth century were actually ravestlsse
ments sous reserve du contrat

2 See Jacob, Les epoux, 179-91 Jacob concedes that the ravestlssement sous reserve du contrat
mIght have had a dIfferent Import In ongln-that It once granted full ownershIp nghts to the
remaInIng estate, just as the term ImplIes But he concludes that thIs peculIar form of the ravestls
sement was an IntermedIate step to the douaire coutumler and came, therefore, to be understood

as prOVIdIng only usufruct nghts
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strange documents, and, as Jacob acknowledged, there is some rather good evi
dence suggesting a less tidy shift away from the old notions of ravestissement.
The finding in the Le Libert v. Rohard suit is a particular case in point. In this
instance, the echevins recognized Rohard's right to stay in her husband's estate
and to give up the property promised by her marriage contract; and they treated
her right to stay as the full right to the customary ravestissement. To judge from
this case alone, Douaisiens were, as late as 1435, perfectly willing to allow widows
who had married under contract to renounce the contract and claim the old raves
tissement. Why not, then, allow the residual assets treated by a ravestissement
sous reserve du contrat to follow, as its name suggests, the same principles?

Yet, even if Jacob is too quick to conclude that Douaisiens had by the mid
fifteenth century jettisoned the ravestisselnent as a residual right-as I am in
clined to suspect he is-he is almost certai nly correct in his claim that the formal
clause of douaire coutumier never implied anything more than usufruct. In fact,
he is surely correct that the clause was added to contracts in order to clarify pre
cisely this point, to prevent women such as Franchoise Rohard from claiming the
ravestissement as her residual right under contract.



APPENDIX B

Written Custom and Old Custom in Douai

The first written custom began with a recitation of the old rules, presenting them
as though they were uncontested. The first article of Section I announced that
in Douai "Ie mort saisit Ie vif" (death seizes the living), that the closest heir take
all the deceased's property, including patrimonial properties (heritages) in the
jurisdiction of Douai, as though no succession had occurred and, therefore, with
no liability for death duties ("sans que soit requis faire aulcun actuelle apprehen
tion par relief"). The second article provided that if the marriage had been subject
to a ravestissement ("quand deux conjoinctz par mariage ont entre advesty l'un
l'aultre par sang ou lettres"), the surviving spouse was the full and absolute heir
of all property of any kind ("tous et chacuns les biens, moebles, cateulx et heri
tages,,) and that any children of the marriage or, in their absence, any other rela
tives, had no rights whatsoever in the property ("sans que les enffans procedans
duddit mariaige ou, en faulte d'enffans, les parens duddit premier morand y puis
sent avoir droict en quelque sorte que ce soit"). The third spelled out the rights
of the surviving spouse in marriages that had not been made subject to a ravestisse
ment: he or she was to make an equal division of all the property in the conjugal
estate, along with its debts, with the heirs of the deceased ("heritiers du premier
decendant, de quelque lez et coste qu'ilz viennent et procedent"). Articles 4
through 12 outlined attendant provisions: all children of the deceased inherited
equally in intestate successions; rapport (the practice by which previous gifts from
an estate are returned before division of the estate among heirs) and representatlon

(the pnnciple by which heirs of an heir represent the heir) were denied, and
parents were the heirs of their childless and unmarried children. 1

It was only in Section V that the new rules of marital property relations made
an appearance. This section provided that a widow had forty days to decide

1 The text IS edIted by Robert Jacob, Les epoux, Ie setgneur et la Ctte Coutume et prattques
matnmontales des bourgeotS et paysans de France du Nord au Moyen Age (Brussels: PublIcatIons des
Facultes UnIverSltaues SaInt-LoUIS 1, 1990), AppendIX 2.3
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whether to take the douaire coutumier or 1he douaire conventionnel and required
that a widow choosing the former come before the echevins to execute her late
husband's will. Somewhat unclear in itself, the passage long confused historians
because neither the customary douaire coutumier nor the douaire conventionnel
of this section seemed to bear any relationship to the widow's rights described
in Section 1: there she was simply the survivor, the heir of the conjugal estate
(or halfof it in infertile marriages). Jacob has, however, solved the puzzle: Section
V, he has shown, had no relationship to Section I, but described a widow who
had married under contract, not old custom. The douaire coutumier referred to
in the passage was the optional right to stay in a marriage arranged by contract;
the douaire conventionnel was the douaire, assene, et amendement, or increase,
added to the widow's reprise. Thus, this section in the written custom recorded
a stage in Douai's move from the traditions of old custom to the rules of the
marriage contract.2

Douai's first printed custom, of 1627, even more explicitly undermined old
custom. The document retained the two kinds of widow's rights so confusingly
combined in the sixteenth-century text: tbe ravestissement, on the one hand, and
the choice between the douaire conventionnel and the douaire coutumier, on the
other. It otherwise went much further than its unprinted predecessor, however,
in overturning old custom: in this edition, children ofa first marriage were guaran
teed the properties brought to the marriage by the deceased spouse, in case the
surviving spouse of the new marriage were to remarry (the beginnings of the right
of devolution); it ended the possibility that goods left by one spouse could be
carried into another marriage by the survivor and shared among the children of
that marriage, along with the children of the deceased; it introduced the notions
ofrepresentation and rapport, which had been explicitly refused in the first written
custom. By the late seventeenth century, the journey was all but complete, and
the ravestissement effectively disappeared from Douaisien practice.

Thus, via an extraordinarily twisted route, Douaisiens turned the exception
into the rule, turned "convention" (the \\rritten act) into "custom" (which in its
original meaning is unwritten). It was not an easy journey. Not even the written
custumals of the sixteenth and seventeenth century managed to complete the od
yssey' for they left Douaisiens suspended between two worlds: either they chose
to write a marriage contract, which put their marriage under the rules of new
"custom," or they married without a written property agreement, which left their
marriage subject to old custom.

2. See Jacob, Les epoux, for this analysis.
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augmentum. The "increase" on the dot, which in some regions the widow
received on the death of her spouse.

avoues. In early Douasien marriage contracts, avoues served as trustees of the
properties that would secure the widowhood of the bride. Later, in contrast,
they served only as overseers of the financial affairs of the bride, assigned by
the marriage contract between the groom and the bride's legal agent.

biens. Goods-including tools, equipment, jewelry, furnishings, clothing, and
cash. In general, biens refers to movable goods, but in Douai the term could
also be used to include immovables such as houses, warehouses, and sheds.
(See also heritages.)

chirographes. Separate parchments recording individual acts in the archive of
Douai. There, chirographes had three parts, each reproducing the text of the
legal agreement; each party to the agreement received one section, and the
third was kept by the registrars.

contrats divers. A collection of "various contracts" in the Douaisien municipal
archive. The collection consist of quitclaims and records of property transfers.

couvenenche de mariage. A term frequently used in Douai for marriage con
tracts written in the late Middle Ages.

devolution. The right of children to claim the chief properties of their parents
(the patrimony), which would make up the bulk of their eventual inheri
tance.

dot. In certain marital property regimes, the property contributed to a marriage
by the bride's family and, typically, returned to her at widowhood, sometimes
with an increase.

douaire, assene, et amendement. In Douai, the increase on the reprise,
which was added to the the wife's reprise at the death of her husband. The
douaire, assene, et amendement was typically expressed in cash, although it
could include real estate or usufruct on real estate.
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douaire conventionnel. In Douai, the douaire conventionnel meant the dou
aire, assene, let amendement specified in the marriage contract. A widow
could choose either this or the douait·e coutumier.

douaire coutulnier. The usufruct that a widow held on all or a portion of the
marital estate or (as in the Parisian regime) on a portion of the husband's
goods. In Donai, the widow who had married by contract had the right to
choose to stay in the estate and take the douaire coutumier or to take the
douaire conventionnel specified in the marriage contract.

feme sole (also femme marchande publique or Kauffrau). A legal conven
tion by which the conjugal fund and assets of the husband were protected
from the debts of a wife who maintained a separate business life from the
husband.

heritages. The immovable assets of a family. In the classic use, heritages were
not supposed to be alienated, since they were imagined as belonging to the
family line, not to the particular holder at a given moment.

lez et coste. "Side," that is, the natal kin.
lignage. "Lineage"; as used in Douaisien sources and by most French historians,

natal kin.
manse. The land to which an enserfed peasant family had heritable use rights.

Though ultinlate ownership resided with the lord, the right of the peasant
and his heirs to the use of the manse could not be alienated. The transfer of
the land from one generation to the next could be taxed. (See also relief.)

plus prochains. The closest kin, that is, those first in line to inherit.
portement. The goods that each spouse brought to the marriage under con

tractual marnage in Douai. In Douaisien contracts, the bride's portement
formed the basis of what she would take from the marriage on the death of
her spouse (the reprise), and it was usually specified. The groom's portement
was typically unspecified in the fifteenth century, but later it was more often
listed in marriage contracts.

propres. The property that each spouse possessed independently of the conju
gal fund, whlch reverted to the lineage if the possessor died without living
heirs. This term was used in the Centre of France (the Isle de France and area
surrounding Paris, Orleans, and its environs.)

rapport. The practice by which premortem inheritances were returned to the
parental estate before division of the estate.

ravestissement. The legal condition under which property rights in the conju
gal fund wert' transferred to the surviving spouse. The ravestissement par sang,

which occurred when a wife gave birth to a live child, was part of the customary
law of Douai. The ravestissement par lettre was a separate document that guar
anteed absolute property rights to a 'widow or widower whether or not their
union had produced any heirs.

ravestissement sous reserve du contrat. In the fifteenth century, some
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Doualslens mtxed custom with new convention by this mechanIsm, which en

taIled first writIng a marriage contract and then a ravestissement par lettre,
which sometimes referred to the marriage contract. See Appendix A for a full
discussion.

relief. A tax claimed by the lord from the heirs of the deceased.
rent viagere. A life rent.

reprise. In Douaislen marriage contracts, the property that reverted to the
widow at the death of her husband. Often, the reprise was expressed as the

portement.
sourplus (also surplus or residual). The property left in an estate after speci

fied distributions from It.

usufnlct. The right of a WIdow or widower to enjoy the use and profits of

property that ultImately belonged to the lineage or offspring of the marriage.
Thus, absolute ownership and free disposal of an inheritance did not occur

until the death of both parents.
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These measures are approximate, intended only to give a general idea ofthe magnitude
of landholdings and rental incomes. They represent values during the late medieval
and early modern period, approximately fr?m 1200 to 1600. 1

bonnier (surface): ca. 1.4 hectares (hectare == ca. 100 sq. meters or ca. 2.47 acres).
couppre (surface and volume): 1/4 to lJs rasiere.
quarrau or carreau (surface): ca. 30-40 square meters.
mencaudee (surface): normally taken as lJ4 bonnier (i.e., 35 square meters), al

though some sources put it equal to the rasiere or even higher.
mencaud (volulne): in Cambrai (in wheat), ca. 56 liters; in Arras (in wheat), ca.

86 liters.
mine (surface): ca. 39 square meters.
mine (volume): in Paris (in wheat), ca. 78 liters; in Hesdin (in wheat), ca. 84

liters.

1. PnnClpal sources for thIs matenaiInclude Alain Derville, "Les anCIennes mesures able du
Nord et Ie Pas-de-Calals," Cahzers de Metrologze 7 (1989): 31-42; Idem, "Les Mesures de l'avoine
au Moyen Age dans Ie Nord et Ie Pas-de-Calal~,," Cahzers de Metrologze 11-12 (1993-94): 411
20; Horace Doursther, Dzctzonnazre unzversel des /Jozds et mesures anczens et modernes, 1840 (reprint,
Amsterdam' MeridIan Pubhshers, 1965); Fredenc Godefroy, Lexzque de l'anczen Francats (Pans:
H Welter, Libraine unIversitaIre, francalse et etrangere, 1901); P. L. Llonet, Manuel du systeme

metnque ou lzvre de reductzon (Lllle: Vanackers, 1820); and Ronald Edward Zupko, French Wezghts

and Measures before the Revolutzon A Dzctzonary ofProvznetal and Local Unzts (Bloomington: Indi
ana UniversIty Pre~.s, 1978)
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muid (volume): in Hesdin (in wheat), ca 12 setiers or 24 mines (ca. 1900 liters);
in Arras (in wheat), ca. 16 mencauds (ca. 1400 liters).

rasiere (surface): ca. 510 square verges (ca. 45 square meters).
rasiere (volume): in Douai (in wheat), ca. 87 liters.
setier (volume): in Hesdin (in wheat), ca. 166 liters; elsewhere smaller.
verge (length): ca. 3 meters.
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